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Journal of Science & Technology
About the Journal
Overview
Pertanika Journal of Science & Technology (JST) is the official journal of Universiti Putra Malaysia 
published by UPM Press. It is an open-access online scientific journal which is free of charge. It publishes 
the scientific outputs. It neither accepts nor commissions third party content.
Recognized internationally as the leading peer-reviewed interdisciplinary journal devoted to the 
publication of original papers, it serves as a forum for practical approaches to improving quality in issues 
pertaining to science and engineering and its related fields.  
JST is a quarterly (January, April, July and October) periodical that considers for publication original 
articles as per its scope. The journal publishes in English and it is open to authors around the world 
regardless of the nationality.  
The Journal is available world-wide.
Aims and scope
Pertanika Journal of Science and Technology aims to provide a forum for high quality research related 
to science and engineering research. Areas relevant to the scope of the journal include: bioinformatics, 
bioscience, biotechnology and bio-molecular sciences, chemistry, computer science, ecology, 
engineering, engineering design, environmental control and management, mathematics and statistics, 
medicine and health sciences, nanotechnology, physics, safety and emergency management, and 
related fields of study.
History
Pertanika was founded in 1978. A decision was made in 1992 to streamline Pertanika into three journals 
as Journal of Tropical Agricultural Science, Journal of Science & Technology, and Journal of Social 
Sciences & Humanities to meet the need for specialised journals in areas of study aligned with the 
interdisciplinary strengths of the university. 
After almost 25 years, as an interdisciplinary Journal of Science & Technology, the revamped journal 
now focuses on research in science and engineering and its related fields.
Goal of Pertanika
Our goal is to bring the highest quality research to the widest possible audience.
Quality 
We aim for excellence, sustained by a responsible and professional approach to journal publishing.  
Submissions are guaranteed to receive a decision within 14 weeks. The elapsed time from submission 
to publication for the articles averages 5-6 months. 
Abstracting and indexing of Pertanika
Pertanika is almost 40 years old; this accumulated knowledge has resulted in Pertanika JST being 
abstracted and indexed in SCOPUS (Elsevier), Thomson (ISI) Web of Knowledge [BIOSIS & CAB Abstracts], 
EBSCO & EBSCOhost, DOAJ, ERA, Cabell’s Directories, Google Scholar, MyAIS, ISC & Rubriq (Journal 
Guide).
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Future vision
We are continuously improving access to our journal archives, content, and research services.  We have 
the drive to realise exciting new horizons that will benefit not only the academic community, but society 
itself. 
Citing journal articles
The abbreviation for Pertanika Journal of Science & Technology is Pertanika J. Sci. Technol.
Publication policy
Pertanika policy prohibits an author from submitting the same manuscript for concurrent consideration 
by two or more publications.  It prohibits as well publication of any manuscript that has already been 
published either in whole or substantial part elsewhere. It also does not permit publication of manuscript 
that has been published in full in Proceedings. 
Code of Ethics
The Pertanika Journals and Universiti Putra Malaysia takes seriously the responsibility of all of its 
journal publications to reflect the highest in publication ethics. Thus all journals and journal editors are 
expected to abide by the Journal’s codes of ethics. Refer to Pertanika’s Code of Ethics for full details, or 
visit the Journal’s web link at http://www.pertanika.upm.edu.my/code_of_ethics.php
International Standard Serial Number (ISSN)
An ISSN is an 8-digit code used to identify periodicals such as journals of all kinds and on all media–print 
and electronic. All Pertanika journals have ISSN as well as an e-ISSN. 
Journal of Science & Technology: ISSN 0128-7680 (Print);  ISSN 2231-8526 (Online).
Lag time 
A decision on acceptance or rejection of a manuscript is reached in 3 to 4 months (average 14 weeks). 
The elapsed time from submission to publication for the articles averages 5-6 months. 
Authorship
Authors are not permitted to add or remove any names from the authorship provided at the time of 
initial submission without the consent of the Journal’s Chief Executive Editor.
Manuscript preparation
Refer to Pertanika’s Instructions to Authors at the back of this journal.
Most scientific papers are prepared according to a format called IMRAD. The term represents the first 
letters of the words Introduction, Materials and Methods, Results, And, Discussion. IMRAD is simply 
a more ‘defined’ version of the “IBC” [Introduction, Body, Conclusion] format used for all academic 
writing. IMRAD indicates a pattern or format rather than a complete list of headings or components of 
research papers; the missing parts of a paper are: Title, Authors, Keywords, Abstract, Conclusions, and 
References. Additionally, some papers include Acknowledgments and Appendices. 
The Introduction explains the scope and objective of the study in the light of current knowledge on the 
subject; the Materials and Methods describes how the study was conducted; the Results section reports 
what was found in the study; and the Discussion section explains meaning and significance of the results 
and provides suggestions for future directions of research. The manuscript must be prepared according 
to the Journal’s Instructions to Authors.
Editorial process
Authors are notified with an acknowledgement containing a Manuscript ID on receipt of a manuscript, 
and upon the editorial decision regarding publication. 
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Pertanika follows a double-blind peer-review process. Manuscripts deemed suitable for publication 
are usually sent to reviewers.  Authors are encouraged to suggest names of at least three potential 
reviewers at the time of submission of their manuscript to Pertanika, but the editors will make the final 
choice. The editors are not, however, bound by these suggestions. 
Notification of the editorial decision is usually provided within ten to fourteen weeks from the receipt 
of manuscript.  Publication of solicited manuscripts is not guaranteed.  In most cases, manuscripts are 
accepted conditionally, pending an author’s revision of the material.
As articles are double-blind reviewed, material that might identify authorship of the paper should be 
placed only on page 2 as described in the first-4 page format in Pertanika’s Instructions to Authors 
given at the back of this journal. 
The Journal’s peer-review
In the peer-review process, three referees independently evaluate the scientific quality of the submitted 
manuscripts. 
Peer reviewers are experts chosen by journal editors to provide written assessment of the strengths and 
weaknesses of written research, with the aim of improving the reporting of research and identifying the 
most appropriate and highest quality material for the journal.
Operating and review process
What happens to a manuscript once it is submitted to Pertanika?  Typically, there are seven steps to the 
editorial review process:
1. The Journal’s chief executive editor and the editorial board examine the paper to determine 
whether it is appropriate for the journal and should be reviewed.  If not appropriate, the 
manuscript is rejected outright and the author is informed. 
2. The chief executive editor sends the article-identifying information having been removed, to 
three reviewers.  Typically, one of these is from the Journal’s editorial board.  Others are 
specialists in the subject matter represented by the article.  The chief executive editor asks 
them to complete the review in three weeks.  
Comments to authors are about the appropriateness and adequacy of the theoretical or 
conceptual framework, literature review, method, results and discussion, and conclusions. 
Reviewers often include suggestions for strengthening of the manuscript.  Comments to the 
editor are in the nature of the significance of the work and its potential contribution to the 
literature.
3. The chief executive editor, in consultation with the editor-in-chief, examines the reviews and 
decides whether to reject the manuscript, invite the author(s) to revise and resubmit the 
manuscript, or seek additional reviews.  Final acceptance or rejection rests with the Edito-
in-Chief, who reserves the right to refuse any material for publication.  In rare instances, 
the manuscript is accepted with almost no revision.  Almost without exception, reviewers’ 
comments (to the author) are forwarded to the author.  If a revision is indicated, the editor 
provides guidelines for attending to the reviewers’ suggestions and perhaps additional advice 
about revising the manuscript. 
4. The authors decide whether and how to address the reviewers’ comments and criticisms and 
the editor’s concerns.  The authors return a revised version of the paper to the chief executive 
editor along with specific information describing how they have answered’ the concerns 
of the reviewers and the editor, usually in a tabular form. The author(s) may also submit 
a rebuttal if there is a need especially when the author disagrees with certain comments 
provided by reviewer(s).
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5. The chief executive editor sends the revised paper out for re-review.  Typically, at least one of 
the original reviewers will be asked to examine the article. 
6. When the reviewers have completed their work, the chief executive editor in consultation 
with the editorial board and the editor-in-chief examine their comments and decide whether 
the paper is ready to be published, needs another round of revisions, or should be rejected. 
7. If the decision is to accept, an acceptance letter is sent to all the author(s), the paper is sent to 
the Press. The article should appear in print in approximately three months. 
The Publisher ensures that the paper adheres to the correct style (in-text citations, the 
reference list, and tables are typical areas of concern, clarity, and grammar).  The authors are 
asked to respond to any minor queries by the Publisher.  Following these corrections, page 
proofs are mailed to the corresponding authors for their final approval.  At this point, only 
essential changes are accepted.  Finally, the article appears in the pages of the Journal and is 
posted on-line. 
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Preface
We are pleased to present this special issue of the Pertanika Journal of Science and Technology 
(JST). This issue is a compilation of 38 out of 73 selected papers that were presented at the 
2016 International Conference on Electrical and Electronic Technology (ICEETech2016), held 
at Universiti Putra Malaysia from  22nd to 26th August 2016. The remaining 35 papers will be 
published in the subsequent issue. These papers were subjected to the usual stringent peer 
reviewing process before publication. ICEETech2016 was organised by Universiti Putra Malaysia, 
Kyushu Institute of Technology, Japan and Prince of Songkla University, Thailand. 
Themed ‘Inculcating Great Minds towards Smart Sustainable Engineering Solution’, the 
ICEETech2016 topics include but not limited to: Power System and Protection, Renewable & 
Sustainable Energy, High Voltage, Dielectric Insulation, Machine, Power Electronics, Energy 
Efficient Transportation Engineering, Robotic Automation, Control System and Signal Processing, 
Biomedical Engineering, Intelligent System, Sensor Technology, System-on-Chip, MEMS and 
NEMS, IC Packaging and Test and Nanoelectronics.
We would like to thank all the contributors as well as the reviewers who have made this JST 
ICEETech2016 a successful endeavour. It is hoped that this publication would encourage 
researchers around the world to be more active in publishing their research papers.
We record our deepest appreciation to Dr. Nayan Kanwal of the Journal Division and his editorial 
team at Pertanika, Universiti Putra Malaysia. Their assistance was invaluable in realising the 
publication of this Pertanika Special Issue. 
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ABSTRACT
Musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs) caused by muscle fatigue have been a major problem for industry 
which needs to be  resolved to save costs related  to human resource development (extra training and 
compensation). Detailed fatigue monitoring researches aimed at  finding the best fatigue indices is not 
new although  studies on the causes of fatigue can be  explored further. Identification analysis is required 
to monitor the  factors that influence  muscle performance characteristic of surface electromyography 
(sEMG) signal. Periodogram monitoring technique applies a frequency domain signal and represents the 
distribution of the signal power over the frequency.  It is a  technique that allows the  tracing of small 
changes in the behaviour of sEMG signal when external parameters are varied. This technique  is used 
in this paper to  monitor the sEMG signal changes in muscle performance when the lifting height and 
load mass are varied. The periodogram amplitude, which represents the power, increases with the rise in 
lifting height and load mass. From the frequency representation of the periodogram, the root mean square 
voltage (Vrms) is  calculated where the muscle performance characteristic could be further identified. The 
Vrms also shows a similar trend when  the lifting height and load mass are varied proving  the periodogram 
technique is  useful to  monitor changes in the muscle performance during manual lifting. 
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INTRODUCTION
Musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs) due to 
manual lifting are viewed  as one of the main 
source of occupational injury, influencing 
the quality of life of  industrial laborers 
worldwide. 
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Since most of the MSDs are caused by muscle fatigue,  studies have concentrated on 
finding the best fatigue indices (González-Izal et al., 2010).  For sometime now,  surface 
electromyography (sEMG) has been perceived as a solid instrument to assess  muscle condition 
in biomechanics applications. The  sEMG signal is a measure of the electrical activity in human 
body produced by skeletal muscles (Merlo & Campanini, 2010). sEMG is commonly utilized in 
research due to the fact that it is non-invasive and convenient to use (Shair, Zawawi, Abdullah, 
& Shamsudin, 2015). Since the characteristics of the sEMG signal itself is complicated and 
non-stationary, accurate analysis and scrutinizing of sEMG signal has been greatly valued.
Generally, there are three types of  methods to analyse the sEMG signals:  time domain, 
frequency domain and time-frequency domain. Even though the trend now is to use time-
frequency domain  the time domain and frequency domain continue to be popular (Tkach, 
Huang, & Kuiken, 2010). Different techniques have been used to  identify the effects of 
outside factors such as lifting height and load mass in manual lifting on muscle performance. 
Kamarudin (Kamarudin, Ahmad, Hassan, Yusoff, & Dawal, 2014) in her paper  presented the 
effects of different lifting height, load mass and twist angle to the biceps and triceps muscles, 
and to the subject’s heart rate based on the time representation. Roy, Bonato, & Knaflitz, 1998 
have experimentally assessed the differences in back muscle function for static and dynamic 
lifting based on the instantaneous median frequency.
Identification analysis is required to monitor the factors that play a part in performance 
characteristics. The periodogram changes waveform information from time domain into 
frequency domain and represents the dissemination of the signal power over frequency. Time 
domain signal would only demonstrate the time for any changes in phenomena that are likely 
to occur in the signal, whereas frequency domain signal able to distinguish and clarify the 
magnitude (power) behaviour of the signal based on the individual or band of frequency.
Previous studies were mostly concerned with the utilization of periodogram technique on 
fault detection, leakage current and power quality (Dhahbi-Megriche & Beroual, 2015). This 
despite  several researches having  applied the periodogram for bio-signal processing. 
Performance monitoring of muscle signal using periodogram is used in this study. The 
muscle signals,  scientifically known as EMG signals from right biceps branchii are captured to 
assess the effects of varying the lifting height and load mass during manual lifting tasks using 
periodogram. The analytical domain is limited to assess the effects on various  lifting conditions 
without focusing on muscle fatigue monitoring as a platform for future in-depth monitoring.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Subjects
Five healthy male volunteers and five women volunteers were chosen  for the study. None of 
them had a history of injury, either upper-limb disorder, lower-limb disorder or back disorder. 
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Their ages are between 21 to 25 years, and mean height and weight are 163 cm and 61.5 kg 
respectively. The complete demographic data of the subjects are shown in Table 1.
Table 1 
Subject’s demographic data
Criteria Minimum Mean Maximum
Age (Year) 21 23 25
Body weight (kg) 48 61.5 75
Body height (cm) 156 163 170
Fatigue Exercise Protocol
Subjects were requested to stand straight 0° in front of the shelf and were required to lift the 
load (5 kg and 10 kg) onto the 75 cm shelf repetitively until experiencing muscle fatigue. This is 
when the simulation time stopped. The lifting height is then changed to 140 cm. The movement 
of the forearm makes eccentric contraction in biceps branchii muscle. Every contraction was 
partitioned into four phases as in Figure 1. Details of the phases are shown as follows:
Phase 1: Subject takes the load
Phase 2: Travelling the load onto the shelf
Phase 3: Place the load onto the shelf
Phase 4: Release the load
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sEMG Data Collection
The sEMG signals from the right biceps branchii were recorded, sampled at 1500 Hz and 
filtered by a low pass filter of 500 Hz using Noraxon TeleMyo 2400T G2 and MyoResearch 
XP Master Research software. The location of Ag/AgCl electrodes (diameter 10mm) was 
aligned parallel to the fibres of the biceps branchii. To secure the electrodes, the electrodes 
are fixed onto the skin surface with an anti-allergic tape. Before attaching the electrodes, skin 
surface is cleansed using BD Alcohol Swabs of 70% Isorophyl Alcohol, and leave to dry before 
rubbing with the Signa Gel which is highly conductive, then only the electrodes are attached. 
The electrode placement is shown in Figure 2, where the biceps branchii label as (A) and the 
reference electrode is (B).
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The Non-Invasive Assessme t of Muscle (SENIAM) guideline was referred to obtain 
maximum pickup area of the EMG signals and to ensure that the signal from each subject is 
stable. The data of the signal were then processed by usingMatlabR2011a.
Periodogram Analytical Model
Raw data of the EMG signals were post-processed using periodogram. The periodogram 
changes waveform information from the time space into the frequency space and represents 
the dissemination of the signal power over frequency, which is called the power spectrum. 
The periodogram can be defined as
        (1)
where Sv (f) is the periodogram in frequency domain and v(t) is the voltage waveform of the 
raw sEMG signal. 
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The instantaneous root means square voltage (Vrms (t)) can be calculated from the 
periodogram as follows:
       
?????????????????????????????????????
 (2)
where fmax/2 is the maximum frequency of interest and Sv (f) is the periodogram.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Figure 3 shows the raw EMG signal at various lifting height and load mass obtained from the 
fatigue exercise experiment for 1 subject. These figures show a decreasing trend in the number 
of repetitions and time taken for the subject to experience muscle fatigue as the lifting height 
and load mass are increased. Similar trends were also seen for the other 9 subjects. At lifting 
height of 75 cm and load mass of 5 kg, the number of repetition is 36 liftings with the time 
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Figure 3. Raw EMG signal for (a) 5 kg load mass, 75 cm lifting height; (b) 5 kg load mass, 
140 cm lifting height; (c) 10 kg load mass, 75 cm lifting height; (d) 10 kg load mass, 140 cm 
lifting height. 
 
Periodogram algorithm is then applied to the raw EMG signal to obtain the frequency 
representation of the signal. The periodogram results for different lifting height and load mass 
are shown in Figure 4. The signal of periodogram shows the distribution of the waveform 
signal power for the Y-axis over the frequency for the X-axis. Each signal from the 
periodogram shows similar frequency trend, however the amplitude value of the power 
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Figure 3. Raw EMG signal for (a) 5 kg load mass, 75 cm lifting height; (b) 5 kg load mass, 
140 cm lifting height; (c) 10 g load mass, 75 cm lifting height; (d) 10 kg load mass, 140 cm 
lifting height. 
 
Periodogram algorithm is then applied to the raw EMG signal to obtain the frequency 
representation of the signal. The periodogram results for different lifting height and load mass 
are shown in Figure 4. The signal of periodogram shows the distribution of the waveform 
signal power for the Y-axis over the frequency for the X-axis. Each signal from the 
periodogram shows similar frequency trend, however the amplitude value of the power 
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spectrum for different lifting has a slight changed. The result indicates that the value of the 
amplitude (power) increased when  the lifting height and load mass increased.  The maximum 
power exists in the power spectrum for different liftings starting from 75 cm lifting height 
and 5 kg load mass, 140 cm lifting height and 5 kg load mass, 75 cm lifting height and 10 kg 
load mass, 140 cm lifting height and 10 kg load mass are 1.187x10-12 W, 6.153x10-12 W, 
5.104x10-12 W and 1.35x10-11 W respectively. 
 
                    
  (a)                                                                                   (b) 
 
                   
          (c)                                                                                      (d) 
Figure 4. Power spectrum for (a) 5 kg load mass, 75 cm lifting height; (b) 5 kg load mass, 
140 cm lifting height; (c) 10 kg load mass, 75 cm lifting height; (d) 10 kg load mass, 140 cm 
lifting height. 
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height; (c) 10 kg load mass, 75 cm lifting height; (d) 10 kg load mass, 140 cm lifting height
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spectrum for different lifting has a sl ght changed. The result indicates that the value of the 
amplitude (power) increased when  the lifting height and load mass increased.  The maximum 
power exists in the power spectrum for different liftings starting from 75 cm lifting height 
and 5 kg load mass, 140 cm lifting height and 5 kg load mass, 75 cm lifting height and 10 kg 
load mass, 140 cm lifting height and 10 kg load mass are 1.187x10-12 W, 6.153x10-12 W, 
5.104x10-12 W and 1.35x10-11 W respectively. 
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Figure 4. Power spectrum for (a) 5 kg load mass, 75 cm lifting height; (b) 5 kg load mass, 
140 cm lifting height; (c) 10 kg load mass, 75 cm lifting height; (d) 10 kg load mass, 140 cm 
lifting height. 
       
taken to experienced fatigue is the highest (362.8 s) compared to the other three liftings. This 
trend is followed by lifting height of 140 cm and load mass of 5 kg, lifting height of 75 cm 
and load mass of 10 kg, and lifting height of 140 cm and load mass of 10 kg, with 24 liftings 
(244.6 s), 21 liftings (215.1 s) and 12 liftings (123.3 s) respectively. 
Periodogram algorithm is then applied to the raw EMG signal to obtain the frequency 
representation of the signal. The periodogram results for different lifting height and load mass 
ar  shown in Figure 4. The signal of periodo ram s ows the distribution of the waveform signal 
power for the Y-axis over the frequency for the X-axis. Each signal from the periodogram shows 
similar frequency trend, however the amplitude value of the power spectrum for different lifting 
has a slight changed. The r sult indicates that the value of the amplitude (power) increased 
when  the lifting height and load mass increased.  The maximum power exists in the power 
spectrum for different liftings starting from 75 cm lifting height and 5 kg load mass, 140 cm 
lifting height and 5 kg load mass, 75 cm lifting height and 10 kg load mass, 140 cm lifting 
height and 10 kg load mass are 1.187x10-12 W, 6.153x10-12 W, 5.104x10-12 W and 1.35x10-11 
W respectively.
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From the power spectrum, muscle strength is estimated by calculating the Vrms values. The 
periodogram data of Vrms and maximum power with various lifting height and load mass is 
presented in Figure 5. These values are the mean values taken from all of the 10 subjects. It 
can be seen that Vrms are slightly increased from 0.0012 V, 0.0017 V, 0.0018 V and 0.0024 V 
as the lifting height and load mass are increased. Similar trend also showed by the EMG 
signal maximum power values. Hence, the overall results for periodogram data of Vrms and 
maximum power at various lifting conditions are presented in Table 2.  
 
Figure 5. Periodogram data of maximum power and Vrms at various load mass and lifting 
height. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 2 
Periodogram Data of Various Load Mass and Lifting Height 
 
Figure 5. Periodogram data of maximum power and Vrms at various load mass and lifting height
From the power spectrum, muscle strength is estimated by calculating the Vrms values. 
The periodogram dat  of Vrms and maximum power with various lifting height and load mass 
is presented in Figure 5. These values are the mean values taken from all of the 10 subjects. 
It can be seen that Vrms are slightly increased from 0.0012 V, 0.0017 V, 0.0018 V and 0.0024 
V as the lifting height and load mass are increased. Similar trend also showed by the EMG 
signal maximum power values. Hence, the overall results for periodogram data of Vrms and 
maximum power at various lifting conditions are presented in Table 2. 
Table 2 
Periodogram data of various load mass and lifting height
Lifting Height (cm) 75 140
Load Mass (kg) 5 10 5 10
Maximum Power (W) 1.19E-12 5.10E-12 6.16E-12 1.35E-11
Vrms (V) 7.19E-05 1.08E-04 0.0018 0.0024
CONCLUSION
An experimental study based on analysis of the periodogram power spectrum was  performed 
to monitor the effects of different lifting height and load mass on muscle performance. 
Results indicate the number of lifting repetitions which could be performed before the subject 
experiences muscle fatigue. The findings  show the relationship between the lifting height and 
load mass on  muscle performance. Apart from that, it indicates that both the amplitude of the 
periodogram, which represents the power and the Vrms (strength) are increased as the lifting 
height and load mass are increased. Consequently, the EMG signal characteristic of various 
lifting height and load mass could be well presented by using periodogram.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, a configuration of a single-stage AC-DC converter and a high voltage resonant controller 
IC L6598  for LED street light driver is discussed. The converter is obtained by integrating two boost 
circuits and a half-bridge LLC resonant circuit. A voltage double rectifier circuit is adopted as output 
to lower the voltage stress on transformer and the associated core. The two boost circuits work in 
boundary conduction mode (BCM) to achieve the power factor correction (PFC). The converter works 
in soft-switching mode allowing the power switches to operate in zero-voltage-switching (ZVS) and 
the output diodes to operate in zero-current-switching (ZCS). This reduces the switching losses and 
enhances the efficiency. The converter features lower voltage stress on the power switches and the bus 
voltage is reduced to slightly higher than the peak input voltage. Therefore, the converter can perform 
well under high-input-voltage. Here, the DC bus and the output filter capacitances are greatly reduced. 
So, electrolytic capacitor-less converter can be realized for a long lifetime LED driver. Simulation results 
from PSpice are presented for a 100-W prototype. 
Keywords: LED driver, boost circuit, LLC, power factor correction, street lighting, voltage doubler
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INTRODUCTION
Recently, light-emitting diode (LED) has 
become popular for street lighting  due to its 
energy savings capacity and low maintenance 
costs. Switching from incandescent lights to 
LEDs can also help reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions from power plants in addition to 
providing  better light quality and eliminating 
mercury waste disposal (“Energy Efficient,” 
2013). 
An appropriate converter that can support 
a wide range of universal input ac voltages 
is desirable. Therefore, AC-DC conversion 
stage is a compulsory to drive the system 
powered from ac source. Switching converter 
is usually chosen due to its economical 
driving solutions, but the conventional AC-
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DC switching converters have poor performances in PF and harmonic distortion. In order to 
achieve input current shaping, an additional PFC stage is added in front of the converters. In 
spite of its good performance, these  two-stage converters are usually expensive, bigger in 
size and energy inefficient compared to the single-stage converters. To simplify the circuit and 
improve the reliability of the system, single-stage AC-DC converters were proposed  (Gacio et 
al., 2011; Lin et al., 2006; Lu et al., 2008). PFC circuit and the DC-DC converter were integrated 
into one stage by sharing one or more switches. However, the integrated switch was subjected 
to high voltage stress and operated in hard switching which decreases the circuit efficiency. 
A single-stage LLC resonant converter has the advantage of soft-switching characteristics 
and can achieve high efficiency. However, the single-stage PFC converters based on half-
bridge resonant structure (Chen et al., 2012; Kang et al., 2002; Lai & Shyu, 2007) continued 
to  maintain a high bus voltage  twice the input peak voltage. On the contrary, the converter  in 
Seok & Kwon, 2001 demonstrated a lower bus voltage, and less voltage stress on  the switching 
devices.  Wang et al. (2010) proposed a single-stage LED driver which comprises an interleaving 
boost circuit and half-bridge LLC resonant circuit. The two boost circuits work in DCM to 
obtain PFC function. With proper switching frequency, the primary-side switches operate in 
ZVS and the secondary-side diodes operate in ZCS. Cheng and Yen (2011) implemented the 
same topology and reduced one capacitor at the input side. Later, Wang et al. (2015) improved 
the topology by replacing the two boost inductors with a single inductor that was shared by the 
two boost circuits. Both boost circuits worked in BCM. However, the driver is more complex 
and larger in terms of its  size since  it uses pulse transformer for the driving circuit. 
In this paper, the configuration of a single-stage LED driver  proposed in Wang et al., 
2015 and a resonant controller ICL658 is used  to design a 100-W prototype for application 
under 240-V AC input. Since the voltage divider capacitors can fulfil the same role, the driver 
eliminated the DC input filter capacitor after the input bridge rectifier. By employing the output-
voltage doubler rectifier on the secondary side, a higher voltage conversion ratio is obtained 
with a lower turn ratio transformer. The reduced turn ratio increases the overall efficiency. The 
transformer size also can be decreased. Here, the output voltage is shared by two output filter 
capacitors. So, a smaller capacitance with lower voltage rating capacitor can be used. Since, 
the DC bus and the output filter capacitance are incredibly downsized; film type capacitor can 
be utilized. Hence, a longer life span for the  LED driver can be achieved.
Structure of the proposed circuit
Figure 1 shows the proposed configuration of LED driver with a resonant controller and a 
control circuit. The driver consists of a full-bridge rectifier, two voltage divider capacitors C1 and 
C2, two boost diodes D1 and D2, a boost inductor Lb, two power switches S1 and S2, a bus voltage 
capacitor Cbus, a resonant capacitor Cr, a transformer with resonant inductor Lr and magnetizing 
inductor Lm, two output diodes Dr1 and Dr2, two output capacitors Cr1 and Cr2 and LED street 
light module. Here, CS1 and CS2 are the parasitic capacitors, while DS1 and DS2 are the parasitic 
diodes of switches S1 and S2. Two boost circuits are obtained by integrating the switches of 
half-bridge LLC resonant circuit. Cbus, D1, Lb, S1, and DS2 constitute one boost circuit, whereas 
Cbus, D2, Lb, S2, and DS1 constitute another boost circuit. Cbus and Lb are shared by the two boost 
A Single-Stage Converter for Driving LEDs
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circuits. A high voltage resonant controller IC manufactured by ST Microelectronics, L6598 
would be used to drive the two switches alternately with a certain dead time and switching 
duty cycle nearly 0.5. The dead time provided between the conduction of the high-side switch 
and low-side switch will allows the switches to turn on with ZVS. The auxiliary voltage Vaux 
supply a constant voltage to the resonant controller for driving the switches. 
Principle of the operation
This driver has ten operational modes in a single switching period. The steady state operating 
waveforms of the driver are demonstrated in Figure 2. In the following, the descriptions for 
the operational modes are elaborated. 
 Mode 1 (t0 − t1): At time t0, switch S2 is already turned off. Resonant current ir flows in 
opposite direction through switch S1 to discharges parasitic capacitor CS1. Hence, drain-
source voltage VDS1 decreases to zero and parasitic diode DS1 is turned on. During this time, 
boost inductor Lb discharges energy via DS1, Cbus, D2, and C2. On the secondary side, diode 
Dr1 is turned on and current iDr1 increases. So, the voltage across magnetizing inductor 
Lm is clamped by output voltage. Resonant inductor Lr and resonant capacitor Cr form a 
resonant tank. Afterward, gate signal VGS1 arrives to turn on S1 in ZVS. At the end of this 
mode, ir becomes zero. 
 Mode 2 (t1 − t2): Within this time interval, resonant current ir flows in positive direction 
and increases with sinusoidal shape. 
 Mode 3 (t2 − t3): At time t2, parasitic diode DS1 is turned off. Resonant current ir flows 
through Cbus and S1. Magnetizing current im continues to decrease linearly. At the end of 
this mode, boost inductor Lb is completely discharged until current iLb becomes zero.
Figure 1. The proposed configuration of LED driver with a resonant controller and a control circuit
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 Mode 4 (t3 − t4): At time t3, C1 charges Lb via D1 and S1. Magnetizing current im becomes 
zero, then changes its flow to positive direction and continues to increase linearly to the 
maximum value. Resonant current ir also increases until reaching the peak value then 
decreases until the value is equal to im. The difference current between ir and im flows 
through the primary winding of the transformer and power is supplied to the load. Here, 
diode current iDr1 increases to the peak value and then decreases to zero.
 Mode 5 (t4 − t5): At time t4, diode Dr1 is turned off in ZCS. The secondary side circuit is 
separated from the primary side circuit. So, the voltage across Lm is no longer clamped by 
output voltage. Hence, Lm involves in the resonant tank with Lr and Cr. At this time, ir and 
im are equal. The current continues to flow through Cbus and S1. At the end of this mode, 
switch S1 is turned off. Parasitic capacitor CS1 is charged and drain-source voltage VDS1 
increases to bus voltage. Boost inductor Lb is fully charged and iLb reaches peak value.
 Mode 6 (t5 − t6): At time t5, resonant current ir flows through switch S2 and discharges 
parasitic capacitor CS2. Hence, drain-source voltage VDS2 decreases to zero and parasitic 
diode DS2 is turned on. During this time, boost inductor Lb discharges energy via C1, D1, 
Cbus, and DS2. On the secondary side, diode Dr2 is turned on and current iDr2 increases. So, 
the voltage across Lm is clamped by output voltage. Resonant inductor Lr and resonant 
capacitor Cr form a resonant tank. Afterward, gate signal VGS2 arrives to turn on S2 in ZVS. 
At the end of this mode, ir decreases to zero.
Figure 2. The steady state operating waveforms of the driver
A Single-Stage Converter for Driving LEDs
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 Mode 7 (t6 − t7): During this mode, resonant current ir flows in negative direction and 
increases with sinusoidal shape.
 Mode 8 (t7 − t8): At time t7, parasitic diode DS2 is turned off. Resonant current ir flows 
through S2. Magnetizing current im continues to decrease linearly. At the end of this mode, 
boost inductor Lb is completely discharged until current iLb becomes zero.
 Mode 9 (t8 − t9): At time t8, C2 charges Lb via S2 and D2. Magnetizing current im becomes 
zero, then changes its flow to negative direction and continues to increase linearly to the 
maximum value. Resonant current ir also increases until reaching the peak value then 
decreases until the value is equal to im. The difference current between ir and im flows 
through the primary winding of the transformer and power is supplied to the load. Here, 
diode current iDr2 increases to the peak value and then decreases to zero.
 Mode 10 (t9 − t10): At time t9, diode Dr2 is turned off in ZCS. The secondary side circuit 
is separated from the primary side circuit. So, the voltage of Lm is no longer clamped by 
output voltage. Hence, Lm involves in the resonant tank with Lr and Cr. At this time, ir and 
im is equal. The current continues to flow through switch S2. At the end of this mode, switch 
S2 is turned off. Parasitic capacitor CS2 is charged and drain-source voltage VDS2 increases 
to bus voltage. Boost inductor Lb is fully charged and iLb reaches peak value. 
From the waveforms, the boost inductor current iLb is naturally in BCM state. The two boost 
circuits charge and discharge the energy to boost inductor Lb alternately in one switching period.
The switch is turned on when the drain-source voltage is zero. During this time, the parasitic 
diode carries reverse current before the switch conducts forward current. Hence, there are no 
turn on switching losses exist in the switches. Furthermore, when the switch is turned off, the 
parasitic capacitor will be charged and the drain-source voltage increases. At the same time, the 
parasitic capacitor of the opposite switch will be discharged and the energy stored is returned 
to the dc source. Here, capacitive loss is eliminated. This help to erase the turn off switching 
losses. Thus, the switches operate alternately with ZVS.
On the secondary side, output diodes are turned off with ZCS. Then, the secondary side is 
separated from the primary side and the output filter capacitors will supply energy to the LEDs.
Design consideration
A prototype of an LED driver is designed for application under 240-V AC input. Here, the 
LED street light module consists of six strings with two LEDs per sring. The LED has steady 
state rated performance of 26.5V/320mA. The switching frequency fs of LLC resonant circuit 
must satisfy the range fm < fs < fr for the switches to work in ZVS and the secondary side diodes 
to work in ZCS. Here, the switching frequency is set to 0.9 fr. A large value of Lm is used to 
obtain a lower bus voltage in variation of the load. The utilized components for the driver are 
shown in detail in Table 1.
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Simulation result
In this paper, a 100-W prototype with 53V output for an LED street light module is simulated 
using PSpice. Figure 3 shows the waveforms of the input voltage vin and input current iin. The 
input current is in phase with the input voltage, so the PFC function is obtained. The sinusoidal 
waveform without shape distortion portray that the current consist of fundamental component, 
so a low current THD can be estimated. 
Table 1 
Component list
Component Symbol Value
Voltage Divider Capacitor C1, C2 330nF
Boost Inductor Lb 200uH
Resonant Capacitor Cr 10nF
Leakage Inductor Lr 110uH
Magnetizing Inductor Lm 990uH
Bus Capacitor Cbus 90uF
Output Capacitor Cr1, Cr2 47uF
Figure 3. The waveforms of the input voltage vin and input current iin
Figure 4 shows the waveforms of VDS1, VGS1 and IDS1. The switch gate voltage VGS1 comes 
after the switch drain-source voltage VDS1 turned to zero. During this time, the switch conducts 
reverse current. This is demonstrating that the switches work in ZVS mode. Figure 5 shows 
the waveforms of the switch drain-source voltage VDS1 and diode current iDr1. The diode current 
slowly decreases to zero and there is a short time it to keep it at zero value, which  shows that 
the secondary side diodes turn off in ZCS mode.
A Single-Stage Converter for Driving LEDs
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Figure 4. The waveforms of the switch drain-source voltage VDS1, switch gate voltage VGS1 and switch 
current IDS1
Figure 6 shows the waveforms of VDS1, ir, iDr1 and iLb in 100-W full-load stage. The resonant 
current ir has a step shape and the diode current iDr1 works in ZCS. The switching frequency 
is 141 kHz. 
Figure 7 shows the waveforms of output voltage Vo and output current Io. The voltage is 
53 V, and the current is 1.9 A, hence, the output power is approximately 100 W. The voltage 
ripple is lower than 1 V, while the current ripple is lower than 100 mA, which is an acceptable 
value to drive the LEDs without flicker.
Figure 5. The waveforms of the switch drain-source voltage VDS1 and output diode current iDr1
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CONCLUSION
A 100-W single-stage LED driver based on two boost circuits and a half-bridge type LLC 
resonant circuit is simulated under 240-V AC input. The boost circuits share a single inductor 
that operate in BCM to obtain the PFC. Input voltage is divided by two capacitors, so the 
voltage stress of the switches is reduced by half and the driver is suitable for high-input-voltage 
condition. The value of the magnetizing inductor is selected to be high so that the bus voltage is 
low in variation of the power. Both switches work with soft-switching characteristics in order 
to achieve  a high conversion efficiency.  Simulation results showed that the bus voltage was 
about 400V, which is higher than the input peak voltage. Here, ideal elements were selected, 
thus, the switches or components losses were not considered throughout the simulation.
Figure 6. The waveforms of the switch drain-source voltage VDS1, resonant current ir, output diode current 
iDr1 and boost inductor current iLb
Figure 7. The waveforms of the output voltage Vo and output current Io
A Single-Stage Converter for Driving LEDs
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a methodology to determine the economic power factor at the point of power transfer 
between  transmission and distribution (T & D) system for a vertically integrated utility company. An 
integrated reactive power management strategy is developed to optimize the planting up of reactive power 
compensation devices in the transmission and distribution system. The transmission and distribution 
network is  modelled and simulated using commercially available software to analyse the transmission 
network losses, capacity released and voltage stability due to capacitor plant up. Economic analysis on 
the  total cost of ownership of capacitor banks is used  to determine the economic benefits of technical 
losses reduction and capacity.  released in transmission and distribution equipment through the planting 
up of capacitor bank. The proposed methodology can be used by  a vertically integrated power utility 
where a single utility own both the transmission and distribution system. A software base data analytic, 
power system automation and economic analysis tool was developed to facilitate the planning engineer 
in reactive power planning and management. 
Keywords: Reactive power management
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INTRODUCTION
Reactive power management in transmission 
network aims at  addressing issues related 
to voltage stability in a power system under 
normal operating conditions.  Inadequate 
reactive power in the transmission system 
could lead to voltage collapse (U.S.-Canada 
Power System Outage Task Force, 2014). In 
the distribution system, the main objective 
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of having adequate reactive power is to minimize technical losses and to release equipment 
capacity. Voltage management based on reactive power control in the distribution system is not 
as effective when compared with transmission system due to the nature of distribution system 
where the X/R ratio is high. The total costs of ownership for capacitor banks depends on the 
voltage and its manufacturer.  As such, capacitor plant up in transmission and distribution 
system is optimized based on the selection of capacitor bank according to its voltage level and 
design under technical constraints such as physical space, network topology and availability. 
An integrated approach in reactive power planning and planting up can help to save costs and 
benefit a vertically integrated utility company.
Various methods have been proposed by researchers to optimize the management of 
reactive power (Singh & Srivastava, 2012); (Shourvarzi, Vaziri Mirzaei, Mehdizadeh Afroozi, 
& Rostami, 2012). In recent years, many publications have focused on optimal location, sizing 
and control strategy of reactive power management in the network with distributed generation 
or renewable energy resources (Hu, Dong, Lu, Xu, & Lianjie Lv, 2012). A comprehensive 
literature survey on the European practices in voltage and VAR control is published in (Mousavi 
& Cherkaoui, 2011).   
Majority of the publications are focused on the optimal reactive power management on 
either transmission or distribution system. The methods proposed in the literature are applicable 
for deregulated electricity market where the coordination between transmission and distribution 
is minimal, and distribution operator adopted the concept “pay as you use” for reactive power. 
Furthermore, the proposed solution for optimal reactive power management involves  complex 
optimization technique and heavy computation. 
This paper describes an integrated approach in capacitor bank plant up for a transmission 
and distribution system.  The first step is to establish the economic power factor at the point 
of power transfer between the transmission and distribution system. By applying total costs 
of ownership for each type of capacitor bank of different voltage level, economic benefits 
in terms of reduction in technical losses and capacity released in equipment is optimized by 
calculating the internal rate of return of each case of capacitor bank plant up. The optimum 
strategy is  based on techno-economic analysis and network availability. Parameters required 
for the proposed methodology includes transmission and distribution network data, peak load 
demand data, unit cost of energy, and unit savings from capacity release.
METHODOLOGY
Typically, in a power system, most of the reactive power is consumed by the electrical loads. 
Reactive power transfer between the transmission and distribution system is recorded by energy 
meters installed on the secondary side of power transformers in the Main-In-Take substations. 
In this study, system wide power factor profile is first established by analysing the owner factor 
at each of the Main-In-Take substation. Power system studies were done on the transmission 
network to determine the optimal power factor at the Main-In-Take substation that yields the 
highest economic benefits.  
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The quantum of capacitor banks to be planted in the distribution system is determined 
based on the optimal power factor at the Main-In-Take substation. Three different types of 
capacitor bank are considered; medium voltage (MV) capacitor bank, ground mount (GMLV) 
low voltage capacitor bank and low voltage pole top (LVPT) capacitor bank. Economic benefits 
based on internal rate of return are calculated for each of the three types of capacitor bank. 
Figure 1 shows the process flow of the integrated capacitor plant up based on the economic 
power factor to be maintained at the PMUs. 
TECHNICAL ANALYSIS
In the technical analysis, the network data, load demand and existing power factor for  the load 
was  obtained from the utility company. The entire transmission network is modelled in the 
power system simulation software with optimal power flow (OPF) and the results (technical 
losses and total loading in MVA) are saved as base case. The OPF is repeated using different 
power factor from 0.9 to 1.0. The result of OPF at different power factor is compared to the 
technical losses and loading in MVA for the base case. The difference is the saving/benefit 
obtained from reactive power management. Figure 2 shows the example of capacity release 
at different power factor. 
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
From the technical analysis, the studies were able to establish the technical losses reduction, 
capacity released and capacitor bank required to achieve the target power factor.  Financial 
savings is taken from the product of capacity released and energy losses multiply by its 
respective dollar/unit ($/MVA and $/kWh).
Capacity Released
The capacity released would benefit utility companies in terms of deferment of investment 
in new infrastructure, which typically consists of construction costs of new substations, 
transformers and auxiliary equipment.  In addition, by releasing the transformer capacity the 
utility company would be able to minimize risk of power interruption to customers through 
demand management in the event of a fault in the system.
Technical Losses Reduction
Technical losses indicate the energy efficiency of the transmission and distribution system in 
supply power to customer loads. Operating at economic power factor by placing capacitor 
banks at strategic locations in the power system are effective and economical ways to minimize 
technical losses.
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Capacitor Cost
Capacitor bank is a low cost reactive power compensation device compared to other technology 
such as STATCOM. Therefore, capacitor bank is widely used by power utility. Capacitor bank 
rated at different voltage level has different capacity, life span and maintenance cost. To have 
a fair comparison, total cost of ownership (TCO) is introduced to compare the most optimum 
reactive power compensation strategy. TCO is calculated based on the formula below: -
 TCO (RM) = [Initial cost + Maintenance cost + Disposal cost – Less value]  unit cost        (1)
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The benefit cost ratio is calculated based on ratio of overall cost saving to total cost of capacitor 
installation. The result in figure 3 shows the most economic power factor to be maintained 
at Main-In-Take Substation which is 0.97. Consequently, this 0.97 power factor is used to 
determine system wide strategies in capacitor bank plant up in the distribution system. 
In this study, it has been determined that 120 MVAR of capacitor bank should be planted 
per year over the next 8 years in the distribution system to mitigate the deficit in reactive power 
requirement based on 0.97 economic power factor at PMU. Plant up of 120 MVAR per year is 
taking into consideration of practicality at site such as outage requirement, civil work, cabling 
and installation work. 
A sample result on capacitor bank plant up in the distribution system is shown in Table 1. 
In this example, 75% of the total 120 MVAR required will be planted up at 11kV (5 MVAR 
capacitor bank). This is equivalent to approximately 90 MVAR or 18 units of 5 MVAR 11kV 
capacitor bank. This is follow by 10 % of GMLV capacitor bank and 15% of LVPT capacitor 
bank. With the plant up as shown in Table 1, it is expected that the quantum of reactive power 
transfer from transmission to distribution system would be gradually reduced. Consequently, 
the whole generation, transmission and distribution system would be more energy efficient 
as the distribution system is capable of meeting its reactive power demand locally which is 
achievable in year 2023.
Figure 3 shows the overall optimization chart from the reactive power optimization study. 
It is shown that the most economic power factor in between transmission and distribution 
system is 0.97. This is because the benefit over cost ratio at power factor of 0.97 is the highest. 
Table 1 
Plant-up Strategy in Distribution System based on 120 MVAR/YR
5 MVAr 11kV Cap Bank 180 kVAR GMLV Cap Bank 18 kVAR LVPT Cap Bank
Percentage No of Units Percentage No of Units Percentage No of Units
75% 18 10% 67 15% 1,000
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CONCLUSION
An integrated VAR management methodology based on techno economic analysis is proposed to 
determine the economic power factor in  transmission and distribution networks. The proposed 
methodology is suitable  where transmission and distribution system belongs to the same utility 
company. A Microsoft Access data based and automation tools was  developed for short term 
and long term reactive power planning and analysis.
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ABSTRACT
The unified protocols are unified in application interface, models, and seamless. They generate one 
standard protocol, one world called IEC 61850. IEC 61850 integrate the security, interoperability, 
modelling, mapping to a substation, and reliability.  Presently, the more expensive fiber based Ethernet 
LAN is the most prevalent technology for medium and low voltage distribution substations.  To 
circumvent this problem Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) has been investigated for its suitability 
for applications that are compliant to IEC 61850: automation and metering; control and monitoring; and 
over-current protection.  In this paper the IEEE 802.11n WLAN is studied when used in various IEC 
61850 supported applications for substation automation. It also discusses the benefits of using GOOSE 
message to protect and control applications and the use of IEC 61850.  
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INTRODUCTION
Control and Protection engineers are often 
faced with many problems that can be 
stated with alternative easy inquiry “To IEC 
61850 or Not to IEC 61850”. The answers 
regarding too many engineering works in 
control and automation in the substations is 
obviously yes. IEC61850 protocol is the only 
one that supports systems based on multi-
vendor Intelligent Electronic Devices (IEDs) 
networked together to provide protection, 
monitoring, automation, metering, and control 
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functions. The interoperability of equipment and systems is ensured by providing compatibility 
between interfaces, protocols, and data models.
This paper presents stations implementing this new IEC 61580 standard and applications 
examples which are organized for them. The IEC 61850 standard applicability and viability 
as the recognized communication standard for substations automation are excellent. 
Therefore, it is possible with IEC 61580-GOOSE to achieve high speed communication for 
interlocking switchgears across bays (substations). The ‘generic object-oriented substation 
event’ is abbreviated as GOOSE, a service of fast communication that is independent of the 
communication between the client (centralized station controller) and the server (bay control 
unit). The WLAN is being widely organized in smart networks (Parikh et al., 2010). The 
WLAN was studied extensively for home automations and industrial applications due to its 
simplicity (Gungor et al., 2010). A few examples of research in WLAN for control, monitoring 
and protection have been described in (Ali et al., 2015). Numerous automation systems which 
use WLAN has defined in (Parikh et al., 2013) and the application of the same Wireless Local 
Area Network (WLAN) in substations was done as well (Abdel-Latif et al., 2009). In the above-
mentioned articles, performances of wireless LAN have been evaluated for the applications 
of IEC 61850 based smart network supply substation. They classify possible applications of 
smart distribution and show that the WLAN technology can achieve technical and economic 
advantages in these applications. In this paper, we focus on the presentation of the ETE Delay 
of GOOSE message using the multipoint to point (Access Point) network. The influence of 
Radio Frequency Interference (RFI), and Electro-Magnetic Interference (EMI) effect, was 
assumed to be the Gaussian probability density function distribution. The rest of this paper is 
organized as follows: after this section; focuses on the GOOSE message for IEC 61850, and 
section 3 describes the Future for IEC 61850. Finally, the conclusion is given in section 4.
GOOSE MESSAGE FOR IEC 61850
Using the goose message in control and protection application will  improve the reliability, 
performance, and efficiency of the system. The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) 
is a connection-oriented protocol,  the devices at the end points establish an end-to-end 
connection before any data is sent. TCP protocol is more reliable, because they guarantee that 
data will arrive in the proper sequence. Regarding to their principles TCP cannot meet the 
protection application requirements. This has led to  another type of communication based 
on a connectionless technique. Using this technique of communication between Intelligent 
Electronic Devices (IEDs) means there is no assurance that the data will be received. Due to 
that IEC 61850 protocol has presented specific mechanisms to ensure the transfer of data to 
the receivers.
Peer-to-peer (P2P) communication standard used for IEC 61850 makes the control and 
protection very attractive. P2P communications in IEC 61850 can used unicast, or multicast for 
data delivery, enabling the IEDs to manage and exchange of information with all devices. In 
order to obtain high-speed control and protection in Substation Automation Systems (SASs), 
the system must meet specific requirements. The performance transfer time requirements 
needed for control, protection, monitoring, and recording are different based on IEC 61850. 
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Regarding to the definition of time transfer, the GOOSE communication is much better than 
hardware interface communication. Priority tagging improves the performance of protection, 
while the availability of VLAN improves the security and flooded the network.
Protection and control based on P2P communication in compliance with IEC 61850 was 
designed by the way that can meet the different requirements. The concept of event model not 
according to commands, but based on sending an indication that particular event is happening. 
This way will be support high speed and reliable communication between different IEDs and 
enabling to replace the hardwire signal between devices by using message exchange, as a result, 
the protection and automation control improved. The GOOSE communication messages based 
on a publisher/subscriber techniques. The publisher multicast GOOSE message to the different 
subscriber-servers or clients. As mentioned the GOOSE message replace the hard-wired signal 
in IEC 61850 When it is used for protection and control, then the GOOSE message introduces 
a different way that ensure the received information. It used the repetition techniques with 
varying time interval between the recurrent message until a new variation happening. The 
GOOSE messages recurrent with a growing time from Tmin to Tmax. The reiteration with 
Tmax continues forever, until the next event happens and the recurrent rate start again with 
Tmin see Figure 1. The GOOSE message having data attributes likes the sequence number 
(sqNum) and state number (stNum) which can be used for obtrusion finding. Then using 
GOOSE message for protection and control in substation automation system will reduce the 
installation cost; improve the reliability, overcoming the limitations of binary interfaces, and 
reduce maintenance.? ???????????
??????????? ???????
?????????????????????????? ?????????? ???? ?
Figure 1. Reliability of the GOOSE messages
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MULTICAST GOOSE MESSAGE BENIFIT FOR FEEDER PROTECTION
Referring to Figure 2, the voltage drops when a fault occurs in feeder 2 in a distribution system 
results in an inrush condition after the clearing of the fault, this may lead to the undesired 
operation of protection elements of multifunctional relays on the healthy feeders.  Once a fault 
on the feeder 2 that it is protecting is detected by a protection feeder IED, a GOOSE message 
will be sent to all other protection feeder IEDs telling them to guess an inrush as a result of 
the voltage recovery following the fault clearing.
Each of the protection feeder IEDs on the healthy feeders subscribes to GOOSE messages 
from all adjacent feeder protection IEDs and when it receives a message indicating adjacent 
feeder fault, it adapts its settings for the period of time that the expected inrush condition is 
going to last. This scenario was done as shown in Figure 2 using WLAN IEEE 802.11n with 
packet length 100 bytes for GOOSE message, and the fault feeder sends GOOSE message 
with repetition as shown in Figure 3, while the health feeder sends the GOOSE message as 
shown in Figure 4.
???????????
????
???????
??????
????????????
??????
???
????
???????????????????
???????????
?????????????
??? ???????
?????????????? ????????????? ??????
???????????????? ????????????????? ??????????????????????????Figure 2. GOOSE message for fault feeder’s distribution
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Figure 4. GOOSE message from Health Feeders
?
Figure 3. GOOSE message from Fault Feeders?
The ETE delay performance of this scenario at different path streaming and different signal 
to noise ratio was mentioned in Table 1. From Table 1 we can see that the ETE delay using 
WLAN Technology achieve the time delay requirements mentioned in IEC 61850-5. Except 
the case when the signal to noise ratio equal 19dB. In this scenario only require publishing and 
subscribing to GOOSE messages from the adjacent protection feeders’ IEDs. Table 2 represent 
the same result at 5.0 GHz band of IEEE 802.11n, from Table 2 we can observe that delay is 
less compared to 2.4 GHz, but distance for 5.0 GHz is less.
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CENTRALIZED LOAD SHEDDING USING WLAN GOOSE MESSAGE.
Allocated load shedding is a new idea, in which, every individual allocation feeder to be 
prepared with an IED which could accomplish the function of load shedding and calculate the 
frequency. That means also every feeder relays requires having a voltage input that generally 
specifies a higher cost device of high end. Nevertheless, this kind of a device not only offers 
protection, but recording, measurements and other required functions also, and improved 
consistency of the system of load shedding.
While in centralized load shedding a single relay in the substation acts as one step of the 
scheme of load shedding and performs measurement of frequency at one point in the substation. 
When more than one step is required, extra under-frequency relays would be used.
Centralized systems of load shedding have also been used nowadays in the microprocessor 
based relays world. However, voltage relay and specified frequency could be used to do the 
functions of complex load shedding in several steps and according to different standards as 
specified by the plan of defence. The breakers tripping could be completed using GOOSE 
messages. The group of loads that need to be shed would be determined by the device of 
load-shedding, starting generally with lower priority loads. When using GOOSE messages, 
the network would receive a message suggesting which step has operated and the distribution 
feeder IEDs subscribing to this message would tumble their related breakers. Referring to 
Figure 5 the centralized shedding was implemented based on wireless LAN for three feeders 
communicate with centralized shedding IED using GOOSE message, the feeders send the load 
status each 50ms with packet length 100 bytes and each feeder having a different priority. The 
centralized load IED received the GOOSE message from feeders, and take voltage reading and 
Table 1 
ETE performance for IEEE 802.11n at 2.4 GHz Band
(S/N) signal to Noise 
ratio (dB)
Stream Minimum ETE delay 
(ms)
Maximum ETE delay 
(ms)
36.5 1 0.2 0.65
29 1 0.2 0.65
19 1 10 20
22 4 0.05 0.15
Table 2 
ETE performance for IEEE 802.11n at 5.0 GHz Band
(S/N) signal to Noise 
ratio (dB)
Stream Minimum ETE delay 
(ms)
Maximum ETE delay 
(ms)
33 4 0.055 0.085
33 1 0.070 0.090
22 1 0.090 0.095
22 4 0.06 0.09
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with advanced calculation if there is any instability in the frequency it will be send GOOSE 
message to trip minimum priority feeder. This simulation can be seen in Table 3 at different 
signal to noise ratio. The ETE delay achieved the requirement mention in IEC 61850-5. Table 
4 shows the performance of WLAN at 5.0 GHz. The ETE delay at 5.0 GHz is less than at 2.4 
GHz but it is more sensitive to the noise and distance between different nodes. The attribute 
parameter for this scenario used 100 bytes packet length, the feeder send status each 20 ms 
and the load shedding IED send a packet at rate 50 ms. This result was obtained using opnet 
18.0 license simulators.
Figure 5. Centralized shedding based on wireless LAN
Table 3 
ETE performance for IEEE 802.11n at 2.4 GHz Band
(S/N) Signal to Noise 
ratio in (dB)
stream Minimum ETE delay 
(ms)
Maximum ETE delay 
(ms)
20 4 0.1 1.1
35 4 0.05 0.7
36 1 0.07 1.0
24 1 0.08 1.3
18 1 0.2 3
???????????
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??????
??????????????
????
???
????
???????????????????
???????????????? ???????????
???????????????? ????? ????? ?????? ???????????
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FAST DISTRIBUTION BUS PROTECTION SCHEME
Using overcurrent relays is the normal way for protecting distribution bus. Usually, downstream 
feeder IEDs delays the upstream protection IED (IED-1) via coordination interval, i.e. 
approximately 400-500 ms or more. In the case of a fault in feeder, this coordination interval 
is injected to let downstream feeder IED before bus IED. Nevertheless, if there is a fault on 
bus, overcurrent protection of the bus would be delayed by this coordination delay (400 ms 
to 500 ms). Hence, delay could be extremely decreased via installing WLAN communication 
of a low cost as clarified below: 
In this structure, peer-to-peer IEC 61850 GOOSE message could be used for signal sending 
from feeder protection IEDs to bus overcurrent IED. This structure needs only non-directional 
elements of overcurrent protective, with communication channel of a low cost (i.e. wireless 
LAN). In case of feeder fault, a fault would be detected by two IEDs: first, corresponding 
feeder IED, and second upstream bus IED. Thus, BLOCK command will immediately be sent 
by feeder IED using IEC 61850 GOOSE message, and the fault will be isolated by feeder IED. 
Furthermore, if the distribution substation bus has a fault, none of the feeder IEDs would detect 
the fault, and thus, no BLOCK message will be received by bus IED, and bus IED will be 
normally operated after an approximate delay of 60 ms. Therefore, coordination delay could 
be decreased from 400-500 ms down to 60 ms.  The life of components installed on upstream 
of distribution bus will be improved by this structure, i.e. distribution transformer, as the fault 
current time going over these components lessens.  See Figure 6. The ETE delay of GOOSE 
Block message can be seen in Figure 7. This delay increased as a signal to noise ratio decrease. 
This result was obtained when WLAN IEEE 802.11n work under single stream, and 400 ns 
Guard Interval, the fault feeder send GOOSE message at 1,000 Hz rate and packet length equal 
100 bytes, while health feeder send GOOSE message at rate 1 sec.
FUTURE WITH IEC 61850 
IEC 61850 was originally designed based on the assumption that the bandwidth of the 
communication network will not  be a limiting factor. For LANs with transmission speeds of 100 
Mbit/s or greater, this assumption holds true in  most  cases. But for SS-to-SS communication, 
Table 4 
ETE performance for IEEE 802.11n at 5.0 GHz Band
(S/N) Signal to Noise 
ratio in (dB)
stream Minimum ETE delay 
(ms)
Maximum ETE delay 
(ms)
23 1 0.4 0.9
23 4 0.35 0.8
32 4 0.05 0.5
32 1 0.05 0.35
18 1 0.25 1.7
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such communication paths  generally does not exist requiring  bandwidth limits be taken into 
account.
Apart from possible performance issues, the function D2 in station D shall be able to 
access function E2 in station E as if both would reside in the same local substation network. 
Figure 6. The concept of the fast distribution bus protection scheme
??Figure 7. ETE GOOSE Message for Fast Bus protection
?
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?
???????????
??????????????????? ???????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Figure 8. Substation to substation communication 
Figure 9. Proxy/gateway concept
There are two methods for that tunnelling approach and gateway approach as mentioned in 
IEC 61850-90-1. See Figure 8.
The operations of communication between SS-CC are described regarding to the different 
use situations. In this domain three main groups of users can be known. Distribution system 
operators (DSO), industrial power system operators and Transport system operators (TSO). 
Their conditions on the SS-CC communication are very different. There are two ways for 
communication between SS-CC to access the IEDs in the substation, first, using direct 
communication or using proxy/gateway as shown in Figure 9.
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FULL ACCESS
Full access functions control Centre access the IEDs directly without pass through proxy/
gateway. This allows performing the same operations with the device as if it would be 
connected to the same network. Cyber security must be afforded for the connection to fulfil 
the security demands. “Tunnelling” is a way to join multiple communication networks. Using 
tunnelling as a communication link the substation network it becomes as a part of control 
centre network. The control centre can address the devices in substation network directly. 
Tunnel will be known by switch and routers in the network. The router can be connected to 
two independent communication path infrastructures to achieve redundancy. This way will 
provide communication path failure protection. Parallel redundancy for communication failure 
protection fit the demands of the industrial power system and other applications. For example, 
the remote services of IEDs (Figure 10).
??????????????
????????????????????
????????????????? ?????????????
?
Figure 10. Full access to IED
RESTRICTED ACCESS
The restricted access is used for different applications, and not limited to, SCADA applications. 
Restricted access application means that there is no direct access the devices. Presented data 
and services by proxy/gateway only can be used by those devices. The proxy idea has been part 
of the IEC61850 protocols standard from the beginning. It defines devices that present one by 
one copy of logical devices from other IEDs to a client. The proxy/gateway has been extended 
for the function of the SS-CC communications to enables the renaming and rearrangement of 
information.  This enables condensing and filters substation data. Furthermore, renames the 
data to switch from device oriented addressing to topological addressing. Then proxy/gateway 
access method improve the security because only those device data and services which are 
accessible from the outside that are configured in the proxy/gateway. IEC62351 is used for 
the SS-CC link to provide cyber security. 
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IEC 61850 Growth dramatically and will be used in Hydro power (IEC 61850-7-410), 
Distributed energy resources (IEC 61850-7-420), wind power (IEC 61400-25), Gate way 
mapping to IEC 60870-5-101/104 (IEC 61850-80-1), Between substations (IEC 61850-90-
1), Between substation and control Centre (IEC 61850-90-2), GOOSE and Process Bus over 
IP Multicast for Synchrophasor communication (IEC 61850-90-5), and new mapping for 
IEC 61850 for using in the smart grid or web services. To integrate DER with IEC 61850 
over Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP), The IEC 61850   specifies a 
method of exchanging non-time-critical data through any kinds of network, including public 
networks, using IEC 61850-8-2 Specific communication service mapping (SCSM) – Mapping 
to Extensible Messaging Presence Protocol (XMPP). The IEC 61850-8-2 is complementary 
to the existing SCSM (8-1); not competing sees Figure 11, and Figure 12 for more details.
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????? ????????????????????????????Figure 11. Specific communication service mapping- Mapping to Extensible Messaging Presence Protocol 
This paper presents stations implementing this new IEC 61580 standard and applications examples 
which are organized for them. The IEC 61850 standard applicability and viability as the recognized 
communication standard for substations automation are excellent. Therefore, it is possible with IEC 
61580-GOOSE to achieve high speed communication for interlocking switchgears across bays 
(substations). The ‘generic object-oriented substation event’ is abbreviated as GOOSE, a service of 
fast communication that is independent of the communication between the client (centralized station 
controller) and the server (bay control unit). Th  WLAN is bei widely organized in smart networks 
[Parikh, P. P., et al. 
2010]. The WLAN was studied extensively for home automations and industrial applications due to 
its simplicity [Gungor, V. C., et al., 2010]. A few examples of research in WLAN for control, 
monitoring and protection have been described in [Ali, N. H., et al., 2015]. Numerous automation 
systems which use WLAN has defined in [Parikh, P. P., et al., 2013], and the application of the same 
Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) in substations was done as well [Abdel-Latif, K. M., et 
al.2009]. In the above-mentioned articles, performances of wireless LAN have been evaluated for the 
applications of IEC 61850 based smart network supply substation. They classify possible applications 
of smart distribution and show that the WLAN technology can achieve technical and economic 
advantages in these applications. In this paper, we focus on the presentation of the ETE Delay of 
GOOSE message using the multipoint to point (Access Point) network. The influence of Radio 
Frequency Interference (RFI), and Electro-Magnetic Interference (EMI) effect, was assumed to be the 
Gaussian probability density function distribution. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: after 
this section; focuses on the GOOSE message for IEC 61850, and section 3 describes the Future for 
IEC 61850. Finally, the conclusion is given in section 4. 
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CONCLUSION
The GOOSE model lets the protection development, as well as the development of control 
systems, that give some important advantages comparing to conventional hard-wired systems. 
The GOOSE benefit includes reduced installation costs, improved flexibility, improved 
interoperability, reliability and performance, reduced maintenance. IEC 61850 substation 
architectures provide significant benefits to users and flexibility to accomplish new objectives 
that are too costly with legacy technology. Justification is challenging but realistic. IEC 61850-
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8-2 extents the IEC 61850 technology by a mapping based on XMPP. It provides a secure 
and powerful communication for public networks considering end-to-middle and end-to-end 
security relations, IEC 61850-8-2 is intended to use for power management and demand 
response of DER (distributed energy resources).
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ABSTRACT
DNA microarray images contain spots that represent the gene expression of normal and cancer samples. 
As there are numerous spots on DNA microarray images, image processing can help  in enhancing  an 
image and assisting analysis. The mathematical morphology is proposed to enhance the microarray image 
and analyse  noise removal on the image. This follows an experiment in which the erosion, dilation, 
opening, closing, white top-hat (WTH) and black top-hat (BTH) operations were applied on a DNA 
microarray image and its results analysed. Noise was  completely removed by the erosion operation and 
the images were  enhanced.  
Keywords: DNA microarray image, mathematical morphology, image enhancement
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INTRODUCTION
Microarray technology is widely known 
for allowing scientists to analyse the gene 
expression. Furthermore, microarrays 
make it easier to compare between normal 
and cancerous cel ls .  For this  s tudy, 
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) microarray 
containing microscopic DNA spots were 
deposited on the surface of a glass slide. 
Firstly, two samples of cDNAs (normal and 
cancerous cells) were labelled with different 
fluorescent dyes (Cy3 and Cy5) (Belean et al., 
2015; Helmy & El-taweel, 2013). Then, both 
samples were hybridized on the same glass 
slide. The  glass slide was scanned using a 
green and red laser after the hybridization 
process was completed. A  composite image 
was produced and the intensities of each spot 
were analysed.  The sample that was labelled 
using Cy3 produced a green colour, while 
the sample labelled using Cy5  produced a 
red colour.  If the two samples were in equal 
abundance, the yellow colour would have 
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appeared; if neither sample was present, it would have appeared as a black colour (Qin et al., 
2005). Therefore, the gene expression of the DNA microarray images can be monitored. The 
DNA microarray images may contain noises and contaminations arising from  the scanning 
process or other  previous process stages (Qin et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2013). These problems 
can affect the whole microarray image process. Thus, image processing is proposed as a means 
to minimize or eliminate such problems. 
Microarray image processing contains the following three stages: (1) gridding, which 
is a process of segmenting the microarray image into partitions, with each partition having 
only one spot; (2) segmentation, which is a process of differentiating between the foreground 
and background features; and (3) intensity extraction, which is a process of calculating the 
intensity that is available on the image (Harikiran et al., 2012; J et al., 2011). The noises on 
the microarray image are a major problem during the entirety of image processing. Some of 
them may generate wrong information about the gene expression. Besides, missing spots on 
the microarray image may also appear. Thus, the process of spot recognition is a difficult  as 
the microarray image consists of noises that interrupt the image acquisition (J et al., 2013). 
It is more convenient if the noise is removed or minimized  early.  Image enhancement is an 
important method because it can recover several useful details of the image (Bai et al., 2012).
In this paper, mathematical morphological image processing was performed on a DNA 
microarray image and  analysed. The operations were programmed using the MATLAB 
software; the output image for each operation is discussed. In the literature review several 
applications that have used mathematical morphology in image processing are presented, and 
followed by an explanation of  the methodology adopted.  The section on  result and discussion 
all the experimental results are discussed, and  followed by the  conclusion. 
LITERATURE REVIEW
Mehta et al. (2015) proposes the combination of pre-processing morphology and entropy 
calculation to enhance the ultrasound images of the gall bladder. The ultrasound images are 
first converted into greyscale and then into a black and white image using a threshold filter. 
The threshold value of this work is set at 0.18. By converting the image into a black and 
white able to distinguish between the foreground and background features. The erosion and 
dilation operations are used to improve the clarity of the image, in which the erosion shrinks 
the foreground features, while the dilation enlarges the foreground features. Results show  the 
ultrasound image clearly shows the location of the gallstone and is better than  the input image.
 Mittal & Dubey (2013)  proposes using morphological image processing for early detection 
of rheumatoid arthritis (RA). This disease is commonly caused by inflammation in the joints, 
fingers and knees. The erosion process shrinks the foreground features of the image, while the 
dilation process enlarges the foreground features of the image. Both processes use the same 
structuring element (SE) as a probe, while showing that   morphological image processing 
provides a better understanding of the ultrasound image and  monitoring of RA.
Yuan & Li (2015) demonstrates a switching morphological and median (SMM) filter  for 
noise removal. Morphological operations, such as erosion, dilation, opening and closing, are 
applied in order to eliminate the noise. The noise pixel can be estimated by combining the output 
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of the conditional morphological filter with that of the improved median filter. This  method 
produces  higher peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) values compared to boundary discriminative 
noise detection (BDND), fast switching median (FSM), convolution noise detection-based 
switching median (CNDSM), opening-closing sequence (OCS), efficient edge-preserving 
(EEP) and noise adaptive fuzzy switching median (NAFSM) filters. Based on the result, the 
proposed method removes the noise effectively and the details of the image are well preserved.
Rong-yu et al. (2012) are concerned  with observing  space objects using a full-frame 
transfer CCD camera to detect and locate stars and moving objects in space. During the 
observation, the CCD images that are produced contain a smearing effect because the camera 
shutter is often removed. The effect degrades the image quality and increases the difficulty 
of object recognition. The author proposes mathematical morphology in order to eliminate 
the smearing effect as well as improve the detection rates and position accuracies of stars and 
moving objects. The dilation operation filters the maximum value depending on the structural 
body. The erosion operation filters the minimum value depending on the structural body. The 
opening operations eliminate the bright details that reduce the size of a structural body. The 
closing operation eliminates the dark details that reduce the size of an SE. This paper uses 
TopHat and Spread TopHat methods to remove the long-strip signals in the CCD image. The 
structural body plays an important role in morphological results, such that different structural 
bodies give different results. Results show  mathematical morphology improves the detection 
rate and position accuracies of stars and moving objects by eliminating the smearing effect.
Zhang et al. (2011) proposes using an improved morphological edge detection method 
for an edge detection operator and an iterative thresholding method for a better thresholding 
value in order to identify foreign fibres in cotton products. Dilation and erosion algorithms 
are used in the edge detection operator. Each colour (R, G and B) is then taken into account 
in the image, while the improved morphological edge detection consists of the edge detection 
for each colour, which is called the edge intensity value; if the value of it is greater than 
the given threshold, it is considered as edge pixels from the image. Therefore, the iterative 
method is a method to select the threshold value automatically because different situations 
lead to different light intensities. Based on the result, the proposed methods provide a better 
accuracy for the segmentation of foreign fibres and improve the processing time compared to 
conventional methods.
Mathematical morphological image processing operations helps to enhance the features 
on the image. Different applications will use different operations of mathematical morphology. 
Table 1 shows the comparison between different applications that apply mathematical 
morphological operation, which will be discussed later. Yuan & Li (2015) uses the SMM filter 
to determine the noise pixels in relation to the removal process. TopHat and Spread TopHat 
transforms in method (Rong-yu et al., 2012) are discussed, in which the smearing effect may be 
eliminated by choosing suitable SEs. Zhang et al. (2011) uses a combination of morphological 
edge detection and iterative thresholding to improve the segmentation process in order to 
identify foreign fibres in cotton. From the five applications, it can be seen that mathematical 
morphological operations may enhance the image and preserve image information well. In the 
next section, the experiment undertaken in this work is presented.
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METHODOLOGY
This section discusses mathematical morphological image processing of  microarray image 
(Microarrays Inc., 2016). The mathematical morphological process is programmed using the 
MATLAB software. Figure 1(a) shows a part image with a size of 441×431 pixels, compared 
with the real microarray image of 2200×7300 pixels, which is used as the input image for this 
work. Figure 1 (b) shows the SE that is used as a probe for mathematical morphology. An SE 
of a disk shape, with a radius of four pixels, is chosen as the input image to be used, containing 
DNA spots, which are generally in circle shape. Therefore, the disk shape in structuring is 
used to produce similarity with the information interest on the input image. The spots on the 
input image provide the important information, so that the SE of mathematical morphology 
may enhance the spots area that forms the background. The size of the SE depends on the spot 
size. In this work, the radius of four pixels is chosen because the average size (diameter) of 
the spots on the input image is 8~9 pixels.
Table 1 
Comparison of different applications
Method (Mehta et al., 
2015)
(Mittal & 
Dubey, 2013)
(Yuan & Li, 
2015)
(Rong-yu et 
al., 2012)
(Zhang et al., 
2011)
Application Medical Medical Case study Astronomy Agriculture
Type of image Colour Greyscale Greyscale Greyscale Colour
Threshold Yes No No No Yes
Accuracy N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Complexity Low Low Normal Normal Normal
Special feature N/A N/A SMM TopHat and 
Spread TopHat
Morphological
edge detection
and iterative 
thresholding
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Figure 1.  (a) Input image of a 441×431 pixels region from a real microarray image of 
2200×7300 pixels; (b) the SE of a disk shape with a radius of four pixels. 
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Mathematical Morphological Image Processing
 
 
 
 
 
Mathematical morphological image processing 
 
Figure 2.  The flowchart of mathematical morphological image processing. 
Figure 2 shows the flowchart of mathematical morphological image processing where  the 
basic process is erosion and dilation. Erosion is a process of removing the foreground 
features of  an image, while dilation is a process of adding the foreground features on the 
image. Both the erosion and dilation processes depend on the SE. Opening is a process to 
remove the foreground objects that are smaller than the SE. Closing is a process of removing 
the background objects that reduce the SE. Both opening and closing control the uses of 
erosion and dilation to enhance the foreground and background features. During the opening, 
the input image (IM) will undergo erosion first, followed by dilation. Meanwhile, in dilation, 
the IM will undergo dilation first, followed by erosion. The major process of mathematical 
morphology involves the white top-hat (WTH) and the black top-hat (BTH). The WTH 
enhances the foreground features on the image in line with the different results obtained 
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the white top-hat (WTH) and the black top-hat (BTH). The WTH enhances the foreground 
features on the image in line with the different results obtained between the IM and the opening 
operation. BTH enhances the background features of an  image giving  results that differ from 
the closing operation and the IM. Mathematical morphology is the result of the IM added to the 
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are defined as follows (Li et al. 2015):
  (1)
      (2)
(3)
  (4)
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  (5)
where  and respectively denote the erosion process and the dilation process.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the previous section, the mathematical morphological algorithm was presented. The 
algorithm was run on the input image as shown in Figure 1(a) using the SE shown in Figure 1 
(b). In this section, the experimental result for each process in the mathematical morphological 
operation will be presented. All the workings are performed using the MATLAB software 
running on the Windows operating system. Firstly, the input image will convert into the 
greyscale image, as shown in Figure 3 (a). The image result for each operation is zoomed in 
with 161×166 pixels, which contain 7×7 spots for ease of analysing and understanding each 
operation, as shown in Figure 3 (b).
 
 
operation is zoomed in with 161×166 pixels, which contain 7×7 spots for ease of analysing 
and understanding each operation, as shown in Figure 3 (b). 
 
 
Figure 3.  (a) The greyscale image of the input image; (b) the rescale input image consists of 
7×7 spots. 
 
Figure 4.  (a) The result of the erosion operation; (b) the result of the dilation operation; (c) the 
result of the opening operation; (d) the result of the closing operation; (e) the result of the WTH 
operation; (f) the result of the BTH operation; (g) the result of the mathematical morphological 
operation; (h) the final result of the full scale of the input image. 
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Opening, Closing, Erosion and Dilation Operations
The erosion operation shrinks the foreground features depending on the SE, as shown in Figure 
4 (a). Based on the result, the spots (foreground features) on the image shrink due to the erosion 
operation. The shrinking causes a decrease in the foreground area compared to the input image. 
At this point, the noises that are smaller than the SE are completely removed. Besides, the spots 
that are smaller than the SE can also be removed, so selecting the appropriate size of the SE is 
important for this operation. The dilation operation enlarges the foreground features depending 
on the SE, as shown in Figure 4 (b). Based on the result, the spots (foreground features) on the 
image become larger due to the dilation operation. The enlargement causes a decrease in the 
background area compared to the input image. At this point, the noises are also enlarged with 
the spots which  might combine with other foreground features if the size of the SE is too large.
 In the opening and closing operations,  opening is a process to remove the foreground 
objects that are smaller than the SE while  closing is a process of removing the background 
objects that are smaller than the SE. From the result in Figure 4 (c), it shows that the opening 
operation removes the foreground object that is smaller than the SE compared to the input 
image. Based on the result, the opening operation is generally run as the dilation operation on 
the image result from the erosion operation in Figure 4 (a). From the erosion operation, the 
foreground object that is smaller than the SE is already removed. Thus, the opening operation is 
(a) (b)
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the result of the enlargement of the foreground object that remains after the erosion operation. 
The opening operation follows the mathematical theoretical state, as given at (1).
The result in Figure 4 (d), shows that the closing operation removes the background 
object that is smaller than the SE compared to the input image. Based on the result, the closing 
operation is generally run alongside the erosion operation on the image resulting from the 
dilation operation in Figure 4 (b). From the dilation operation, the foreground features are 
enlarged, with some of them combining with other spots or noises. Thus, the closing operation is 
the result of shrinking the foreground object on the image resulting from the dilation operation. 
The closing operation follows the mathematical theoretical state given at (2).
Mathematical Morphological, WTH and BTH Operations
Next, the major operations in mathematical morphology take place, which concern the WTH and 
the BTH. The WTH is the difference between the input image and the opening operation result, 
as stated in (3). Based on the result in Figure 4 (e), the pixel in the remaining in the foreground 
is better than the image of the opening operation. The BTH is the difference between the closing 
operation result and the input image, as stated in (4). Based on the result in Figure 4 (f), the 
foreground features that remain are the exceeded pixels in the foreground on the image result 
from the closing operation compared to the input image. Finally, from the result of the WTH 
and the BTH, the enhancement of the image can be produced. The mathematical morphological 
operation is a process where the input image is added to the image produced  from the WTH 
operation which is then  subtracted with the image result from the BTH operation, as stated in 
(5). Based on the result in Figure 4 (g), the image becomes sharper and clearer compared to 
the input image. Figure 4 (h) shows the final result of mathematical morphology on the full-
scale input image (Figure 3 (a)).
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CONCLUSION
This paper shows  the mathematical morphological image processing  has better enhancement 
of the microarray image. The erosion and dilation are the fundamental operations to the 
mathematical morphology, while the opening and closing operations to enhance the foreground 
and background features, respectively. Lastly, the mathematical morphological operation 
produces the enhancement image by adding the input image and the WTH image, and 
then subtracting the BTH image. The results show  the mathematical morphological image 
processing compared to the input image. Besides, during the erosion operation, the noises are 
completely removed.
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ABSTRACT
One of the biggest power consuming devices in wireless communications system is  the Power Amplifier 
(PA) which amplifies signals non-linearly when operating in real-world systems. The negative effects of 
PA non-linearity are energy inefficiency, amplitude and phase distortion. The increases in  transmission 
speed in present day communication technology introduces Memory Effects, where signal spreading 
happens at the PA output, thus causing overhead in signal processing at the receiver side.  PA Linearization 
is therefore required to counter the non-linearity and Memory Effects.  Digital Pre-distortion (DPD) is 
one of the outstanding PA Linearization methods in terms of  its strengths in implementation simplicity, 
bandwidth, efficiency, flexibility and cost. DPD pre-distorts the input signal, using an inversed model 
function of the PA. Modelling of the PA is therefore vital in DPD, where the Memory Polynomial 
Method (MP) is used  to model the PA with memory effects. In this paper, the MP method is improved 
in  Memory Polynomial using  Binomial Reduction method (MPB-imag-2k).  The method is simulated 
using a modelled ZVE-8G Power Amplifier and sampled 4G (LTE) signals. It was found MPB-imag-2k 
is capable of achieving comparable anti-scattering/anti-distortion in MP for non-linearity order of 3, 
memory depth of 3 and pre-amplifier gain of 2.  
Keywords: Power Amplifier, PA Linearization, Digital Pre-Distortion, 4G, Memory Polynomial
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INTRODUCTION
The non-linearity of the Power Amplifier (PA) 
causes output signal distortion in amplitude 
and phase (Chen et al., 2014; Choo, 2012; 
Choo et al., 2013; Ding et al., 2004; Ding, 
2004; Liu et al., 2014; Morgan et al., 2006; 
Parta et al., 2014; Pinal & Pere, 2007). The 
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simplistic solution of avoiding the PA’s non-linearity is to back-off the PA to operate only in the 
linear region. Besides resulting in poor energy efficiency, the backed-off solution causes higher 
operational cost. Today’s high speed transmission technology such as Wideband Code Division 
Multiple Access (WCDMA) and Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) causes 
high Peak to Average Power Ratios (PAPR) in communication systems, which encourages 
the PA to be backed off further from its saturation point. Low efficiency of the PA contributes 
to waste of power, which is an undesired additional cost in the telecommunication industry. 
The business needs of the industry justify the demand of linearizing the PA, to eliminate the 
undesired effects of inefficiency, distortions and power wastage.
The Digital Pre-Distortion (DPD) technique linearizes the cheaper non-linear power 
amplifiers, resulting in a lower overall cost of the communication system (Choo, 2012; Choo 
et al., 2013; Techsource-asia, 2012; Varahram et al., 2010). DPD offers many advantages in 
terms of cost, power management, reliability and handling if compared to the other analog 
methods (Choo, 2012; Choo et al., 2013; Varahram et al., 2009; Varahram et al., 2010).
Nomenclature
DPD  Digital Pre-distortion
OFDM Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
MOR Multiplication Operations Reduction
MP Memory Polynomial
MPB Memory Polynomial with Binomial Reduction
PA Power Amplifier
PAPR Peak to Average Power Ratios
WCDMA Wideband Code Division Multiple Access
MODEL DESCRIPTION
Digital Pre-distortion (DPD)
The pre-distorter behaves as an inversed function of the PA. The PA input signal is first pre-
distorted at the pre-distorter, and then directed into the PA. The two connecting sequential 
functions: inversed non-linear pre-distorter and the non-linear PA, results in a linear output 
(Pinal & Pere, 2007; Techsource-asia, 2012; Varahram et al., 2009; Varahram et al., 2010).
Digital Pre-distortion (DPD) is where the pre-distortion is conducted at baseband digital 
domain. DPD is one of the most cost effective PA linearizing methods with the least compromise 
on efficiency (Ding et al., 2004; Ding, 2004; Varahram et al., 2009; Varahram et al., 2010; 
Choo, 2012; Techsource-asia, 2012; Choo et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2014). Accurate modelling 
of the non-linearity PA is required in-order to calculate the pre-distorter function as an inversed 
model of the PA. 
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Memory Polynomial (MP)
Volterra Series is traditionally used to model non-linear systems. However, the complexity 
increases exponentially when the PA non-linearity order increases 0-0. The Memory Polynomial 
(MP) method utilizes the diagonal kernels of the Volterra Series, resulting in a reduced number 
of coefficients. MP is widely explored and built on top in (Chen et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2014; 
Morgan et al., 2006; Xie & Zeng, 2012; Yu & Jiang 2013). The MP method is shown below 
(Ding et al., 2004; Ding, 2004):
   (1)
Where Q is the memory depth, K is the non-linearity order. x(n) is the PA Input Signal, and is 
aka the inversed of the PA coefficients, which is also the MP coefficients. 
The Least Squares (LS) method is used to obtain the MP coefficients (Ding et al., 2004; 
Ding, 2004). The input signal x(n) is replaced with the output signal y(n), yields the following: 
    (2)
(2) in matrix form:
   (3)
Where
  (4)
   (5)
   (6)
    (7)
The least square solutions in (3) could be rewrite as: 
       (8) 
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Memory Polynomial with Binomial Reduction (MPB)
The MP equation in (1) is rephrased, where non-linearity order, k, and linearity order, q starts 
from 0:
      
 
 
 (9)
Using the binomial theorem below 
       
 
 
  (10)
The non-linear portion of the basis function is restructured as:
       
 
  
(11)
         
 (12)
Let the binomial basis function of (11) represented as
       
 
   (13)
Similarly, let the binomial basis function of (12) represented as
       
 
   (14)
Let 
       
 
     (15)
where   and  
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The value of j is explored by using the macro-matching graph method as shown in Figure 1, 
Figure 2 and Figure 3. 
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The binomial basis function equivalent is shown in Table 1 below:
The following could be concluded:
       
 
     (16)
Substituting (16) into (13), (11) and (9) gives MPB-real-2k equation below:
       
 
   (17)
Similarly, substituting (16) into (14), (12) and (9) yields MPB-imag-2k:
      
 
   (18)
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Amplitude and Phase Distortion Correction
Figure 4 shows the AMAM graph for MPB-imag-2k vs. MP with Non-linearity Order (K) = 3; 
Memory Depth (M) = 3, and Pre-amp Gain = 2. Pre-distortion (MPB) is capable of resolving 
the scattering of PA output signal observed.
Figure 5 shows the AM/PM graph for MPB-imag-2k vs. MP with Non-linearity Order (K) 
= 3, Memory Depth (M) = 3, and Pre-amp Gain = 2. The pre-distorted PA output is capable 
of resisting phase distortion, where the phase difference between output and input signal is 
close to zero. 
Table 1 
Binomial basis function equivalent
Non-linearity order, k =3 (Figure 1) k =4 (Figure 2) k =5 (Figure 3)
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Figure 4. (a) AMAM Graph for MPB-imag-2k vs. MP with Non-linearity order=3, Memory Depth=3, and 
Pre-amplifier Gain=2; (b) Enlarged image of the AMAM graph
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Resource Optimization on Multiplication Operations Reduction
MPB is compared with MP on resources reduction in terms of multiplication operations. Table 
2 and 3 shows the respective formulas used to calculate the required multiplication operations.
Table 2 
Multiplication Operations Calculation Formula for MP
Method Formula
Multiplications Operations 
Calculation Formula  
(a) (b)
(a) (b)
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The net reduction of multiplication operations are calculated by finding the difference between 
the two formulas, which results in Multiplication Operations Reduction (MOR) in Table 4.
Table 4
Table 3 
Multiplication Operations Calculation Formula for MP
Method Formula
 
Multiplications Operations 
Calculation Formula
 
Table 4 
MOR of MPB (MPB-imag-2k) against MP
MPB (MPB-imag-2k) from Table 2 MP from Table 3 MOR
   
CONCLUSION
MPB is an improved MP Model which uses  the Binomial Reduction Method at the MP Basis 
Function. This results in linearly reduced multiplication operations but with matching PA 
Linearization Performance in MP, especially in anti-scattering and anti-phase-distortion.
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ABSTRACT
Normalisation is a process of removing systematic variation that affects measured gene expression levels 
in microarray experiment. The purpose is to get a more accurate DNA microarray result by deleting 
the systematic errors that may have occurred when  making the  DNA microarray slid. In this paper, 
four normalisation methods of Global, Lowess, Quantile and Print-tip are discussed, tested and their 
final results  compared in the form of Matrixes and graphs. Ideal and real microarray slides have been 
used for this project. It was found that the Print-tip normalisation method showed the closest results to 
the real result for an ideal microarray slide and it has a straight median line final graph. The Print-tip 
normalisation method uses more than one normalization factor that is divided among intervals which 
are dependent on the values of the addition of red and green logarithm.  
Keywords: DNA, Microarray, Normalisation, Global, Lowess, Quantile, Print-tip, Background correction, 
M-A plot
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INTRODUCTION
Gene expression measurements provide clues 
on the regulatory mechanism, biochemical 
pathways and broader cellular function. By 
gene expression is  the transformation process 
of gene’s information into proteins. The 
formal transformational pathway of protein 
begins with the DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) 
which is copied to the mRNA (messenger 
ribonucleic acid) and, finally this molecule 
passes from nucleus to cytoplasm carrying 
the information to build  proteins (Belean et 
al., 2011).
There are many microarray analysis 
software packages in the market. Each 
software program is concerned with three 
main tasks: 1) gridding or addressing, which is 
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the process of specifying coordinate to every spot on the slide  2) segmentation which decides 
the classification of each pixel either as foreground which corresponds to be an interest spot 
or as background which acts as an error or noise 3) Intensity Extraction which is the step to 
calculate green and red for foreground fluorescence intensity for each spot on the array (Borda 
et al., 2011; Rao et al., 2008).
Processes to inspect the results and  correct the errors are: 1) background correction 
method obtained  by subtracting the value of the background intensity from the value of 
foreground intensity or any other suitable method to neglect the effect of background intensity 
2) normalisation method which is the objective of this research (Yang et al., 2001).
 Normalisation is the process of removing systematic variations that affect measured gene 
expression levels in microarray experiments. The purpose of normalisation is to adjust for 
effects which arise from variations in the microarray technology rather than from biological 
differences between the RNA samples or between the printed probes. Imbalances between the 
red and green dyes may arise from differences between the labelling efficiencies or scanning 
properties of the two flours complications perhaps by the use of different scanner settings 
(Geeleher et al., 2009). The aim of this paper is to review various methods that discuss and 
compare DNA microarray normalization.  
In section II several normalization algorithms are elaborated, while section IV discusses the 
comparison of these varies methods. Section V and VI presents the  methodology and results 
of analysis of the different methods. The conclusion follows in section VII.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Discussion on the normalisation of DNA microarray is currently well developed.  Before we 
review some of them, we will explain the two types of graphs than can show normalisation 
quality. First, (log M vs. log R) as shown in Figure 1(a). Second, M-A plot is 45° rotation of 
standard scatter plot as shown in Figure 1(b). Write R and G for the background-corrected 
red and green intensities for each spot.  Normalisation is usually applied to the log-ratios of 
expression, which will be written (M = log R – log G). The log-intensity of each spot will be 
written (A = (log R + log G)/2), a measure of the overall brightness of the spot. (The letter M 
is a mnemonic for minus while A is a mnemonic for addition) (Dudoit et al., 2002).
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identify  the most suitable  for further microarray analysis. The first method is Global 
normalization: the underlying assumption of this approach is that the total of mRNA labelled 
with either R value (sum of red intensities) or G value (sum of green intensities is equal. 
While the intensity for any one spot may be higher in one channel than the other, when 
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This section will discuss and elaborate the methods of DNA microarray normalisation 
and identify the most suitable  for further microarray analysis. The first method is Global 
normalisation: the underlying assumption of this approach is that the total of mRNA labelled 
with either R value (sum of red intensities) or G value (sum of green intensities is equal. While 
the intensity for any one spot may be higher in one channel than the other, when averaged 
over thousands of spots in the array, these fluctuations should average out. In this method, 
the value of c out of log (R/G). The c value is equal to the main assumption that equal to log 
of the total R over total G which can be expressed by the variable K (Yang et al., 2002). The 
intensity-dependent lowess normalisation runs a line through the middle of the MA plot, 
shifting the M value of the pair (A,M) by c=c(A), as shown in Equation 3. One estimate of 
c(A) is made using the loess function: Locally Weighted Scatterplot Smoothing (Berger et al., 
2004; Bilban et al., 2002).
                                                                                     (1) 
                                                                                                                                 (2)
                                                                                   (3)
In the Print-tip normalisation, each M-value (Log R – Log G) is normalised by subtracting 
from it the corresponding value of the tip group loess curve that is dependent on A value ([Log 
R + Log G]/2) while its value should be fixed. The normalised log-ratios (N) are the residuals 
from the tip group loess regressions. A simpler form of Print-tip is shown in Equation 4 where 
loess (A) is the global loess curve plotted in Figure 2. Refer to Figure 3 for the final figure of the 
Print-tip normalisation (Smyth et al., 2003). The Quantile normalisation method is undertaken 
by rearranging  the genes in each column as in second table in Figure 4. Following which  the 
mean in each row  is  replaced the whole raw by the mean value as shown in the third table in 
Figure 4. Finally, reorder each gene in its original place with its new value. 
         (4)
 ……………………… (4) 
Figure 2.  Global normalisation;            Figure 3.  Print-tip normalisation;   Figure 4.  Quantile 
normalisation. 
 
 
III. COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT NORMALIZATION APPROACHES 
In this section, the existing system algorithm as discussed in section III will be analysed 
and discussed to find out the similarities and variations among the different normalization 
methods. Table 1 summarized the comparison of these algorithms.  
From table 1, it can be seen that, all the methods are using mainly the value of M which 
equal to log of red intensity minus log of green intensity. However, three methods have 
different value to subtract from M. To illustrate, Global normalization use the log of addition 
of each of red and green intensity while the other two methods are using median and global 
median. 
In term of the final shape of the normalization on M-A graph, there are similarities between 
Lowess and Print-tip methods because both have a straight median line in the value of (M = 
0) due to their similarities on subtracting the mean or median from M. However, in Global 
normalisation, there is a curve around the value of (M= 0) due to the subtraction of the total R 
and G.  Quantile normalisation method does not use M-A plot, consequently its final graphs 
do not always take a straight line of the mean on the (M=0).  According to this review, we 
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COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT NORMALISATION APPROACHES
In this section, the existing system algorithm as discussed in section III will be analysed and 
discussed to find out the similarities and variations among the different normalisation methods. 
Table 1 summarized the comparison of these algorithms. 
From Table 1, it can be seen that, all the methods are using mainly the value of M which 
equal to log of red intensity minus log of green intensity. However, three methods have different 
value to subtract from M. To illustrate, Global normalisation use the log of addition of each 
of red and green intensity while the other two methods are using median and global median.
In term of the final shape of the normalisation on M-A graph, there are similarities between 
Lowess and Print-tip methods because both have a straight median line in the value of (M=0) 
due to their similarities on subtracting the mean or median from M. However, in Global 
normalisation, there is a curve around the value of (M=0) due to the subtraction of the total R 
and G. Quantile normalisation method does not use M-A plot, consequently its final graphs do 
not always take a straight line of the mean on the (M=0).  According to this review, we suggest 
Print-tip normalisation method to be used because when comparing to the global normalisation 
its final figure is simpler and easier to read and can also easily be compared to various plots. 
Straight line on (M=0) is easier to read than the Global and lowess normalisation curve. 
Table 1 
Comparison between different system algorithms
No. [1] [2] [3] [4]
Method Global Lowess Print Tip Quantile 
Function Log (R/ KG) Log (R/ G) – c(A) N= M- loess (A) Mean of rows after 
reorder
Variable
  
LOWESS function Global Loess NA
Shape on M-A 
graph
Curve Straight line on 
(M=0)
Straight line on 
(M=0) but has 
some variation
It does not meet 
M-A plot.  
METHODOLOGY
Using Matlab, we developed a code that can extract the intensity for 100 spots. Using 100 
spots instead of the whole microarray slide make the process easier and simpler especially to 
compare the many algorithms used. In order to examine the suitable method which would be 
more accurate and suitable for this project, an ideal microarray image spots in Figure 5(a), and 
a real microarray slide in Figure 5(b) were used. Matlab usually reads the image intensity as 
matrix by pixel, for example our image after cropping is 220*227 pixels while it has only 100 
spots. Thus, each spot has around 20 pixel diameters. Next, it calculates the foreground and 
background then subtract the background value from foreground, and using threshold equal 
to zero will not allow negative values to appear. In the ideal image the value of background is 
fixed (Rb = Gb =3) while foreground value is a variant from 0 to 225 as shown in Matrix 1. 
Then, according to the normalisation method, the formula codes were applied.  
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For Global Normalisation, loops were used to find the total of red and green intensities 
values for all 100 spots. Then taking the logarithm of the total value and subtracts it from the 
value of M according to Equation number 1 and 2. Similarly, in the Lowess method, mean 
of m values was calculated then subtracted, to be on the centre (M=0) according to equation 
number 3. However, Quantile normalisation is much different than the previous two methods, 
because it does not require calculation of A and M values. But it requires sorting the matrix in 
each column. Then taking the average in each raw and finally put each new value in its original 
location as shown in Figure 5. Finally, Print-tip normalisation, A values (addition of logarithm) 
has been divided into four groups (<5, <6, <7 and else) and according to each group, mean value 
of M was taken and defined into variable call PT. After that, the PT value was subtracted from 
M according to its group. Next section will discuss the results of the various methods tested.
RESULT AND DISSCUSSION
First of all, there is a different in the last result for all the four methods in terms of last intensities 
values and M-A displaying graphs. Global normalisation and Lowess share a similarity 
especially when we compare the difference between the green and the red intensity for the 
same spots. Similarly, Print-tip normalisation which has a similar graph but there is a different 
according to the interval groups. However, the results for quantile normalisation are fluctuating 
and the different is larger than all of the other normalisation methods. Normalisation results for 
the ideal and normal microarray slide are shown in matrix 1 and 2, and M-A graphs in Figure 
6 and 7 respectively. As we saw in Matrix 1 above, there are red and green intensities for 100 
spots as well as in Matrix 2 bellow. Thus, we have 4 matrixes with the size of (10*10). The 
first and second for the red and green intensities of ideal image in Matrix 2 while the third 
and fourth for the red and green intensities for the slide image.  Figure 6 and 7 depict M-A 
plots for ideal and slide image before any method of normalisation was performed. Thus, the 
illustrations will help us compare them with the next results of various normalisation methods. 
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Matrixes 3 and Matrix 4 show the results of global normalisation for ideal and real DNA 
microarray slide. Firstly, they show k and c values, c is the logarithm of the total of red intensities 
over the total of green intensities (k) which is equal to 0.0274 in ideal image and – 0.2358, 
and that explains to us why the normalisation is important and how the variety of c increased 
for the real microarray slide image. Thus, the difference between the last and original results 
in the real microarray slide is larger. 
Lowess normalisation results for ideal and real DNA microarray slide are shown in Matrix 
5 and 6. First it shows (m) values, m is the mean  M value for 100 spots which equal to the 
difference between logarithms of red and green intensities for each spot separately. (m) is equal 
to 0.1756 in ideal image and –1.1662  explaining  why the normalisation process is important 
and how does the variety of c increase for the real microarray slide image. Also, it is greater 
than c values (for global normalisation). The difference t between the last and original results 
in real microarray slide is larger  than the different in global normalisation. 
 
Matrix 2. Red and Green Intensity before norm of the slide image; Figure 6. M-A plot before 
normalization of the ideal image; Figure 7. M-A plot before normalization of the slide image. 
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Quantile normalisation results for ideal and real DNA microarray slide are shown  in 
Matrix 7 and 8. Quantile normalisation method differs from global and Lowess normalisations 
in that  it does not require fixed values of (c) or (m).  Rather  an average of the columns after 
sorting the matrix in each raw as explained before in section 2.  Thus, we can see in Matrix 
8 that (67, 85, 124, 18 and so on) are repeated in each column of matrix QRN, and also the 
anther values for QGN are similar in Matrix 8. There are 10 fixed numbers repeated in each 
column of each matrix. 
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Finally, Print-tip normalization gave the results for the red and green intensities for the 
ideal microarray image in Matrix 9 and real microarray slide in Matrix 10.  M-A graphs for 
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between the normalised and un-normalised values in some intervals according to the values 
of PT. Besides that, Figure 9 represents the M-A plot for Print-tip normalization of real image 
slide which show more different from its original slide except by the values of PT especially 
in the first interval when PT= -1.5263 among the interval (A less than 5).
obvious different between the normalized and un-normalized values in some intervals 
according to the values of PT. Besides that, Figure 9 represents the M-A plot for Print-tip 
normalization of real image slide which show more different from its original slide except by 
the values of PT especially in the first interval when PT= -1.5263 among the interval (A less 
than 5). 
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From the Matrixes and graphs discussed above, it can be observed  the global and Low s are 
almost similar;  Print-tip,  an advanced version of them, gave  results that was close to  Matrix 
1 and 2. However, Quantile differed greatly than the correct one and its graphs fluctuate away 
from the goal. Furthermore, the graphs of real image Print-tip normalization shows the expected 
result for real slide image in Figure 9 due to the clustering around the straight line when (M = 
0).  These  findings support the view  of Smyth  that the “print-tip loess normalization provides 
a well-tested general purpose normalization method which gives good results on a wide variety 
of arrays” and  best combined with diagnostic plots of the data. When the diagnostic plots 
show that biases still remain in the data after normalization, additional steps such as quantile 
normalization between the arrays may be undertaken (Smyth et al., 2003).
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CONCLUSION
In this paper, normalization is defined as a process to delete systematic error. Four most 
commonly used normalization algorithms such as Global, Lowess, Quantile and Print-tip were 
tested and compared to find the most suitable approach in a general normalization process. 
For that purpose, a Matlab code was built for each method for two slides; the ideal and real 
microarray slides. The results  shown in the  form  of  Matrix of red and green intensities and 
M-A graph  show that Global, Lowess and Print-tip are  more accurate in comparison  with 
an ideal image result while Print-tip has the advantages than the other two especially in term 
of final graph shape.
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ABSTRACT
Biologically inspired robotic hands have important applications in  industry and biomedical robotics. The 
grasping capacity of robotic hands  is crucial for a robotic system.  This paper presents an experimental 
study on  the finger force and movements of  a human hand during the grasping operation in  real-time. 
It focuses on two topics; measuring grasping force using Flexi-force sensors and analysing  human hand 
action during grasping operation. The   findings show  that lifting required higher forces compared with 
grasp force in the  static phase.  
Keywords: Hand grasping, Flexi-force sensors, motion capture systems
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INTRODUCTION
Hands are important for  almost all activities. 
Robotic hands are developed with the aim 
of mimicking the human hand in terms of 
dexterity and reliability especially in grasping 
operations.
In robotic hand sensors are required 
for the location of the fingertips contact 
position, measurement of the force applied 
on the object, and determination of the 
grasp configuration. Trying to arrive at  the 
best method to measure  fingers force is an 
important aspect of research (Monroy et al., 
2009; Ye & Auner, 2003; Kazerooni et al., 
2004; Dipietro et al., 2008; Adnan et al., 2012; 
et al., 2013).
To date, a number of studies have reported 
the use of force sensor to measure finger force. 
According to Paredes-Madrid et al., the best 
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sensor devices for measuring the finger force should have the following list of the characteristics 
such as repeatability for measuring the high reading, small physical size, light weight, low cost 
and may be function at a high temperature (Paredes-Madrid et al., 2010). Maeno, et al., 2004; 
Edussooriya et al., 2008; De et al., 2015) proposed a control strategy to detect slipping off a 
grasped object using a Flexi-force. However, in order to have a good grasp, not only a force 
sensation, but also grasping strategies are thought to be important for firm grasping. 
According to clinicians, the index finger and thumb are responsible for at least 75% of 
overall hand functions (Park et al., 2009). There is insufficient evidence in robotic literature 
on thumb behaviour, despite  its important role in  grasping operation. To collect information 
about thumb and fingers during grasping, optoelectronic motion analysis is  used (Cordella 
et al., 2014). 
There is little published data on grasping behaviour , this study aims to parameterize the 
grasping operation in relation to human motion and identify the kinematic parameters and 
forces related to particular grasping tasks. 
BACKGROUND STUDY
Anatomy of Human Hand
The human hand consists of  27 bones,  14 of which are digital bones of the fingers and thumb. 
Figure 1 shows the skeleton structure of the human hand. A human hand consists of five digits; 
thumb, index finger, middle finger, ring finger, and little finger. Fingers consist of joints and 
bones which have similar characteristics, but the thumb has slightly different characteristics 
(Ungureanu, Stanciu & Menyhardt 2006). Each finger has three links, only the  thumb has 
two joints.
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Figure 1. Joints of Fingers (Institute for Quality and Efficiency in Health Care, 2012). 
The fingers constitute of three interlinking segments: proximal phalange (PP), middle 
phalange (MP) and distal phalange (DP). The thumb is made up of two segments: proximal 
phalange (PP) and distal phalange (DP). The first phalanx is connected to the metacarpal 
bone that constitutes the palm and is connected to the carpal bones. The joints of the fingers 
are named: Distal Interphalangeal (DIP), Proximal Interphalangeal (PIP) and 
Metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joints. The joints for the thumb named: Interphalangeal (IP) and 
Carpometacarpal (CMC).  Joints of the hand vary in the number of degrees of freedom (DOF) 
they possess. For fingers, Distal Interphalangeal (DIP) and Proximal Interphalangeal (PIP) 
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Figure 1. Joints of fingers (Institute for Quality and Efficiency in Health Care, 2012)
The fingers constitute of three interlinking segments: proximal phalange (PP), middle phalange 
(MP) and distal phalange (DP). The thumb is made up of two segments: proximal phalange 
(PP) and distal phalange (DP). The first phalanx is connected to the metacarpal bone that 
constitutes the palm and is connected to the carpal bones. The joints of the fingers are named: 
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Distal Interphalangeal (DIP), Proximal Interphalangeal (PIP) and Metacarpophalangeal (MCP) 
joints. The joints for the thumb named: Interphalangeal (IP) and Carpometacarpal (CMC). 
Joints of the hand vary in the number of degrees of freedom (DOF) they possess. For fingers, 
Distal Interphalangeal (DIP) and Proximal Interphalangeal (PIP) joints contribute to 1 DOF 
due to rotational movement while Metacarpophalangeal (MCP) contribute 2 DOF due to 
adduction-abduction and rotational motion. On the other hand, thumb possesses 5 DOF where 
Interphalangeal (IP) and Carpometacarpal (CMC) contributes 1 DOF.
Grasping Force
Grasps are defined as a set of contacts on the surface of the object. During grasping, the object 
is compressed and force  generated on the gripper finger to prevent the object from slipping. 
Many researchers have used  piezoresistive Flexi-force to  measure   finger force (Edussooriya, 
et al., 2008). This sensor is particularly useful in studying finger force based on the divers 
advantages; low cost, good sensitivity, simple construction and enhances accuracy.
Motion Analysis
Different kinematic hand models have been proposed using OptiTrack Motion. This system 
is composed of an infrared (IR) camera, passive ballshaped markers, calibration and analysis 
software. The ballshaped markers produce X, Y and Z coordinate values are tracked by the 
infrared cameras and analyze in VENUS 3D software. Using optoelectronic system MOTIVE 
Software, all marker position must be detected by the cameras (Dutta, 2012; Han & Lee, 
2013). If the cameras failed to capture some markers for certain conditions, the cameras were 
re-positioned. 
METHODOLOGY
This project is to analyse human motion and pressure that is  applied in  grasping a  paper cup 
weighing 200 g and with a radius 26 mm and height of 80 mm. The participant is required to 
fully extend  the fingers and grasp the object with the right hand and lift it to a height of  4cm. 
Prior to data collection, the subject received an explanation of the experiment. The subject 
was asked to grasp paper cup using index finger and thumb.
Experimental setup
This project combined two system simultaneously using motion capture system and Flexi-force 
sensor system. Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the proposed system. 
Flexi-force sensors are connected to DAQ hardware and LabVIEW software to acquire 
sensors signal and facilitate  analysis. Motion capture system was used OptiTrack camera to 
collect data during grasping operations and. Microsoft Visual Studio  to program the Arduino 
UNO and synchronise two signals of the system. The frequency of both systems was set to 
100Hz. Lamp act as indicated to compare the signal between both systems.
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Flexi-force Sensor
In this paper, the LabVIEW based DAQ system is used to evaluate and measure the pressure 
force using Flexi-force sensor (0-25)lb/(110N) for real-time robotic hand control.  Flexi-force 
sensors were attached to the fingertips of index finger and thumb as shown in Figure 3.
The Flexi-force sensor sends the signal to DAQ within millivolts range. Hence, sensor is 
connected to amplifier TL074 and the output voltage is connected DAQ and  calibrated  using 
a strain gauge by applying a known uniform weight to the sensing area using different weight. 
A linear interpolation between the voltage and pressure is plotted and the values were written 
in LabVIEW to analyse the measurement. Then output voltage from the sensor is converted 
to the pressure to measure pressure force during grasping. 
 
 
This project is to analyse human motion and pressure that is  applied in  grasping a  paper 
cup weighing 200g and with a radius 26mm and height of 80mm. The participant is required 
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Figure 2. Block diagram of the proposed system 
Flexi-force sensors are connected to DAQ hardware and LabVIEW software to acquire 
sensors signal and facilitate  analysis. Motion capture system was used OptiTrack camera to 
collect data during grasping operations and. Microsoft Visual Studio  to program the Arduino 
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Figure 3. Flexi-force sensor position
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Hand Motion Tracking
In this experiment, six cameras were positioned around the experimental area to detect the 
marker position and hand motion during grasping operation. We placed  twelve reflection 
markers on the volunteer’s right hand and on the object; eight markers were secured at every 
tip and joint of the index finger and thumb including DIP, PIP, MCP joints with IP and CMC 
joints of the thumb and four on the object as shown in Figure 4. Eyelash glue is used to fix the 
small marker. To minimize artefacts due to skin movements or marker occlusion, procedure 
for positioning markers on the hand has been chosen (Cordella, F. et al., 2014).
The maker position on the cup is able to extract the position of the object with respect 
to the object radius, height and location of the object during grasping. The motion analysis 
measures the joints angles by reconstructing the marker position in VENUS 3D software. Joint 
angles were defined as zero when the finger in fully extended posture. 
Data Analysis
A specific program was written in Microsoft Visual Studio to synchronise both systems. Motion 
capture system and LabVIEW software were run simultaneously to record grasping operation 
and the lamp as an indicator to synchronise the signals. 
For starting configuration, all fingers were fully extended and the thumb was adducted. 
The marker position was recorded in starting position and during the whole motion until hand 
grasped the object. After grasping, subject held the object for a while until auditory cue then 
lifts the cup to 4 cm high and gradually release grasp until the object slipped. The process was 
repeated four consecutive times and all data were recorded. The joints angle measured for DIP 
joint of index finger and IP joint for thumb during grasping operation as shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4. Markers position on volunteer’s right hand
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To date, this force measurement system and motion tracking has been applied to study the 
grasp between index finger and thumb. Figure 5 shows the experimental data on sensor and 
grasping behaviour of the grasp. The angle measured is DIP for index and IP for the thumb as 
shown in Figure 4. The graph divide the actions of lifting an object and setting it back down 
into seven states as shown in Table 1.
Figure 5 shows the sub-phases of movement which identified due to significant variations 
produced by the motion capture and measuring system (T1-T7); reaching, grasping, lifting, 
stable, slipping, release and original position. Using both systems allows the identification of 
variables which relevance to description of the movement. 
Table 1 
Hand motion states
State T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7
Action Reach Grasp Lift Hold Slip Release Original 
hand
position
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Figure 5. Angle of flexion and grasping force
The grasping force during  lifting, stable and slippery states were measured  and shown 
in Table 2.
An initial objective of the project was to identify the relationship between the grasping 
operation, the sensory system and human motion. Figure 5 presents  the data while performing 
the grasp based on flexion angle of index finger and thumb and grasping force. Based on the 
results, the correlation between angle of flexion and force measurement is established. During 
Real-time Human Motion Analysis and Grasping Force 
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the grasping and lifting of a cup between the fingertips, the subject manipulated the cup for 
stable grasping and grasp force simultaneously caused small vibration  in the data.
Another important finding was the force required to lift, grasp and release as shown in Table 
2 shows during the first 2 s of contact with the cup are small compared to the forces needed to 
lift the cup off the table. The force required to lift the cup builds up gradually from the time 
of initial contact. The results confirm that lifting requires  higher forces than grasping in the 
static phase due to gravitational force needed to lift an object. However, these results were not 
very encouraging because of the  object’s weight and the subject’s limitation.
Table 2 
Descriptive analysis of the forces
Contact Force, Fc 
(N)
 Mean ± SD
Lifting Force, FL 
(N)
Mean ± SD
Stable Force, F (N)
Mean ± SD
Slippery Force, FS 
(N)
Mean ± SD
Thumb 0.800 ± 0.484 1.279 ± 0.009 1.266 ± 0.016 1.064 ± 0.078
Index 0.557 ± 0.312 0.862 ± 0.007 0.837 ± 0.013 0.688 ± 0.041
CONCLUSION
This paper analyses  index finger and thumb motion during grasping. Results  indicate  lifting 
requires more force than stable force. This research extends our knowledge of force required 
to model robot hand controller system.  
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ABSTRACT
This research attempts to enhance of the ability of Fuzzy Logic Controller in controlling wastewater 
treatment system, highlighting the pH parameter in factory wastewater treatment plants. The research 
not only covers methods to monitor and track the pH level in wastewater tank but more importantly, 
the control of total wastewater volume by neutralising the pH.  Fuzzy logic control has gained more 
attention in the control of continuous processes. It utilised both, in the context of deciding and tracking 
set-points, and to control the total unwanted water capacity. This paper also discusses suitable level of 
pH required which will not damage the water ecosystem.  The self-learning fuzzy logic control with 
adaptive capabilities alert operator in charge of the pH level automatically. This research includes the 
design and development  a graphical user interface (GUI) to show the process of pH neutralisation in 
wastewater treatment. A fast response system is achieved through GUI which could be monitored and 
control remotely using laptop or smartphone, from anywhere. This proposed design will inform engineers 
and technicians about the status of the current reading of parameters in the wastewater treatment system 
without the hassle of going to the site or control room of the wastewater treatment plant.  
Keywords: Fuzzy Logic Controller, pH, MATLAB, LabVIEW
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INTRODUCTION
This research has been carried out to analyse 
fuzzy logic  used in controlling  process tank 
in industrial wastewater systems. The process 
of wastewater treatment is complicated 
and nonlinear.  This research introduces 
an effective and robust control approach 
to control concentration in a wastewater 
treatment process. In this research, focus 
will be on pH, which is one of the parameters 
involved in wastewater treatment. In 
wastewater treatment, the pH is controlled 
to maintain the pH to neutral value which 
is within the range of 6 to 8 according to 
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statistics from United Nations (UNDESA, 2006). Neutralisation is a process of adding acid or 
alkali solution to waste water in order to obtain the neutral pH range (pH 7). pH (hydronium 
potential) neutralisation process control plays an important role in the control of pH level 
in numerous industries such as biotechnology, manufacturing, chemical, sewage treatment, 
paper factory, pharmaceutical, agriculture, food processing, research laboratories, rain water 
harvesting, waste water treatment and many other industries where a certain   pH level has to 
be maintained for suitable applications. pH levels of  waste water produced by factories have 
to be controlled and maintained at neutral range before the effluent is discharged in accordance 
to environmental regulations. The focus of this research is to design and implement a fuzzy 
controller to obtain a neutral pH for the wastewater treatment plant using LabVIEW software 
and to simulate the pH level of mix tank with randomly sensed pH values before analysing 
the non-linear system.
The main idea of the research is to control the flow rate of acid liquid and alkali liquid into 
the mix tank to maintain the mix tank at neutral pH which is 7. The manner in which the flow 
rate is quantified depends on whether the quantity flowing is a solid, liquid or gas.  For solid, it 
is appropriate to measure the rate of mass flow, whereas in the case of liquid and gases, flow is 
usually measured in terms of the volume flow rate. The system will calculate the concentration 
(M) based on the pH value after the wastewater pH value in the mix tank is sensed.  If the pH 
value is 7, then no acid or base will be pumped into the mix tank but if it is less or more than 
7, then it will recalculate the concentration value so that a specific amount of acid or base will 
be added. Results of the output level of the mix tank after randomly accomplishing inputs from 
pH sensor in the mix tank.  By implementing fuzzy algorithms based on the pH level sensed 
by the sensor the valve opening of respected acid or alkali solution can be generated in order 
to achieve the neutral range.  Wright and Kravaris (1991) said that “by measuring the effluent 
pH it is impossible to uniquely determine the effluent ion concentrations and by manipulating 
the titration stream flow rate it is impossible to move the effluent concentrations to arbitrary 
values”. Hence, as the influent stream changes, the titration curve also changes significantly, 
so an efficient system is necessary in producing satisfactory results.  A strategic method to 
solve nonlinearity and time delay in pH control was introduced by Wang et al. (2009) where 
predictive control model was used based on hierarchical optimisation in rolling mill waste 
water treatment (Takekawa et al., 2010).  Fuzzy control was applied to a “P” and “PD” plant to 
perform pH control by De Azevedo et al. (2011) for neutralising rain water in order to reuse it; 
a comparison was also done between the controllers. An analysis of the system was done under 
two different circumstances, namely where only error was considered for the plant input and 
variation of error was considered in the other situation. Fuzzy logic based PID control of pH 
neutralisation process was carried out by researchers Jebarani. D, I. & Rammohan, T. (2014) 
for waste water treatment systems. The input to the fuzzy control was based on the feedback 
from the output values of the PID controller and with reference to set point whereby a new 
value is set for the PID flow rate controller.  
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METHODOLOGY
The pH value and Molar Concept
The pH value of a substance is directly related to the ratio of the hydrogen ion [H+] and the 
hydroxyl ion [OH-] concentrations. If the H+ concentration is greater than OH-, the material is 
acidic, i.e., the pH value is less than 7. If the OH- concentration is greater than H+, the material 
is basic, with a pH value greater than 7. If equal amounts of H+ and OH- ions are present, the 
material is neutral, with a pH of 7. Acids and bases have free hydrogen and hydroxyl ions 
respectively. Since pH is a logarithmic function, a change of one pH unit represents a ten-
fold change in hydrogen ion concentration.  There are miscellaneous bacteria involved in 
anaerobic sludge digestion (Feng et al., 2009) and the growth rate is affected by pH.  A mole 
of a compound is defined as Avogadro’s number of molecules (6.02 x 1023 molecules), which 
has a mass approximately equal to the molecular weight, expressed in grams. For example, 
sodium hydroxide, NaOH, which has a molecular weight of 23+16+1=40, would have 40 
grams in a mole. Since the atomic weight of the hydrogen ion (H+) is one (1), there is one 
gram of hydrogen ions in a mole of hydrogen. A solution with a pH of 10 has 1 x 10-10 moles 
of hydrogen ions, or 10-10 grams in a one litre solution (Cosmin et al., 2012).
Fuzzy Logic Controller
In this research, the aim is to maintain the pH level of wastewater mix tank to pH 7 which is 
the neutral pH.  Based on the value of pH sensed by the pH sensor in the mix tank, either one 
of the tank which consists of acid or alkali will be pumped into the mix tank. If the pH sensor 
in the mix tank shows pH less than 7, it is considered as acidic. Therefore, a certain amount of 
alkali will be pumped into the mix tank to maintain the pH to neutral value.  If the pH sensor 
in the mix tank shows pH more than 7 (between 8-14) then it is considered as base. Therefore, 
certain amount of acid will be pumped into the mix tank to maintain the pH to neural value. If 
the pH sensed by sensor in the mix tank shows the pH to be exactly 7, then both valve for alkali 
and acid will be closed to make sure that none of it is pump into the mix tank.  Advantages of 
using a fuzzy logic system is that it has the capability of controlling nonlinearity by formalising 
the set of rules set by human to act intelligently in providing the output. 
Construction of System Using Fuzzy Logic Toolbox
The Fuzzy Logic Toolbox could create and edit fuzzy inference systems. These systems could be 
created using graphical tools or command-line functions, or it could be generated automatically 
using either clustering or adaptive neuro-fuzzy techniques (Sabri & Almshat,  2015). In the 
Fuzzy Inference System or FIS Editor, the first step is to  design the fuzzy controller. In this 
editor, the input and output variable are included.  The Mamdani (2004) method is used for 
the system.  
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A low-cost microcontroller was used (Arduino Uno) to control the whole system (Figure 
2.0). A research was carried out with low cost prototype (Figure 2.1) which can be interfaced 
with the GUI created and provided faster response in the neutralisation process. The main 
control element in the neutralisation system is the control valve. Even though low cost 
components and materials were used, it did not compromise the outcome. It has to be noted 
that there must not be any delay in the polling of data and controlling of the system between 
the GUI and the prototype. Testing was done after interfacing the hardware with the GUI using 
serial cable. Control signals were sent from the GUI and the response was observed from the 
prototype. The wiring diagram is the control circuitry illustration (Figure 2.2) sketched using 
Proteus software. As shown in Figure 2.2, controller was connected to three different inputs 
and outputs mechanism.  
Figure 2.0. Hardware components interfaced with 
LabVIEW
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Design of the prototype 
The position, size and the number of the tanks were selected due to their availability and 
reduced power consumption  as shown in Figure 2.3. If tanks are not placed at the same level, 
there will be increased power consumption because pumps are operating against gravity with 
higher elevation difference.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To measure the current pH (to remain at or near neutral level or within some range), and have 
control over two valves for the acid tank and alkali (base) tank to be pumped into the mix tank, 
the following steps need to be followed as shown in Membership Function Editor of Figure 3.1:
i)  Establish fuzzy membership functions for pH, such as “Strong acid”, “Medium acid”, 
“Weak acid”, “Neutral”, “Weak Base”, “Medium Base” and “Strong Base”. This will 
need to be done for pH rate of change or any other derivatives of pH as well.
ii) Establish fuzzy membership functions (Figure 3.1) for the two outputs flow rate, one for 
acid tank and the other for base tank, such as “Off”, “Slow”, “Medium” and “Fast”.
iii) Write rules linking the desired outputs to the given inputs, for example:   (if pH is strong 
acid (strong A) then acid flow is off and base _flow is fast)
The front panel (Figure 3.2) is where the Graphical User Interface (GUI) is located. Users 
could set in any first value of the pH, and it will generate automatically random pH value to be 
simulated.  In the real situation, this first value is being sensed by the pH sensor in the plant and 
the signal is sent to the software via data acquisition (DAQ card). At the same time, volume 
of wastage in the mix tank will be reduced and which can be viewed in this panel.  There are 
two indicators: pH level indicator and volume indicator in the mix tank. Another two sets of 
similar tank volume and pH indicator is shown for acid and alkali tanks.  The simulation could 
be viewed in two different forms. One by inserting the fuzzy system in the system and the other 
one without it. The graph  could also be viewed in two different units. One is pH versus time 
Figure 3.1. Membership Function Editor of pH
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and the other  is pH versus volume inserted. Acid and base flow rate could be adjusted by using 
two knobs, which resemble valves, at the right side of the front panel. In the programming 
section (block diagram) in Figure 3.3, it consists of few subs VI, function icon, and a loop 
including the pH of Acid, pH of Base, Number of Mol, For Loop, Subtract Icon, Add Icon, 
Less Icon, MATLAB script editor to call MATLAB fuzzy logic controller file into LabVIEW 
environment and MATLAB m-files programming modules on various tasks.
When the pH is 1.862 (Figure 3.4) which is acidic, there will be no acid flow into the 
mix tank but there will be 0.56ml/ms of base flows into the mix tank.  Therefore, in the rule 
viewer of Figure 3.4, acid flow = 0 and base flow = 0.56ml/ms. When the pH is 12.78 (Figure 
3.5) which is alkaline, there will be no base flow into the mix tank but there will be 0.601ml/
ms of acid flows into the mix tank.  Therefore, in the rule viewer of Figure 3.5, acid flow = 
0.601ml/ms and base flow = 0.
Figure 3.4. Rule viewer at pH 1.862
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Results of the output level of the mix tank after randomly accomplishing inputs 
from pH sensor in the mix tank
In Figure 3.6, as soon as the pH level in the mix tank is 11, the system will drop the pH level 
in mix tank to pH 4 for the first 2.0 ms.  After 2.0 ms, it will slowly increase to neutral starting 
from pH 4 to pH 7. This figure shows the time from 0 ms to 180.0 ms.  For Figure 3.7, as soon 
as the pH level in the mix tank is 8, the system will drop the pH level in mix tank to pH 7 for 
the first 70.0 ms.  After 70.0 ms it drastically increases to pH 11. This happens due to chemical 
reaction but it drastically drops to neutral at 73.0ms. This figure shows the time from 0ms to 
180.0 ms. This chemical reaction again happens at 130.0 ms but increases to the neutral value 
again after that.  This shows that even though it is hard to predict when the chemical reaction 
drastically changes the graph but a well-designed system could bring the pH value back to the 
desired neutral value. Therefore, the characteristics of Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7, show that 
even though the time exceeds to 180ms, the system maintains the mix tank pH at values which 
approaches neutral. The objective of this research was to maintain  pH level at neutral in the 
mix tank which was achieved here. Huan et al.  (2014) proposed network via wireless system 
to android phone. This system will enable  engineers and technicians to be alert about the status 
of the current reading of parameters in the wastewater treatment system without hassle to go 
to the site or control room of the wastewater treatment plant.  
CONCLUSION 
The system that had been created could maintain the pH level at neutral whenever random 
values are  supplied to the mix tank. This mix tank is especially important in the industrial area 
because industries usually throw their prerequisite liquid which could affect  the environment. 
This research has shown that pH control is a non-linear and it could be controlled using fuzzy 
logic controller. The system could be remotely controlled from anywhere by using online 
system connected to the proposed project. The rating of the overall system performance can 
be up to  95%.  
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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a half-bridge LLC resonant converter with two resonant tanks for plug-in electric 
vehicle (PEV) battery charging. Each resonant tank is connected with one of the centre-tapped primary 
windings of the power transformer. Both resonant tanks are fed alternately by a half cycle of the switching 
pulse in one period. The converter is designed to operate below resonance zero-voltage switching (ZVS) 
region to reduce switching losses and to achieve output DC voltage range 250V-420V with 400V input 
DC voltage for depleted PEV battery. MATLAB Simulink is used to simulate the circuit with 1.5 kW 
maximum power and the simulation results show that the converter can meet the constant-current, 
constant-voltage (CC-CV) charging requirements of the depleted PEV battery.  
Keywords: LLC resonant converter, PEV battery charger, FHA
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INTRODUCTION
Due to the threat of fossil fuel depletion, global 
warming and environmental issues, the interest 
in PEVs is growing continuously. High power 
density, high efficiency, smooth and quick 
charging are the desired features expected 
from onboard PEV chargers. Lithium-ion 
(Li-ion) battery packs are preferred for PEVs 
due to their salient features including slow 
depletion of energy, high energy density, and 
no memory effect and a charging profile of 
single cell Li-ion battery is shown in Figure 
1 (a) (Wang et al., 2014c). In this profile, 
1V-2.5V is a deeply depleted battery voltage 
range and 2.5V-4.2V is the normally depleted 
battery voltage range. Thus, the depleted 
battery voltage range of 100 cells in series 
for PEV battery pack can be extracted from 
this profile which maps to 250V-420V. The 
battery charging consists of constant-current 
(CC) and constant-voltage (CV) charging 
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stages. In CC charging stage, the voltage varies between 250V and 420V range starting from 
the initial voltage of the battery using constant charging current. In CV charging stage, the 
charging voltage is kept constant at 420V while the current decreases and when it drops down 
to a minimum threshold, charging stops.
Figure 1 (b) shows a commonly used power architecture of a two stage PEV battery 
charging system with power factor correction (PFC) stage and DC/DC conversion stage (Junjun 
et al., 2014). The PFC stage converts the line AC voltage to a regulated DC voltage and takes 
care of harmonic distortion to keep the power factor near unity. The DC/DC converter regulates 
current for CC charging and voltage for CV charging modes providing galvanic isolation. At 
this stage, ZVS resonant converters are preferred to enhance  charging efficiency. In particular,, 
LLC series resonant converters have desired features such as ZVS operation on primary and 
ZCS operation on secondary side, short circuit protection capability and good voltage regulation 
over light load (Wang et al., 2014a, 2014b). This paper is focused on DC/DC stage of battery 
charger (see Figure 1).
Figure 1. (a) Charging profile of a Li-ion battery cell; (b) Power architecture of a battery charger 
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Researchers proposed many PEV battery charging solutions using LLC resonant converter 
with constant or variable DC-link voltage. For fixed DC-link voltage case, around 400V DC is 
regulated at DC-link and charging voltage range is achieved by switching frequency variation 
of LLC converter. Wang et al. (2014a) achieved 320V-420V range using full-bridge LLC 
converter and 250V-420V range is achieved by (Wang et al., 2014c) and simulation results are 
given. Junjun et al. (2014) achieved 250V-450V range and presented the design methodology. 
Wang et al. (2014b) achieved 320V-420V output voltage range using LLC converter operating 
around resonance frequency and variable input voltage at DC-link. The DC-link voltage is 
controlled at AC/DC conversion stage. All these studies used full-bridge LLC converter with 
four switches.
This paper proposed an LLC resonant converter with two resonant tanks for DC/DC stage 
of PEV battery charger using half-bridge configuration with only two switches which will 
eventually reduce cost. The converter achieved the charging voltage range of 250V-420V with 
below resonance frequency operation using only two power switches compared to full-bridge 
used by (Wang et al., 2014a, 2014b). Simulation results are presented to verify the operation 
(a) (b) 
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of the converter. The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 describes the proposed 
converter while in section 3, equivalent AC circuit of the converter with gain characteristics 
and design procedure are presented. In section 4, simulation results are given and conclusion 
is drawn in section 5.
PROPOSED LLC CONVERTER WITH TWO RESONANT TANKS
The schematic of proposed LLC resonant converter with series-connected primary windings 
of the centre-tapped transformer is shown in Figure 2. The proposed converter consists of a 
DC source, half-bridge, two resonant tanks RCT1 and RCT2, a centre-tapped transformer, a 
bridge rectifier with output filter capacitor C0, and the output load RL. RCT1 consists of resonant 
capacitor Cr1, resonant inductor Lr1, and magnetising inductance Lm1 and similarly RCT2 consists 
of Cr2, Lr2, and Lm2. The two power switches are connected to the primary windings Np1 and 
Np2 through RCT1 and RCT2. The series resonant tanks RCT1 and RCT2 are alternatively fed 
from DC source by turning on power switches S2 and S1 respectively with complimentary half 
switching cycles. Therefore, double power is transferred to the load in every switching cycle 
and input current is fetched twice in a switching cycle compared with half bridge converter.
Figure 2. Proposed converter schematic
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The prim ry windings Np1 and NP2 share th load equally and thus, half of the total 
current flows through each resonant tank. This reduces the components’ stress to half in the 
resonant tanks compared with the conventional half-bridge LLC resonant converter topology 
which reduces the associated ohmic losses. Since there is only one transformer in the circuit, 
the core losses are also reduced compared with the topology proposed by (Lin & Wu 2011) 
with two transformers. 
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GAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF LLC CONVERTER
As the resonant tanks RCT1 and RCT2 are symmetrical, therefore, the analysis of gain 
characteristics of only one resonant tank will be sufficient. The AC equivalent circuit of RCT1 is 
shown in Figure 3 (a). The input to the tank is a square wave with minimum zero to maximum 
value equal to the input voltage. To analyse the gain characteristics we apply fundamental 
harmonic approximation (FHA) approach. The fundamental components of tank input voltage 
and resonant current are given as;
       ? ?? ? ???? ??? ?? ? ???? ????? ? ?? ? ? ???? ??? ?? ?? ? ? ?? ?? ? ?    (1)
where ILr1 is the RMS value of tank current iLr1 and φ is the current phase shift relative to tank 
voltage. The fundamental component of voltage across Np1 is given as:
       ?? ?? ? ???? ??? ???? ? ???? ?      (2)
Where V0 is the output voltage and n is the transformer turns ratio. The primary windings 
share the current equally and the maximum primary current in each winding in terms of output 
current I0 is given as:
       ??????????? ? ??? ? ?? ? ??? ? ?      (3)
Thus, the equivalent AC resistance reflected to the primary side is given as:
       
??? ??????? ??????????? ?? ?? ?? ?? ? ?      (4)
With R0 = V0/I0, and this shows that the reflected load is four times of that reflected in converter 
presented by (Lin & Wu, 2011). The voltage gain can be obtained from AC equivalent circuit 
in Figure 4 (a) as:
       ? ? ? ??? ? ?? ? ? ? ? ?? ? ?? ?? ? ? ?? ?? ?? ? ???? ?? ? ? ??? ? ???? ? ?? ???? ? ? ? ?? ?? ??? ? ? ?? ???? ? ? ?? ? ? ? ? ?? ? ? ?? ? ? ?? ? ? ?? ? ?   (5)?????? ? ? ?? ?? ? ?? ? ? ?? ? ??? ? ??? ?? ?? ? ?? ?? ? ? ?? ? ??? ? ?? ? ?? ? ? ?? ? ?? ? ?? ? ??? ?
with fs as switching frequency and fr1 as resonant frequency. The output voltage curves versus 
switching frequency with quality factor Q for the three key operating points B, C and D in the 
charging profile in Figure1 (a) are shown in Figure 3 (b). Using design procedure by (Shahzad 
et al., 2014) the tank parameters are calculated as: Lr1 = Lr2 = 46.6 µH, Lm1 = Lm2 = 141.5 µH, 
Cr1 = Cr2 = 23.8 nF, n = 0.7974, k =3.4, and Q = 0.44. 
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SIMULATION RESULTS
Figure 4 shows simulation model of the proposed LLC resonant converter using MATLAB 
Simulink. The simulation results show the operation of converter at key operating points B, C 
and D in charging profile using CC-CV method. The converter achieves the charging voltage 
range of 250V-420V operating below resonance frequency in the ZVS region. At each key 
operating point, simulation results are presented in two combinations. Each combination shows 
the operating waveforms of tanks input voltages Vab1 and Vab2, resonant capacitor voltages VCr1 
and VCr2, resonant currents ILr1 and ILr2, and  magnetising currents ILm1 and ILm2. The second 
combination shows the waveforms of secondary voltage Vsec and secondary current Isec, rectifier 
diode currents ID1 and ID2, and switches current Isw1 and Isw2. 
Figure 3. (a) AC Equivalent circuit; (b) Output voltage versus switching frequency curves 
for three key operating points B, C and D
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Figure 5 shows the operation of converter at resonance frequency with minimum circulating 
current. The power switches have ZVS turn-on and the turn-off current is 2A, whereas the 
secondary rectifiers have ZCS operation. The converter is operating at key operating point B 
with charging voltage V0 = 250V at constant current as I0 = 3.57A and is the minimum voltage 
point in a normally depleted battery. From this voltage to 420V, the battery is charged at 
constant maximum current.
Figure 5. Operation waveforms at key point B. (a) First Combination; (b) Second Combination
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Figure 6 shows the operation of converter at minimum switching frequency 98.6 kHz 
which is the point with maximum power during charging operation. The power switches have 
ZVS turn-on and the turn-off current is 3.7A with ZCS operation of secondary diodes. The 
converter is operating at key operating point C with output voltage V0 = 420V and constant 
current I0 = 3.57A. At this point, the mode transition from CC charging to CV charging occurs.
Figure 6. Operation waveforms at key point C. (a) First Combination; (b) Second Combination
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Figure 7 shows the operation of converter at switching frequency 104.3 kHz which is the 
key operating point D with minimum power during charging process. The power switches 
have ZVS turn-on and the turn-off current is 3.7A with ZCS operation of secondary rectifier 
diodes. The converter is operating with output voltage V0 = 420V and threshold current as I0 
= 0.2A. At this point the charging process is terminated.
Figure 7. Operation waveforms at key point D. (a) First Combination; (b) Second Combination
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CONCLUSION
This papers proposed an LLC resonant converter with half-bridge configuration, two resonant 
tanks, and series-connected primary windings of the transformer for depleted PEV battery 
charging. The converter has been designed to operate bel w resonance frequency in the ZVS 
region to achieve primary switches ZVS and secondary rectifier diodes ZCS operation. The 
Converter has been simulated in MATLAB to achieve output voltage range of 250V-420V 
with 1.5 kW maximum power and 400V input DC voltage. Simulation results showed that the 
converter can successfully achieve all the key operating points in the charging profile of Li-ion 
batt y pack using half-bridge configuration instead of full-bridge n conventional topologi s.
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ABSTRACT
This paper reports the experimental results of the partial surfaces ion balance analysis on  ionised planar 
surface to identify the fine-grained level of ioniser balance measurement. The standard 6ʺ×6ʺ charged 
plate was exposed to  ionised air  supplied through  the DC corona ioniser to measure the ion balance. 
A  one square inch charged plate had been used to measure the ion balance in the 36-segment partial 
measurement points which were ordinary arranged on that planar surface. The  36-segment partial results 
were analysed to image the ion balance distribution on that planar surface. The experiment revealed 
that fined-grained levels could be identified behind the coarsely results which had been measured by the 
standard charged plate. The surface plot could image the ion balance distribution on that planar surface 
which was ionised by the ioniser thoroughly. This ion balance imaging could be used to enhance  ioniser 
performance analysis related to  ion balance and distribution along the ionised surface. 
Keywords: Ion balance, ioniser measurement, partial surface, ion balance distribution
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INTRODUCTION
The electrostatic discharge (ESD) had been a 
problem in electronics industry because the 
ESD events could damage devices, harm  the 
systems or induce particulate contamination 
on the charged surfaces due to electrostatic 
forces (ESD Association, 2014). In general, 
ground connecting is a simple method for 
making an equipotential surface to drain 
out the electrostatic charges to the system 
ground. However, this method is less effective 
for removing electrostatic charges from the 
insulator surface or conductive particles 
(Glor, 1985; Robinson, Brearey & Szafraniec, 
2009) due to the availability of conduction 
and conductivity in them. To prevent these 
electrostatic issues, air ionization is widely 
used to remove the electrostatic charges from 
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the insulator surfaces or the tiny conductive objects  unable to connect the ground cable. The 
air ioniser provides the opposite polarity ions to neutralize the electrostatic charges on the 
object. It is necessary to measure the balance of these supplied ions because the ionisers could 
generate  electrostatic charges  while the sourced ions are unbalanced. 
The ANSI/ESD STM3.1-2015 (ESD Association, 2015) is a standard test method (STM) for 
characterising the ioniser performance. It describes  the ion balance as the electrostatic potential 
value caused by the ion collecting on a floated 6″×6″ conductive plate with 20pF capacitances. 
This configuration was agreed with a typical silicon wafer at the time of drafting the standard 
in the late of 1980s (Rodrigo, Bellmore, Diep, Jarrett, Jonassen, Newberg, & Turangan, 2004). 
However, many manufacturers of electronics working on the small scale require the ion balance 
within +/-1V or tighter to ensure  the safety of electrostatic sensitive (ESDS) devices (Kraz, 
2004). They might concern to the precision of ion balance measurement because the actual 
devices are much smaller than the standard charged plate. The smaller plate reports a less ion 
balance voltage than a larger plate (Rodrigo et al., 2004). The small charged plate analysers 
were launched to serve the sub-1V ion balance measurement such as the ioniser controllers 
on US patents 6,985,346 B2 (Kraz, Cruz, & Martin, 2006), US 7,522,402 B2 (Kraz, Cruz, 
& Martin, 2009) and the biased-plate monitor (Crowley, Ignatenko, & Levit, 2004). These 
analysers provide alternative methods to identify the ion balance with the miniaturized plates 
to collect the ions from ioniser and correlate the result to the standard charged plate monitor 
result described on STM.  
Ions distribution as reported in the electrohydrodynamics theory depends on the drift 
velocities and the airflow velocities of particular ioniser models (Ohsawa, 2013). The 
electrostatic potential on each foot-step might not uniform due to  fluid dynamic functions. The 
modelling (Plong-ngooluam, Jindapetch, Wounchoum, & Sompongse, 2015) has mentioned that 
ion balance measurement precision could be enhanced by the surface dividing. This simulated 
result still needs the field measurement in the ionised environment to validate its  feasibility.  
In this work, the ion balance on the 6″×6″ planar surface was partially analysed by 
the miniaturized charged plate, arranged in  the same area as the standard charged plate 
measurement. The partial results were imaged by the surface plot to express the ion balance 
distribution along the 6″×6″ planar surface which was neutralized by the ionised air from the 
DC corona ioniser.
ION BALANCE MEASUREMENT
The ioniser is an equipment that provides either positive or negative air ions to neutralize the 
electrostatic charges on the surface or a tiny object. The typical corona ioniser generates the 
ions through  the collision between the neutral molecules and electrons which are accelerated 
by an electric field which exceeds the inception level  (Ohsawa, 2005). The emitted air ions 
could attract an object surface and neutralize it. Ion balance can  be described by the electrostatic 
potential (V) of  the positive ion (np) and negative ion densities (nn) as
       ??? ?? ?? ? ?? ???? ???? ??????????????       (1)
where e is an elementary charge and e0 is the permittivity of free space.
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The motions of positive ion (np) and negative ion (nn) in (1) depend on the air velocity as 
       ??? ? ??????????????? ??????? ?????????? ? ?     (2)
       ??? ? ??????????????? ??????? ?????????? ? ?     (3)
where up and un are air velocities  of positive and negative ion mobilities, Dp and Dn are positive 
and negative ion diffusion coefficients, and β is the ion-ion recombination coefficient.  
Since the ion balance is defined by the electrostatic potential value  caused by an 
accumulation of positive and negative ions, it could be expressed by the ratio of the total amount 
of charge (Q) which is accumulated on that plate and ion receiving plate capacitance (C) as
      
C
QV = .                                               (4)
Assume that charge distribution on the ion receiving surface and electrostatic field are 
uniform, the total amount charge (Q) can be defined as  
      AQ S= ,                                                        (5)
where the S  is the density of charge on the ion receiving surface (A). This charge density is 
the summed result of ion balancing term of (1) which can be defined as
      )( npS nne= .                             (6)
By the substitution (5) on (4), the electrostatic potential (V) proportionally depends on the 
ion receiving surface and the charge density as
      
C
AV S= .                                                 (7)
Based on this assumption, it could be concluded that the ion balance which is measured 
by the smaller surface will be lower than that of a  larger surface when the ion distribution is 
uniform and the plate capacitance is fixed conditions. However, the surface charge density on 
(6) depends on the ion motion (2) and (3) which are concerning to the air velocity. The 6″×6″ 
planar surface with the fixed 20pF capacitance which is constituted by the STM might not 
represent the suitable grain result which depends on the ion motions.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND ANALYTICAL METHOD
This section describes the apparatus,  the ioniser configuration, the 6″×6″ charged plate, the 
arrangement of the 1″×1″ charged plate, and the partial measurement evaluation. 
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Apparatus   
The charged plate analyser Trek model 157 with the standard 20pF 6″×6″ planar surface 
plate was used to measure the ion balance as the standard ioniser measurement. A  partial 
measurement was performed using the 1″×1″ miniaturized plate. With this plate, the total 
capacitance still fixed at 20pF as same as the standard plate capacitance. The 36-segment 
partial measurement points were ordinary arranged over the standard 6″×6″ planar surface 
plate as shown in Figure1. The DC corona ioniser MKS model 5802i was installed over the 
non-obstructive workstation with a grounded surface. The ioniser was located at the centre 
of the workstation with 60 cm in height from the grounded surface. The charged plates were 
placed at 45 cm under the ioniser facing with the 15 cm from the grounded surface as describes 
on the STM.
Partial Measurement Evaluation
Evaluation began  by adjusting the ioniser balance to -1.0 Volt which was measured by the 
standard 6″×6″ plate  following which ioniser the standard 6″×6″ plate was moved out then 
placed the 1″×1″ charged plate and measured the ion balance at the arranged points as shown 
in Figure1. The measurement was performed from the first segment through the 36th segment 
sequentially.  Then repeat the evaluation with the 0.0 Volt and +1.0 Volt ion balance adjustment. 
Figure 1. The partial measurement point on the planar surface arranging; 
(a) The standard 6″×6″ charged plate, (b) The 1″×1″ square plate
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. The partial measurement point on the 
planar surface arranging; (a) The standard 6″×6″ 
charged plate, (b) The 1″×1″ square plate. 
Analytical Method 
The Minitab, a statistical software, provides the wireframe plot to image the relationship 
between three variables in the x, y and z coordination. In this work, the 36-segment partial 
measurement results were assign d as response values z which were arranged in the x-y plane 
according to the plate arrangement in Figure1. The Minitab also provides the distance method 
(Ryan et al., 2010) to interpolate the unknown data points between  measured data points. All 
data points which are interpolated by this method always within the range of measured data 
points. It works well in a wide range of circumstances. The number of x and y meshes could 
be determining the resolution of the regular grid. In this experiment, the distance method was 
using to interpolate the ion balance distribution over the 6″×6″ planar surface with the regular 
50×50 mesh from the 6×6 measured data points as the arrangement in Figure 1. This 
interpolation is proposed to enhance the fine-grained levels of ion balance results beyond the 
actual measured results which were measured from the 36-segment partial surface. 
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Analytical Method
The Minitab, a statistical software, provides the wireframe plot to image the relationship 
between three variables in the x, y and z coordination. In this work, the 36-segment partial 
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All data points which are interpolated by this method always within the range of measured 
data points. It works well in a wide range of circumstances. The number of x and y meshes 
could be determining the resolution of the regular grid. In this experiment, the distance method 
was using to interpolate the ion balance distribution over the 6″×6″ planar surface with the 
regular 50×50 mesh from the 6×6 measured data points as the arrangement in Figure 1. This 
interpolation is proposed to enhance the fine-grained levels of ion balance results beyond the 
actual results measured by the 36-segment partial surface.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The partial measurement had reported the results in the six rows and six columns. The rows 
are intersections in the y axis and intersections in the x axis. The ion balance distributions have 
been analysed and imaged with  the wireframe plot with the 50×50 meshes data interpolation 
using distance method. The partial measurement results of ion balance from the -1.0 Volt 
ioniser adjustment are summarized in Table 1. The measurement values varied  from -1.0 
to -0.4 Volt.  These results could be used to image the ion balance distribution as shown in 
Figure 2. The image is expressing the fine-grained levels over the 6″×6″ planar surface and 
vary around -0.5 Volt from the settled point which was adjusted and measured by the standard 
6″×6″ charged plate.
Table 1 
The partial measurement results of ion balance from the ioniser with -1.0 Volt adjustment (unit in Volt)
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6
R1 -0.8 -0.7 -0.4 -0.8 -0.7 -0.7
R2 -0.8 -0.7 -0.6 -0.8 -0.9 -0.8
R3 -0.9 -0.8 -0.5 -0.8 -0.9 -0.6
R4 -0.6 -0.8 -0.7 -0.8 -0.8 -0.8
R5 -0.7 -0.7 -0.7 -0.8 -0.7 -1.0
R6 -0.7 -0.7 -0.7 -0.7 -0.8 -0.9
The partial measurement results of ion balance from the 0.0 Volt ioniser adjustment are 
summarized in Table 2. The measurement values were varying from -0.3 to 0.3 Volt. This 
result proves that the tested ioniser is capable with the sub 1V ion balance control workstation 
requirement because all data points are within the range of +/-1 Volt. The ion balance 
distribution image of the 0.0 Volt ioniser adjustment expresses the fine-grained levels which 
vary around +/-0.3 Volt from the settled point is shown in Figure 3. However, the minimum 
and the maximum points are not locating in the same positions as the ion balance image in 
Figure 2. The suspicion might be the variation of the turbulence of the air that was driven by 
the fan unit which was install in the ioniser. This turbulence could affect to the ions mobility 
mechanisms in the ions transport region, regarding to the electrohydrodynamics theory which 
is the interactive mechanism between the electric fields and the surrounding fluid.   
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The partial measurement results of ion balance from the 1.0 Volt ioniser adjustment are 
summarized in Table 3. The measurement values varied  from 0.5 to 1.7 Volt. The ion balance 
distribution image is illustrated by the wireframe plot as shown in Figure 4. The fine-grained 
levels of ion balance are expressing over the 6″×6″ planar surface as same as the ion balance 
distribution images from the -1.0 Volt and the 0.0 Volt adjustments. Based on these results, 
Figure 2. The ion balance distribution image with -1.0 Volt ioniser adjustment
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Table 2 
The partial measurement results of ion balance from the ioniser with 0.0 Volt adjustment (unit in Volt)
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6
R1 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.0 -0.1 -0.2
R2 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.3 -0.1 -0.1
R3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 -0.2
R4 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
R5 0.0 0.1 -0.3 0.0 -0.1 0.2
R6 0.0 0.3 -0.3 0.0 0.0 0.2
Figure 3. The ion balance distribution image with 0.0 Volt ioniser adjustment
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R5 0.0 0.1 -0.3 0.0 -0.1 0.2 
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Figure 3. The ion balance distribution image with 0.0 Volt ioniser adjustment.  
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summarized in Table 3. The measurement values varied  from 0.5 to 1.7 Volt. The ion 
balance distribution image is illustrated by the wireframe plot as shown in Figure 4. The fine-
grained levels of ion balance are expressing over the 6″×6″ planar surface as same as the ion 
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Table 3 
The partial measurement results of ion balance from the ioniser with 1.0 Volt adjustment (unit in Volt)
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6
R1 0.8 1.6 0.7 0.7 0.7 1.0
R2 0.8 1.6 0.7 0.9 0.5 1.1
R3 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.5 0.5 0.8
R4 0.8 0.8 0.1 0.8 0.7 0.7
R5 0.5 1.0 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.7
R6 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.6 1.1 0.7
Figure 4. The ion balance distribution image with 1.0 Volt ioniser adjustment
 
 
 
Figure 4. The ion balance distribution image with 1.0 Volt ioniser adjustment.  
 
Conclusions 
Experimental results validated that  partial surface measurement could identify the fine-
grained levels of ion balance measurement result which could not be identified by the 
standard charged plate measurement. The results show the variation of the voltage levels on 
different areas of the planar surface, indicating  different areas have  different voltages. The 
ion balance results measured by the large planar surfaces are losing such fine-grained voltage 
levels on different areas of the planar surface because the given result is the summation of all 
ions which are collected from the whole surface. 
The above  partial measurement results also identified  the ionised air uniformity over the 
6″×6″ planar surface which is subjected to be neutralized. The partial measurement results 
also provides  methods  for  suitable plate improvement of  the ion balance measurement of 
electrostatic protective areas.  
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the ion balance was distributed over the 6″×6″ planar surface with +/-0.5 Volt variation. It 
validated the ioniser capability which needs for the workstation which requires to control the 
ion balance within +/-1Volt because these fine-grained levels could be identified by the partial 
measurement technique. The ion balance results on the regular 50×50 mesh of the wireframe 
plots consist of measurement data points and interpolated data points. These data points were 
plotted at the at the x-y intersections of the mesh.
CONCLUSION
Experimental results validated that  partial surface measurement could identify the fine-grained 
levels of ion balance measurement result which could not be identified by the standard charged 
plate measurement. The results show the variation of the voltage levels on different areas of 
the planar surface, indicating  different areas have  different voltages. The ion balance results 
measured by the large planar surfaces are losing such fine-grained voltage levels on different 
areas of the planar surf ce because he given result is the summation of all ions which are 
collected from the whole surface.
The above  partial measure ent results also identified the ionised air uniformity over the 
6″×6″ planar surface which is subjected to be neutralized. The partial measurement results 
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also provides methods for suitable plate improvement of the ion balance measurement of 
electrostatic protective areas. 
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ABSTRACT
Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs) are an important component in Wide Area Protection (WAP)- based 
operations in power systems. It is needed that a certain placement scheme of PMUs is suggested if 
power system scale gets larger. The optimal placement of PMU in power systems has been considered 
and formulated in order to reduce the number of installed PMUs while accomplishing a desired level of 
reliability of observation.  Optimal PMU Placement (OPP) problem as the combinatorial optimization 
problem has been formulated to determine the minimum PMU location in the power system. In this paper, 
Disparity Evolution-type Genetic Algorithm (DEGA) based on disparity theory of evolution is applied. 
Genetic Algorithm (GA) is  employed for the purpose of comparison  with DEGA. The optimization 
model is solved for IEEE 118 standard bus system. DEGA can find better placement suggestion compared 
with  GA because of the nature of evolution that models the double spiral structure of DNA to hold the 
diversity of population.
Keywords: Observability, Phasor Measurements, Genetic Algorithm, optimization 
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INTRODUCTION
Phasor Measurement Unit (PMU) plays a role 
in acquiring data to estimate the state of power 
system. This role is important in Wide Area 
Protection (WAP), where it provides reliable 
security prediction and optimized coordinated 
actions to mitigate or prevent large area 
disturbances. PMU can measure information 
of phase differences between different points 
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synchronously because it uses GPS (Global Positioning System). The phase value synchronized 
by GPS can be calculated by PMU, and  stored in the server over the internet. Using such data, 
it is analysable for oscillation features and power system characteristics. PMU data such as 
voltages and currents have been used for reliable distance protective relay operation (Othman et 
al., 2014) Synchro-phasor technology has grown from the PMU in the U.S. Pacific Northwest to 
a continental network of almost 2,000 PMUs in the past decade, which has helped to improve 
the reliability of the North American electric power grid since the late 1990s (Rurnett et al., 
1994; Overholt et al., 2015).
However, if the scale of power system gets larger, it is needed that the optimal PMU 
placement scheme is chosen while considering reliability of observability which ensures 
whether the voltage phasor at that bus can be estimated or not in power system. In addition, the 
number of PMUs is needed to reduce in order to plan the placement schedule within limited 
cost. , Ghamsari-Yazdel and Enmaili (2015) reported that the price of a typical base PMU 
without measurement channels is around  USD 20,000 and each measurement channel costs 
about USD 3,000. Thus, PMUs cannot be placed all buses because of limited budget. Therefore, 
Optimal PMU Placement (OPP) problem has been identified as a means  to address the issue 
of  budget constraint, where OPP works  to reduce the number of PMUs placed in the power 
system while at the same time ensuring  reliability of observability.
OPP problem has been proven to be completely NP (Non-deterministic Polynomial-time) 
by Brueni, Heath (2005) and can be defined as  the binary combinatorial optimization problem. 
Hence, many heuristic algorithms and Integer Programming (IP) have been applied on  OPP 
problem (Manousakis et al., 2012). Genetic Algorithm (GA)  is one of the methods that has 
been proposed to solve combinatorial optimization problems.  However, considering realistic 
system scale, e.g. above 100 bus system, normal GA approach might lapse into the evolution 
retardation due to missing the diversity of solution if the large number of evolutions is iterated 
to get better solution. i.e. similar individuals tend to be diffused into population by procedure 
of GA. This paper presents an application of Disparity Evolution-type Genetic Algorithm 
(DEGA) based on Disparity Theory of Evolution. GA is used  for the purposes of comparing 
with DEGA. The optimization model is solved for IEEE 118 bus test system. Simulation shows 
DEGA approach performs better in robustness on 50 iterations. The proposed DEGA approach 
in this study  serves as an important aspect of WAP scheme. 
PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this study, reliability based OPP problem is defined as a single objective optimization 
problem (Khiabani et al., 2014). This section provides the details about single objective PMU 
placement model.
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Objective Function
In this study, the objective function includes minimization of the number of PMUs and 
maximization of reliability of observability. The mathematical objective function model is 
defined as follows:
       ? ? ? ? ? ?? ? ?????????? ??????? ??? ???????? ?? ?????????     (1)
where Rmin is the desired minimum system wide reliability level, ROB is the overall system 
reliability of observability, ??????????? ??? ???? is the total number of buses to be placed in the system, n is 
the number of buses. w1 and w2 are weight coefficients associated with objective. Equation (1) 
will be modelled as a fitness function on GA and DEGA in later section.
The Range PMU Covers
The range of buses by which PMU covers is given. PMU which is placed at a bus measures the 
voltage phasor of that bus and the current phasors of adjacent lines. PMUs are not necessarily 
placed at all buses because the voltage phasors of adjacent buses can be obtained using Ohm’s 
law. Thus, PMU placement at a given bus allows the measurement of voltage phasor at that 
bus directly, and voltage phasors at immediate neighbouring buses by calculation.
Figure 1 (a) shows the example the covering range of buses that one PMU covers. In 
Figure 1, a PMU which is allocated at bus 3 covers buses 1, 2, 3 and 4 since the PMU makes 
adjacent buses itself observable.
Reliability of observability
None of the PMUs are  redundant, the failure of any PMU would result in  system failure. 
Thus, it is necessary  the reliability of observability is defined. The reliability of observability 
(Ghamsari-Yazdel and Enmaili, 2015) of the i th can be given as:
       ? ? ? ???? ??? ?? ?? ??        (2)
where ri represents the reliability of the i th bus, qj is the probability of failure of the PMU, fi 
denotes the total number of PMUs covering the i th bus. Also, (2) can be described as:
       ? ? ? ? ??? ??? ??? ???? ?? ? ????       (3)
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where, RPMU is a value of reliability that one PMU has. For example, consider the IEEE 5 bus 
system in Figure 1 (b) with PMUs placed at buses 1, 2, and 5. Then it is assumed that one 
PMU has a reliability of RPMU = 0.90. At this time, the reliability of observability of bus 4 will 
be 0.90 because it is observed by one PMU which is placed at bus 5 only. However, bus 1 is 
covered by two PMUs which are placed at bus 2 and bus 1 itself. Therefore, the reliability of 
observability of bus 1 is given as ????? ???  
Especially, this study is interested in the maximization of overall system reliability. Then, 
it is defined by taking direct product of reliability of observability of all buses as follows:
       ??? ?? ????? ?      (4)
where n is the number of the buses in the power system.
The abovementioned reliability index is included into PMU placement constraints as 
follows:
       ? ? ? ? ? ?? ? ? ? ? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???? ???? ?????     (5)         (6)
where xi is defined as a binary decision variable vector which represents whether the PMU is 
placed at i th bus or not, and Aij is called connection matrix which represents the connection 
condition of each bus in the power system. Then, the number of PMUs covering the i th bus 
can be introduced as follows:
       ? ? ? ???? ?? ???? ??? ?      (7)
Thus, it can be known how many buses that cover the i th bus from fi.
Figure 1. Covering range of the PMU; (b) Reliability example in case of IEEE 5 bus system
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Figure 1. (a) Covering range of the PMU; (b) Reliability example in case of IEEE 5bus 
system 
where, RPMU is a value of reliability that one PMU has. For example, consider the IEEE 5 bus 
system in Fig.1 (b) with PMUs placed at buses 1, 2, and 5. Then it is assumed that one PMU 
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DESCRIPTION OF ALGORITHMS
Disparity Evolution-type Genetic Algorithm
GA is a method  to solve the optimization problem by modeling the evolutional theory. DEGA 
which was first developed by Maeda (2001) is an improved GA modelled on  the disparity 
theory of evolution (Furusawa and Doi 1998). DEGA exploits the concept of gene reproduction 
and different mutation rates by faithfully modelling the double spiral structure of DNA. In the 
disparity theory of evolution, when double DNAs duplicate, they are divided into two kinds of 
chains that is called leading strand with low mutation rate and lagging strand with high mutation 
rate. Different mutation rates make DEGA’s evolution speed improve by maintaining diversity 
of solutions, whereas it is difficult to increase diversity in GA’s procedure. The procedure of 
DEGA for OPP problem is described  in Figure 2. In this solution approach for OPP problem, 
a binary encoding is implemented where  the string of chromosome means the total number of 
buses in the system. For representative value in the chromosome, if the PMU is placed on that 
particular bus, then the representative at that particular bus takes 1, and it takes 0 if otherwise.
Figure 2. Pseudo-code of the DEGA model
 
 
 
Figure 2. Pseudo-code of the DEGA model 
Fitness function 
The fitness function is defined in order to decide the relative merits of the solution. It is 
calculated as: 
            (8) 
where, each term  is defined as: 
(9) 
Algorithm: DEGA (evol, n, pc, pmle, pmla) 
//Initialize of 0th generation 
k ← 0; 
Lek ← a population of n/2 randomly-generated chromosomes (leading strand); 
Lak ← bit reversed individuals of Lek (lagging strand); 
Pk ← Lek + Lak; 
//Evaluate Lek 
Compute fitness (i) for each i  Lek; 
While (k < evol) 
{ //Create generation k + 1; 
 //Crossover (two-point crossover) 
 cp1, cp2 ← Generate two random numbers for each Lek and Lak 
Crossover between cp1 and cp2; Select pc*n members of Lek and Lak in Pk; pair them up; produce 
offspring Lek’, Lak’; 
Ok ← Lek’ + Lak’; 
 //Mutate 
 pm ← Generate random numbers for each gene; 
 Mutate for Lek’ in Ok; If pm < pmle, then invert the bit; occur at low mutation rate; 
 Mutate for Lak’ in Ok; If pm < pmla, then invert the bit; occur at high mutation rate; 
 //Duplicate 
 Lak” ← create new lagging strand by bit inversion of Lek’; 
 Lek” ← create new leading strand by bit inversion of Lak’; 
Ok ← Lek’ + Lak’ + Lek” + Lak”; 
//Evaluate Lek’, Lek” and select the individuals which survive into next generation by roulette 
selection and elitism 
Compute fitness 
Preserve limited number of elites in Pk, Ok; 
Evaluate each leading strand in the individual; Select the individuals Pk+1 within n by roulette 
selection; 
//Increment 
k ← k + 1; 
} 
Return the best solution in population; 
∑
=
=
4
1j
iifitness θω
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Fitness Function
The fitness function is defined in order to decide the relative merits of the solution. It is 
calculated as:
      ??? ??? ????????? ??      (8)
where, each term θi is defined as:
       ????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????? ??     (9)
      ????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????? ??     (10)
       ? ? ? ? ???????????????????????????????      (11)
       ???? ??      (12)
ω1 denotes corresponding weights coefficients with the criteria that are listed above. Equation 
(8) is customizable by changing each ω1 the summation of all ω1 should be 1. In this study, 
solutions which have high fitness value have a higher chance to be chosen into next generation 
because the roulette selection is used as the selection method. θi means the fraction of buses 
covered by PMUs. θ2 is associated with minimizing  the number of placed PMUs. θ3 denotes 
the required overall reliability of observability in the system, if the solution cannot satisfy 
desired reliability, 0 will be given as penalty in this term. θ4 directly has the value of reliability 
of observability. The weight coefficients ω1 are configured as shown in Table 1, whereby ω1 is 
set as the highest value to have consideration for the complete observability, and   is the second 
highest value to satisfy the required reliability of observability. ω4 is lowest because if solution 
satisfies the minimum reliability of observability, it is not needed that reliability of observability 
is improved keenly. After satisfying the reliability, the number of PMUs are reduced.
SIMULATION STUDY
DEGA and GA are tested on a standard IEEE 118 bus system using MATLAB 2013a. Table 
1 shows the parameters of DEGA and GA in this simulation. GA as the standard approach 
for global optimization is chosen for the purposes of  comparison  with DEGA. The PMU 
placements are proposed with desired reliability Rmin = 0.90, PMU inherent reliability RPMU 
= 0.99 for each method. In order to verify robustness of proposed method, the simulations 
have been tried by 50 iterations using different random numbers. Moreover, this simulation 
considers the concept of zero injection bus. The results proposed by DEGA and GA are shown 
in Figure 3 and Tables 2 and 3. The graph in Figure 3; (a) shows the generation characteristics 
for fitness value in the iterations which get best fitness value in each method, also (b) shows the 
most inferior fitness case. The graphs show the best and average fitness value in the population 
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Table 1 
DEGA and GA parameters
Parameter DEGA GA
Population size 50 50
Generation limit 10000 10000
Crossover probability 0.4 0.8
Mutation probability - 0.01
Mutation probability on leading strand 0.01 -
Mutation probability on lagging strand 0.5 -
Number of preserved elites 3 3
ω1 4/9 4/9
ω2 1/6 1/6
ω3 1/3 1/3
ω4 1/18 1/18
Table 2 
The practical best and most inferior solutions in each method
The best solution The most inferior solution
DEGA GA DEGA GA
Fitness 0.9214 0.9214 0.9163 0.5970
The number of PMUs 52 52 56 33
ROB 0.9071 0.9075 0.9164 0.5843
Table 3 
The fitness average in 50 iterations
DEGA GA
The fitness average 0.9190 0.7659
Figure 3. (a) Generation-Fitness characteristics in the best iterations; (b) Generation-Fitness characteristics 
in the most inferior iterations
 
 
 
 DEGA GA 
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Fitness characteristics in the most inferior iterations 
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of each generation. DEGA seems to have slower convergence rate and lower average fitness 
value in generations, but finally DEGA got approximately same fitness with GA. However, 
DEGA can also get sufficient fitness even though GA’s evolution stops in the case of Figure 
3(b). GA obviously could not satisfy the minimum desired ROB as shown in Table 2.  DEGA 
has better average fitness value in 50 iterations than GA. It can be considered that DEGA can 
maintain diversity of solution in the progress of evolution because of the procedure. That is 
why DEGA has lower average fitness value in each generation due to diversity of individuals. 
Results prove that in OPP problem, DEGA has good capacity  to solve the problem in several 
cases. In some cases of larger system scale, DEGA is expected to be able to find better PMU 
placement.
CONCLUSION
This paper proposed the novel GA-based algorithm called DEGA to deal with the issue of OPP 
problem. Simulations were  done in DEGA and GA for IEEE 118 bus system. Results indicate 
that DEGA could be potentially useful in  solving the OPP problem.
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ABSTRACT
In this study, nitrogen doped titanium dioxide-based dye-sensitised solar cell was successfully fabricated 
using screen printing technique to  discover the optimisation of process parameters for the solar cell 
efficiency using response surface methodology (RSM). Parameter optimisation has been a major concern 
in solar cell fabrication. The selected parameters were: nitrogen concentration (15-25 mg of urea), the 
film thickness (25-60 µm) and dye loading time (12-24 hours), the optimum condition which yields the 
highest efficiency of 3.5% was at 15 mg nitrogen concentration, 25 µm film thickness and 24-hours dye 
loading time. Film thickness was found to have a significant influence on efficiency while the loading 
time exceeding 18 hours has the least significant effect. 
Keywords: Dye-sensitised, solar cell, nitrogen, screen printing, optimisation
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INTRODUCTION
Energy, fresh water and air are the most 
important commodities for human existence. 
Fossil fuels such as petroleum, natural gas, 
and coal are the most widely used sources of 
energy for industrial and domestic purposes. 
The rapid depletion finite reserves and 
environmental concerns such as greenhouse 
gas emissions are some of the drawbacks of 
these highly efficient carbon-based fuels. 
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Solar energy is a renewable source of energy that has attracted global attention as a 
substitute for fossil fuels owing to its numerous advantages of being a naturally infinite resource.
This study attempts to provide a unique design  that optimises  process parameters in the 
fabrication of N- doped-based DSSC which yields maximum efficiency for end-use electricity 
generation. The study also investigated the effects of nitrogen concentration, dye loading 
time and film thickness in the performance of N-TiO2 –based DSSC using Surface Response 
Methodology (SRM) for the determination of the best-optimised model. 
In order to achieve high conversion efficiency, there must be an efficient collection of nearly 
all the photogenerated electrons which means that the incident-photon to- current-efficiency 
should be close to unity under visible light region. This can be realised if the carrier diffusion 
length (Ln) is greater than the film thickness (d) (Grätzel, 2005)
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Where De is the diffusion coefficient and τr is the electron life time. However, the film should be 
optimaly controlled as each TiO2 particle is a potential electron trap. 
Dye loading time needs to be optimised to ensure homogeneity of dye concentration in the TiO2 
pores as well as to prevent non-radiative decay of exciton and static quenching resulting from a 
large aggregation of dye molecules (Hardin, 2010). Nitrogen-doped TiO2 has noble photovoltaic 
properties, therefore, it has received much attention due to the narrowing of the band gap and 
shifting of the absorption edge to the visible region of the solar spectrum. 
Since its introduction in 1951 by Box and Wilson, RSM has been widely used as a unique 
statistical tool for engineering system design, optimisation and prediction of system's input-
output  relationship. 
The mathematical model obtained from SRM enables reproducibility of the system optimal 
working condition by establishing an empirical relationship between variable factors and desired 
where De is the diffusion coefficient and τr is the electron life time. However, the film should 
be optimaly controlled as each TiO2 particle is a potential electron trap.
Dye loading time needs to be optimised to ensure homogeneity of dye concentration in the 
TiO2 pores as well as to prevent non-radiative decay of exciton and static quenching resulting 
from a large aggregation of dye molecules (Hardin, 2010). Nitrogen-doped TiO2 has noble 
photovoltaic properties, therefore, it has received much attention due to the narrowing f the 
band gap and shifting of the absorption edge to the visible region of the solar spectrum.
Since its introduction in 1951 by B x an  Wilson, RSM has been widely used as a u ique 
statistical tool for engineering system design, optimisation and prediction of system’s input-
output  relationship.
The mathematical model obtained from SRM enables reproducibility of the system 
optimal working condition by establishing an empirical relationship between variable factors 
and desired product response (Chowdhury et al., 2012; Khalid, 2012). In the current study, a 
statistical model has been developed based on varied experimental trails in order to determine 
the influence of the different process parameters on the overall performance of the fabricated 
Nitrogen-doped Titanium di xide (N-TiO2) - based Dye- sensitised Solar Cell (DSSC) device.
A quadratic model based on Central Composite Design (CCD) was developed and with 
Nitrogen con entration, Dy  loading time and Film thickness as variable facto s and cell 
efficiency as a response. The model was further improved using regression analysis and 
subsequent examination using analysis of variance (ANOVA) to determine its corresponding 
accuracy.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Titanium Dioxide (TiO2), Flouring Tin oxide (FTO) coated glass (7sq-1), Di-2 Cis-bis 
(isothiocyanato) bis-bipyridyl-4-4’- dicarboxylato) ruthenium (ii) (N719) dye were all obtained 
from Sigma-Aldrich Co., (USA). Urea was purchased from R&M Chemicals and electrolyte 
was obtained from Kyutech Laboratory, Japan.
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Fabrication of DSSC device
The N-TiO2 was prepared by mixing 500 mg of TiO2 with the required amount of Urea as a 
source of nitrogen (from 15 mg to 25 mg) in a motor and carefully grounded until a homogenous 
mixture was obtained before it  was  annealed in a furnace at 500°C for 30 minutes. The 
fabrication of N-TiO2-based photoanode was achieved using the following procedure, Initially, 
500 mg of N-TiO2 composite was mixed with a solution containing10 mL ethanol, 5 mL of 
distilled water and ethyl cellulose (1 g) in a 200 mL beaker and stirred for 12 hours using a 
magnetic stirrer to obtain an N-TiO2 paste; subsequently, the paste was coated on an FTO-coated 
glass substrate by screen printing technique using a mesh with the desired thickness and the 
obtained film was sintered in a furnace at 450°C for 30 minutes. The resultant photoanode was 
immersed in an ethanolic solution of 0.2M N719 dye for  required duration of between 12 and 
24 hours. A complete DSSC device was assembled as follows: a platinum coated FTO glass 
cathode was placed on the photoanode separated by a polymer-based spacer and electrolyte 
solution was subsequently introduced into the cell through a pre-drilled hole on the cathode. 
The current-voltage measurement was done using a solar simulator which provides AM 
1.5 simulated solar radiation, I-V curve of the solar cell device was recorded by applying a 
bias voltage and simultaneously measuring the corresponding photogenerated current with a 
Keithly Source Meter (Keithly 2611, USA) under 100mWcm-2 light intensity. 
Experimental Design
Central composite Design (CCD) full factorial in the design-Expert software version 6.0.6 
was used to evaluate three independent variables, namely amount of nitrogen, film thickness 
and dye loading time on five level points (see Table 1). This produced 20 experimental sets as 
represented in equation (1) below:
       Number of experiment = 2k + 2k + 6                                       (1)
Where k is the number of independent variables.
Table 1 
Independent variable coded levels
Leve1
Factor Name Centre Low Level High Level
X1 20 15 25
X2 Film Thickness (µm) 42.5 25 60
X3 Dye loading time (h) 18 12 24
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The empirical model for the efficiency of N-TiO2-based solar cell was developed by performing 
the experimental sets obtained from a complete design matrix as shown in Table 2.
Table 2 
VSM design matrix and experimental results
Run X1 X2 X3 Y
1 25 60 24 2.7
2 20 42.5 18 3.1
3 15 25 24 3.5
4 15 25 12 3.3
5 20 42.5 18 3.1
6 20 42.5 18 3.1
7 15 60 12 2.8
8 25 25 12 3.4
9 15 42.5 18 2.5
10 20 42.5 42 3
11 25 25 24 3.1
12 20 42.5 18 3
13 20 42.5 18 3
14 20 42.5 12 2.9
15 20 42.5 18 3.1
16 20 60 18 2.7
17 20 25 18 3.4
18 15 60 24 2.9
19 40 42.5 18 2
20 25 60 12 2.6
The relationship between the variable factors X1, X2, X3 and the response Y is expressed as 
follows.
       Y = F(X1, X2, X3)                                                                                                                      (2)
Where F represents the response function.
In this case, a polynomial model based on Taylor’s expansion series (Khuri & 
Mukhopadhyay, 2010) was chosen and represented as follows:
       
? ? ?????  (3)
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Putting the predicted solar cell efficiency Y and the variable X1, X2, X3 representing the amount 
of nitrogen, film thickness and dye loading time respectively, equation 3 is expressed as:
       ??????????????????   (4)RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Development of Regression Model
At the end of the experiment, a carefully selected regression model based on the highest 
order polynomial was developed for the DSSC efficiency (Y) as dependent variable while the 
independent variables X1, X2, X3 represent amount of nitrogen (weight of urea), film thickness 
and dye loading time respectively. The empirical model is represented in equation (5) as below:
       
the linear terms X1, X2, and X3 represent the effect of the individual variable on the efficiency 
while the multiple variable terms show the interaction of variable on the response and the 
quadratic effect was represented by the squares of the terms.
The predicted versus actual efficiency plot is shown in Figure 1, from the plot, the 
predicted value was observed to be closer to the experimental value of the solar cell efficiency, 
the coefficient of determination (R2) is calculated to be equal to 0.9680 which shows a near 
unity correlation between the predicted and actual cell efficiency which is an indication of the 
effectiveness of the developed model.
Figure 1. Plot of predicted against actual values?? ? ?? ? ?? ? ?
???????????
(5)
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Figure 2(a), (b) and (c) shows the effect of the amount of nitrogen, film thickness and dye 
loading time on the overall efficiency of the solar cell. Figure 2(a) shows the dependence of 
the cell performance on the film thickness, efficiency decreased 3.2% to 2.8% as the thickness 
increases from 25 microns to 60 microns which is attributable to an increase in recombination 
sites along the electron path length.
The optimal nitrogen concentration was found to be 15 and 17 mL and there was no strong 
dependence of cell efficiency with an increase in nitrogen concentration (Guo et al., 2011) as 
the efficiency decreases by only 0.1% as the nitrogen concentration was increased from 15 to 
25 mL as shown in Figure 2(b). Additionally, there was no strong dependence of efficiency on 
the increase in dye loading from 12 hours to 24 hours.
Figure 2. Response surface plot for efficiency dependence on (a) amount of nitrogen, 
(b) Film thickness and (c) dye loading time
??? ? ? ? ? ? ??? ? ? ? ??? ? ? ??? ?????? ? ? ? ? ?? ? ? ??? ? ? ??? ?????? ? ? ? ? ? ??? ? ? ? ??? ? ? ??? ???
Table 3 
Summary of statistical parameters for the ANOVA regression model
Model summery
Source Quadratic
Standard deviation 0.086
R2 0.9680
Adjusted R2 0.9392
Sum of Squares 1.12
Degrees of freedom 3
Mean square 0.37
F value 50.25
Current vs. Voltage curve
The J-V curves of the solar cells prepared under different conditions are shown in Figure 3 (A= 
highest thickness, B= lowest thickness and C= highest dye loading time) and from the plot it is 
clear that sample B and sample C have the same open circuit voltage - the difference between 
the Lowes Unoccupied Molecular Orbital (LUMO) and the redox potential of the electrolyte 
(Roy et al., 2010). However, the reduction in film thickness which is also a reduction of carrier 
(a) (b) (c)
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diffusion length, leads to an increase of current density from 10.8mA cm2 in sample B to 12.4 
mA cm2 in sample C due to the low electron-hole recombination. The lower efficiency of the 
sample is attributed to the high film thickness.
CONCLUSION
A statistical model was developed using response surface methodology through sequential 
experimental settings to determine the ideal number of different variables influencing the 
Table 4 
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) and lack of fit test response of the developed quadratic model
Source of Variance Sum of 
Squares
Degree of 
freedom
Mean Squares F Values Prob > F
Model 2.25 9 0.25 33.6 < 0.0001
X1 0.18 1 0.18 24.46 0.0006
X2 0.9 1 0.9 120.78 < 0.0001
X3 0.00711 1 0.00711 0.95 0.3517
X12 0.98 1 0.98 131.89 < 0.0001
X22 0.007217 1 0.007217 0.97 0.3483
X32 0.0088 1 0.0088 1.18 0.3027
X1X2 0.00125 1 0.00125 0.17 0.6908
X1X3 0.031 1 0.031 4.19 0.0678
X2X3 0.011 1 0.011 1.51 0.2473
Residual 0.075 10 0.007452
Lack of Fit 0.061 5 0.012 4.59 0.06
Pure Error 0.013 5 0.002667
Total 2.33 19
Figure 3. Current- Voltage relationship of DSSC under different process condition??????? ??? ????????? ???????? ????????????? ???????
?? ???????????
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efficiency of N-TiO2 based DSSC, the optimum condition was at 15mg nitrogen concentration, 
25 µm photoanode film thickness and 12 hour dye loading time. The model was useful 
in ensuring efficiency by restricting the process variable for efficient output in industrial 
applications.
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ABSTRACT
Herbs have unique characteristics such as  colour, texture and odour. In general,  herb identification is 
through organoleptic methods and is heavily dependent on botanists. It is becoming more difficult to 
identify different herb species in the same family based only on their aroma . It is because of their similar 
physical appearance and smell. Artificial technology, unlike humans, is thought to have the capacity to 
identify different species with precision. An instrument used to identify  aroma is the electronic nose. 
It is used in many sector including agriculture. The electronic nose in this project was to identify the 
odour of 12 species such as lauraceae, myrtaceae and zingiberaceae families. The output captured by the 
electronic nose gas sensors were classified  using two types of artificial intelligent techniques: Artificial 
Neural Network (ANN) and Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS). From the result, ANFIS 
has 94.8% accuracy compared with ANN at 91.7%.  
Keywords: Artificial Neural Network, Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System
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INTRODUCTION
The leaves of the plant that do not develop 
persistent woody tissue are called herbs (Chen 
et al., 2012). What make herbs valuable is 
their  taste, aroma, health and medicinal 
properties, commercial significance, pesticide 
properties and colour sources (Fischer, 2010; 
Haddi et al., 2013; Konduru et al., 2015). 
The presence of phytochemical in the form 
of volatile compound gives herbs  their 
characteristic aroma. Beneficial properties 
found in herbs  are terpenes, steroids, phenolic 
compounds, amino acids, lipids, and alkaloids 
(Ganora, 2008). Researchers recognise plant 
species by analysing the physical form or the 
texture of the herbs (Husin et al., 2012; Ishak 
et al., 2009; Zalikha, 2011).
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Humans identify different herb species by using their sensory panels.  However, critics 
have pointed out that our sense of smell is subjective and is usually inaccurate.  Hence, this 
severely limits our identification capability.  Among the factors that can influence the human 
sensory system are physical, mental health, tiredness and other conditions of the body (Tudu 
et al., 2009). On the other hand, the main problem in identifying different herbs in  the same 
family is their physical appearance (they may look and smell alike). Even botanists face 
difficulty identifying different herbs based on their aroma. 
In recent years, researchers have used chemical gas and liquid to differentiate the aroma of 
different herbs. It is a complex procedure and an expensive one involving an aroma-detecting 
equipment (Fischer 2010). Volatile gas from  herbs are  analysed  using complicated and 
expensive experiment involving gas chromatography (GC) with a selective mass spectrometric 
(MS) detector. The result is accurate  but involves  various experiments,  time consuming, 
and costly (Fischer, 2010). There is a demand for new technology that provides good results 
in real time with low cost, simple procedures and user friendly. Consequently, the electronic 
nose sensor was invented to detect aroma (Wilson, 2013). The device is popular in the herbs 
industry because it has several advantages such as the ability to provide chemical and physical 
information of the plant in real time (Dinrifo, 2011; Haddi et al., 2013; Wilson, 2013). It can 
also detect simple or complicated smell. An electronic nose consists of an array of electronic 
chemical sensors with partial specificity and an applicable pattern-recognition system (Wilson 
& Baietto, 2009). In biological olfactory system, the odour of sample will be obtained from 
the smell process before that information is processed by the brain. The neural system will 
recognise the sample and identify  the odour. In an electronic nose system on the other hand, 
raw data from the odour signal is captured by the gas sensor array and processed using algorithm 
formulated such as neural network to identify the odour. The output or the result will be acquired 
from the database of the system. 
A particularly significant and interesting aspect of electronic nose system is the 
classification of herb species. Pattern recognition systems focus on recognise patterns and 
regularities in data. Basically, the system was trained from labelled training data in supervised 
learning. Unlabelled data is identified by the formulated algorithm to discover previously 
unknown patterns in unsupervised learning. Prediction problems in pattern recognition relate 
to classification, regression and clustering (Guterriez, 2002). The pattern recognition is a 
problem of assigning an object to a class. The most common classification algorithm used 
in artificial olfactory system is artificial neural network (Amari et al., 2006; Dinrifo, 2011; 
Husin, 2012; Ihsan et al., 2009; Li, 2007). Artificial neural networks (ANN) technique used in 
chemical vapour recognition have proven to be suitable in analysing and recognising patterns 
for complex data. The design of artificial neural network is inspired by the human brain. The 
structure of ANN consists of a pyramid of layers, where the neurons are organised and linked 
to the external environment by input and output layers. Every neuron is a basic information-
processing unit that can calculate its activation level given the inputs and numerical weights. 
The weights are modified to bring the network input and output behaviour in line with the 
environment (Dinrifo, 2011; Guterriez, 2002; Li et al., 2007).
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Comparison of artificial neural networks (ANN) with fuzzy inference systems (FIS), 
showed that the neural network was difficult to use due to prior knowledge rule or it has to 
be learnt from scratch. Among the disadvantages of the neural network system are complex 
learning algorithms and difficult to extract knowledge. Compared with fuzzy inference 
systems, it can incorporate prior rule-base, interpretable by if-then rules, simple interpretation 
and implementation. However, the fuzzy system is unable to acquire linguistic knowledge. 
Additionally, knowledge must be provided. Therefore, an integrated system that combines 
the FIS and ANN modelling concept is an advantage and complements each other (Gulbag & 
Temurtas, 2006).
There are not many studies that look at  identification of herbs in the same family based 
on their aroma. Therefore, the aim of this study is to explore, analyse and show the difference 
between herbs based on their aroma. Mohamad Yusof et al. (2015) employed an electronic nose 
to classify 12 herb species from three aromatic herbs families, namely Lauraceae, Myrtaceae, 
and Zingiberaceae was studied by. This artificial intelligence was effective in  acquiring 
signals and advantageous for sample preparation compared with other systems. Raw data 
from the odour signal is captured by the gas sensor array in electronic nose system. The signal 
= is processed using several standard normalisation techniques to give better interpretation 
of data. The objective of this paper is to compare the performance of two types of artificial 
intelligent techniques. The artificial neural network (ANN) and adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference 
system (ANFIS) is employed using normalised data for herbs classification. The accuracy 
of classification of both techniques is presented for 12 herb species in three families. The 
performance of both techniques will be evaluated based on of the accuracy of the system to 
classify the herbs species.
THEORY AND METHODS
Experiment Overview
Electronic nose was used to classify 12 aromatic herbs species from Lauraceae, Myrtaceae, 
and Zingiberaceae family by Mohamad Yusof et al. (2015). The list of herbs was chosen and 
collected with the consultation of botanist from Bioscience Institute based on the availability of 
samples from Agricultural Conservatory Park, Universiti Putra Malaysia. The scientific name 
of the sample is listed in Table 1. Due to fast response, affordable cost, low power consumption 
and large number of target gas detection, multiple metal oxide gas sensors from Figaro were 
selected as shown in Table 2 to detect a broad range of chemical compound according to the 
phytochemical of the herbs 15 g applied for each species as a sample.
Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
The ANN model is designed from two to five inputs to find the best result of herbs classification. 
Training was done by using scaled conjugate gradient backpropagation method. Data was 
divided into 70% training, 15% testing and of the rest for validation. Sigmoid activation function 
was used in neural network of the study. The architecture of neural network in this research is 
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made up of the input from sensor 1, sensor 2, sensor 3, sensor 4 and sensor 5, 20 hidden layers 
and 12 species of herbs as the output. Every node from the input layer is connected to a node 
from the hidden layer. On the other hand, every node from the hidden layer is connected to a 
node in the output layer. Each link is associated with the weight wij. 
The input layer represents the raw information that is fed into the network. Every single 
input to the network is duplicated and sent  to the nodes in hidden layer. Data is accepted from 
the input layer by the hidden layer.  It uses the input values and is modified based on weight, 
wij value. The new value will be sent to the output layer. After that, there will be another 
modification based on the weight, wjk from the connection between hidden and output layer. 
Finally, the output layer processes the information received from the hidden layer and produces 
the output for 23 herbs species. The two layers feed-forward back propagation structure is 
illustrated in Figure 1(a).
Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS)
The ANFIS is another classification technique used in this study.  To build the fuzzy inference 
system into the structure, the subtractive clustering was selected.  For better performance in 
Table 2 
The selected FIGARO MOS gas sensor for electronic nose
Sensor Type Abbreviation Type of gas detection
TGS 2610 Sensor 1 Butane, propane, liquefied petroleum gas 
TGS 2611 Sensor 2 Methane, natural gas 
TGS 2620 Sensor 3 Alcohol, toluene, xylene, volatile organic compound 
TGS 823 Sensor 4 Organic solvent vapours 
TGS 832 Sensor 5 Halocarbon, Chlorofluorocarbon 
Table 1 
Scientific name of twelve herb species
Family Name Abbreviation Scientific Name
Lauraceae LCI 1. Cinnamomum Iners
LCV 2. Cinnamomum Verum
LCP 3. Cinnamomum Porrectum
LLE 4. Litsea Elliptica
Myrtaceae MSA 5. Syzygium Aromaticum
MSP 6. Syzygium Polyanthum
MMA 7. Melaleuca Alternifolia
MRT 8. Rhodomyrtus Tomentosa
Zingiberaceae ZSK 9. Scaphoclamys Kunstleri
ZET 10. Etlingera Terengganuensis
ZZZ 11. Zingiber Zerumbet
ZEC 12. Elettariopsis Curtisii
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the training phase, hybrid optimisation method was adopted.  This is because it is faster and the 
results are closest compared with the back propagation gradient descent optimisation method. 
Sensor 1 to sensor n input layer is the first layer of the ANFIS structure. Premise or antecedent 
parameters of the ANFIS are contained in the second layer. It is dedicated to the fuzzy sub-
space. The consequent parameters of the fifth layer were used to optimise the network. In the 
hybrid learning algorithm, the node outputs go forward until layer five and the consequent 
parameters are identified by least-square method during the forward pass. In the backward 
pass, error signals propagate backwards and the premise parameters are updated by gradient 
descent method. The structure of ANFIS in this project is shown in Figure 1(b). 
Throughout the learning process, the parameters associated with the membership functions 
changed. A gradient vector facilitates the computation of these parameters.  It provides a 
measurement of the fuzzy inference system modelling the input or output data for a given set 
of parameters. When the gradient vector is obtained, any of several optimisation routines can 
be applied in order to adjust the parameters to reduce measurement errors. This error measure 
is usually defined by the sum of the squared difference between actual and desired outputs. 
The ANFIS uses either back propagation or a combination of least squares estimation and back 
propagation to estimate membership function parameter. 
The following are the rules for Sugeno-type fuzzy-rule-based model for five-input ANFIS: 
• If (TGS2610 is LCI) and (TGS2611 is LCI) and (TGS2620 is LCI) and (TGS823 is 
LCI) and (TGS832 is LCI) then (HERBSPECIES is CinnamomumIners) (1)
• If (TGS2610 is LCP) and (TGS2611 is LCP) and (TGS2620 is LCP) and (TGS823 
is LCP) and (TGS832 is LCP) then (HERBSPECIES is CinnamomumVerum) (1) 
• If (TGS2610 is LCV) and (TGS2611 is LCV) and (TGS2620 is LCV) and (TGS823 
is LCV) and (TGS832 is LCV) then (HERBSPECIES is CinnamomumPorrectum) 
(1)
• If (TGS2610 is LLE) and (TGS2611 is LLE) and (TGS2620 is LLE) and (TGS823 
is LLE) and (TGS832 is LLE) then (HERBSPECIES is LitseaElliptica) (1) 
• If (TGS2610 is MMA) and (TGS2611 is MMA) and (TGS2620 is MMA) and (TGS823 
is MMA) and (TGS832 is MMA) then (HERBSPECIES is MelaleucaAlternifolia) 
(1) 
Figure 1. (a) Structure of ANN; b) Structure of ANFIS
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• If (TGS2610 is MRT) and (TGS2611 is MRT) and (TGS2620 is MRT) and (TGS823 
is MRT) and (TGS832 is MRT) then (HERBSPECIES is RhodomyrtusTomentosa) 
(1) 
• If (TGS2610 is MSA) and (TGS2611 is MSA) and (TGS2620 is MSA) and (TGS823 
is MSA) and (TGS832 is MSA) then (HERBSPECIES is SyzygiumAromaticum) (1) 
• If (TGS2610 is MSP) and (TGS2611 is MSP) and (TGS2620 is MSP) and (TGS823 
is MSP) and (TGS832 is MSP) then (HERBSPECIES is SyzygiumPolyanthum) (1)
• If (TGS2610 is ZEC) and (TGS2611 is ZEC) and (TGS2620 is ZEC) and (TGS823 
is ZEC) and (TGS832 is ZEC) then (HERBSPECIES is ElettariopsisCurtisii) (1)
• If (TGS2610 is ZET) and (TGS2611 is ZET) and (TGS2620 is ZET) and (TGS823 
is ZET) and (TGS832 is ZET) then (HERBSPECIES is EtlingeraTerengganuensis) 
(1) 
• If (TGS2610 is ZSK) and (TGS2611 is ZSK) and (TGS2620 is ZSK) and (TGS823 
is ZSK) and (TGS832 is ZSK) then (HERBSPECIES is ScaphoclamysKunstleri) (1)
• If (TGS2610 is ZZZ) and (TGS2611 is ZZZ) and (TGS2620 is ZZZ) and (TGS823 
is ZZZ) and (TGS832 is ZZZ) then (HERBSPECIES is ZingiberZerumbet) (1)
The ANFIS training process first determines the fuzzy sets and the number of sets of each 
input variable and shape of their membership function. Training data passes through the neural 
network and with adjusts  the input parameters to identify the relationship between input and 
output, and to minimise the errors. The expected output of the ANFIS will be the 12 herb species. 
The best structure was determined by the lowest value of the error given by the ANFIS model.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The classification techniques in this research were implemented  using ANN and ANFIS. The 
result of classification using ANN is shown in Table 3. Two and Five inputs of classification 
were done and the percentage of accuracy is given to indicate the performance of the system. 
The lowest percentage for 83.4% of accuracy obtained from two inputs structure of ANN. 
Three input systems, TGS 25610, TGS 823 and TGS 832, yielded 85.8% accuracy and less 
error value for 9.769E-3 compared with two inputs. With four inputs, the accuracy increases 
to 90.2% and 8.868E-3 value of training error. Meanwhile,  five inputs show provides the 
highest accuracy at 91.7% to classify the sample herbs and the lowest value of training error 
among the other inputs. Increasing the number of inputs increases value of accuracy and with 
less training errors. 
Table 3 
Result of classification using ANN
Input Network MSE Accuracy
TGS 2610, TGS 832 [2 20 12] 1.948E-2 83.4 %
TGS 2610, TGS 823, TGS 832 [3 20 12] 9.769E-3 85.8 %
TGS 2610, TGS 2611, TGS 823, TGS 832 [4 20 12] 8.868E-3 90.2 %
TGS 2610, TGS 2611, TGS 2620, TGS 823, TGS 832 [5 20 12] 7.554E-3 91.7 %
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Next, the ANN network was evaluated with testing data for five inputs to show performance 
of the system. From the results in Table 4, ANN yielded 84.2%  accuracy for classification 
process. The testing data is independent from the training data whereby the former contains 
more noise compared with training data resulting in the accuracy to be slightly lower and the 
MSE error to be slightly higher.
Table 4 
Result of classification using ANN
Dataset MSE Accuracy
Training 7.554E-3 91.7 %
Testing 2.742E-2 84.2 %
In the ANFIS classification method, the highest percentage of classification was given 
by five inputs of ANFIS structured as 94.8% of accuracy with RMSE value 2.472E-4. The 
classification accuracy for four inputs was achieved at 94.7% with a  difference of only 0.1% 
from five inputs. Furthermore, the three inputs produced 92.7% of accuracy and 4.301E-4 of 
RMSE. The lowest percentage is made up from two inputs which showed 85.4% accuracy. 
Table 5 shows classification using ANFIS technique. The ANFIS structure was also evaluated 
using testing data. The result as in Table 6 shows that percentage of accuracy is getting lower. 
Human error that may have  occurred during the experimental procedure may influence data 
collection and lower the quality of testing data. 
Table 5 
Result of classification using ANFIS
Input FIS MSE Accuracy
TGS 2610, TGS 832 8.6912E-4 85.4 %
TGS 2610, TGS 823, TGS 832 Fuzzy 4.301E-4 92.7 %
TGS 2610, TGS 2611, TGS 823, TGS 832 Subtractive 2.713E-4 94.7 %
TGS 2610, TGS 2611, TGS 2620, TGS 823, TGS 832 Clustering 2.472E-4 94.8 %
Table 6 
Comparison of error and accuracy for training set and testing set
Dataset RMSE Accuracy
Training 2.472E-4 94.8 %
Testing 3.965E-4 92.7 %
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The k-fold cross-validation method was used to validate the performance of the classifier 
in the electronic nose system as shown in Table 7. The K-fold cross validation is run several 
times, each with a different random arrangement in order to obtain an accurate estimate to 
the accuracy of a classifier. The ANFIS showed higher accuracy compared with ANN with 
lower value of true error where the former reported 94.8 % of true error while the latter (ANN) 
reported 91.2 % of true error. Hence, ANFIS was validated as better classifier compared with 
ANN in this research to classify 12 herb species of three families.
Table 7 
K-fold cross-validation results for ANN and ANFIS
ACCURACY NO. OF EXPERIMENT
EXP. 1 EXP. 2 EXP. 3 TRUE ERROR
ANN 90.9 % 91.6 % 91.1 % 91.2 %
ANFIS 92.1 % 94.8 % 97.6 % 94.8 %
CONCLUSION
In this study, we have considered two types of artificial intelligent techniques for classification 
purposes. The classification of the 12 herbs was successfully done using artificial neural network 
and adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system. The ANFIS technique gives better performance 
with higher percentage of accuracy (94.8%) to classify the herb species compared with the ANN 
technique (91.7%). Cross-validation showed the best classifier was ANFIS by comparing the 
true error for both ANN and ANFIS. The results showed the proposed structure of electronic 
nose system was viable and hence, the objective of this study was achieved. The study had 
also contributed to improving the artificial olfactory system.
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ABSTRACT
Special Protection Schemes (SPSs), are corrective action schemes that are designed to protect power 
systems against severe contingency conditions. In planning of SPSs, protecting  transmission network from 
overloading issue due to critical situations has become a serious challenge which needs to be taken into 
account. In this paper, a Special Protection and Control Scheme (SPCS) based on Differential Evolution 
(DE) algorithm for optimal generation rescheduling has been applied to mitigate the transmission line 
overloading in system contingency conditions. The N-1 contingency has been performed for different 
single line outages under base and increased load in which generation rescheduling strategy has been 
undertaken to overcome the overloading problem. Simulation results are presented for both pre-and 
post system emergency situations. The IEEE 30-bus test system was utilised in order to validate the 
effectiveness of the proposed method. 
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INTRODUCTION
Special Protection Schemes (SPSs), also 
known as Corrective Action Schemes (CASs), 
are schemes aimed at  creating  an incredible 
system contingency condition in order to 
initiate pre-determined preventive actions, 
not only the isolation of faulted elements but 
also to overcome the consequences  of severe 
system conditions in addition to maintaining 
good system performance. The  corrective 
actions comprise changing system demand 
(load shedding), changing  utility generation 
and system configuration in order to maintain 
system stability and an acceptable bus voltage 
or branch power flow. The operation of SPSs 
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is presented by the incidence of disturbances such as frequency and/or voltage instability, 
transient angular instability, and instability resulting from cascade transmission line tripping 
(Vinnakota et al., 2008).
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
Special Protection Schemes (SPSs), also known as Corrective Action Schemes (CASs), 
are schemes aimed at  creating  an incredible system contingency condition in order to initiate 
pre-determined preventive actions, not only the isolation of faulted elements but also to 
overcome the consequences  of severe system conditions in addition to maintaining good 
system performance. The  corrective actions comprise changing  system demand (load 
shedding), changing  utility generation and system configuration in order to maintain system 
stability and an acceptable bus voltage or branch power flow. The operation of SPSs is 
presented by the incidence of disturbances such as frequency and/or voltage instability, 
transi  angular instability, and instability r ulting from cascade transmission line tripp ng 
(Vinnakota et al., 2008). 
 
Nomenclature 
              Active and reactive power injected to the system at bus i. 
                    Bus voltage magnitude at buses i and j. 
                Self-conductance and susceptance of the element between bus i 
and j. 
                      Voltage angle between bus i and j. 
                      Active and reactive power generated bus i. 
           Active and reactive power consumed in bus i. 
        Minimum and maximum generation limits of active power at bus 
i. 
        Minimum and maximum generation limits of reactive power at 
bus i. 
        Minimum and maximum voltage limits of bus i. 
NB                    Number of system buses. 
The main goals of applying the special protection schemes are to (Seyedi & Sanaye-Pasand, 
2009):
• To operate the power systems within their acceptable limits.
• To increase system security through critical disturbances, and
• To improve the power system operating conditions.
Due to the growing complexity of utility operation, many factors such as growth in 
demand, increased power imports/exports have stressed the transmission network during its 
normal operation. In designing SPS, protecting of transmission lines from overloading risk in 
critical contingencies is a significant challenge which needs to be taken into account. This could 
happen due to some disturbances such as line and/or transformer outage, load perturbation, 
and when there is no communication between system generation and transmission grids. To 
avoid a network collapse in overloading situations, some corrective actions are needed such 
as load shedding and/or generation rescheduling strategies, phase shift transformers, and 
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transmission line switching (Awais et al., 2015). Load shedding and generation rescheduling 
schemes are commonly utilised to overcome  grid overloading issue and in which no more 
reserves are needed. Building new transmission lines to meet N−1 contingency condition is 
costly and time-consuming. Overloading issues could take place due to unexpected line and/or 
generator outage, a sudden increase in system demand, and failure of any of system component 
and resulted in cascade line outages and system collapse. One of the most effective and 
obvious approaches to relieve line overload is the generation rescheduling plan under system 
disturbances (Pandiarajan & Babulal, 2014). Alleviation of transmission line overloading has 
been performed using different techniques. Balaraman Kamaraj (2012) had applied a generation 
rescheduling method based on back propogation neural network to predict line overloading 
amount and mitigation of this overload according to N-1 contingency conditions. In (Sharma 
and Srivastava, 2008), an algorithm based on neural network presented for identification of 
the overloaded lines and prediction of overloading amount in the overloaded lines for different 
generation / loading conditions. Congestion management via optimal generation rescheduling 
based on Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm was proposed in (Dutta & Singh, 2008). 
In (Hagh & Galvani, 2010), a modified Genetic Algorithm was used to find the location and 
the load amount to be shed and generation rescheduling in post contingency conditions such 
as line overloading as well as voltage violations.
In this paper, generation rescheduling methodology has been performed based on 
Differential Evolution (DE) algorithm to alleviate transmission line overloading along with 
the severity index philosophy. The validation of the applied algorithm was examined on IEEE 
30-bus system with the aid of the power flow analysis. Line overloads according to sudden 
line outage was also considered.
METHODOLOGY
Mathematical Formulation
The major aim of the presented algorithm is to determine the optimum power rescheduling 
based on minimising severity and to overcome the overloading in post contingency. Thus, a 
minimum severity index has been considered as the objective function in this study. During 
the proposed solution of the problem, the optimal rescheduling values are subjected to the 
operating constraints and are divided into two groups:
• Equality constraints:
Equality constraints in a power system represent active and reactive power injected to the 
system buses as shown below:
          
(1)
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              (2)
• Inequality constraints:
Active and reactive power generated, bus voltage magnitude, as well as line flow limits are 
considered as inequality constraints and can be represented as follows:
               (3)
              (4)
               (5)
Severity index (SI)
The severity state of any power system contingency condition which is associated to a line 
overloading can be presented in terms of the severity index formula that refers to the stress 
in a power system during a post contingency condition (Alsac & Stott, 1974; Balaraman & 
Kamaraj, 2012):
             (6)
where: SI = severity index, Sij = line flow in a branch between bus i and j, Sijmax = maximum 
line flow limit, ovl = a set of overloaded lines, and m = an integer exponent.
The line flow is obtained from one of the load flow solutions such as Newton-Raphson 
method which has been applied in this work. Only overloaded lines are considered when 
computing the severity index for security assessment and the value of m is fixed to 1 to avoid 
the masking effects (Balaraman & Kamaraj, 2012). For a secure operation in power system, 
the value of SI must be zero. The greater the value of SI, the more severe contingency will be.
OVERVIEW OF DIFFERENTIAL EVOLUTION
Differential evolution (DE) defined as simple, and population set based direct search algorithm. 
It is a high performance optimisation algorithm and easy to understand and implement. It was 
first proposed by Storn and Price (Storn & Price, 1997). The optimisation steps are similar to 
the Genetic Algorithm. However unlike GA, which relys on crossover operation, DE algorithm 
initially employs the mutation (differential) operation, crossover and selection process to 
guide the search of a solution toward the prospective solution within a search region. Like 
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other evolutionary algorithms, DE works with  population set of candidate solutions known 
as individuals that randomly generate and improve iteratively by implementing mutation, 
crossover and selection operations (Singh & Srivastava, 2014). The DE generates a population 
set of real valued individual vectors Xi,G which called target vector as below:
....    (7)
Each individual vector has a population index i, its range between 1 and NP, where NP 
represents the population size. The parameters in the vectors are indexed by j, its range between 
1 and D where D represents the number of variables that need to be optimised. The basic stages 
of DE algorithm are depicted as following:
Initialisation
The optimisation process of DE algorithm begins by generating a population set of NP D 
dimentional real valued vectors at G = 0. Each parameter vector is as a candidate for solution 
to the optimisation process. The initial vector values are selected randomly and limited to 
lower and upper parameter bounds i.e. [ XL,XH]. Where XL = [ X1,L, X2,L,......., XD,L] and XH 
=[X1,H, X2,H,.........,XD,H], represent the lower and upper limits for the search region for each 
individual vector respectively. The initial individual vector can be expressed as:
       
? ? ? ? ?? ? ? ? ?? ? ? ? ?? ? ? ? ?
     (8)
where rand is a random number which is selected between 0 and 1.
Mutation
In the mutation stage, DE algorithm generates a new candidate solution called a mutant 
(donor) vector from the initial population by selecting randomly three distinct vectors from 
the target vector. The mutant vector is created by adding a weighted difference between two of 
the selected vectors to the third vector from the current generation. These randomly selected 
vectors are different from the target vector and chosen from the range 1 to NP. A mutant vector 
Vj,i,G is expressed as:
           (9)
where r1 ≠ r2 ≠ r3 ={1,....... NP} randomly generated indices. Xr1,G, Xr2,G, and Xr3,G are randomly 
chosen vectors from the initial population set. F represents a mutation factor and  selected 
within the range [0,1].
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Crossover
In this step, the mutant vector Vj,i,G and the target vector Xj,i,G are swapped in order to form the 
trial vector Uj,i,G  using an operation named as crossover in order to increase the diversity of a 
population. This trial vector can be generated by:
          (10)
where CR is the crossover factor which controls the diversity of a population and assists the 
algorithm to escape from the local optimum. Its range between 0 and 1. jrand ∈ [1,2,…..D], 
represents an index which is randomly chosen to ensure that Uj,i,G gets at least one element 
from the mutant vector.
In order to avoid the violation of the vector limits and to ensure the vector values lie within 
the boundary limits after  the recombination, a penalty function is applied. The new vector 
value which violates the constraints is replaced by a random value as:
            (11)
Selection
In order to keep the population size fixed, a selection operation is performed to determine 
which one of the target vectors or the mutant vectors will survive to be in the next generation 
i.e. (G = G+1). The selection operation can be expressed as:
           (12)
where J(X) denotes the fitness function to be minimised. Thus, if the fitness value of a trial 
vector is  lower, then it swaps the individual vector along with its corresponding fitness of 
the target vector through the next generation, else the target value is kept to the population to 
be survive in the next generation. Therefore, the population set  either gets better or remains 
constant from the fitness function point of view, but never declines. These steps are repeated 
over each iteration until a maximum number of generations (iterations) Gmax is met.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
System contingency analysis
The validation of the proposed DE based SPCS has been examined on IEEE 30 bus system. 
The algorithms are performed using Matlab and executed in Intel core i3 CPU 2.2 GHz, 2 
GB RAM PC. The test system data regarding line parameters, generation limits and base case 
load are adopted and taken from (Alsac & Stott, 1974). Full a.c power flow (e.g. Newton – 
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Raphson) method has been applied to determine the variables related to each bus of the power 
system which comprise four values: voltage magnitude,  its phase angle, and real and reactive 
power flows. The variables are related to each line: active and reactive power flows as well as 
line losses. In a power system, transmission line overloading may take place due to different 
reasons comprising line outage. Therefore, N-1 contingency analysis has been conducted under 
normal demand conditions in order to identify the harmful disturbances during system operation. 
For each case, pre-and post contingency line flows are obtained by solving the power flow 
equations to determine which transmission lines get overloaded due to a specific single line 
outage. From the contingency analysis, line outage 1-2, 1-3, 3-4, 2-5 resulted in overloading 
some other lines in the system under base and increased load by 10% at all buses conditions.
The Proposed DE Algorithm
For a secure system operation, the power flows in transmission lines should not override its 
allowable limits under normal and contingency conditions. Thus, corrective actions should be 
taken to relieve line overloads. The main objective of this study is to mitigate line overloading 
by applying generation rescheduling strategy during a system contingency. Optimum generation 
rescheduling is obtained  using DE algorithm.
Generated active power of the system generators are taken as the control variables of the 
proposed algorithm. Initially, a set of PG values are randomly created by DE algorithm within 
the generation limits such that equation (3) is satisfied for the lower and upper limits. Hence, 
DE algorithm runs these generated values in the fitness function algorithm to get the values 
of SI in order to evaluate the problem which needs to be solved. Consequently, the algorithm 
utilises the mutation and crossover operations in order to get a better and minimum fitness 
value as much as possible due to its strategy. In this study, the magnitudes of F and CR are 
taken as 0.8 and 0.5 respectively that give best results after many trials. The fitness function 
of this work is the load flow algorithm to get the line flow and evaluate the severity index. 
Minimum severity index is considered as the objective function for the proposed algorithm. 
The optimal active power generation as a corrective action plan is shown in Table 1 for the 
simulated cases in addition to system losses for each simulated case.
The algorithms were performed for a maximum number of 50 iterations and was run for 10 
independent runs. The generation rescheduling values are taken as average from the independent 
runs. Figure 1 illustrates the variation of the fitness function convergence of DE algorithm 
runs for the considered base load contingencies and its values are also taken as the average. 
It is clear from Figure 1 that the DE algorithm converges rapidly and focuses on finding the 
convenient solutions to the specific issue. The fitness value goes down to its minimum value 
close to zero. Simulated line outage cases along with the overloaded lines details are tabulated 
in Table 2 before and after generation rescheduling. The values of SI are also evaluated for 
each scenario before rescheduling and the final values of SI after rescheduling are also given 
in the last column.
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Table 1 
Control variables setting of IEEE 30-bus test system
Active power generation values (MW)
Case study Line 
out of 
service
PG1 PG2 PG3 PG4 PG5 PG6 Power 
Losses
(MW) 
Base load 1-2 124.87 46.12 41.53 30.97 20.19 32.97 12.82
1-3 128.65 42.75 39.81 31.18 20.41 29.18 8.30
3-4 129.07 42.62 35.31 30.81 21.02 32.61 7.92
2-5 149.59 40.37 32.69 24.46 21.13 28.97 13.32
Base load 1-2 124.87 46.12 41.53 30.97 20.19 32.97 12.82
1-3 128.65 42.75 39.81 31.18 20.41 29.18 8.30
3-4 129.07 42.62 35.31 30.81 21.02 32.61 7.92
2-5 149.59 40.37 32.69 24.46 21.13 28.97 13.32
Increased 
load by 10%
1-2 126.78 65.17 46.70 31.71 21.97 33.50 14.06
at all buses 3-4 133.14 55.34 45.62 32.25 20.77 36.46 11.83
Figure 1. Fitness convergence of the proposed DE algorithm
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5. Conclusion 
 
       In this paper, an SPCS scheme for transmission line overloading alleviation has been 
presented based on the Differential Evolution (DE) algorithm. The proposed technique 
effeciently mitigates the line overloads b sed on the corrective action through the generation 
rescheduling philosophy. Contingency conditions due to unexpected single line outage under 
base and increased load are considered in this study. In order to reveal the efficiency of the 
performed approach, IEEE 30-bus system was used for the simulation cases. The results 
show that DE algorithm completely mitigates the line overloading issues in addition to fast 
fitness convergence. 
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CONCLUSION
In this paper, an SPCS scheme for transmission line overloading alleviation has been 
presented based on the Differential Evolution (DE) algorithm. The proposed technique 
effeciently mitigates the line overloads based on the corrective action through the generation 
rescheduling philosophy. Contingency conditions due to unexpected single line outage under 
base and increased load are considered in this study. In order to reveal the efficiency of the 
performed approach, IEEE 30-bus system was used for the simulation cases. The results show 
that DE algorithm completely mitigates the line overloading issues in addition to fast fitness 
convergence.
Table 2 
Simulated line outage details before and after generation rescheduling
Case study Line 
outage
Overloaded 
lines
Line limit
(MVA)
Before rescheduling After rescheduling
Line flow 
(MVA)
SI Line flow 
(MVA) 
SI
Base load 1-2 1-3 130 307.803 16.265 123.144 0
2-4 65 65.592 24.384
3-4 130 279.121 116.283
4-6 90 174.058 73.506
6-8 32 36.362 13.152
1-3 1-2 130 273.019 9.279 128.068 0
2-4 65 86.154 44.752
2-6 65 92.759 47.477
6-8 32 33.188 7.040
3-4 1-2 130 270.07 9.076 126.559 0
2-4 65 84.916 42.758
2-6 65 91.805 46.112
6-8 32 32.928 8.085
2-5 1-2 130 164.467 10.885 85.544 0
2-4 65 74.604 43.368
2-6 65 102.858 59.528
4-6 90 124.097 71.591
5-7 70 110.189 69.689
6-8 32 33.317 12.509
Increased load 
by 10% at all 
buses
1-2 1-3 130 369.586 22.580 124.888 0
2-4 65 77.239 21.141
3-4 130 321.795 117.563
4-6 90 201.235 76.224
6-8 32 44.791 9.732
3-4 1-2 130 305.287 11.518 127.499 0
2-4 65 93.888 47.139
2-6 65 101.556 50.865
6-8 32 38.874 5.228
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to identify a method to form  rubber composites by incorporating 
natural rubber (NR) and wood ash from rubber trees with a preliminary electrical properties test. This 
formulation is intended to improve the rubber composites in order to obtain new materials for high 
voltage insulators. First, the rubber formulation and processing conditions were optimised before the 
composites are processed in the laboratory. Second, the interactions between the NR and wood ash 
were investigated with the following tests: cure time, agglomerate dispersion, SEM images, and the 
electrical characteristic test. In the electrical characteristic test, the experimental setup was designed 
for testing the frequency range from 50 Hz to 100 kHz, which is the range of high voltage power line 
switching frequencies. This energised transient frequency can occur due to switching operations or any 
other external causes in high voltage systems. Finally, the dielectric property of the rubber composites 
was evaluated and the equivalent circuit was formulated. The results show that the different properties 
tested with the new material not only correspond with the filler contents, but also with the frequencies 
in the transmission lines. The measured data are extracted and converted into other parameters at each 
frequency. The comparison results are closely matched. Moreover, the results revealed that relative 
permittivity and the conductivity increases the wood ash filler is increased.
Keywords: Rubber composites, high voltage insulator, rubber formulation, electrical characteristic test
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INTRODUCTION
There is a rapid rise in demand for electricity. 
Hence, high voltage systems have become 
crucial power transmission. Power insulators 
in this high voltage transmission system is one 
of the indicators of power system stability. 
Faults in the system frequently occur due 
to the failure of insulation or an ineffective 
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design. Both cause degradation in  power quality and failure to withstand high voltage stress. 
Under the high voltage stress, there are four main types of testing methods to ensure stability 
of high voltage insulators: low and high frequency tests, constant DC test, and an impulse test. 
In addition to this typical high voltage withstanding capability, a high voltage insulator must 
also be capable of withstanding different high-frequency disturbances. These disturbances 
may occur due to switching operations or other external causes. The oscillated frequencies of 
switching transient can range from 300 Hz to over 10 kHz (Chapman et al., 1999). Thus, the 
insulating properties should cover all these abnormal spectra. 
For this reason, a rubber composite has been designed. In a high powered insulator, rubber 
composites for high power appliances present many challenges related to their mechanical 
strength, electrical properties and environmental degradation. Based on their electrical 
properties, a rubber formulation was prepared by controlling appropriate ingredients using the 
dielectric constant. After the vulcanising process, the electrical properties of the new material 
become unpredictable. Thus, the characteristics of the material need to be considered. To ensure 
their capacity to withstand the disturbance in frequencies, this research reveals the electrical 
properties of the composite material as a function of frequency.  
 
 
 
Nomenclature 
sR , pR   series and parallel resistance (Ω ) 
pC   the parallel capacitance (F)  
Z   impedance ( Ω ) 
tanδ   loss tangent = 
r rε εʹʹ ʹ  
ε ʹ   dielectric constant 
σ   conductivity (S/mm)  
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The rubber composites were prepared according to the following procedures: mixing, 
forming, and vulcanising. First, the raw rubber was mixed in an internal mixture machine. 
Then all the curative chemicals and additional fillers were added according to the 
compounding formula design in Table. 1. Next, the procedure for forming the rubber 
composites were compressed with a designated thickness with a compression machine.  
Table 1 
Formulations and dielectric constant mixture 
Ingredients phr Approximate 
ε ʹ  
Rubber 
ZnO 
Stearic Acid 
Antioxidant (TMQ) 
Sulphur 
100 
5.0 
1.0 
1.0 
2.0 
2.7 
10 
2.3 
- 
3.5 
 Rubber Wood Ash (RWA) 0, 5, 10, 20, 30, 3.5 
MATERIALS AND E
The rubber composites were prepared according to the following procedures: mixing, forming, 
and vulcanising. First, the raw rubber was mixed in an internal mixture machine. Then all the 
curative chemicals and additional fillers were added according to the compounding formula 
design in Table. 1. Next, the procedure for forming the rubber composites were compressed 
with a designated thickness with a compression machine. 
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The mixing process takes about 12 minutes for each batch. The mixing temperature setting 
varied between 60°C and 90°C. To ensure the homogeneity of the composites, the mixed 
rubber was compounded and  formed in a typical two-roll mill for 15 minutes. The samples 
were prepared by varying the volume of RWA contents. It is found that NR/RWA at different 
formulations affect their cure characteristics and their properties. In general, the dielectric 
constant for rubber insulators needs to be low. If we design an insulator for appliances, the 
dielectric constant should be controlled. Table 1 shows typical dielectric constants (ε′) of each 
ingredient. 
EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF RUBBER COMPOSITE
The dielectric involving parasitic is a combination of resistance (R) and capacitance (C). It 
can be lumped as the simplest series and parallel circuit model, which represents the real and 
imaginary (resistive and reactive) parts of the equivalent circuit. The sample model of the 
electrical conductivity is shown in Figure 3(a) and its equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 
3(b). Based on this equivalent circuit, this hypothesis will provide for the measurement setup 
which is described in the next section. The agglomerate images of the rubber and the fillers 
are shown below. 
Table 1 
Control variables setting of IEEE 30-bus test system
Ingredients phr Approximate ε′
Rubber 100 2.7
ZnO 5.0 10
Stearic Acid 1.0 2.3
Antioxidant (TMQ) 1.0 -
Sulphur 2.0 3.5
 Rubber Wood Ash (RWA) 0, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40 3.5
Figure 1. The sample model for (a) the electrical conductivities; (b) an equivalent circuit
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MEASUREMENT SETUP
The test structure is shown in Figure 4. The LCR HiTESTER (HIOKI 3522) was used to 
measure the electrical values of R, X, Cp, and Z. The applied frequencies were sweeping 
from 50 to 100 kHz at room temperature (28°C). At least two values of measured data were 
converted into the desired parameters such as |Z|, ε′ , ε′′ , δ and σ. To investigate the electrical 
properties of the rubber composite, different formulas (0, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40 phr) were measured. 
Figure 2. Rubber composite test structure
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Figure 2. Rubber composite test structure.  
The test structure consists of two 38 mm diameter circular copper disks to form parallel 
plate electrodes with rubber composites in between. The disks are separated by rubber 
composite 2 mm thickness. The separation between the parallel plates is indicated as d , 
which is the thickness of the rubber composite. Based on the test structure, the measured data 
were calculated according to the RCL meter user’s manual (Naidu & Kamaraju, 1996).  
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In this research, the agglomerate shapes of the rubber, as well as the fillers were studied. At 
first, the amount of filler dispersion can be investigated by an image analysis technique from 
the Dispergrader according to ASTM D7723. This equipment uses highlights casted by 
agglomerates presented to measure the dispersion of the fillers in mixed rubber (Alpha 
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The test structure consists of two 38 mm diameter circular copper disks to form parallel 
plate electrodes with rubber composites in between. The disks are separated by a 2 mm thick 
rubber composite. The separation between the parallel plates is indicated as d, which is the 
thickness of the rubber composite. Based on the test structure, the measured data were calculated 
according to the RCL meter user’s manual (Naidu & Kamaraju, 1996). 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this research, th  agglo erate shapes of the rubber, as well as the filler  were stu ied. 
At first, the amount of filler dispersion can be investigated by an image analysis technique 
from the Dispergrader according to ASTM D7723. This equipment uses highlights casted 
by agglomerates presented to measure the dispersion of the fillers in mixed rubber (Alpha 
technologies, 2016). 
Figure 3. Dispergrader view of NR mixed with RWA 0, 5, 10 phr respectively
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Figure 3. Dispergrader view of NR mixed with RWA 0, 5, 10 phr respectively.  
The sample images of NR/RWA at 0, 5, 10 parts per hundred of rubber (phr) are shown in 
Figure 1, when filler particles (white spots) and RWA (black spots) appear between the 
rubber matrix. The quantitative dispersions are 99.75%, 96.95%, 96.77% respectively. The 
filler dispersion of the rubber surface (Figure 2) was enlarged by the SEM micrographs for 
more details.  
 
 
 
 
 
  
Figure 4. SEM of agglomerates for NR/RWA 10 phr.  
The purpose of SEM images is to show the agglomerate shapes of rubber and fillers when 
the RWA content is 10 phr. The images show that the structure of the mixtures is a 
combination between ellipsoidal and spherical shapes. Based on the RWA contents, the 
properties of the material depend significantly on the compound compositions. The effects of 
RWA additive in the compositions on the capacitive and impedance values are shown in 
Figure 5 and 6 respectively. All measured data were validated with the commonly use 
electrical insulator, Fr4 (dielectric permittivity <5.8 @1MHz). The measured capacitance 
value is very high at the lowest frequency. For the frequencies below 300 Hz, the values 
decrease exponentially and the values are approximately constant at high frequencies. 
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The sample images of NR/RWA at 0, 5, 10 parts per hundred of rubber (phr) are shown 
in Figure 1, when filler particles (white spots) and RWA (black spots) appear between the 
rubber matrix. The quantitative dispersions are 99.75%, 96.95%, 96.77% respectively. The 
filler dispersion of the rubber surface (Figure 2) was enlarged by the SEM micrographs for 
more details. 
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The purpose of SEM images is to show the agglomerate shapes of rubber and fillers when 
the RWA content is 10 phr. The images show that the structure of the mixtures is a 
combination between ellipsoidal and spherical shapes. Based on the RWA contents, the 
properties of the material depend significantly on the compound compositions. The effects of 
RWA additive in the compositions on the capacitive and impedance values are shown in 
Figure 5 and 6 respectively. All measured data were validated with the commonly use 
electrical insulator, Fr4 (dielectric permittivity <5.8 @1MHz). The measured capacitance 
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RWA content is 10 phr. The images show that the structure of the mixtures is a combination 
between ellipsoidal and spherical shapes. Based on the RWA contents, the properties of the 
material depend significantly on the compound compositions. The effects of RWA additive 
in the compositions on the capacitive and impedance values are shown in Figure 5 and 6 
respectively. All measured data were validated with the commonly use electrical insulator, 
Fr4 (dielectric permittivity <5.8 @1MHz). The measured capacitance value is very high at the 
lowest frequency. For the frequencies below 300 Hz, the values d crease exponentially and 
the values are approximately constant at high frequencies. Therefore, the capacitance causes 
the absolute impedance reduction as shown in Figure 6. Please note that the C is rather high 
due to the limitation of the RLC meter at power line frequency (50 Hz). 
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The calculated dielectric loss tangent values and conductivity of the materials are shown in 
Figures 7 and 8. It shows that dielectric loss tangent values decrease with increasing 
frequencies and move from a high loss tangent region at the lowest frequency towards a low 
loss tangent region as the frequency increases.  
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The calculated dielectric loss tangent values and conductivity of the materials are shown in 
Figures 7 and 8. It shows that dielectric loss tangent values decrease with increasing frequencies 
and move from a high loss tangent region at the lowest frequency towards a low loss tangent 
region as the frequency increases. 
Figure 6. Absolute impedance as a function of frequencies in logarithmic scale
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The calculated dielectric loss tangent values and conductivity of the materials are shown in 
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Figure 8. Conductivity as a function of frequencies in logarithmic scale 
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Figure 9 shows the dielectric constant which was calculated from the parallel plate 
capacitor as ε′ = Cpd / (εoA), where d represents the thickness of the rubber sheet, the variable 
A is the area of the plate electrode and εo is the permittivity of free space, 8.854x10-12 F/m. 
Figure 8. Conductivity as a function of frequencies in logarithmic scale
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Figure 9. Calculated dielectric constant as a function of frequency
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Figure 9. Calculated dielectric constant as a function of frequency 
Figure 9 shows the dielectric constant can be calculated from th  parallel plate capacitor as 
εʹ = Cpd / (εoA), where d represents the thickness of the rubber sheet, the variable A is the 
area of the plate electrode and εo is the permittivity of free space, 8.854x10-12 F/m. The 
impedance which is generated from the equivalent circuits and measured data over the whole 
frequency range is shown in Figure10. Calculated data were compared and shown as a good 
fit with  measured data.  
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The impedance which was generated from the equivalent circuits and measured data over the 
whole frequency range is shown in Figure10. Calculated data were compared and shown as a 
good fit with measured data. 
Figure 10. Measured and calculated impedance as a function of frequency
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CONCLUSION
This research presents electrical properties of NR/RWA composite at high frequencies. The 
natural rubber was formed with different RWA contents. The RWA and other blends influence 
the electrical properties of the rubber composite, especially when involving transient frequencies 
in the power line system. The materials exhibited dielectric constant of 4-5 and insulation loss 
or loss tangent (<0.07) in the transient frequency ranges, which are comparable to the dielectric 
constant of FR4. The measured data agrees with the equivalent circuit which represents the 
microstructures morphologies of the rubber composite. Thus, these rubber composites can be 
a good candidate for power line insulators. 
However, further tests must be carried out to avoid unexpected breakdown of insulators. 
These tests include the low-frequency tests, constant DC test, and impulse test. The results 
obtained from this study can be extended to predict and improve the processes of the rubber 
composite as a high-voltage insulator. 
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ABSTRACT
Self-sensing actuation (SSA) is a technique to use a single piezoelectric actuator as both an actuator 
and a sensor simultaneously. A self-sensing actuation circuit is used to extract a voltage generated by a 
piezoelectric actuator from a control voltage. However, the SSA circuit must be balanced to obtain an 
accurate sensing voltage. This paper describes an effect of an unbalanced SSA circuit on the sensing 
voltage output. The SSA circuit is connected to a piezoelectric system to apply the control voltage and 
measure the generated voltage simultaneously. The unbalanced SSA circuit is configured by designing 
an equivalent capacitance parameter to be not equal to a piezoelectric capacitance. The unbalanced SSA 
circuit effects is evaluated in terms of the step response and the frequency response. An experiment 
is conducted in an open-loop system and a closed-loop system. In the open-loop system, the sensing 
voltage is observed when the control voltage is applied to the piezoelectric actuator. In the closed-loop 
control system, a positive position feedback (PPF) controller is used for vibration control at a resonant 
frequency of the piezoelectric system. Experimental results show that the unbalanced SSA circuit causes 
the sensing voltage error when the amplitude of the control voltage is larger than the amplitude of the 
voltage generated from the piezoelectric actuator. In this case study, the unbalanced SSA circuit does 
not affect the vibration control at the resonant frequency in the closed-loop system. The vibration of 
the piezoelectric system at the resonant frequency is attenuated by 16 dB in both the balanced and the 
unbalanced SSA circuit conditions. 
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INTRODUCTION
Piezoelectric materials are widely employed 
in electromechanical systems to act as 
an actuator or a sensor. Advantages of 
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piezoelectric materials are light weight, high resolution, high bandwidth, fast response, and 
simple input/output. These piezoelectric materials can be used in many applications, such as 
vibration control, precision control, health monitoring, and so on. In piezoelectric actuator 
applications, the mechanical strain (or stress) is produced by applying the electric filed (or 
voltage) to a piezoelectric actuator. In piezoelectric sensor applications, the electrical charge 
(or voltage) is produced by the mechanical strain (or stress) in a piezoelectric sensor.
Self-sensing actuation (SSA) is a technique to use a single piezoelectric actuator as 
both an actuator and a sensor simultaneously. The concept of the self-sensing actuation was 
initially proposed by Dosch, Inman, and Garcla (1992) which was based on a bridge circuit. 
The advantages of a self-sensing actuation is its lower cost for adding external sensors as well 
as the piezoelectric materials. In addition, the self-sensing actuation is utilised in different 
applications, such as a vibration control (Seki & Iwasaki, 2014), a position and force control 
(Rakotondrabe, Ivan, Khadraoui, Lutz, & Chaillet, 2015), and a mass detection (Faegh, Jalili, 
& Sridhar, 2013).
Self-sensing actuation circuit is used to separate the voltage generated by a piezoelectric 
actuator from the control voltage. This control voltage is applied to the same piezoelectric 
actuator. The SSA circuit was first proposed in Dosch et al. (1992) which was the bridge circuit. 
The bridge circuit SSA is used for a vibration suppression of a structure, such as a cantilever 
beam (Ji, Qiu, Wu, Cheng, & Ichchou, 2011), and an R/W head suspension in a hard disk drive 
(Yamada, Sasaki, & Nam, 2008). This SSA circuit is easy to understand and implement, but it 
attenuates the control voltage applied to a piezoelectric actuator by a parameter of the circuit. 
To solve the control voltage attenuation, an indirect-driven SSA (IDSSA) circuit was proposed 
in Hong, Memon, Wong, and Pang (2010) and Hong and Pang (2012). The IDSSA circuit was 
implemented in a piezoelectric micro-actuator in a dual-stage hard disk drive for a vibration 
control at critical resonant modes. However, it is difficult to make this IDSSA circuit balance.
In this paper, we study the effects of an unbalanced SSA circuit on the sensing voltage 
output of the SSA circuit. The effects of the unbalanced SSA circuit were evaluated in terms 
of the step response and the frequency response in both the open-loop control system and 
the closed-loop control system. This paper describes the self-sensing actuation circuit, the 
experimental setup, the experimental results, and the conclusion.
SELF-SENSING ACTUATION CIRCUIT
The self-sensing actuation (SSA) circuit is used to extract the voltage generated by the 
piezoelectric actuator from the control voltage. The structure of the self-sensing actuation 
circuit was proposed in Hong et al. (2010) as shown in Figure 1. The piezoelectric actuator can 
be modelled as a series of a voltage source Vp and a piezoelectric capacitance Cp .The control 
voltage Vc is applied to the piezoelectric actuator via the non-inverting (+) input terminal of 
the upper operation amplifier. The voltage Vp generated from the piezoelectric actuator can be 
extracted by balancing the SSA circuit.
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SSA circuit model
The circuit  in Figure 1 is composed of  the piezoelectric  actuator, four resistors ( R1, R2, R3, 
R4), three capacitors (Ceq, C1,C2 ), and three operation amplifiers (Op-Amp). This circuit can be 
analysed by deriving the Laplace transform of V1 and V2 as expressed by (1) and (2) respectively. 
       ????????? ?? ??? ?? ????? ???????? ????? ???? ?????????? ??? ?      (1)
       ?????? ???? ????? ????? ??? ???????? ??? ?       (2)
If R3 = R4 , the sensing voltage V can be calculated as (3). Note that R3 and R4 only affect to 
the gain of the differential amplifier. 
      ? ? ????????????? ?? ??? ???????? ????? ???????? ?????? ?????????? ??????? ?????????? ?????? ?   (3)
If ωc >>1/R1C1  and ωc >>1/R2C2 , the sensing voltage Vs can be rewritten as (4), where ωc is 
the frequency of control voltage  Vc.
       ?????? ??? ???????????? ??????? ????????? ?? ?     (4)
Figure 1. A self-sensing actuation circuit (Hong et al., 2010).
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of the step response and the frequency response in both the open-loop control system and the 
closed-loop control system. This paper describes the self-sensing actuation circuit, the 
experimental setup, the experimental results, and the conclusion. 
SELF-SENSING ACTUATION CIRCUIT 
The self-sensing actuation (SSA) circuit is used to extract the voltage generated by the 
piezoelectric actuator from the control voltage. The structure of the self-sensing actuation 
circuit was proposed in Hong et al. (2010) as shown in Figure 1. The piezoelectric actuator 
can be modelled as a series of a voltage source pV  and a piezoelectric capacitance pC .The 
control voltage cV  is applied to the piezoelectric actuator via the non-inverting (+) input 
terminal of the upper operation amplifier. The voltage pV  generated from the piezoelectric 
actuator can be extracted by bala ing the SSA circuit.
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Figure 1. A self-sensing actuation circuit (Hong et al., 2010). 
SSA circuit model 
The circuit in Figure1 is composed of the piezoelectric actuator, four resistors 
( 1R , 2R , 3R , 4R ), three capacitors ( eqC , 1C , 2C  ), and three operation amplifiers (Op-Amp). This 
circuit can be analysed by deriving the Laplace transform of 1V  and 2V  as expressed by (1) 
and (2) respectively. 
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The sensing voltage Vs is composed of the control voltage Vc term and the generated voltage 
Vp  term. The voltage Vp generated from the piezoelectric actuator can be decoupled from the 
control voltage Vc by balancing the SSA circuit.
Balanced SSA circuit
The SSA circuit is balanced by designing the parameters Ceq = Cp and C1 = C2. The sensing 
voltage Vs is proportional to the generated voltage Vp as defined in (5).
       ???? ? ?????? ??? ? ?      (5)
Unbalanced SSA circuit
The parameter Ceq in the SSA circuit cannot be designed to match the piezoelectric capacitance 
Cp  because the actual piezoelectric capacitance is unknown. Therefore, the parameter Ceq can 
be defined as (6).
       ?????? ??? ??? ? ?      (6)
Assume that Ceq0 = Cp and C1 = C2, the sensing voltage Vs can be rewritten as (7). Note that 
C1 and C2 can affect  the unbalanced circuit. However, they can be easily designed to have 
the same value.
       ?????? ?? ?????????? ?????? ??? ?     (7)
The sensing voltage Vs in (7) is composed of the control voltage Vc term and the generated 
voltage Vp term. The former term is close to zero when the SSA circuit is balanced. In contrast, 
Vs contains both terms when the SSA circuit is unbalanced. In this paper, the effect of the 
unbalanced circuit on the sensing voltage is studied through the real experiment because the 
transfer function model of the piezoelectric actuator is unknown.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The block diagram of the experiment is shown in Figure 2. The SSA circuit is implemented 
according to the SSA circuit in Figure 1. It is connected to the piezoelectric system to apply 
the control voltage to the piezoelectric actuator and measure the voltage generated from the 
piezoelectric actuator. The piezoelectric system is composed of two piezoelectric actuators. One 
piezoelectric actuator is used as the self-sensing actuator, and the other is used as a disturbance 
source of the system. The sensing voltage measured from the SSA circuit is fed to the MATLAB 
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Simulink in the computer via A/D of the NI PCI-6024E board. The control voltage generated 
by the MATLAB Simulink is applied to the piezoelectric actuator via D/A of the NI board. The 
sampling frequency of A/D and D/A is 50 kHz. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 3.
Figure 2. The experiment block diagram
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1C  and 2C  can affect  the unbalanced circuit. However, they can be easily designed to have 
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The sensing voltage sV  in (7) is composed of the control voltage cV  term and the generated 
voltage pV term. The former term is close to zero when the SSA circuit is balanced. In 
contrast, sV  contains both terms when the SSA circuit is unbalanced. In this paper, the effect 
of the unbalanced circuit on the sensing voltage is studied through the real experiment 
because the transfer function model of the piezoelectric actuator is unknown. 
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
The block diagram of the experiment is shown in Figure 2. The SSA circuit is implemented 
according to the SSA circuit in Figure 1. It is connected to the piezoelectric system to apply 
the control voltage to the piezoelectric actuator and measure the voltage generated from the 
piezoelectric actuator. The piezoelectric system is composed of two piezoelectric actuators. 
One piezoelectric actuator is used as the self-sensing actuator, and the other is used as a 
disturbance source of the system. The sensing voltage measured from the SSA circuit is fed 
to the MATLAB Simulink in the computer via A/D of the NI PCI-6024E board. The control 
voltage generated by the MATLAB Simulink is applied to the piezoelectric actuator via D/A 
of the NI board. The sampling frequency of A/D and D/A is 50 kHz. The experimental setup 
is shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 2. The experiment block diagram. 
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Figure 3. The experimental setup. 
The SSA circuit is implemented in a print circuit board (PCB). The operation amplifiers in 
the circuit are implemented by the LF351 op-amp chips which have high bandwidth and high 
input impedance. The values of parameters in the SSA circuit are listed in Table 1. 
TABLE 1  
Circuit parameters 
Circuit parameters Value 
pC  26 nF 
21 CC =  22 nF 
21 RR =  10 MΩ 
43 RR =  10 kΩ 
In the experiment, the step response and the frequency response is studied in both the open-
loop control system and the closed-loop control system. In the step response test, the control 
voltage cV  is applied by the step signal with 1 V amplitude. In the frequency response test, 
the control voltage cV  is applied by the swept sine signal in the frequency range of 100 Hz to 
10 kHz with 1 V amplitude. The frequency response cs VV /  of the SSA circuit with the 
piezoelectric system is obtained by applying the control voltage cV  and measuring the sensing 
voltage sV . 
The SSA circuit is implemented in a print circuit board (PCB). The operation amplifiers in 
the circuit are implemented by the LF351 op-amp chips which have high bandwidth and high 
input impedance. The values of parameters in the SSA circuit are listed in Table 1.
Table 1 
Circuit parameters
Circuit parameters Value
Cp 26 nF
C1 = C2 22 nF
R1 = R2 10 MΩ
R3 = R4 10 kΩ
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In the experiment, the step response and the frequency response is studied in both the open-
loop control system and the closed-loop control system. In the step response test, the control 
voltage Vc is applied by the step signal with 1 V amplitude. In the frequency response test, the 
control voltage Vc is applied by the swept sine signal in the frequency range of 100 Hz to 10 
kHz with 1 V amplitude. The frequency response Vs / Vc of the SSA circuit with the piezoelectric 
system is obtained by applying the control voltage Vc and measuring the sensing voltage Vs.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experiments are conducted in the open-loop system and the closed-loop system to study the 
effects of unbalanced SSA circuit on the sensing voltage output. The balanced SSA circuit is 
configured by designing the parameter Ceq ≈ Cp. The unbalanced SSA circuit can be configured 
by designing the parameter Ceq ≠ Cp. In this paper, the parameter Ceq is designed to 23 nF (Ceq 
< Cp ) and 29 nF (Ceq > Cp ).
Open-loop system
The step responses of the open-loop system are shown in Figure 4. These responses 
demonstrate the effect of the balanced and unbalanced SSA circuit conditions on the sensing 
voltage Vs. The sensing voltage of the balanced SSA circuit demonstrates that the generated 
voltage Vp relates to the vibration of the piezoelectric system at the resonant frequency. In the 
unbalanced SSA circuit, the sensing voltage   is composed of the control voltage   and the 
generated voltage Vp . Obviously, this behaviour conforms to (7). The unbalanced SSA circuit 
causes the sensing voltage error because the amplitude of the generated voltage is smaller than 
the amplitude of the control voltage.
The frequency responses of the open-loop system with the balanced and unbalanced SSA 
circuit conditions are shown in Figure 5. The frequency response result shows the resonant 
frequency of the piezoelectric system at 2.9 kHz. The frequency response of the balanced 
and the unbalanced SSA circuit conditions are the same at the resonant frequency because 
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the amplitude of the generated voltage is larger than the amplitude of the control voltage. 
However, the unbalanced SSA circuit effects can be observed at the other frequencies because 
the piezoelectric system slightly responses and the amplitude of the generated voltage is smaller 
than the amplitude of the control voltage.
Closed-loop system
The block diagram of the closed-loop control system for the vibration control at the resonant 
frequency is shown in Figure 6. The positive position feedback (PPF) controller is used to 
control the vibration of the piezoelectric system. The sensing voltage Vs measured from the 
SSA circuit is fed back to the PPF controller. In this paper, the transfer function of the PPF 
controller defined in Sasaki, Inoue, and Yamada (2012) is used as shown in (8).
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Figure 6. The closed-loop control system block diagram.
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where ω is the natural frequency of the controller, ζ is the damping ratio of the controller, 
and K is the gain of the controller. In this experiment, the natural frequency is 2.9 kHz (ω = 
2900), the damping ratio is 0.2 ( ζ = 0.2), and the gain is -0.7 (K = -0.7). The PPF controller 
is implemented on the MATLAB Simulink.
The step responses of the open-loop system and the closed-loop system with the balanced 
and unbalanced SSA circuit conditions are shown in Figure 7. These responses show the 
effectiveness of the vibration control by using the sensing voltage Vs measured from the SSA 
circuit and fed back to the PPF controller. The vibration of the piezoelectric system can be 
suppressed in the closed-loop control system. However, the sensing voltage output of the 
SSA circuit is effected from the unbalanced SSA circuit because the amplitude of the control 
voltage applied by the step signal is larger than the amplitude of the voltage generated by the 
piezoelectric actuator as shown in Figure 7(b) and (c).
Figure 7. The step responses of the closed-loop system
The frequency responses of the closed-loop control system with the balanced and 
unbalanced SSA circuit conditions are shown in Figure 8. The vibration of the piezoelectric 
system is attenuated about 16 dB in both the balanced and the unbalanced SSA circuit conditions 
at the resonant frequency. In this case study, the unbalanced SSA circuit does not affect to the 
closed-loop control system because the former (unbalanced SSA circuit) slightly affects  the 
sensing voltage fed back to the controller.
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CONCLUSION
This paper presents a study of the self-sensing actuation circuit with the piezoelectric system 
when the circuit is balanced and unbalanced. The unbalanced SSA circuit affects  the sensing 
voltage output of the SSA circuit when the amplitude of the control voltage is larger than 
the amplitude of the voltage generated from the piezoelectric actuator. In this case study, the 
unbalanced SSA circuit does not affect  the closed-loop control system at the resonant frequency. 
The vibration of the piezoelectric system at the resonant frequency is attenuated by 16 dB in 
both the balanced and the unbalanced SSA circuit conditions. The self-sensing actuation circuit 
can be used with the single piezoelectric actuator to act as both the actuator and the sensor 
simultaneously for the vibration control in the piezoelectric system. In the future work, the 
unbalanced SSA circuit effects will be studied by applying  the piezoelectric micro-actuator.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a tracking method based on parameters between colour blobs. The colour blobs 
are obtained from segmenting the overall target into multiple colour regions. The colour regions are 
segmented using EM method that determines the normal colour distributions from the overall colour 
pixel distribution. After segmenting into different regions on the different colour layers, parameters 
can be generated between colour regions of interest. In this instance, the colour regions of interest are 
the top and bottom colour regions. The parameters that are generated from these colour regions are 
the vector magnitude, vector angle and the value difference between colour regions. These parameters 
are used as a means for tracking targets of interest. These parameters are used for tracking the target 
of interest across an array of cameras which in this instance are three cameras. Three cameras have 
been set up with different background and foreground conditions. The summarised results of tracking 
targets across three cameras have shown that the consistency of colour regions across different cameras 
and different background settings provided sufficient parameters for targets to be tracked consistently. 
Example of tracking performance across three cameras were 0.88, 0.67 and 0.55. The remaining tracking 
performances across three cameras are shown in Table 2. The tracking performance indicate that the 
parameters between colour regions were able to be used for tracking a target across different cameras 
with different background scenarios. Based on results obtained, parameters between segmented colour 
regions have indicated robustness in tracking target of interest across three cameras.
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INTRODUCTION
Surveillance is an act of monitoring behaviour 
or activities of a person or a group of people 
Patrick Sebastian, Yap Vooi Voon and Richard Comley
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in an area of interest. In this instance, video surveillance is the utilisation of video cameras 
to obtain video or visual imagery to observe areas of interest for the purposes of control, 
recognition and monitoring  activities. Government, law enforcement and security organisations 
monitor human activities for the purpose of maintaining control, recognising and monitoring 
threats in a large crowd of people (Bredereck et al., 2012; Hommel et al., 2012; Wang et al., 
2009). Video surveillance cameras are typically connected to a recording device or recording 
network. The video captured is usually observed or watched live or through a recording by 
an operator. A single operator would be able to observe all activities within the view field of 
a single camera. In surveillance of a large area, multiple video cameras provide complete 
coverage of the area of interest. In this instance, the operator observing the cameras would 
have a large number of monitors to observe and this would be difficult for a single operator 
to observe and track all activities from all cameras at the same time. It is difficult for a human 
operator to monitor multiple surveillance screens and thus, computer systems can intelligently 
track targets across multiple cameras in a large-scale surveillance system.
BACKGROUND
Tracking of targets in a surveillance system is based on a number of parameters such as area 
(Park & Aggarwal, 2002), colour (Zhu, 2009), trajectory and velocity. Apart from the general 
parameters mentioned earlier for tracking a target, targets can be tracked based on features 
such as edges, lines, corners (Trucco & Plakas, 2006), limbs  and heads (Siebel & Maybank, 
2002). With the wide availability of a number of parameters and features, tracking methods 
can vary from simple tracking methods to complex tracking methods.
Colour Space 
The utilisation of different colour spaces which range from RGB, HSV and YCbCr colour 
spaces have different effects in tracking targets of interest. From available colour spaces, RGB 
colour space has been deemed the not preferred colour space for tracking as the brightness 
information is embedded in the respective layers of the RGB colour space. It was found from 
different studies that colour spaces with chrominance information on separate layers from 
brightness information such as HSV and YCbCr colour spaces have better tracking capabilities 
(Chippendale, 2006). Chrominance information such as HS and CbCr layers in the HSV and 
YCbCr colour space respectively could provide sufficient information to be used for tracking 
(Chippendale, 2006).   
Blob Modelling
Foreground and background views are separated in a video scene by detecting blobs. From 
detected blobs, a number of blob parameters can be extracted such as blob size, motion, vector 
and centroid (Trucco & Plakas, 2006). Targets can be tracked by utilising the detected blob 
(Atsushi et al., 2002) or portions of the blob such as the head (Yan & Forsyth, 2005). 
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The target of interest in this scenario would be the tracking of a whole person which would 
lead tracking of the whole blob (Atsushi et al., 2002). For parametric tracking, a single blob can 
be segmented into separate blobs based on colours of the regions (Wang  et al., 2014). Single 
blobs can be segmented into multiple blobs using methods such as watershed segmentation 
(Gonzalez et al., 2004) and mean shift segmentation (Yunji et al., 2014).  When the single blob 
is segmented into separate blobs, the centroids (Ali et al., 2006) of each blob can be used to 
generate the parameters for tracking a multi blob target which is illustrated in Figure 6.
TRACKING METHODOLOGY
Tracking as used in this paper is based on the parameters that exist between colour regions of 
each target; colour region segmentation is the first step. Colour region segmentation is also 
dependent on the colour space that is used. The YCbCr colour space was selected based on 
better tracking performance compared with RGB and grayscale colour spaces that had been 
tested in different tracking methods (Sebastian et al., 2010). 
Segmenting target of interest into multiple colour regions would begin with the extraction of 
colour information from the overall colour pixel distribution. Colour region information can be 
separated into different normal distributions using EM method (Sebastian et al., 2012; Yiming 
& Guirong, 2014). Each normal distribution parameters are used to generate different colour 
regions within the overall target blob region. A person can then be modelled or represented as 
a collection of coloured regions. Different coloured blobs can be used to denote the different 
portions of a person such as the head, face, torso and lower limbs (Park & Aggarwal, 2002). 
An example of segmentation is illustrated in the following figures. Figure 1 shows a snapshot 
input image while Figure 2 and Figure 3  illustrate the pixel distributions of the Cb and Cr 
layers for the person that is being tracked respectively. 
Figure 1. Sample Input Image
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Based on pixel distributions in Figure 2 and Figure 3 it can be seen that there are multiple 
peaks in the pixel distribution indicating different colour values and regions. Using the EM 
method to segment data into different normal distributions, as seen in Figure 4 and Figure 5, 
for layers Cb and Cr respectively, each detected normal distribution would have its own mean 
and standard deviation. Each detected distribution parameters would be used to segment the 
input image into different coloured blobs or regions. The result of the segmentation can be 
seen in Figure 6 where the centroids of each segmented regions are indicated as crosshairs. 
The red and green crosshairs are indicators of the centroids from regions detected on the Cb 
and Cr layers respectively. 
Figure 2. Cb Layer   
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Figure 6. EM Sample Image Detected Centroids
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The next step in tracking target of interest would be the extraction of  parameters between 
colour regions of interest which in this case would be the top and bottom colour regions as 
reference parameters. The parameters to be used for tracking are the magnitude and angle of 
the vector between the colour regions. An additional parameter is the difference of the colour 
region mean values (Sebastian et al., 2012). Combination of data from the vector magnitude, 
vector angle and colour difference would generate a set of parameters that should be unique 
for each target of interest. An illustration of  extracted data and clustering can be seen in 
Figures 7 and 8.
Figure 7. Scatter Plot of Extracted Data
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Figure 8. Data clusters of Extracted Data with 
Parameters
The tracking process is executed by comparing  extracted or input parameters against 
reference parameters. A track is considered to be successful when the input parameters are 
statistically similar to the reference parameters. Table 1 shows the tracking performance of 
different tracking methodologies in the YCbCr colour space.
Table 1 
Summarised Compared Tracking Methodology Tracking Data 
Input Video
Histogram Similarity Comparison
Normalised 
Cross 
Correlation
Histogram 
Intersection
Euclidean
 Intersection
Chi-Squared 
1
Chi-Squared 
2
Kullbeck-
Leibler
Parameteric 
Tracking
whole_seq1_1 0.00 0.29 0.19 0.31 0.25 0.27 0.92
whole_seq1_2 0.00 0.24 0.00 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.90
whole_seq1_3 0.00 0.20 0.00 0.15 0.16 0.12 0.95
whole_seq1_4 0.00 0.15 0.20 0.28 0.33 0.35 0.90
whole_seq1_5 0.00 0.20 0.00 0.19 0.28 0.19 0.94
Table 1 compares the tracking performances between different tracking methods. The same 
set of videos were used in determining the tracking performance for different methodologies 
investigated. Tracking performances from different tracking methods starting from normalised 
cross correlation and histogram comparison method had led to the development of parametric 
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tracking method which were done on a single camera. The scores are determined by obtaining 
the ratio of the detection count of the target against the total count of the target appearance in 
the camera view field.
Multiple camera tracking setup was done with 3 web cameras with non-overlapping view 
fields. The overall camera setup was done in an indoor environment with different backgrounds. 
The cameras had a resolution of 320x240 pixels. Sample images of different background view 
fields captured by the different cameras are seen in the Figures 9, 10 and 11 where each figure 
illustrates the different background setup in each camera view field. The different background 
setup was used to evaluate the utilisation of same set of parameters between blobs as a method 
for tracking a target across the three cameras. 
RESULTS
In measuring tracking capability or performance, a tracking metric known as track detection 
rate (TDR) (Ellis, 2002) was used. The tracking performance is determined by statistically 
comparing the input image parameters against the compiled parameters of the target of interest. 
A sample of raw tracking results can be seen in Table 2 which compiles the track detection rate 
in a confusion matrix. In this instance, the confusion matrix lists the tracking results of each 
input video against the tracking parameter of each target of interest
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Table 2 
Sample TDR of Camera 1 
Reference
Input Video whole 
_seq2_1
whole
_seq2_2
whole
_seq2_3
whole
_seq2_4
whole
_seq2_5
whole
_seq2_6
whole
_seq2_7
whol
e_seq2_8
whole
_seq2_9
whole_seq2_1 0.70 0.44 0.36 0.17 0.60 0.06 0.73 0.33 0.20
whole_seq2_2 0.87 0.97 0.87 0.38 0.69 0.11 0.90 0.84 0.34
whole_seq2_3 0.95 0.87 0.96 0.68 0.83 0.60 0.94 0.86 0.57
whole_seq2_4 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.92 0.91 0.29 0.96 0.96 0.53
whole_seq2_5 0.17 0.13 0.13 0.03 0.26 0.00 0.23 0.08 0.06
whole_seq2_6 0.78 0.92 0.77 0.56 0.62 0.55 0.83 0.84 0.23
whole_seq2_7 0.65 0.61 0.57 0.23 0.71 0.04 0.80 0.42 0.10
whole_seq2_8 0.89 0.97 0.92 0.44 0.73 0.21 0.92 0.97 0.48
whole_seq2_9 0.97 1.00 0.99 0.64 0.89 0.35 0.88 0.97 0.96
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Table 3 
Compiled TDR across 3 cameras 
Ref Video
Number of Segmentation and Cameras
out6 out5 out4 out3
Input Video Cam1 Cam2 Cam3 Cam1 Cam2 Cam3 Cam1 Cam2 Cam3 Cam1 Cam2 Cam3
whole_seq2_1 0.76 0.7 0.82
whole_seq2_2
whole_seq2_3 0.89 0.61 0.57 0.94 0.62 0.62 0.64 0.61 0.37
whole_seq2_4 0.87 0.66 0.68 0.92 0.44 0.54 0.19 0.14 0.15
whole_seq2_5
whole_seq2_6 0.71 0.59 0.26
whole_seq2_7
whole_seq2_8
whole_seq2_9 0.88 0.67 0.55 0.84 0.77 0.57
Ref Video Number of Segmentation and Cameras
raw6 raw5 raw4 raw3
Cam1 Cam2 Cam3 Cam1 Cam2 Cam3 Cam1 Cam2 Cam3 Cam1 Cam2 Cam3
whole_seq2_1 0.76 0.7 0.78
whole_seq2_2
whole_seq2_3 0.92 0.69 0.59
whole_seq2_4 0.93 0.58 0.57 0.84 0.16 0.23 0.20 0.17 0.10
whole_seq2_5
whole_seq2_6
whole_seq2_7 0.83 0.82 0.76
whole_seq2_8
whole_seq2_9 0.96 0.74 0.60 0.88 0.83 0.63 0.68 0.42 0.40
Comparing the input video against its own reference parameter in Table 2 should show the 
highest tracking result if the tracking parameters were the correct set of parameters which are 
highlighted. Compilation of the raw TDR data tracking performance can be seen in Table 3. 
The values that are recorded in the tables should range from 0 to 1.0 which indicates a correct 
tracking performance of 0% to 100% correct tracking. Table 3 shows the track results of targets 
that have successful track across three cameras. Empty cells in Table 3 indicate that correct 
tracking was not achieved across 3 cameras. The cells with tracking data rates indicate that 
the target was correctly tracked and had the highest tracking rate. Table 3 displays the number 
of input videos used for determining tracking performance,  number of EM segmentations 
which indicate the number of colour regions that each tracked target is segmented into and 
the classification of data that is based on raw data tracking or outlier data removed tracking. 
Nine videos were used. The number of EM segments ranged from 3 to 6. Tracking was also 
done based on raw data and outlier removed data. Raw data indicates that all track data points 
are used in determining track performance whereas the outlier removed data set removes the 
outlier data track points from the calculation of track performance. 
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Table 3 shows random input videos labelled ‘whole_seq2_1’, ’whole_seq2_3’, ’whole_
seq2_4’, whole_seq2_6’, ‘whole_seq2_7’ and ‘whole_seq2_9’ had parameters that enabled 
the specific targets to be tracked across 3 cameras. Where the tracking parameters used in 
this instance are the combination vector magnitude, vector angle and colour difference that 
make each target have their own unique combination for tracking across the 3 cameras. The 
video sequences of ‘whole_seq2_2’, ‘whole_seq2_5’ and ‘whole_seq2_8’ did not generate 
the necessary tracking parameters for successful tracking across 3 cameras. Video sequence 
‘whole_seq2_5’ could not be segmented into different colour regions as that particular target 
had only one colour for the whole target and thus this particular target could not generate the 
necessary parameters between colour regions for tracking. Video sequence ‘whole_seq2_2’ and 
‘whole_seq2_8’ had the colour regions segmented and detected only on one colour layer. The 
utilization of parameters between colour regions detected on same colour layer did not give 
accurate tracking of targets (Sebastian et al., 2012). Apart from the video sequences that did not 
have any tracking results across three cameras, the other video sequences have tracking results 
that indicated that the targets are tracked across the three cameras. The tracking performance 
across three cameras are dependent on the number of colour region that the target of interest 
is segmented into.
CONCLUSION
This paper contributes in the area of target tracking in a video surveillance system where 
tracking the target of interest is based on the parameters between colour regions. The parameters 
used in tracking the target of interest were vector magnitude, vector angle and colour difference 
between colour regions. The tracking performance of the parametric tracking was initially 
compared against other tracking methods such as normalised cross correlation and histogram 
comparison methods. The results had shown that the parametric tracking had better tracking 
performance. In the initial evaluation, the targets of interest were tracked on a single camera 
and the results indicated that parametric track had significantly better tracking performance 
compared with other tracking methods. The parametric tracking methodology was then extended 
to tracking a target across an array of cameras. The tracking performance across an array of 
cameras had shown that the target of interest could be tracked based on the parameters between 
colour regions. The tracking performance had indicated that the consistent nature of the target 
colour was one of the primary reasons that the target of interest was able to be tracked across 
an array of cameras. The results obtained from this paper is an extension of a previous paper 
that determined that tracking a target was possible by utilising the parameters between the top 
and bottom colour regions of a target.
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INTRODUCTION
Major changes in technology, environmental 
policies and expansion of power markets have 
enabled the distribution  of electricity in a 
small capacity to  power networks (Karimyan, 
Gharehpetian, Abedi, & Gavili, 2014). The 
new technology utilises both unconventional 
and conventional sources of energy. Often, 
it may be operated by the utility company 
or the customer. The operation of a DG unit 
may be considered random depending on 
customer load (Aman, Jasmon, Bakar, & 
Mokhlis, 2012). The location and amount 
of power delivered from DG (Distributed 
Generation) units into the distribution system 
can either increase or decrease the efficiency 
and stability of the system. Therefore, it’s 
very important to determine the optimal 
location and size of the DG units before they 
are inaugurated into the system. In the recent 
years, numerical calculation approach based 
on artificial intelligence techniques has been 
introduced to  optimise the operations of the 
DG . These methods though efficient, are 
complex and sometimes reproduction of their 
results may be difficult or impossible. Earlier 
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studies have examined optimal placement and sizing and evaluation of impact of the DG unit. 
Adaptive genetic algorithm (GA) was used to reduce power losses and improve the voltage 
profile under uncertainties load in (Ganguly & Samajpati, 2015). The PSO method was used 
to find the best location and to determine the optimal size of DG units for improving voltage 
stability and reducing  power losses (Khanjanzadeh, Arabi, Sedighizadeh, & Rezazadeh, 2011). 
The  PSO method was more accurate than the GA method and the speed of convergence was 
also fast. Firefly Algorithm (FA) method has been employed to determine optimal location and 
sizing of DG units in the distribution power networks to minimise the total real power loss of 
system (Sulaiman, Mustafa, Azmi, Aliman, & Rahim, 2012). The Differential Evolutionary 
(DE) methodology was proposed to achieve optimal location, size and number of capacitor 
bank in the distribution networks (Karimi, Shayeghi, Banki, Farhadi, & Ghadimi, 2012). The 
DE method proved effective in in finding the optimal size, location, and number of capacitor 
banks in terms of speed and accuracy of the results.
In this paper, DE optimisation technique is used to  determine the best location and 
the optimal size of DG unit to reduce power losses and improve the voltage profile of the 
distribution system.
This paper is organised as follows: The five performance indices relating to  DG allocation 
are discussed in section II. The multi objective functions with corresponding weights are 
discussed in section -III while optimal sizing and siting of DG unit by using Differential 
Evolution method (DE) is discussed in section IV. In section V,  IEEE 14 bus distribution 
system, methodology and results of the study are discussed. Section VI  concludes the paper.
OBJECTIVE FUNCTION FORMULATION
Indices show the range of system reliability and  in this paper, five indices are used to determine 
the multi-objective function by giving weight to each index.
1. Real and Reactive Power Loss Index: The real and reactive power loss indices are 
defined as flowing (Ochoa, Padilha-Feltrin, & Harrison, 2006):
                   (1)
              
 
      (2)
 where;  , ,  and    are the total real and reactive 
power losses after and before inclusion of DG units in the distribution system. 
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2. Voltage Deviations Index: One of the advantages of proper location and size of the 
DG is the improvement in the system voltage profiles. The voltage deviation index 
can be defined as:
       (3)
 where,Vref is the voltage of the reference bus (slack bus) and n is the number of the 
buses.
3. Line Loading Index: the line flows show an increase or decrease at few existing 
distribution lines when the DG units are placed in the distribution system. The line 
loading index definition is  from:(Seifinajmi & Sakhavat Saghi, 2014)
                 (4)
 where,    and   are the power flows at the branch j with and without DG.
 nl is the number of the branches.
4. Short Circuit Index: This index is related to the protection and selectivity issues 
where it  evaluates the maximum short-circuit current variation of the system in two 
scenarios, with and without DG (El-Zonkoly, 2011).
    (5)
 where,  and  are the symmetrical fault current contributions at node i with 
and without DG. 
The indices  proposed in this paper are subject to the following quality and inequality 
operational constraints:
Voltage limits: The voltage drop limits depend on the voltage regulator limits provided by the 
disco (Kumaraswamy, Tarakalyani, & Prasanth, 2014).
           (6)
Line Thermal limits: Power flow through any distribution feeder must comply with the line 
thermal capacity.
           (7)
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DG capacity: This section defines the boundary of power generator by DG:
           (8)
MULTI OBJECTIVE FUNCTION FORMULATION
By calculating the five indices described in the previous section and taking corresponding 
weights for each index, the Multi-objective Function can be expressed as in equation 9 (Mancer, 
Mahdad, & Srairi, 2012).
           (9)
The sum of the absolute values of the weights assigned to all indices should add up to one as 
shown in the following equation:
            (10)
The weight values vary according to concerns of engineers and the importance of electrical 
standards. Additionally,, the weight values are specified to give importance to each index 
depending on the system. The index that outperforms the others in terms of benefits and 
importance is given a larger weight.
DE METHOD FOR OPTIMAL DG ALLOCATION
The DE technique is one of the evolutionary computation methods which  depends on stochastic 
real parameter algorithms. It is used to solve nonlinear, non-differentiable and multimodal 
objective functions (Kenneth, 1999). The DE is uses a less stochastic approach and a greedy 
selection compared with other classical EAs to solve optimisation problems. The basic steps 
of the standard DE algorithm are described as follows:
Step 1: Initialisation. The first operation of the DE algorithm is randomly initiated population 
(NP) of D-dimensional parameter vectors. These vectors represent a candidate solution to solve 
the optimisation problem. The initial population can be expressed as:
          (11)
          (12)
where,   is a D-dimensional vector, and  . 
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Step 2: Mutation. Three distinct parameter vectors are sampled randomly from the current 
population to create  donor vectors; these indices are generated once for each mutant operator. 
The scale of difference between two vectors is added to the third one. The mutation strategy 
is expressed as:
           (13)
where,  ,  are the randomly selected vectors among the population,   is the vector 
with the best fitness value among the individuals, F is a scaling factor.
Step 3: Crossover. In crossover operations, the donor vectors V→iG  reciprocate with the target 
vectors X→iG to create the trial vectors U →iG. The trial vectors u_(j,i,G)    can be formulated as:
           (14)
where,  is a component of    
Step 4: Selection. After the crossover process, the generated trial vector may be chosen to be 
a member of the next generation based on the selection criteria, which is given by:
          (15)
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Test System
The DG unit was assumed to be integrated in an IEEE 14 bus test system. Figure 2 shows the 
single line diagram of IEEE 14-bus test system which consists of 5 generator buses, 9 load 
buses and 20 branches. The total real load of the system is 259 MW and reactive load is 112 
MVar. The real and reactive power losses in the base case of IEEE 14 bus test system obtained 
using Newton Raphson method is 13.5929 MW and 56.9096 MVar respectively (Pai, 1979).
Figure 1. Single line diagram of IEEE 14 test system
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2. Weights Values 
The values of weights in multi-objective function are different based on the engineer’s 
concern. In general, it is not easy to identify suitable weight values for each index. Engineers 
and operators of plants who have experience with distribution systems should be able to 
identify the suitable values of the weights. During this study, the values of the weights were 
assumed positive andW1 related to active power losses is restricted between 0.35 and 0.50, 
W2 related to reactive power losses is restricted between 0.1 and 0.30 W3 related to voltage 
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Weights Values
The values of weights in multi-objective function are different based on the engineer’s concern. 
In general, it is not easy to identify suitable weight values for each index. Engineers and 
operators of plants who have experience with distribution systems should be able to identify 
the suitable values of the weights. During this study, the values of the weights were assumed 
positive andW1 related to active power losses is restricted between 0.35 and 0.50, W2 related 
to reactive power losses is restricted between 0.1 and 0.30 W3 related to voltage division is 
restricted between 0.1 and 0.30, W4 and W5 related to capacity of line and short circuit level 
are fixed at 0.10 (see Table 1). 
Table 1 
Set of weights with corresponding fitness values
Set No W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 Best fitness
1 0.35 0.20 0.25 0.10 0.10 0.758131
2 0.35 0.25 0.20 0.10 0.10 0.805079
3 0.35 0.30 0.15 0.10 0.10 0.852028
4 0.35 0.15 0.30 0.10 0.10 0.711182
5 0.40 0.20 0.20 0.10 0.10 0.805079
6 0.40 0.30 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.898977
7 0.40 0.10 0.30 0.10 0.10 0.721182
8 0.40 0.25 0.15 0.10 0.10 0.852028
9 0.40 0.15 0.25 0.10 0.10 0.758130
10 0.45 0.20 0.15 0.10 0.10 0.852028
11 0.45 0.15 0.20 0.10 0.10 0.805079
12 0.45 0.10 0.25 0.10 0.10 0.758130
13 0.45 0.25 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.898977
14 0.50 0.15 0.15 0.10 0.10 0.852028
15 0.50 0.20 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.898977
16 0.50 0.10 0.20 0.10 0.10 0.805079
From Table 1, set number 4 which shows the minimum fitness function is selected as a weighting 
set for MOF eq. (9). Thus, the weights for each index are described as w1=0.35, w2=0.15, 
w3=0.30, w4=0.10 and w5=0.10. 
Results Considering DG 
In order to find the best place for DG units and their respective optimal sizes in the system, 
the buses that have minimum fitness values  will consider their respective size. The results 
obtained by using DE method are tabulated and shown in Table 2.
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Table 2 
Optimal DG size with respective fitness value
Bus No. Fitness DG size MW Bus No. Fitness DG size MW
4 0.7109 25.977 11 0.7203 25.7435
5 0.7311 25.6087 12 0.7283 25.9943
7 0.7100 25.6194 13 0.7124 25.7466
9 0.7090 25.8660 14 0.7034 25.9220
10 0.7153 24.3677
From Table 2, the best three locations with minimum fitness values based on their respective 
optimal sizes were selected to become candidate buses to install the DG unit in their test 
system. The associated power losses and voltage levels for each candidate bus are determined 
using Newton Raphson load flow  based on the optimal size of the DG unit. The results are 
compared in Table 3. 
Table 3 
Total power losses of the test system with DG
Bus 
No DG size MW
Total Real losses MW Total Reactive losses 
MVar
Percentage of 
reduction
Without DG With DG Without DG With DG P Q
9 25.8660 10.956 44.141 19.4% 22.4%
7 25.6194 10.925 45.577 19.6 % 19.9 %
From Table 3, it is clear bus 14 is an optimal location to install DG unit in the test system 
according to the percentage of loss. The total real power loss is 10.738 MW (21% loss) while 
the reduction of the reactive power loss is 43.426MVar (23.9% loss). Table 4 provides optimal 
location details.
Table 4 
Optimal location details of system with DG
Optimal DG Parameter of optimal DG location and size
Total real
 losses
Total 
reactive
 losses
location  size LIP LIQ VD LLC SC MOF
14 25.922 0.799 0.775 0.047 0.946 1.038 0.7072 10.738 43.426
The values of LLC and SCI were increased by an acceptable amount from (0.831) and (0.725) 
in the normal case to become (0.946) and (1.038) after adding the DG units. Therefore, it 
is necessary to update the protection devices after including DG units with the distribution 
system. The voltage levels of test system were increased after including the DG unit within 
the acceptable limits (0.95-1.1p.u) for generating buses and (0.95-1.05) for load buses (Alsac 
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& Stott, 1974). Table 5 compares voltage in two cases, without DG and with DG located at 
the best place with optimal size determined by DE method. 
Table 5 
Voltage profile of test system
Bus No. Type of Bus
Voltage profile Voltage profile
Without 
DG
With DG Bus No. Type of Bus Without 
DG
With DG
1 generating 1.0600 1.0600 8 generating 1.0800 1.0800
2 generating 1.0450 1.0450 9 load 1.0305 1.0372
3 generating 1.0100 1.0100 10 load 1.0299 1.0355
4 load 1.0131 1.0183 11 load 1.0461 1.0490
5 load 1.0165 1.0212 12 load 1.0432 1.0452
6 generating 1.0700 1.0700 13 load 1.0466 1.0485
7 load 1.0456 1.0472 14 load 1.0192 1.0426
The DE method improves the voltage levels of almost all buses while ensuring that no voltage 
level rises above the acceptable limit. Figure 2 provides a comparison.
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Optimal size and suitable location of DG unit that supply only active power (Type 1 DG unit) 
to the system have been addressed in this paper. The best locations and optimal sizes have 
been identified by minimising the multi-objective index using artificial intelligence methods. 
Among the many different heuristic optimisation algorithms, DE provides better results in 
terms of reduction in real and reactive power losses and improving  the voltage profile of the 
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to the system have been addressed in this paper. The best locations and optimal sizes have 
been id ntifi d by minimising the multi-objective index using artificial intelligence methods. 
Among the many different heuristic optimisation algorithms, DE provides better results in 
terms of reduction in real and reactive power losses and improving  the voltage profile of the 
distribution system. Reduction in the real power loss is 21% while reduction in the reactive 
power losses is 23.96%. The voltage level of bus 14 is increased from 1.019 to 1.0426 after 
integration with the DG unit.
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ABSTRACT
Hydrogen fuel cell (HFC) is one of the renewable resources to address fossil fuel depletion and global 
warming. Its primary advantages are power is generated from renewable fuel hydrogen and the emission 
is only water. However, HFC supplies power in a slow dynamic response. In fuel cell electrical vehicle 
(FCEV), energy storage system (ESS), i.e. supercapacitor and battery, is required to immediately 
compensate the difference between load demand and  power supply; the lifetime of HFC is affected 
by current ripple. In order to manage power flow between HFC and load, HFC is interfaced with a 
unidirectional DC-DC converter. The converter steps up the terminal fuel cell voltage and regulate the 
voltage before it is connected to the load. Among the proposed HFC DC-DC converters, interleaved 
DC-DC converter seems more suitable for FCEV application due to its advantages. When galvanic 
isolation is required, current fed full bridge converter receives significant consideration as the module 
of interleaved converter. This paper simulates interleaved current fed full bridge (ICFFB) converter and 
discusses the suitability of ICFFB for FCEV application.   
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INTRODUCTION
Demand for renewable resources is a result 
of fossil fuel depletion and concerns over 
global warming. In 2013, the transport sector 
accounted for 23% of the global Green House 
Gas emission, the second largest contributor 
(International Energy Agency, 2015). Fuel 
cell electric vehicle (FCEV) is a revolutionary 
technology that addresses this issue as it emits 
only water and does not need gasoline fuel. 
Hydrogen fuel cell (HFC)/battery/
supercapacitor architecture is found to be 
very fulfilling in the dynamic driving cycle 
in FCEV (Zandi et al., 2011). The HFC is 
unable to instantaneously fulfil all the load 
demand, especially during dynamic load cycle 
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(Thounthong, Tricoli, & Davat, 2014). Thus, the difference between load demand and  power 
supply from HFC is compensated by energy storage system (ESS), i.e. supercapacitor and 
battery in FCEV. Moreover, ESS could be recharged by HFC or during regenerative braking. 
For ease of power flow management, HFC is interfaced with unidirectional DC-DC converter 
and each ESS component is interfaced with bidirectional DC-DC converter. Besides power 
flow management, the HFC DC-DC converter step ups and regulates HFC terminal voltage 
at designated level, since HFC terminal voltage is low and decreases when the HFC current 
supply increases. While HFC is vulnerable to low frequency ripple, the current source DC-DC 
converter for HFC is favourable (Wei & Fahimi, 2010). As high ripple current reduces HFC 
lifetime (Thounthong et al., 2014), the ripple on input current of HFC converter should be low. 
In recent years, HFC current source DC-DC converters that have higher efficiency, 
power handling capability, step-up ratio, lower input current ripple etc. have been invented. 
The HFC DC-DC converters include non-isolated DC-DC converter (Al-Saffar & Ismail, 
2015; Kuo-Ching & Jian-Ting, 2013; Sabzali, Ismail, & Behbehani, 2015), isolated DC-DC 
converter (Xuancai et al., 2005), interleaved converter (Hegazy, Van Mierlo, & Lataire, 2012; 
Kong & Khambadkone, 2007; Subsingha & Sarakarn, 2012) etc. Some of the non-isolated 
DC-DC converters are derived to further increase the step-up ratio without extreme duty 
cycle by inclusion of coupled inductor (Kuo-Ching & Jian-Ting, 2013), by integration of 
different DC-DC converters (Al-Saffar & Ismail, 2015; Sabzali et al., 2015) or by using cell 
multiplier (Rosas-Caro et al., 2015; Wuhua, Weichen, Yan, & Xiangning, 2010). Among the 
DC-DC converters, interleaved DC-DC converter is preferable for HFC application due to 
its many advantages of load sharing, have ripple cancellation effect on input current, higher 
reliability in supplying power etc. (Guilbert, Gaillard, Mohammadi, N’Diaye, & Djerdir, 2015; 
Kong & Khambadkone, 2007; Phatiphat Thounthong & Davat, 2010). Interleaved converter 
is constructed by paralleling the input of the identical modules (DC-DC converters) and the 
phase of the carrier signals are distributed evenly over a cycle and thus, DC-DC converters 
can be considered as a module for interleaving. When galvanic isolation is not necessary, 
classical boost converter with a hard switching technique can be considered (Hegazy et al., 
2012; Subsingha & Sarakarn, 2012) due to ease of control and analysis. Galvanic isolation 
is required between supply and the load, full bridge converter is a more popular selection. 
Compared with push-pull DC-DC converter and half bridge converter, full bridge converter 
has lower switching stress, higher switch and transformer utilisation.   
In this paper, an interleaved current fed full bridge (ICFFB) DC-DC converter consisting 
of four modules will be simulated in MATLAB. Full bridge converter is chosen as a module 
due to its advantages. The following sections will discuss in detail the operating principle of 
ICFFB DC-DC converter,  the MATLAB model and the simulation results.  
OPERATION OF ICFFB DC-DC CONVERTER 
Figure 1 depicts ICFFB DC-DC converter that consists of four modules (Kong & Khambadkone, 
2007). The first module has four switching states. As shown in Figure 2(a), during the first 
switching state SS1, all switches (S1-S2-S3-S4) is on and inductor L1 is charged (current i1 
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increases) while both capacitor C1 and C2 is discharged (each capacitor voltage decreases) 
supplying power to the load R. In switching state SS2 as shown in Figure 2(b), switches S3-S4 
are off and switches S1-S2 are on. Inductor L1 is discharged (current i1 decreases), i.e. current 
i1 enters transformer Tx1 in negative cycle, to transfer energy to capacitor C2 (capacitor C2 
voltage increases due to the charging) while capacitor C1 is discharging. Next, switching state 
SS3 is identical to switching state SS1. Finally, in switching state SS4 as illustrated in Figure 
2(c), switches S3-S4 are on and switches S1-S2 are off. Inductor L1 is discharged, i.e. current 
i1 enters transformer Tx1 in positive cycle, to transfer energy to capacitor C1 while capacitor 
C2 is discharging. 
Figure 1. ICFFB DC-DC converter (four modules)
Figure 1 depicts ICFFB DC-DC converter that consists of four modules (Kong & 
Khambadkone, 2007). The first module has four switching states. As shown in Figure 2(a), 
during the first switching state SS1, all switches (S1-S2-S3-S4) is on and inductor L1 is 
charged (current i1 increases) while both capacitor C1 and C2 is discharged (each capacitor 
voltage decreases) supplying power to the load R. In switching state SS2 as shown in Figure 
2(b), switches S3-S4 are off and switches S1-S2 are on. Inductor L1 is discharged (current i1 
decreases), i.e. current i1 enters transformer Tx1 in negative cycle,  transf r n rgy to 
capacitor C2 (capacitor C2 voltage increases due to the charging) while capacitor C1 is 
discharging. Next, switching state SS3 is identical to switching state SS1. Finally, in 
switching state SS4 as illus rated in Figure 2(c), switches S3-S4 are on and switches S1-S2 
are off. Inductor L1 is discharged, i.e. current i1 enters transformer Tx1 in positive cycle, to 
transfer energy to capacitor C1 while capacitor C2 is discharging.  
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The first module has  switching operation with repeat switching states of SS1, SS2, SS3 and SS4. 
Meanwhile, each of the remaining modules has  similar switching operation that corresponds 
with the relevant switches, inductor, transformer and capacitors. For example, the second 
module has switching states involving switches S5-S6-S7-S8, inductor L2, transformer Tx2 
and capacitors C3 and C4. 45° phase delay is imposed between the switching of the adjacent 
modules, i.e. first to fourth modules respectively has the phase delay of 0°, 45°, 90° and 135°. 
Contrary to Thounthong et al. (2009), the 45° phase delay (between the switching of the adjacent 
modules) is derived from equation (1), where m is the quantity of modules, since two switches 
are switched concurrently in each module. 
      Phase Delay = 2π/m   (1)
By the interleaving of the four modules, capacitor C1 to C8 are connected in series to provide 
output voltage Vo to load R. The small signal analysis of ICFFB DC-DC converter has been 
discussed by Kong and Khambadkone (2007). Equation 2 shows the voltage transfer ratio 
(Kong & Khambadkone, 2007), where Vo is the output voltage, Vcg is the voltage of capacitor 
Cg, m is the quantity of the modules, n is the transformer winding ratio (n:1) and D is the duty 
cycle of the switches. Quantity of modules boosts the voltage transfer ratio. 
           (2)
ICFFB DC-DC CONVERTER MATLAB MODEL
MATLAB model ICFFB DC-DC converter is developed (see Figure 1). Table 1 shows the 
specification of the converter.  The simulation is carried out in MATLAB with open loop system 
and FC block as the DC voltage source Vg. The FC block possesses characteristic curve of 
the commercially available fuel cell power module Nexa 1200 (one of the core components 
in the modular fuel cell training system - Nexa Training System) and the parameter is shown 
in Table 2 (Heliocentris Energiesysteme GmbH; Heliocentris Energiesysteme GmbH, 2012). 
Figure 2. Equivalent circuit for switching state (a) SS1/SS3 (b) SS2 (c) SS4
 
Figure 2. Equivalent circuit for switching state (a) SS1/SS3 (b) SS2 (c) SS4 
The first module has  switching operation with repeat switching states of SS1, SS2, SS3 
and SS4. Meanwhile, each of the remaining modules has  similar switching operation that 
corresponds with the relevant switches, inductor, transformer and capacitors. For example, 
the second module has switching states involving switches S5-S6-S7-S8, inductor L2, 
transformer Tx2 and capacitors C3 and C4. 45� phase delay is imposed between the 
switching of the adjacent modules, i.e. first to fourth modules respectively has the phase 
delay of 0�, 45�, 90� and 135�. Contrary to P. Thounthong et al. (2009), the 45� phase 
delay (between the switching of the adjacent modules) is derived from equation (1), where m 
is the quantity of modules, since two switches are switched concurrently in each module.  
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By the interleaving of the four modules, capacitor C1 to C8 are connected in series to 
provide output voltage Vo to load R. The small signal analysis of ICFFB DC-DC converter 
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Carrier signal of first module to fourth module has the phase delay of 0°, 45°, 90° and 
135°respectively to achieve 45° phase delay between the switching of the adjacent modules. 
Pulse width modulation signals are generated for the switching. 
SIMULATION RESULT
Simulation has been carried for 0.4s and the result is shown in Table 3. The simulation 
waveforms are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4. Figure 3(a) shows that the output voltage Vo 
is 65.39V with ripple 0.041V. Figure 3(b) shows the waveform of output current io 6.54A with 
ripple 0.0041A when the load is 10Ω. Figure 4(a) shows that the fuel cell voltage Vg 31.52V 
with ripple 2.61V. Figure 4(b) shows the input current ig 13.24A with ripple 0.021A. Figure 
4(c) shows the waveform of inductor current i1, i2, i3 and i4 3.31A with ripple 0.12A. Figure 
4(d) shows the waveform for voltage capacitor C1, C3, C5 and C7. 
Table 1 
ICFFB DC-DC converter specification
Voltage transfer ratio Vo/Vcg 2
Inductor L1 to L4 1.16mH
Capacitor C1 to C8 470μF
Capacitor Cg 33μF
Transformer winding ratio n:1 5:1
Load R 10Ω
Switching frequency f 25kHz
Duty cycle D 0.6
Table 2 
Fuel cell block parameter (Nexa 1200)
Fuel cell voltage Vg 18 – 36V
Rated output power Po 1200W
Efficiency (at rated output power) η 50%
Cell quantity - 36
Table 3 
Simulation result
Average Ripple
Output voltage Vo (V) 65.39 0.041
Output current io (A) 6.54 0.0041
Fuel cell voltage Vg (V) 31.52 2.61
Capacitor Cg voltage Vcg (V) 32.7 0.041
Input current ig (A) 13.24 0.021
Inductor current i1, i2, i3, i4 (A) 3.31 0.12
Capacitor C1/C3/C5/C7 voltage Vc1/Vc3/Vc5/Vc7 (V) 8.15 0.36
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All inductor currents, each 3.31A, is equal to the input current ig 13.24A. This shows 
that the load current is equally shared among the modules. The ripple of each inductor current 
Figure 3. Simulation result (a) output voltage Vo (b) output current io
Capacitor Cg voltage Vcg (V) 32.7 0.041 
Input current ig (A) 13.24 0.021 
Inductor current i1, i2, i3, i4 (A) 3.31 0.12 
Capacitor C1/C3/C5/C7 voltage  
Vc1/Vc3/Vc5/Vc7 (V) 
8.15 0.36 
 
Figure 3. Simulation result (a) output voltage Vo (b) output current io 
 
Figure 4. Simulation result (a) fuel cell voltage Vg (b) input current ig (c) inductor current i1, i2, i3, i4 
(d) capacitor voltage Vc1, Vc3, Vc5, Vc7
Figure 4. Simulation result (a) fuel cell voltage Vg (b) input current ig (c) inductor current i1, i2, 
i3, i4 (d) capacitor voltage Vc1, Vc3, Vc5, Vc7 
All inductor currents, each 3.31A, is equal to the input current ig 13.24A. This shows that 
the load current is equally shared among the modules. The ripple of each inductor current 
0.12A compensates each other and yields smaller ripple on the input current ig 0.021A, i.e. 
ripple cancellation effect. From Figure 4(d), the voltage of each output capacitor is 8.15V. 
The summation of all capacitors C1 to C8, each 8.15V, is close to the output voltage Vo 
65.39V, suggesting the capacitor of smaller voltage rating could be utilised. Table 3 shows 
the ratio between output voltage Vo and capacitor Cg voltage Vcg is two, complying with the 
voltage transfer ratio that is expressed in equation (2). 
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0.12A compensates each other and yields smaller ripple on the input current ig 0.021A, i.e. 
ripple cancellation effect. From Figure 4(d), the voltage of each output capacitor is 8.15V. The 
summation of all capacitors C1 to C8, each 8.15V, is close to the output voltage Vo 65.39V, 
suggesting the capacitor of smaller voltage rating could be utilised. Table 3 shows the ratio 
between output voltage Vo and capacitor Cg voltage Vcg is two, complying with the voltage 
transfer ratio that is expressed in equation (2).
CONCLUSION
This paper simulates ICFFB DC-DC converter that consists of four modules. From the 
simulation result, each module carries the same load current. Load sharing among the modules 
in the interleaved converter shows components of smaller rating could be used compared with 
non-interleaved converter, especially inductor and transformer. Besides, the ripple cancellation 
effect will minimise the HFC lifetime reduction. Interleaved converter depicts higher reliability 
in supplying power to the load. If one of the modules malfunctions, interleaved converter is 
still able to supply power at the total power rating of the remaining modules. The load sharing, 
ripple cancellation effect, higher reliability and the galvanic isolation between HFC and load 
are the advantages of ICFFB DC-DC converter for FCEV application. 
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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a novel double series resonant dc-dc converter with uniform voltage stress on a 
transformer. It consists of a half-bridge inverter with  two power switches (IGBTs), two series resonant 
tank, two high-voltage transformers and a symmetrical voltage multiplier circuit. A symmetrical voltage 
multiplier circuit is connected at the secondary side of the high voltage transformer to generate desired 
high voltage dc output. Due to use of voltage multiplier circuit, the proposed converter requires smaller 
turns ratio of the high voltage transformer, leading to reduction in size and volume of the transformer. 
The proposed converter operates in discontinuous current mode by varying the switching frequency of 
the converter. In a discontinuous current mode operation, all the power switches and output diodes of the 
rectifier circuit turn-on and turn-off under zero current switching conditions. Therefore, it has features 
of low switching losses and possibility of light-load operation. Besides, it costs less and is smaller in 
size compared with conventional double series resonant dc-dc converter. It also has a simple operating 
principle and suitable for high voltage and high power applications. Experimental results confirm the 
proposed converter performs better than the others. 
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INTRODUCTION
High voltage dc power supplies are used 
in electrostatic precipitators, particle 
accelerators, lasers, X-ray systems and 
industrial test equipment (Kulkarni et al., 
2000). A dc high voltage power supply 
normally consists of a dc-ac inverter, high 
voltage transformer (HVT), high voltage 
rectifier and controller, among others. (Jang 
et al., 2010). The HVT is the most critical 
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component in  high voltage power supplies. The design of the HVT is quite different compare 
with the conventional transformer. When HVT is used to produce high output voltage, it has a 
high number of turn’s ratio. Due to this reason, the parasitic capacitance referred to the primary 
side of the transformer is multiplied by the square of two of the number of the turn’s ratio. 
Therefore, a HVT has significant leakage inductance and parasitic capacitance. The parasitic 
components give voltage and current spikes and affect the performance of the converter (Li 
et al., 2007).
To overcome the problems causes by HVT, studies have proposed several types of resonant 
converters. Resonant converters can achieve zero current switching (ZCS) and zero voltage 
switching (ZVS) at the converter and can operate at a higher switching frequency that can 
also reduce the size of the converters (Ye et al., 2008). There are various types of the resonant 
converter topologies such as series resonant converters (SRC), parallel resonant converters 
(PRC) and series-parallel resonant converters (SPRC). All of these converters have their own 
merits and demerits. The SRC is often used in the high voltage power supplies because it is 
free from saturation and has simple frequency control (Pijl et al., 2009), good efficiency both 
at heavy and light load (Pan et al., 2013) and inherent capability of short circuit protection 
(Chakraborty et al., 2002). The SRC that operates in a discontinuous current mode (DCM) are 
mainly used in high voltage application because of advantages when adopting DCM operation 
which is ZCS turn-on and anti-parallel diodes turn-on and turn-off naturally at the power 
switches and low switching losses (Singh et al., 2013). Sze Sing et al., (2012) proposed double 
series resonant high voltage dc-dc converter in order to reduce the conduction loss and improve 
efficiency. However, this converter has certain drawbacks, namely unequal dc voltage stress on 
transformers. It is equal to Vo/2 for transformer T1 while it is zero for transformer T2. Due to 
this reason, transformer T1 need to be designed with larger isolation distance between primary 
and secondary windings leading to larger leakage inductance compared with transformer T2.
This paper proposes double series resonant dc-dc converter with uniform voltage stress on 
HVT-based symmetrical voltage multiplier (SVM). In the proposed converter, the secondary 
windings of the high voltage transformer are connected to the SVM circuit; therefore, the dc 
voltage stress on the HVTs is uniform. It is equal for both transformers, T1 and T2, respectively 
because of their common grounding. Therefore, transformer T1 and T2 can be designed with 
same isolation distance between primary and secondary windings so that the value of leakage 
inductance is same for both transformers, T1 and T2. Furthermore, the proposed converters 
perform better. 
CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION AND PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
The proposed double series resonant dc-dc converter with uniform voltage stress on high 
voltage transformers is shown in Figure1. The proposed converter circuit consists of half 
bridge inverter  that has two power switches, S1 and S2, two resonant capacitors, Cr1 and Cr2, 
two high voltage transformers, T1 and T2, SVM circuit and output load resistor. The leakage 
inductances, Lr1 and Lr2, are of the primary windings, T1 and T2 of the HVTs respectively. The 
inverter circuit is to invert the lower dc voltage from the input voltage into ac voltage. Power 
switches S1 and S2 operate in complementary fashion with interleaved half switching cycle. The 
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resonant capacitors, Cr1 and Cr2 are connected in series with the leakage inductances, Lr1 and 
Lr2 respectively. Therefore, two series resonant tank circuits are formed which are resonant 
tank circuit-1 and resonant tank circuit-2. Resonant tank circuit-1 consists of Lr1 and Cr1, and 
resonant tank circuit-2 consists of Lr2 and Cr2. The main purpose of the HVTs is to boost the 
secondary voltage to desired levels and also to obtain the electrical isolation between primary 
and secondary side of the HVT circuit. The secondary windings of the transformer are connected 
to the m-stage of the SVM circuit. The secondary voltage of the HVTs is multiplied by m-stage; 
therefore, maximum output voltage of the SVM circuit is nearly Vo=2mνs(max).
Figure 1. The proposed double series resonant dc-dc converters with uniform voltage stress on high voltage 
transformers
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interleaved half switching cycle. The discontinuous conduction mode (DCM) of operation 
occurs when the switching frequency, fs of the converter is less than half of its resonant 
frequency, fr, i.e.
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These series resonant circuits are fed alternatively by operating the power switches with an 
interleaved half switching cycle. The discontinuous conduction mode (DCM) of operation 
occurs when the switching frequency, fs of the converter is less than half of its resonant 
frequency, fr, i.e. 
 1
2s r
f f≤   (1) 
where, fr is the natural frequency of resonant tank and expressed as 
 1resonant frequency
2r r r
f
L C
= =
π
  (2) 
Here, Lr is the leakage inductance and Cr is the resonant capacitor. In the proposed converter, 
the two resonant capacitors are connected in series to the input dc source through primary 
windings, so that the voltage stress on these capacitors is reduced to half compared with 
conventional full-bridge inverter high-voltage dc-dc converter. 
3. Analysis of Steady-State Operation 
The key steady-state waveforms of the proposed converter for one complete switching 
cycle are shown in Figure 2. There are six modes of operation in one switching cycle and the 
equivalent circuits of these modes of operation are shown in Figure 3. To simplify the 
analysis, following assumptions are made: 
• All the components are assumed to be identical by Lr=Lr1=Lr2 and Cr=Cr1=Cr2. 
• The turns ratio of the transformer is k=NP1/NS1=NP2/NS2 of the transformers, T1 and T2 
respectively.  
The output voltage  in the primary side of the transformer is obtained by dividing secondary 
voltage with transformer turn’s ratio, k and it is assumed that capacitors of the voltage 
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Here, Lr is the leakage inductance and Cr is the resonant capacitor. In the proposed converter, 
the two resonant capacito s are connected in series to the input dc sou ce through primary 
windings, so that the voltage stress on these capacitors is reduced to half compared with 
conventional full-bridge inverter high-voltage dc-dc converter.
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ANALYSIS OF STEADY-STATE OPERATION
The key steady-state waveforms of the proposed converter for one complete switching cycle are 
shown in Figure 2. There are six modes of operation in one switching cycle and the equivalent 
circuits of these modes of operation are shown in Figure 3. To simplify the analysis, following 
assumptions are made:
• All the components are assumed to be identical by Lr=Lr1=Lr2 and Cr=Cr1=Cr2.
• The turns ratio of the transformer is k=NP1/NS1=NP2/NS2 of the transformers, T1 and T2 
respectively. 
The output voltage  in the primary side of the transformer is obtained by dividing secondary 
voltage with transformer turn’s ratio, k and it is assumed that capacitors of the voltage multiplier 
circuit are large enough so that voltage ripples across these capacitors are significant in a 
steady-state operation.
Figure 2. The key steady-state waveform of the proposed resonant converters over one switching cycle
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Mode 1 [t0 ≤ t ≤ t1]: This mode begins when the power switch, S1 is turned on and the 
resonant currents, iLr1 and iLr2 start flowing sinusiodally in the negative and positive directions 
respectively. Hence, resonant capacitor Cr1 is discharging and capacitor Cr2 is charging during 
this mode of the operation. The resonant currents  increases from zero, thus S1 are turn-on with 
ZCS and dc source supplies power to be consumed by the load and stored in the resonant tank. 
Input current iin is identical to the iLr2 in this mode. This mode ends when the iLr1 and iLr2 
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The equations of iLr1(t),vCr1(t), iLr2(t), and vCr2(t) during this mode are given by
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Mode 2 [t1 ≤ t ≤ t2]: At the beginning of this mode at time t=t1, resonant currents, iLr1 and 
iLr2 start flowing though the anti-parallel diode, D1, of the power switch, S1. During this mode, 
the iLr1 and iLr2  swings sinusoidally in the positive and negative directions respectively. 
Therefore, S1 is turn off with ZCS and ZVS conditions. This mode ends when the iLr1 and iLr2 
reach zero at t=t2. The equivalent circuit related to this mode of operation is shown in Figure 
3(b). The equations of iLr1(t), vCr1(t), iLr2(t) and vCr2(t) during this mode are given by 
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Mode 2 [t1 ≤ t 2]: At the beginning of this mode at time t=t1, resonant currents, iLr1 and iLr2 
start flowing though the anti-parallel diode, D1, of the power switch, S1. During this mode, the 
iLr1 and iLr2  swings sinusoidally in the positive and negative directions respectively. Therefore, 
S1 is turn off with ZCS and ZVS conditions. This mode ends when the iLr1 and iLr2 reach zero 
at t=t2. The equivalent circuit related to this mode of operation is shown in Figure 3(b). The 
equations of iLr1(t), vCr1(t), iLr2(t) and vCr2(t) during this mode are given by
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Mode 3 [t1 ≤ t ≤ t2]: At time t=t2, the power switch, S1 are turn-off and the resonant 
currents, iLr1 and iLr2 are zero. As a result, the voltages across resonant capacitors vCr1 and vCr2 
will be same as at time t=t2. The minimum duration of this mode must be greater than zero to 
ensure DCM operation of the converter. Therefore, no energy transfer occurs from source to 
load during this mode. The equivalent circuit related to this mode of operation is shown in 
Figure 3(c). The equations of vCr1(t) and vCr2(t) during this mode are given by 
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Mode 5 [t3 ≤ t ≤ t4]: At time t=t4 when the resonant currents, iLr1 and iLr2 begin flowing 
through anti-parallel diode, D2, of the power switch, S2, in the reverse direction. In this mode, 
S2 is turn-off under ZCS and ZVS conditions. In this mode, both resonant tanks transfer 
energy to the load. This mode ends when the iLr1 and iLr2 becomes zero at time t=t5. The 
equivalent circuit related to this mode of operation is shown in Figure 3(e). The equations of 
iLr1(t), vCr1(t), iLr2(t), and vCr2(t) during this mode are given by 
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Mode 6 [t4 ≤ t ≤ t5]: This mode is same with Mode 3, so the power switch, S2 is turn-off 
and the resonant currents iLr1 and iLr2 are zero. As a result, the voltages across resonant 
capacitors vCr1 and vCr2 will be constant as at time t=t5. The equivalent circuit is shown in 
Figure 3(f) and equations of vCr1(t) and vCr2(t) are given by 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A prototype of the proposed resonant converter was built and tested to validate the feasibility of 
the converter. The design specifications of the experimental prototype are as follows: Vin=100 
V, k=5, fr=75 kHz, Ro=20 kΩ, Cr=Cr1=Cr2=110 nF, and Lr=Lr1=Lr2=46 µH. Figure 4(a) and 
4(b) shows the waveforms of the gate signal of the power switches VGE1 and VGE2 and resonant 
currents, iLr1 and iLr2 for switching frequency of 25-kHz and 35-kHz respectively. It can be 
observed that when the power switch, S1 is turned on, iLr1 and iLr2 flow sinusoidally in the 
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negative and positive direction respectively. When power switch S2 is turned-on, then iLr1 and 
iLr2 flow in the positive and negative direction respectively. Thus, the both resonant currents 
are inverted replica of each other. From the waveforms, power switches S1 and S2 are turned 
ON and OFF at ZCS. Thus, the switching losses are negligible. 
Figure 4. Experimental waveforms of the gate signal of the power switches, VGE1 and VGE2 and resonant 
currents, iLr1 and iLr2 for switching frequency (a) 25-kHz and (b) 35-kHz respectively
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capacitors at the Figure 6(a) is smaller compared with Figure 6(b) because of the low switching 
frequency. Besides, the average resonant voltage  Cr1 and Cr2 is equal to the Vin/2 as shown in 
Figures 6(a) and 6(b).
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Figure 6. Experimental waveforms of the resonant voltages, VCr1 and VCr2 and resonant currents, iLr1 and iLr2 
for switching frequency (a) 25-kHz and (b) 35-kHz respectively
CONCLUSION
A double series resonant dc-dc converter with uniform voltage stress on high voltage 
transformers suitable for high output voltage applications has been proposed in this paper. 
Symmetrical voltage multiplier (SVM) is used to convert ac output voltage/current at the 
secondary transformer to dc ones. The SVM facilitates the decrease in the diode ratings, 
isolation requirement, and transformer turns ratio, as well as facilitates an  increase in the 
total output filter capacitance. The input voltage of 100-V boosts up to 1020-V for switching 
frequency, 35-kHz with the resonant currents which is 4.2-A in this proposed converter. The 
proposed converter has shown lower switching losses because the power switches and output 
diodes operate with ZCS condition under DCM operation.
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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, induction motors are widely used for many industrial processes. The shorted-turn fault of 
the stator-winding is the initial point of stator winding faults. This paper proposes using the Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA) to reduce the dimension of the feature set which is obtained from the Motor 
Current Signature Analysis (MCSA). The six original features consist of the signal power of the three-
phase filtered current signal at 20 Hz to 80 Hz and 120 Hz to 180 Hz of the phases A, B and C. After 
using the PCA, the dimension of the feature set decreases to two new features. These two new features 
are then used to classify the shorted-turn phases of the stator-winding by applying the Artificial Neural 
Network (ANN) classifier. The experimental results demonstrate that the new feature set can decrease 
the complexity of the system. Additionally, the accuracy rate using the new feature set is higher than 
using the original feature set. Therefore, the new feature set can properly improve the efficiency of the 
classification.
Keywords: Induction motor, interturn short circuit fault, shorted-turn fault, stator-winding fault, Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA), Artificial Neural Network (ANN) 
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INTRODUCTION
Induction motors are critical components 
of industries. Approximately 37% of the 
induction motor faults are those of  stator-
winding faults and the shorted-turn fault or 
the interturn short circuit fault of the stator-
winding. (Bonaldi et al., 2012). Consequently, 
a shorted-turn fault detection system is 
necessary.  The shorted-turn fault can be 
observed in harmonic components of the 
current signal. A popular detection method 
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for stator faults is the MCSA which is employed to analyse the motor faults by identifying 
the current spectra at harmonic components of faults (Jung et al., 2006; Thomson, 2001). 
The current spectra are calculated by using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The advantage of 
the MCSA is it does not encroach on the motor operations. Commonly, the MCSA method 
provides many features from the current spectra for the fault detection. These features can be 
reduced by a feature extraction to decrease the dimension of features and the complexity of 
the system. The feature extraction transforms the original feature set into a smaller number of 
features without eliminating the information of features. The combination of feature reduction 
and an Artificial Intelligence (AI) method for induction motor fault diagnosis can  improve the 
performance of the system (Casimir et al., 2006; Widode et al., 2007; Lei et al., 2008; Do & 
Chong, 2011; Sawitri et al., 2012; Gholamshahi et al., 2014; Hammo, 2014; Yang et al., 2006).
This paper presents the feature extraction method to reduce the size of the feature set 
using the PCA. The reduced set of the new feature is used to classify the shorted-turn phases 
by applying the ANN classifier. The  system is verified by experiments, and the experimental 
results reveal that using the new feature set can improve both the complexity and the accuracy 
of the system.
STATOR-WINDING FAULTS
The shorted-turn fault in the stator-winding can be detected by using an air gap flux waveform. 
This waveform is changed by the distortion of the net MMF which is caused from the short 
circuit current flowed into the shorted circuit stator-winding. The harmonic frequency 
components of the air-gap flux waveform in a stator-winding current are calculated by (1),
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where stf  is the harmonic frequency components, 1f is the supply frequency, p  is the pole-
pairs, s  is the slip, k  is 1, 3, 5,… and n  is 1, 2, 3,…, respectively. 
The harmonic frequency components depend on a load size which is related to the slip. 
Normally, the harmonic frequency components dominantly appear when calculation uses 
parameter 1=k , 3=n  and 1=k , 5=n  (Thomson, 2001). In this paper, a three-phase, four-pole 
( )2=p  induction motor is tested at no-load condition. Therefore, the frequency components 
that are used to detect the shorted-turn fault are 25, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150 and 175Hz, 
respectively. The line current power spectra of phase A for the normal motor is shown in 
Figure 5(a). Whereas, Figure 5(b) shows the harmonic frequency components of the line 
current power spectra of phase A in a shorted-turn motor. Since spectra components occur at 
125 Hz and 175 Hz, the shorted-turn fault can be identified. 
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where fst is the harmonic frequency components, f1 is the supply frequency, p is the pole-pairs, 
s is the slip, k is 1, 3, 5,… and n is 1, 2, 3,…, respectively.
The harmonic frequency components depend on a load size which is related to the slip. 
Normally, the harmonic frequency components dominantly appear when calculation uses 
parameter k = 1, n = 3, and k = 1, n = 5 (Thomson, 2001). In this paper, a three-phase, 
four-pole (p = 2) induction motor is tested at no-load condition. Therefore, the frequency 
components that are used to detect the shorted-turn fault are 25, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150 and 175 
Hz, respectively. The line current power spectra of phase A for the normal motor is shown 
in Figure 1(a). Whereas, Figure 1(b) shows the harmonic frequency components of the line 
current power spectra of phase A in a shorted-turn motor. Since spectra components occur at 
125 Hz and 175 Hz, the shorted-turn fault can be identified.
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FEATURE GENERATION
The three-phase current signals are measured and used to generate the original features. The 
original features are calculated by the following methods:
Signal power
The shorted-turn fault of the stator-winding can be detected by the air gap flux spectrum 
analysis. The ranges of the harmonic frequency components for the shorted-turn fault detection 
are 25, 50, 75, 100, 150, 125 and 175 Hz. Accordingly, each phase of the current signal is 
filtered by the band-pass filter at 20 Hz to 80 Hz and 120 Hz to 180 Hz. The filtered current 
signals are used to calculate the signal powers as expressed by (2),
       
 
 
Figure 5.  The current power spectra of the phase A (a) the normal motor; 
(b) the shorted-turn fault in the phase A. 
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The three-phase current signals are measured and used to generate the original features. 
The original features are calculated by the following methods: 
Signal power 
The shorted-turn fault of the stator-winding can be detected by the air gap flux spectrum 
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current signals are used to calculate th  signal powers as expressed by (2), 
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where P  is the signal power, x  is the band-pass filtered signal and N  is the number of 
samples. 
Normalization of data 
Since the signal power values at 20 Hz to 80 Hz and at 120 Hz to 180 Hz are very different, 
then these values should first be normalized. The signal power of each phase is normalized by 
the min-max normalization technique. The normalized value can be calculated by (3) 
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where *x is the normalized value and x  is the signal power value. 
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where P is the signal power, x is the band-pass filtered signal and N is the number of samples.
Normalization of Data
Since the signal power values at 20 Hz to 80 Hz and at 120 Hz to 180 Hz are very different, 
then these values should first be normalised. The signal power of each phase is normalised by 
the min-max normalisation technique. The normalised value can be calculated by (3)
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where x* is the normalised value and x is the signal power value.
PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS
The feature extraction is one of the methods used for reducing the feature dimension. The PCA 
(Jolliffe, 1986) is one of the examples of the feature extraction. The dimension of features is 
reduced by the PCA without eliminating the signal information. The PCA is a technique that 
Figure 1. The current power spectra of the phase A (a) the normal motor;
(b) the shorted-turn fault in the phase A
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the short circuit current flowed into the shorted circuit stator-winding. The harmonic 
frequency components of the air-gap flux waveform in a stator-winding current are calculated 
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where stf  is the harmonic frequency components, 1f is the supply frequency, p  is the pole-
pairs, s  is the slip, k  is 1, 3, 5,… and n  is 1, 2, 3,…, respectively. 
The harmonic frequency components depend on a load size which is related to the slip. 
Normally, the harmonic frequency components dominantly appear when calculation uses 
parameter 1=k , 3=n  and 1=k , 5=n  (Thomson, 2001). In this paper, a three-phase, four-pole 
( )2=p  induction motor is tested at no-load condition. Therefore, the frequency components 
that are used to detect the shorted-turn fault are 25, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150 and 175Hz, 
respectively. The line current power spectra of phase A for the normal motor is shown in 
Figure 5(a). Whereas, Figure 5(b) shows the harmonic frequency components of the line 
current power spectra of phase A in a shorted-turn motor. Since spectra components occur at 
125 Hz and 175 Hz, the shorted-turn f ult can be identified. 
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transforms an original feature set into a smaller feature set. The smaller feature set is transformed 
by using a function that related to the eigenvectors and eigenvalues. The procedures of the 
PCA have 4 steps. In the first step, the original feature set is used to calculate a covariance 
matrix as expressed by (4). 
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Where ijC is the covariance matrix between the feature i  and the feature j , imx is the sample 
m  of the feature i , ix  is the average value of the feature i , jmx  is the sample m  of the feature 
j , jx  is the average value of the feature j  and n  is the number of samples. 
In the second step, the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the covariance matrix are calculated 
using (5) and (6), respectively. 
 vvA ⋅=⋅ λ  (5) 
 0=− IA λ  (6) 
Where A  is the covariance matrix, v  is the eigenvector, λ  is the eigenvalue and I  is the 
identity matrix. 
In the third step, the principal components are the eigenvectors which are selected from the 
eigenvalue ranking. Finally, the fourth step, the smaller feature set is calculated by (7). The 
smaller feature set is the new feature set which is used to classify the shorted-turn fault of the 
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Where Cij is the covariance matrix between the feature i and the feature j, xim is the sample m 
of the fea ur  i, 
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 is th  average value of the feature i, xjm is the sample m of the feature j, 
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is the average value of the feature j and n is the number of samples.
In t e second step, the eigenv ctors and eig nvalues of the covariance ma rix are calculated 
using (5) and (6), respectively.
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PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS 
The feature extraction is one of the methods used for reducing the feature dimension. The 
PCA (Jolliffe, 1986) is one of the examples of the feature extraction. The dimension of 
features is reduced by the PCA without eliminating the signal information. The PCA is a 
technique that transfo ms an original feature set into a smaller feature set. The smaller feature 
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Where ijC is the covariance matrix between the feature i  and the feature j , imx is the sample 
m  of the feature i , ix  is the average value of the feature i , jmx  is the sample m  of the feature 
j , jx  is the average value of the feature j  and n  is the number of samples. 
In the second step, the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the covariance matrix are calculated 
using (5) and (6), respectively.
 vvA ⋅=⋅ λ  (5) 
 0=− IA λ  (6) 
Where A  is the covariance matrix, v  is the eigenvector, λ  is the eigenvalue and I  is the 
identity matrix. 
In the third step, the principal components are the eigenvectors which are selected from the 
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Where A is the covariance matrix, v is the eigenvector, λ is the eigenvalue and I is the identity 
matrix.
In the third step, the principal components are the eigenvectors which are selected from the 
eigenvalue ranking. Finally, the fourth step, the smaller feature set is calculated by (7). The 
smaller feature set is the new feature set which is used to classify the shorted-turn fault of the 
stator-winding.
       
 
 
stator-winding. 
 ( )TTT XvY ×=  (7) 
Where Y  is the new feature set matrix, X  is the original feature set matrix and v  is the 
eigenvector. 
ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK CLASSIFICATION 
The ANN is a  type of  classifier. . It is a model that is inspired from the study of biological 
neural networks. A perceptron is one type of the ANNs that it has many models depended on 
the number of the hidden layer and the hidden cell. In this paper, a single layer perceptron is 
used. The perceptron has a learning algorithm for classification and make  adjustments to the 
weights of input and the biases of hidden layer.. The updated weights and the updated biases 
are calculated by (8) and (9), respectively and the output is calculated by (10). The output is 
calculated by a transfer function which estimates the output by using the total product 
between the weight vector and the input vector. An error between the output and the target 
can be calculated by (11). Finally, the last weights and the last biases are used to classify the 
shorted-turn fault of the stator-winding. 
 Tkkk e pWW ⋅+=+1  (8) 
 kkk ebb +=+1  (9) 
 )( kkk bfa +×= pW  (10) 
 kk ate −=  (11) 
Where 1+kW  is the new weight matrix, kW  is the old weight matrix, ke  is the error, p  is the 
input vector, 1+kb  is the new bias, kb  is the old bias, ka  is the output, f  is the transfer 
function and t is the target. 
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Where Y is the new feature set matrix, X is the original feature set matrix and v is the 
eigenvector.
ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK CLASSIFICATION
The ANN is a type of classifier. It is a model that is inspired from the study of biological 
neural networks. A perceptron is one type of the ANNs that it has many models depended on 
th  number of the idden layer an  the hid en cell. In this paper, a single layer perceptron is 
used. The perceptron has a learning algorithm for classification and make  adjustments to the 
weights of input and the biases of hidden layer. The updated weights and the updated biases 
are calculated by (8) and (9), respectively and the output is calculated by (10). The output 
is calculated by a transfer function which estimates the output by using the total product 
between the weight vector and the input vector. An error between the output and the target 
can be calculated by (11). Finally, the last weights and th  last biases are used to classify the 
shorted-turn fault of the stator-winding.
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Where wk+1 is the new weight matrix, wk is the old weight matrix, ek is the error, p is the input 
vector, bk+1 is the new bias, bk is the old bias, ak is the output, f is the transfer function and t 
is the target.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The three-phase, four-pole, star-connected induction motor is used for the experiment as shown 
in Figure 2. The motor parameters and ratings are also illustrated in Table 1. The three-phase 
current signals are measured by three current sensors. National Instrument (NI) data acquisition 
device at 6,000 Hz sampling rate are used. These measured current signals are filtered at 20 
Hz to 80 Hz and 120 Hz to 180 Hz. Then, the filtered signals are used to calculate the power 
signal, and the results are normalised by (2) and (3), respectively. Therefore, the normalised 
value is the original feature set which is reduced the dimension of features by the PCA. The 
block diagram of the experiment is presented in Figure 3. As mentioned before, this paper uses 
the ANN classifier. Classes of the fault classification include [0 0], [0 1], [1 0] and [1 1]. These 
classes mean a normal motor and shorted-turn faults in the phase A, B and C, respectively. The 
total data set contains of six features and 160 samples. The 80 samples are used as the training 
set, and the 80 samples are used as the test set.
Table 1 
Parameters and ratings of test machines
V Hz r/min kW cosØ A
230∆/400Y 50Hz 1430 2.2 0.79 8.66/4.98
415Y 50Hz 1435 2.2 0.765 4.94
Figure 2. The experimental setup
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The original data set has six features: the signal power of the 20 Hz to 80 Hz filtered signal 
and the 120 Hz to 180 Hz filtered signal in the phase A, B and C. The signal power values are 
normalised between zero to one. The original data set is reduced the size by the PCA. The 
PCA can extract up to two features. The two new features can be plotted the scattered graph as 
presented in Figure 4. From the graph, classes of the fault classification are clearly separated. 
The new feature set is used to create the learning system. The learning results are also shown 
in Table 2. From the learning results, it found that the new feature set uses less number of 
training epoch than the original feature set for all ratio of the train/test data. Similarly, the 
new feature set has less numbers of error samples than the original feature set. Finally, the 
efficiency of the classification is illustrated in Table 3. According to such results, the new 
feature set has the number of training and the classification error less than the original feature 
set. The new feature set provides an  accuracy rate that is higher than the original feature set. 
As reason of the result, the new feature set is the reduced feature set, but it does not eliminate 
the information of features. Therefore, the new feature set can decrease the complexity of the 
system and increase the accuracy rate of the classification system.
Figure 3. The block diagram of the experiment
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Table 5 
The number of training  
Train/Test 
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Epochs Error Epochs Error 
30/70 5 0/112 134 4/112 
50/50 4 0/80 46 3/80 
70/30 3 0/48 40 1/48 
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Table 2 
The number of training 
Train/Test
(%)
With the PCA Without the PCA
Epochs Error Epochs Error
30/70 5 0/112 134 4/112
50/50 4 0/80 46 3/80
70/30 3 0/48 40 1/48
Table 3 
The number of training 
Classification (Perceptron ANN) 
With the PCA Without the PCA
Training sets 80 80
Test sets 80 80
Epochs 4 46
Classification error (%) 0 3.75
Accuracy rate (%) 100 96.25
CONCLUSION
This paper is on using the PCA to reduce the dimension of features. The new feature set is used 
to classify the shorted-turn fault of the stator-winding. Based on our experimental results, the 
six original features  remained in only  two new features. This new feature set can decrease the 
complexity of the classification system. The accuracy rate using the new feature set is  100% 
and  could improve the fault classification system.
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ABSTRACT
Graphene band structure can be modulated when dopant atoms are introduced into graphene sheets. As 
a result, there is flexibility in design and optimisation of electronic devices. In this study, the effects 
of atomic doping to graphene band structure were investigated by using boron and oxygen as dopant 
atoms. Different dopant concentrations and dopant locations in graphene sub lattices were studied by 
using a 4x4 graphene sub lattice which consists of 32 carbon atoms. Results show that both dopants 
cause opening of energy band gap of mono layer graphene. The highest energy band gap (Eg) value for 
graphene doped with boron is 0.52 eV and the highest Eg value for graphene doped with oxygen is 1.67 
eV, in which both results are obtained for highest dopant concentration and farthest dopant’s distance in a 
graphene sheet. This shows that higher dopant concentration and farther dopant’s location in a graphene 
sheet lead to higher energy band gap.
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INTRODUCTION
Graphene is a carbon allotrope arranged 
in a honeycomb lattice with an atomically 
thin layer. It has attracted interest among 
researchers due to its excellent physics 
properties as well as its electrical and 
mechanical properties. Due to this, a lot of 
new applications have been explored using 
graphene, especially as an alternative to 
replace silicon based transistor. However, 
monolayer graphene is a zero bandgap 
material, which means the conduction band 
and the valence band of graphene meet at 
one point. It is known that band gap is the 
difference of energy between the lowest 
point of conduction band and the highest 
point of valence band. Band gap also refers 
to the amount of energy needed to excite the 
electron in the valence to the conduction band 
so that electricity can be conducted. Due to 
that, a band gap is needed in a respective 
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value so that there will be a clear state where the device can be turned on and off. Therefore, 
a lot of measures have been taken in order to open a band gap in graphene. For instance, there 
are studies that had been carried out by applying electric field to bilayer graphene which 
have resulted in band gap due to the breaking of inversion symmetry between two layers 
(McCann, 2006; Castro et al., 2007, Oostinga et al., 2008). However, this method reduced 
the mobility carrier of graphene (Oostinga et al., 2008), in which high mobility carrier can 
only be obtained in monolayer graphene. Carrier mobility is often observed in determining 
performance of devices. Maintaining high carrier mobility in monolayer graphene as well as 
creating a band gap are crucial. Few methods that have been carried to open a band gap in 
monolayer graphene. Modifying the edge structures such as quantum dots /antidotes (Fujita et 
al., 1996, Nakada et al., 1996, Son et al., 2006) and nano ribbons (Singh et al., 2010; Fu¨ rst et 
al., 2009) have shown that band gap can be opened in monolayer graphene. However, tuning 
the band gap magnitude by using this method is difficult due to the complexity in controlling 
the edge structure (Takahashi et al., 2014). Another method that has been proposed to open a 
band gap in monolayer graphene is by applying uniaxial strain to the graphene sheet (Ni et al., 
2008, 2009). However, this method requires a very strong strain in order to open a band gap 
in monolayer graphene. Doping graphene sheets with heteroatoms (Denis et al., 2009, Dai et 
al, 2009) is found to be better in creating band gap in monolayer graphene whilst maintaining 
its high carrier mobility and with better control. 
This paper examines the effect of boron and oxygen doping in graphene band structure. 
Both atoms are known to have the ability to increase the energy band-gap of graphene, Boron 
is recognised as a P-type dopant when it is included in graphene (Rani et al., 2013) and oxygen 
is chosen as the dopant due to its atom size which is quite similar to the size of carbon atom 
and the ability of its valence electrons to make bonds with carbon atoms. In this paper, boron 
and oxygen atoms are introduced in monolayer graphene sheets in graphene band structure.
METHODOLOGY
The simulation has been performed using the Atomistix Tool Kit (ATK) simulator by 
Quantumwise. The band structure of the monolayer graphene sheet is calculated using the 
semi-empirical Huckel (SE Huckel) calculator. The SE Huckel is able to calculate the band 
structure of doped graphene faster than the density functional theories (DFT) calculator because 
it uses simpler models. However, the results from the SE Huckel are similar to the results 
obtained from DFT calculator. 
To perform the simulation, initially, a graphene sheet of 4 x 4 lattices with 32 carbon atoms 
is made.  Boron and oxygen atoms in the graphene sheet are added in different concentrations. 
The dopant atoms are inserted in the graphene sub lattices in 1, 2 and 3 atoms, which provide 
3%, 6% and 9% dopant concentration respectively. The  dopant atoms are also arranged in 
such a way that they are in the same and different sub lattices.  
As shown in Table 1, boron atom in the same graphene sub lattice is labelled  B1. Boron 
atoms in different sub lattices are divided into two different positions, which are represented 
by boron in sub lattice 2 and 3, labelled as B2 and B3 respectively. The same position and 
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concentration arrangement are also applied for oxygen atoms, and labelled as O1, O2 and O3. 
The dopant atoms in sub lattice 2 involves the inclusion of dopant atoms in two neighbouring 
sub lattices, while the dopant atoms in sub lattice 3 separates the dopant atoms in the farthest 
distance. The dopant atoms arrangement in the graphene sheet is shown in Table 1 below.
Table 1 
Structure of monolayer graphene doped with boron (B) and oxygen (O) atoms at different concentrations 
and different locations 
Dopant 
concentration
Boron in 
same sub 
lattice
(B1)
Oxygen in 
same sub 
lattice
(O1)
B o r o n  i n 
different sub 
lattice 1
(B2)
Oxygen  i n 
different sub 
lattice 1
(O2)
B o r o n  i n 
different sub 
lattice 2
(B3)
Oxygen  i n 
different sub 
lattice 2
(O3)
3 %
6 %
9 %
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The inclusion of boron in the graphene sheet changes the properties of graphene into p-type. This 
is due to the lower number of electron valence in boron compared with carbon that results in the 
Fermi level of graphene shifting below the Dirac point (or also known as K point). With the  
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Monolayer graphene doped with boron
The inclusion of boron in the graphene sheet changes the properties of graphene into p-type. 
This is due to the lower number of electron valence in boron compared with carbon that results 
in the Fermi level of graphene shifting below the Dirac point (or also known as K point). With 
the  Fermi level, the band gap opening is also expected to occur with the inclusion of boron in 
graphene. As shown in Figure1 for graphene doped with boron in the same sub lattice (B1) (refer 
Table 1), the opening of band gap is observed for all 3 different concentrations, with energy 
gap of 0.16 eV for 3%, 0.21 eV for 6% and 0.37 eV for 9% boron concentration. The linear 
increment of this energy gap is in agreement with previous studies (see for example, Rani et 
al., 2013); however, it is slightly different in terms of value.  It is suggested that this band gap 
opening at the K point of monolayer graphene with the inclusion of boron atoms is caused by 
the broken  symmetrical hexagonal structure in the graphene sub lattices (Rani et al., 2013).
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The effect of dopant atoms at different graphene sub lattice 1 (B2) is shown in Table) at 
the same concentration of boron at 6% and 9%. Boron concentration of 6% produces 0.38 eV 
energy bandgap and 9% produces 0.5 eV energy bandgap, which are higher than energy gap 
shown in Figure 1. This shows that different locations of boron atoms in the graphene sub 
lattices plays an important role in altering the graphene band gap at K point. This may happen 
due to the symmetry in the triangular sub-lattices of graphene formed by the hetero-atoms.
For boron doped in different sub lattice 2 (B3), the energy band structures are shown 
in Figure 3(a). The energy band gap for 6 % of boron concentration gives the highest value 
of 0.40 eV compared to 6% boron concentration doped in the same sub lattices (B1) and in 
different sub lattice 1 (B2). This shows that the distance between each boron atom affects the 
value of energy bandgap. This result is consistent with the findings of Rani et al. (2013). The 
same trend is also observed for 9 % of boron concentration doped in different sub lattice 2 
(B3) with energy band gap of 0.52 eV, which is also the highest value compared with the 9% 
boron concentration doped in same sub lattice (B1) and in different sub lattice 1 (B2). The 
band structures for graphene doped with boron atoms caused the Fermi level to be lower than 
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et al., 2013); however, it is slightly different in terms of value.  It is suggested that this band gap 
opening at the K point of monolayer graphene with the inclusion of boron atoms is caused by the 
broken  symmetrical hexagonal structure in the graphene sub lattices (Pooja Rani et al., 2013). 
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Monolayer graphene doped with oxygen
As shown in Figure 3 for graphene doped with oxygen in the same sub lattice (O1) (Refer 
Table 1), the opening of band gap is observed for all three different concentrations, with energy 
gap of 0.40 eV for 3%, 0.50 eV respectively for 6% and 0.63 eV for 9% boron concentration. 
The linear increment of this energy gap is also consistent with findings of previous study (Rani 
et al., 2013) though it is slightly different in the value. The energy gaps for graphene doped 
with oxygen atoms are larger compared with graphene doped with boron atoms. This may 
be suggested by the excitation energy for electrons in oxygen that is higher than boron. The 
number of valence electrons in oxygen and boron also may give rise to this effect. As mentioned 
earlier, this band gap opening at the K point of monolayer graphene with the inclusion of 
oxygen atoms is also caused by the broken symmetrical hexagonal structure in the graphene 
sub lattices (Rani et al., 2013).
For dopant atoms at different graphene sub lattice 1 (O2) (refer Table 1) in Figure 4, boron 
concentration of 6% produces 0.67 eV energy band gap and 9% produces 0.71 eV energy band 
gap, which are higher than energy gaps obtained in Figure 4 and also higher than energy gaps 
for graphene doped with boron as in Figure 2. 
For boron doped in different sub lattice 2 (O3) (refer Table 1), the energy band structures 
are shown in Figure 5. The energy band gap for 6% of oxygen concentration gives the value of 
0.93 eV which is higher than 6% oxygen doped in the same sub lattices (O1) and in different 
sub lattice 1 (O2). The same trend is also observed for 9% of oxygen concentration doped 
in different sub lattice 2 (O3) with energy band gap of 1.67 eV, which is also higher than 
9% oxygen doped in the same sub lattice (O1) and in different sub lattice 1 (O2). The band 
structures for graphene doped with oxygen atoms caused Fermi level to be higher than the 
minimum level of conduction band. This happens due to the 6 valence electrons in oxygen 
that introduce higher number or electrons in the conduction band. The Fermi level shows the 
probability for electrons to occupy higher levels in the conduction band. The complete results 
for energy band gap of graphene doped with oxygen are shown in Table 2.
Figure 2. Band structures of graphene doped with 
boron in different sub lattice 1 (B2). The boron 
concentrations are at (a) 6% and (b) 9%
Figure 1. This shows that different locations of boron atoms in the graphene sub lattices plays an 
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(B3) with energy band gap of 0.52 eV, which is also the highest value compared with the 9% 
boron concentration doped in same sub lattice (B1) and in different sub lattice 1 (B2). The band 
structures for graphene doped with boron atoms caused the Fermi level to be lower than the top 
of valence band. This could be because the boron atom  has 3 valence electrons, which 
introduces more holes in the valence band than electrons in the conduction band. The Fermi level 
shows the probability of holes to occupy lower energy levels in the valence band. The complete 
results for energy bandgap of boron doped graphene are shown in Table 2. 
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CONCLUSION
The band structure of graphene doped with boron and oxygen atoms are investigated and the 
energy band gaps of graphene are observed. For graphene doped with boron atoms, the Fermi 
Figure 4. Band structure for graphene doped with oxygen in the same sub lattice (O1). The oxygen 
concentrations are at (a) 3 %, (b) 6% and (c) 9% 
0.93 eV which is higher than 6 % oxygen doped in the same sub lattices (O1) and in different 
sub lattice 1 (O2). The same trend is also observed for 9% of oxygen concentration doped in 
different sub lattice 2 (O3) with energy band gap of 1.67 eV, which is also higher than 9% 
oxygen doped in the same sub lattice (O1) and in different sub lattice 1 (O2). The band structures 
for graphene doped with oxygen atoms caused Fermi level to be higher than the minimum level 
of conduction band. This happens due to the 6 valence electrons in oxygen that introduce higher 
number or electrons in the conduction band. The Fermi level shows the probability for electrons 
to occupy higher levels in the conduction band. The complete results for energy band gap of 
graphene doped with oxygen are shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2 
Energy band gap for monolayer graphene oped with boron (B) and oxygen (O) at different dopant 
concentrations and different locations 
Dopant concentration
[%]
 B1 O1  B2  O2  B3  O3
[Electron Volt - eV]
3 % 0.16 0.40 0.21 0.40 0.21 0.40
6 % 0.21 0.50 0.38 0.67 0.40 0.93
9 % 0.37 0.63 0.50 0.71 0.52 1.67
(a) (b)
(
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level is lower than the top of the valence band, which suggests that there is a probability that 
majority of holes are occupying the valence band. For graphene doped with oxygen, the Fermi 
level is higher than the bottom of the conduction band, which suggests that there is a probability 
that majority of electrons are occupying the conduction band. This suggests the mobility 
carriers (electrons) in graphene doped with oxygen is higher than graphene doped with boron. 
It was also observed that higher dopant concentration contributes to larger energy band-gap. 
The location of dopant atom in a graphene sheet also affect the energy band-gap, whereas the 
farther the distance between dopant atoms the higher the energy gap. This work shows that 
graphene band gap is tunable and can be easily controlled using dopant atoms. This tunable 
band gap is crucial for the design and optimisation of high performance electronic devices.
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ABSTRACT
Researchers have observed the impact of climate changes on overhead line outages. It is known that 
overhead lines are very prone to lightning strikes due to their height and location which are normally in 
an open and exposed area. Studies have also reported that transmission and distribution lines experience 
very high failure rates due to lightning strikes. The tropics  experience greater lightning activities and 
have higher peaks where transmission lines suffer frequent line outages. This paper examined studies 
that have been conducted  on line outages due to lightning activities, especially in the tropical areas. 
Lightning detection system is also discussed as well as how to evaluate line performance. Seasonal 
variation of lightning occurrences and line outage pattern help to predict lightning occurrences and to 
optimise a suitable power protection system of overhead lines. It has been widely reported that lightning 
occurrences and line outages are significantly related and lightning activity was more prevalent during 
inter monsoon seasons.
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INTRODUCTION
Tropical countries experience more frequent 
line outages due to lightning flash density 
peculiar to the climate. During certain periods 
of the year,  lightning activities are higher 
and these observations help researchers 
understand  line outage pattern of high 
voltage systems. Studies also suggest the use 
of surge protection devices, improve footing 
resistance and increase insulation level. To 
date, there are has been no agreement among 
researchers on the best solution for optimising 
the arrester location on the phases or towers 
along the line. There is also mismatch with 
regards to the principle used for estimating 
line performance.
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This paper discussed practical approaches in electric utilities for evaluating and improving 
transmission line performance where monsoon or seasonal variation resulted in transmission 
line outages (Ahmad, Yahya, & Alam, 2008). It also reviews  data from lightning detection 
network (LDN) to evaluate line performance. The methods prescribed by different researchers 
to predict and manage the issue with line outages are summarised and discussed and future 
research topics are recommended in this paper. 
LIGHTNING IN TROPICAL COUNTRIES
Tropical countries are located within the “tropics” - a region of the Earth surrounding the 
Equator, delimiting in altitude by the Tropic of Cancer and Tropic of Capricorn. It is also 
known as the “torrid zone”. The tropics include all areas on the Earth where Sun reaches a 
point directly from overhead at least once during every solar year. Observed by NASA and 
NASDA, analysed by many, world lightning maps were generated in terms of thunder days 
(or keraunic level) and ground flash density level (GFD). Over the years, it has been reported 
that lightning occurrences were highest in the tropics (Graham, n.d.). There are 103 tropical 
countries which encompasses the region of North America, Central America, South America, 
Caribbean, Central Africa, East Africa, West Africa and Southeast Asia. 
Keraunic level was the earliest method used for measuring lightning intensity. It was an 
acceptable method with inevitable flaws. It is measured in thunder days per year, depending 
on the number of observation stations. It is also not possible to know the severity of  lightning 
strikes and measurement including cloud-to-cloud lightning, which contributes to 90% of 
lightning and clearly does not affect system performance. Modern sensors were later invented 
capable of locating the strike location, discharge time, crest current and it’s polarity and 
multiplicity of return stroke (Ahmad et al., 2008). The entire lightning detection system (LDS) 
measures lightning as GED in flashes per km2 per year. Data from LDS are very important for 
users to optimise their design and avoid overspending on the cost of the design (Bouquegneau, 
Figure 1. Annualised distribution of total lightning activity in flashes per km2 per year
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2014). Figure 1 shows an intense 50 flashes per km2 per year in Central Africa and as low as 
2 flashes per km2 per year in Central Europe. These two areas shall not use the same design of 
(surge protective devices). From the map, areas around the equator experience lightning activity 
as high as 50 flashes per km2 per year, referred as ground flash density or isokeraunic level.
Mean annual flash rate in the tropics are also very high (Cecil, Buechler & Blakeslee, 
2014), notably in Central Africa. It is also very important to note that observed flash rate in 
the Malaysia region is between 10 and 30 flashes per km2 per year.
In the tropics, lightning occurrences are higher in certain months. It is also reported that 
Southeast Asia has sharp increases of lightning activity in April, particularly Bangladesh 
which experiences high flash rates in April to May. This is due to shifts in the season from pre-
monsoon to monsoon which increases the progression of thunderstorm activity (Cecil et al., 
2014). Indonesia and Malaysia have very similar double-peak activity where lightning activity 
increases in April and October (Ab Kadir et al., 2012; Zoro & Mefiardhi, 2005).
Table 1 
Lightning statistics 
Description Location Source Value
Average positive flash 
polarity
South East BrazilNote 1 (Pinto et al., 1996) 35%
Peninsular MalaysiaNote 1 (Mohamed, 2011) 23.0%
Peninsular MalaysiaNote 2 (Abdullah, Yahaya, & Hudi, 
2008; Abdullah & Hatta, 2012)
17.6%
Average peak amplitude Pekan area, Malaysia (Ibrahim & Ghazali, 2012) 32kA
Peninsular Malaysia (Abdullah et al., 2008) 37kA
Northern Australia (Abdullahet al., 2008) 37kA
Java Island, Indonesia (Abdullah et al., 2008) 37kA (+)
41kA (-)
Highest peak amplitude Peninsular Malaysia (Abdullah et al., 2008) 484.4kA
Japan (non-tropic) (Takami & Okabe, 2007) 130.2kA
Frequent lightning 
activity
Peninsular Malaysia (Kadir et al., 2012; Abdullah et 
al., 2008; Mohamed, 2011)
April – May
Oct – Nov
Bangladesh (Cecil et al., 2014) April - May
Note 1 One year observation period
Note 2 Period of observation was for eight years
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Table 1 shows that in the tropics, positive flashes are higher, where positive lightning 
discharges account for 10% or less of global cloud-to-ground lightning activity (Rosa et al., 
2000). Average peak amplitude was observed to be around 32kA to 37kA (positive) and 41kA 
(negative). Peak amplitude of lightning current was also found to be very high compared with 
other non-tropical countries. A common inter-monsoon period in tropical countries, namely 
April to May and October to November, indicated higher lightning activities.
LIGHTNING DETECTION NETWORK
Use of LDN in performance study
The Malaysian Meteorological Department (MET) measures the keraunic level in terms 
of thunder-days (Td) per year. The MET reports that the average recorded thunder-days in 
Malaysia (specifically in KLIA, Sepang) is 309  per year. The highest recorded thunder-days 
was in Subang in 1987 where 362 days were reported with lightning activities (Malaysian 
Meteorological Department, 2016). This analysis was based on readings from 36 weather 
stations until 2010. However, Td was not accurate for system analysis due to several weaknesses, 
such as its inability to distinguish between intra-cloud lightning which does not harm the system 
and cloud to ground strokes which could damage it. Furthermore, the counting was limited to 
the weather stations in nearby areas and level of lightning intensity (kA) was not measured 
(Whitehead & Driggans, 1990).
The situation has changed after the successful installation and operation of TNB Lightning 
Detection Network (LDN) in 1994 which has helped researchers to conduct a more holistic 
lightning study and analysis, thus optimising the system design. Noradlina et al. (2008) 
reported that over nine million lightning strikes were recorded between 2004 and 2007 while 
11.1 million strikes were recorded between 2008 and 2011, taking into account 3.7 million 
flashes reported with mean multiplicity of three strokes per flash observed by LDN. The system 
has an accuracy of 500m and 95% detection efficiency whereby it is able to detect lightning 
600km from the sensors. The IMPACT ESP sensors uses Time-of-arrival (TOA) and Magnetic 
Direction Finding (MDF) method in order to satisfy the accuracy and efficiency requirements 
(Abdullah et al., 2008). 
Stroke counts and polarities
In evaluating  lightning performance, it is also important to know the stroke polarity. Previous 
researches have predicted that between 5% and 10% of lightning occurrences are positive 
flashes. However, percentage of positive flash occurrences are above the stated predicted value, 
especially in tropical areas. Pinto et al., (1996) observed 63.4% negative and 35.0% positive 
stroke polarity and the rest are bipolar flashes in Southeastern Brazil between 1992 and 1993. 
Earlier studies in Malaysia have reported yearly lightning stroke polarity count ranged from 
the ratio of 69:31 to 86:14 between negative to positive strokes (see Table 2).
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TRANSMISSION LINE PERFORMANCE
Reported line performance by electric utilities
Electric utility companies face a high number of line outages due to lightning. In Southern China 
for example, statistics indicated about 70% of line outages are resulted from lightning activities 
(Zhao et al., 2013) while in Brazil, CEMIG declared 67% of transmission line outages are due 
to the same  cause (Cherchiglia et al., 2002). In Indonesia, 66% of 150kV line outages were 
reported to be due to lightning (Warmi & Michishita, 2015). Similarly, in Australia, Gillespie 
and  Stapleton (2004) reported 40.5% of 275kV network outages were due to lightning.
In evaluating overhead line performance, a list of available standards such as IEEE Std. 
1410 an IEEE Std. 1243 can be used. However, it is always a challenge for users from the 
tropical countries as these standards and procedures are generally designed to be used in non-
tropical countries such as United States of America, Canada and Europe (Baharuddin, Abidin, 
& Hashim, 2006). A recent work by CIGRE WG C4.410 specified calculated on high voltage 
line performance ranging from 4.7 to 4.9 flashes per km2 per year which are incomparable to 
the GFD value in tropical countries which typically are between 10 and 30 flashes per km2 
per year (See Table 3).
Table 2 
Observation on lightning polarities in Peninsular Malaysia 
Year Negative strokes Percentage Positive strokes Percentage
2004 1,835,053 69% 843,089 31%
2005 1,681,775 86% 277,417 14%
2006 2,448,549 86% 404,613 14%
2007 1,049,653 85% 187,249 15%
2008 3,131,865 85% 552,645 15%
2009 2,347,809 80% 586,953 20%
2010 1,684,101 82% 369,681 18%
2011 1,997,610 86% 325,194 14%
Figure 2. Transmission line outages due to lightning in peninsular Malaysia (from 2002 – 2015)
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CONCLUSION 
In tropical countries, higher outage rate due to lightning is observed . It is therefore 
important to have extra protection on the transmission lines to avoid frequent interruption on 
the power systems by installing line surge arresters, adopting special grounding design to 
provide lower tower footing resistance, installing earth wires to provide shielding on the 
conductor passes and increase system insulation level i.e. insulation string length. Lightning 
activity increases in the tropics during inter-monsoon changes, between April and May and 
between October and November. This is consistent with the outage rate data observed in 
peninsular Malaysia where higher outages were reported during these periods. Therefore, 
extra precautions have to be taken by the system grid owner before lightning peak season sets 
in. This is to avoid  recurrence of line outages on overhead transmission lines. A continuation 
of local LDN data analysis is essential to understand lightning behaviour in this lightning-
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In peninsular Malaysia, transmission line consists of 132 kV, 275kV and 500kV systems. 
From 2002 until 2015, total number of outages were recorded and compared with the lightning 
activity throughout the year. 
Figure 2 shows a double-peak pattern on the total number of line outages in peninsular 
Malaysia for all transmission line system voltages i.e. 132kV, 275kV and 500kV. From the 
statistics, outages due to lightning are higher between April to May and between October to 
November. This pattern was observed in the annual lightning activities which are also higher 
during the monsoon interchange season, i.e. inter-monsoon period which are notably from 
April to May and October to November (Ab Kadir et al., 2012)
Table 3 
Observation on line outrage rates in electric utilities 
No Utility or line name Country Tower 
footing 
resistance 
(Ω)
No. of shield 
wires
Line voltage 
(kV)
Outage rate 
(per 100km/
yr)
Tropical countries
1 CEMIG Brazil 34.5 62
2 CEMIG Brazil 69 40
3 CEMIG Brazil 138 30.33
4 Angostura-B Mexico 15 2 115 14.55
5 KKRI-GMSG Malaysia 10 2 132 4.26
6 ATWR-BTRK Malaysia 5 2 500 0.51
Non-tropical countries
1 Ontario-Hydro Canada 200 1 115 5.72
2 NEA Australia 10 1 132 1.86
3 ECNSW Australia 132 4.47
4 Com. Edison USA 138 4.97
5 Tokyo Japan 140 2.24
6 TVA USA 30 2 161 1.99
7 Seq. to Charleston USA 161 3.83
8 S. Jackson to Cordova USA 161 0.55
9 SECV Australia 28 1 220 1.02
10 CIGRE line #30 230 0.24
11 Tokyo Japan 250 1.12
12 ECNSW Australia 330 0.93
13 OVEC USA 5 1 345 4.72
14 CIGRE line #31 345 3.44
15 Johns to Cordova USA 500 0.3
16 Brown F. to West P. USA 500 0.94
17 CSPG China 2 500 0.74
18 Powerlink Australia 10 - 20 132 3.3
19 Powerlink Australia 10 - 20 275 0.3 – 0.7
20 Powerlink Australia 10 - 20 330 0.3 – 0.7
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CONCLUSION
In tropical countries, higher outage rate due to lightning is observed . It is therefore important 
to have extra protection on the transmission lines to avoid frequent interruptions on the power 
systems by installing transmission line arresters, adopting special grounding designs to provide 
lower tower footing resistance, installing additional earth wires to provide additional shielding 
on the phase conductor and increase system insulation level i.e. insulation string length. 
Lightning activity increases in the tropics during inter-monsoon seasons which are between 
April to May and October to November. This is consistent with the number of transmission 
line outages observed in peninsular Malaysia where higher number of outages were reported 
during these periods. Therefore, extra precautions have to be taken by the system grid owner  or 
the electric utility companies before lightning peak season sets in. This is to avoid  recurrence 
of line outages on overhead transmission lines. Continuous observation on the LDN data is 
essential to understand lightning behaviour in this lightning-prone region especially with 
regards to the monsoonal variation.
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ABSTRACT
The radiation absorption distribution of  electromagnetic energy into the breast phantom is of fundamental 
importance in understanding its therapeutic capability emitted by the microstrip applicator for non-
invasive hyperthermia procedure.  In this paper simple microstrip applicator with rectangular shape is 
presented. Different operating frequency were investigated  to observe radiation absorption distribution, 
which is  measured through specific absorption rate (SAR) parameter. The operational frequency was 
915MHz and 2450MHz,  the industry, scientific and medical (ISM) frequency range. As simulated by 
using the finite difference time-domain (FDTD) computational simulation which is known as SEMCAD 
X solver, the results shed an interesting observation on the SAR when frequency varies, which is shown 
by the transformation onto the penetration depth and focusing capability onto the breast area to be treated.
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INTRODUCTION
Evolution in computational electromagnetics 
has significantly contributed towards the rapid 
development of novel antenna designs. The 
computational electromagnetics is presented 
by various numerical techniques include the 
method of moments (MoM), finite element 
method (FEM) and the finite difference 
time-domain (FDTD) method, which have 
been well developed over the years. As a 
consequence, numerous commercial software 
packages have emerged. With a powerful 
personal computer and advanced numerical 
techniques or commercial software, complex 
engineered electromagnetic materials in 
antenna designs can be arrived at. 
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Therefore, the exploration on antenna application in medical therapy is conducted with FDTD 
computational packages known as SEMCAD X  to obtain the specific absorption rate (SAR) 
outcomes on the shape, depth penetration and focusing capability of the electromagnetic 
antenna. In  this study , microstrip antenna or  applicator  was used.  The medical therapy 
studied is known as  hyperthermia cancer procedure. Hyperthermia is an alternative procedure 
for cancer, using  slightly high heat about 41°C – 45°C in order to denaturate the cancer tissue 
into the necrotic tissue (Choi, Kim, Kim, & Yoon, 2014; Nguyen, Abbosh, & Crozier, 2015; 
Rajendran, 2015). The electromagnetic fields have a great influence on the behaviour of all 
the living systems. The radiation contributes from the electromagnetic may results harmful 
health effect, especially in case of long exposures to low such as power system. This imposes 
by as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA) principle (Plewako, Krawczyk, & Grochowicz, 
2003).  Nevertheless, some benefits can be taken from the effects of the electromagnetic fields 
on the living being such as hyperthermia cancer procedure, which is discussed and investigated 
further in this work. As in industrial application, the electromagnetic computation is utilised 
at early investigation as to allow a better knowledge of the phenomena, and for the purpose of 
this research, it is allows an optimised design for hyperthermia. SAR is observed as to provide 
the information on two essential parameters for the hyperthermia, which are penetration depth 
and focusing capability either both parameters are satisfied enough or vice versa. 
Hyperthermia can be either invasive or non-invasive and  depends on the position of 
hyperthermia applicator i.e. weather  it is penetrating the body through the skin or radiate from 
outside  the body.  Since, non-invasive method may produce less side effects, the investigation 
of this method is  emphasized. According to the mechanisms of heat deposition in tissues by 
electromagnetic fields, which is discussed in (Plewako et al., 2003), when the tissue’s electric 
dipoles (both permanent and induced) oscillate in response to the E-field of an applied wave, 
heat is generated by a process analogous to friction. When free charges (electrons and ions) 
in the tissue are set in motion by the E-field, collisions with immobile atoms and molecules 
in the tissue generate heat (Plewako et al., 2003). The propensity of the tissue to produce heat 
for a given sinusoidal E- field magnitude is determined by the values of the imaginary part of 
its relative permittivity ε” and its conductivity σ (Plewako et al., 2003). It is important that the 
internal E-field is responsible for the heat generation. In addition, the internal H-field is not 
Nomenclature
MoM is method of moment
FEM is finite element method
FDTD is finite difference time-domain
SAR is specific absorption rate
ALARA is as low as reasonably achievable
EFS is effective field size
E field is electric field
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directly responsible for heating because tissue has a permeability µ close to that of free space 
with no magnetic losses. But the time-varying H-field produces a resulting internal E-field and 
in this way it causes heating of tissue (Plewako et al., 2003).
Early age of hyperthermia procedure, three heating techniques are applied, which known 
as capacitive, inductive and radiative. They offer towards simplicity, insensitive with coupling 
condition and deep penetration, respectively. However, the main deficiency share by these 
3 heating techniques, where the penetration depth and fields generated in the tissue are not 
optimum and this condition may affect other surrounding healthy tissue in negative ways. 
Currently, there are many types of applicators have been developed and investigated such as in 
(Choi, Lim, Yoon, & Member, 2016; Ovidio, Bucci, Crocco, Scapaticci, & Bellizzi, 2016)as to 
obtain the improvement in delivering heat into the targeted treated cancerous tissue. Varieties 
of results have been shown. Each of the paper aims in providing an improvement towards the 
investigated therapy through the use of electromagnetic fields, which then transferred in body 
into heat. Based on the previous works, electromagnetic hyperthermia deficiencies include the 
penetration depth, focusing, skin burns problem and difficult to control the required temperature 
for the procedure. Thus, the research is emphasized in determining the improving heating 
through the utilization of electromagnetic field, which produces by the antenna. The microstrip 
is selected to be used in this investigation. The microstrip can be developed with small size, 
lightweight and can be structured either in single or array. Furthermore, the characters of this 
antenna far outweighs of its limitations.  The microstrip also has provided the utmost results 
towards hyperthermia cancer procedure as discussed in previous works (Drizdal, Togni, & 
Vrba, 2007; K. B. Lias, Ahmad Narihan, & Buniyamin, 2014; K. Lias & Buniyamin, 2013; 
Yin, Li, & Li, 2012). In hyperthermia for cancer procedure, the E field, which is produced by 
the microstrip patch is of prime consideration is transferred in the body into heat. Based on the 
bioelectromagnetism law (Jaakko Malmivuo & Robert Plonsey, 1995), the energy transferred 
from the magnet, B field through forces on permanent magnetic dipoles is not prominent in 
electromagnetic (EM) biological interaction, since most of the biological tissue is nonmagnetic, 
which means it is contains very few permanent magnetic dipoles.
Radiation is absorbed and distributed towards the  cancerous tissue and measured by a 
measurement parameter known as the specific absorption rate (SAR). The SAR, which is 
provided in equation (1) is defined as transferred power as in equation (2) divided by the mass 
of the object. The unit for SAR is W/kg or mW/g. 
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microstrip antenna or also called as a microstrip applicator in hyperthermia for cancer 
procedure, construction of breast phantom and water bolus, which is integrated in order to 
provide cooling environment onto the skin surface, where the heat is delivered. The 
microstrip applicator is developed with 2 different operating frequencies; 915MHz and 
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
The research methodology is conducted with 3 main parts, which are the development of 
microstrip antenna or also called as a microstrip applicator in hyperthermia for cancer procedure, 
construction of breast phantom and water bolus, which is integrated in order to provide cooling 
environment onto the skin surface, where the heat is delivered. The microstrip applicator is 
developed with 2 different operating frequencies; 915MHz and 2450MHz, which contributes 
towards different sizes of the applicator. In order to construct the microstrip applicator, the 
length (L) and width (W) of the rectangular patch is first to be calculated by using the following 
equations (3) – (9). 
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where εeff is the effective permittivity of the microstrip line, h is the thickness of the 
substrate. The value of the characteristic impedance used mostly 50Ω and 75Ω. For this 
research, the 50Ω transmission line is used. 
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ΔL is used when considering the fringing effect, where Leff and εeff are changed. The 
fringing effect is resulted due to the propagating of EM wave at the outside of the patch. 
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The substrate used is FR-4 with 2mm thickness and εr = 4. Then, the breast phantom is 
constructed. The phantom breast tumour/cancer is positioned 100mm deep from the outer side 
of the breast skin. The radius for breast fat is 100mm, while the breast tumour phantom has a 
radius of 50mm. The electrical and thermal properties of the breast phantom are tabulated in 
Table 1. Last but not least is the development of water bolus, which is utilized in providing a 
cooling environment onto the skin surface of the heating area during hyperthermia procedure 
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execution. Thickness of the water bolus may affect the shape and the effective field size (EFS) 
of the SAR distribution pattern (Jaakko Malmivuo & Robert Plonsey, 1995). Water bolus using 
distilled water  as a coolant fluid with εr, σ and ρ are 76.7, 5e-005 and 1000, respectively. The 
illustration of the proposed hyperthermia design of simulation (DoS) for cancer procedure is 
provided in Figure 1. The FDTD package, SEMCAD X is used to carry out the simulation 
process in order to obtain the SAR distribution into the breast for hyperthermia procedure. 
SEMCAD X is a Speag product, which is affordable of toolsets for antenna design and general 
EM/Thermal simulation. Important theory behind FDTD is firstly proposed by Yee in the year 
of 1966 (Kulas & Mrozowski, 2011).
Table 1 
Breast Phantom Electrical and Thermal Properties 
915MHz
Relative 
Permittivity, εr
Electrical 
Conductivity, 
σ (S/m)
Density, ρ(kg/
m3)
Specific Heat 
Capacity, C (J/
kg/K)
Thermal 
Conductivity, 
K (W/m/K)
Breast Fat 4.699 0.1251 1000 2348.33 0.209
Breast Cancer/ 
Breast Tumour
48.362 2.6531 1000 2352.55 0.789
2450MHz
Breast Fat 2.884 1.1179 1000 2348.33 0.209
Breast Cancer/ 
Breast Tumour
18.254 30.2181 1000 2352.55 0.789
Breast Fat 2.884 1.1179 1000 2348.33 0.209
Breast Cancer/ 
Breast Tumour
18.254 30.2181 1000 2352.55 0.789
Figure 1. Illustration of the Proposed Applicator for Hyperthermia Cancer Procedure
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Based on the equations (3) – (9), the rectangular microstrip applicator specifications for 
915MHz and 2450MHz are as tabulated in TABLE 2. The arrangement for the purpose of 
this simulation study is demonstrated in Fig.2. The EM simulation is conducted in order to 
obtain the S11, E field and SAR distribution pattern. The S11 for 915MHz and 2450MHz are 
presented in Fig.3, where it shows that the S11 for 915MHz and 2450MHz is around -13dB 
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Based on the equations (3) – (9), the rectangular microstrip applicator specifications for 
915MHz and 2450MHz are as tabulated in Table 2. The arrangement for the purpose of this 
simulation study is demonstrated in Figure 2. The EM simulation is conducted in order to obtain 
the S11, E field and SAR distribution pattern. The S11 for 915MHz and 2450MHz are presented 
in Figure3, where it shows that the S11 for 915MHz and 2450MHz is around -13dB and -17dB, 
respectively. Based on the bioelectromagnetism interaction, the penetration of electromagnetic 
fields into biological tissues is decreased as frequency increases.
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The frequency and wavelength are  related proportionally or asynchronously,  while penetration 
depth and wavelength is synchronously related. The frequency-wavelength relationship 
is described in equation (10) and equation (11) presents the depth penetration-wavelength 
relationship.
Table 2 
Rectangular Microstrip Applicator Parameters  
915MHz 2450MHz
Length (L) = 83mm Length (L) = 30mm
Width (W) = 104mm Width (W) = 39mm
Ground Length (Lg) = 95mm Ground Length (Lg) = 44mm
Ground Width (Wg) = 118mm Ground Width (Wg) = 51mm
Figure 2. Full arrangement of hyperthermia for cancer procedure (a) 915MHz (b) 2450MHz
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Where f is frequency, c is the speed of light, 3.0X108 ms-1 and λ is wavelength.
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Where λ is a wavelength, ε is a material permittivity, ε0 is a permittivity of free space, σ is the 
conductivity of tissue (S/m), ω is an angle frequency.  
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0εωε
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λ
π
+ is known as absorption coefficient (α). By that, the equation (11) 
can be simplified to equation (12). 
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In TABLE 3, it is observed that electric field  changes when  the applicator distance is 
altered.  The yellow colour represents the hottest temperature. When the distance is increased, 
the E field value is decreased. However, the E field distribution is insignificantly changed 
especially in term of the shape when the distance is increased. E field is transferred in the 
body into heat, which is the desired outcome of the hyperthermia procedure. When we 
observed from TABLE 3, the E field value is higher for 2450MHz than 915MHz. This is 
theoretically supported by  the Planck-Einstein equation, equation (13). 
λ
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with  s/ kg m2 34-10 × 6.62607004h = . 
Also in equation (14), it is given that E field is concurrently related with frequency. This is 
called as the wave equation by Maxwell’s, at position r and time t . 
)0r.ktcos(0E)t,r(E φω +−=                                                                                                        
(14) 
With 0E is constant vector, k is wave number and 0φ is constant scalar. The angular 
frequency, f2πω = . Besides, the E field and SAR are also changed simultaneously, especially 
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bolus is added, it is significantly observed that the E field and SAR distribution are changed 
in shape and depth. Hence, by adding the water bolus, it may reshape the effective field size 
(EFS), while keeping the vicinity of the targeted area cool during the execution of hyperthermia 
procedure, which also contributes towards minimal skin burn impact.
CONCLUSION
The simulation study on the SAR is conducted  using the FDTD computational packages, 
SEMCAD X by Speag. Different operating frequencies are used to carry out the simulation 
study. Design of simulation (DoS) is provided in Figure 1. As observed from the results, different 
frequencies may provide satisfied depth, either with or without the integration of water bolus. 
Focus is better for 2450MHz. The integration of the water bolus assisted in providing the 
cooling environment on  the vicinity of the targeted area during the hyperthermia procedure 
and help prevent  skin burn.  Furthermore, the water bolus also reshaping the E field and SAR 
contour and depth. 
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ABSTRACT
Flexible AC Transmission System (FACTS) devices are used in to improve  stability and loadability of 
transmission networks as well as minimise losses . Types of FACTS that are normally used are Thyristor 
Controller Series Compensator (TCSC) and Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC) which is to control 
power flow and stability of the power system at a certain location. The TCSC is suitable  because it can 
be installed in a long transmission line system while UPFC can solve any reactive power problems. 
The objective of this study is to minimise total power losses and to improve the voltage profile by using 
FACTS devices in the transmission system. This paper proposes a static voltage stability index (SVSI) 
to determine the size and placement of TCSC and the Evolutionary Programming (EP) technique. The 
results of the transmission line losses and voltage profile using TCSC and UPFC are compared in order 
to demonstrate which FACTS device can produce better results. The IEEE 14 bus system is used in this 
study to validate the findings.
Keywords: Evolutionary Programming (EP), Thyristor Controlled Series Compensator (TCSC), Unified 
Power Flow Controller (UPFC), Flexible AC Transmission System (FACTS), Static Voltage Stability 
Index (SVSI)  
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INTRODUCTION
Industry and consumer demand for power is 
increasing load requirement and can   cause 
an overload in the transmission system 
leading to voltage collapse. Building a new 
transmission line (Abdullah, Musirin, & 
Othman, 2010a) or to decreasing power losses 
by injecting the Flexible AC Transmission 
System (FACTS) devices into the systems 
can resolve this problem. However, building 
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another transmission line to solve the problem is complicated and not cost efficient. Therefore, 
FACTS is one of the devices used to solve the problem using an existing transmission line. The 
FACTS is a powerful electronic device used to control power flow in the power system. The 
FACTS device is capable of managing the network efficiently  and it can be used to improve 
voltage stability, stability and transient stabilities of complex power systems. 
Voltage stability can be divided into fast voltage stability index (FVSI), static voltage 
stability index, (SVSI), voltage stability index (VSI), and line stability index (LQP) (Abedelatti 
et al., 2015; Stoenescu et al., 2009). Voltage stability is a very important parameter to save the 
system from voltage collapse. Reducing or adding reactive power load before reaching the 
point of voltage collapse is one of the methods to preserve the system (Lakkireddy et al., 2015). 
Power losses will increase if reactive power is high. The rapid increase in power demand leads 
to instability in the system to result in contingency and outage. It will cause an overloading of 
the transmission line and affect quality of power (Shah & Prajapati, Jan-June 2015). In order to 
maintain voltage stability, FACTS devices are used in power systems to control the power flow 
in certain lines and improve  security of transmission lines. The TCSC is one of the suitable 
types of FACTS that is smooth and flexible to control  line impedance with fast responses 
(Abdullah et al., 2010a). To perform sensitivity analysis and ranking process, it depends on the 
real power flow index sensitivity and reduction of total system reactive power losses to find a 
suitable location to install the FACTS (Tlijani, Guesmi, Abdallah, & Ouali, 2012). The UPFC 
has its own unique features because it can combine all parameters of power flow, voltage, line 
impedance and phase angle (Kumar & Reddy, 2014).
The aim of this project is to minimise  transmission line losses and ensure static voltage 
stability.  This project proposed TCSC and UPFC as the FACTS device to control the power flow, 
voltage stability and power losses in the system. The TCSC can control the long transmission 
line (Rajaram, Reka, & Murali, 2010) reactance at high speed condition (Nishida, Hirabayashi, 
& Iwamoto, 2006). The UPFC can solve reactive power problems. Before installing the FACTS 
devices, the optimal location and the sizing of FACTS must be identified. The EP techniques 
are used to optimise the fitness which can be represented by using mathematical equations. It 
will find the best location to inject the FACTS, sizing of the FACTS, the value of power losses 
and minimum voltage profile after injecting TCSC and UPFC respectively. The IEEE-14 bus 
system is applied as the test system in order to install the FACTS devices.
Thyristor Controlled Static Compensator (TCSC) modelling 
The TCSC is represented as a capacitive or inductive compensation. It is injected in series to 
a line (terminal) and allow alteration in impedance of the transmission path of the power flow 
by increasing or decreasing the value of reactance in line branch, XLI which is the reactance 
of transmission line where the TCSC is located (Abdullah, Musirin, & Othman, 2010b). The 
constraint limit for TCSC is given by equation (1) (Abdullah et al., 2010b). 
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FACTS PLACEMENT
The first step is to determine the location of the TCSC and UPFC devices.  They are installed 
at the weakest bus or heavily loaded in the system to reduce the losses (Abdullah et al., 2010a). 
The SVSI method is used in this study to determine the placement of the FACTS devices. The 
index shows the level of stability of each transmission line. The line that gives the value of 
SVSI nearest or equal to 1 indicate that the line is instable. The FACTS are installed on the 
instability transmission line. The SVSI are derived from the power flow between two buses, 
bus i and bus j. The SVSI mathematical formulation is given as below by equation (4).
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equation (2).
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f) Repeat steps c) until e) for another load bus.
g) Extract the maximum reactive power demand for the highest value of SVSI for every 
load bus.
h) Sort the maximum loadability (demand) obtained in step g) in ascending order. The 
smallest maximum loadability (demand) is ranked the highest and it is the weakest 
in the system.
Once the SVSI has been identified, then the placement of the TCSC and UPFC is based on 
the SVSI results. 
Evolutionary Programming (EP)
The EP technique is used in the system to optimise the fitness, represented  using mathematical 
equations.  The EP consists of initialisation, fitness, mutation, combination, selection, new 
generation and convergence test. The following steps are followed to optimise EP.
a) Set loading factor to stress the system or increase the load demand. Calculate SVSI 
to define the weakest bus as a location to install the FACTS (TCSC and UPFC).
b) Initialization: Set random initial population. In this study, it sets the random number 
by referring IEEE-14 bus system. The random number is depending on the location 
and how many FACTS devices have to be installed into the system. In this system, it 
just selects one location and has one random number to install the FACTS device. 
c) Fitness: It is to optimize objective function. In this study, it uses two times of fitness. 
The first is after installation and second is after mutation. In this fitness, it calculates 
losses, voltage minimum, voltage index, maximum, minimum and average to display 
in mutation.
d) Mutation: Generate new population (offspring) to select individual parents using 
Gaussian elimination method. Each element of the individual parent can be calculated 
using equation (5) and (6).
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e) Mutate fitness 2. It is similar to step b). 
f) Combination: Combine the offspring and parents, which are fitness 1 and fitness 2. 
g) Selection: The selection is performed based on the combination process. Rank the 
process and select the best result. It is used as a survival to choose  the next generation.
h) Convergence criterion: It is to determine the stopping criteria. It refers to the difference 
between maximum fitness and the minimum fitness of the objective function. It will 
converge if it approaches the stopping criteria. The stopping criteria can be calculated 
using equation (7).
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
The IEEE14-bus test system is used as a case study. It consists of 20 interconnected lines, 1 slack bus, 9 load 
buses, 4 generator buses and 20 transformers tap changer. The base power is 100 MVA and the load bus 14 is 
selected to perform the test as it is the weakest bus. Two constrains were used in this system before performing 
the optimisations. The constrains are the total loss and must be less than P_loss and the voltage minimum after 
must be more than V_set. P_loss and V_set are total power loss and voltage set before injecting the TCSC and 
UPFC. 
 
TCSC and UPFC as FACTS device  
 
Table 1 shows the bus rank with base case SVSI to define the best location to install the TCSC. Results show 
that the highest value of voltage stability index is at bus 14,  0.802p.u. However, in this study, determining  the 
most suitable location to install the FACTS depends on the lowest maximum loading because the best location is 
at the fastest location to diverge when injecting the load at the point. From Table 1, it shows that bus 14 is the 
lowest maximum loading and it will be the weakest bus and line 20 is heaviest line with a voltage stability value 
of 0.802p.u. 
 
Table 1 
 
Bus rank base SVSI for IEEE-14 bus system 
Rank Weak Bus Heavily Line Maximum loading (MVAR) SVSI (p.u) 
1 14 20 100 0.802 
    (7)
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The IEEE14-bus test system is used as a case study. It consists of 20 interconnected lines, 1 
slack bus, 9 load buses, 4 generator buses and 20 transformers tap changer. The base power 
is 100 MVA and the load bus 14 is selected to perform the test as it is the weakest bus. Two 
constrains were used in this system before performing the optimisations. The constrains are the 
total loss and must be less than P_los  and the voltage minimum after must b  mor  than V_set. 
P_loss and V_set are total power loss and voltage set before injecting the TCSC and UPFC.
TCSC and UPFC as FACTS device 
Table 1 shows the bus rank with base case SVSI to define the best location to install the TCSC. 
Results show that the highest value of voltage stability index is at bus 14,  0.802p.u. However, 
in this study, determining  the most suitabl  location to install the FACTS depends on the lowest 
maximum loading because the best location is at the fastest location to diverge when injecting 
the load at the point. From Table 1, it shows that bus 14 is the lowest maximum loading and it 
will be the weakest bus and line 20 is heaviest line with a voltage stability value of 0.802p.u.
Table 1 
Bus rank base SVSI for IEEE-14 bus system  
Rank Weak Bus Heavily Line Maximum loading (MVAR) SVSI (p.u)
1 14 20 100 0.802
2 9 9 220 0.665
3 7 8 290 0.440
4 10 9 160 0.412
5 13 13 250 0.388
6 6 4 520 0.275
7 11 11 170 0.233
8 8 2 500 0.184
9 12 12 150 0.055
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Based on the results in Table 2, Figure1 and Figure 2, the comparison of transmission line 
losses and voltage stability before and after injecting the TCSC is tabulated. Load demand is 
increased gradually to observe the best placement and sizing for FACTS because different load 
demand will have different location to inject FACTS depending on which line is the weakest 
using SVSI method. In this study, power losses decrease due to the increasing load demand 
from 80 to 100MVAR. From Table 2 and Figure 1, it shows the graph for transmission losses 
for TCSC and UPFC. At load demand 100MVAR, the transmission losses before injecting 
FACTS is 58.612MW. After injecting UPFC, transmission losses decrease to 27.504MW ( 
53.07% losses) and after injecting TCSC, it reduces to 51.324MW, 12.43% lower than before 
installing FACTS. Therefore, it can be seen clearly that the transmission line losses can be 
reduced in a bigger percentage by installing UPFC  compared with TCSC. Table 1 and Figure 
2 show the graph for voltage stability for TCSC and UPFC. At loading of 100MVAR, the 
value of voltage stability before injecting the FACTS is 0.802 and after injecting the TCSC and 
UPFC, the voltage stability is 0.394 and 0.027p.u respectively. It shows that installing UPFC 
into IEEE-14 bus system makes it more stable compared with TCSC.
Table 2 
Comparing results for total loss and SVSI of bus 14 before and after TCSC installation  
Load 
Demand 
(MVAR)
Transmission Losses (MW) % ∆ Loss SVSI (p.u)
Pre Post 
TCSC
Post 
UPFC
TCSC UPFC Pre Post 
TCSC
Post 
UPFC
80 41.722 41.134 27.523 1.41 34.03 0.529 0.382 0.027
85 44.491 43.374 27.463 2.51 38.27 0.584 0.416 0.056
90 47.902 45.871 27.512 4.24 42.57 0.645 0.346 0.031
95 52.394 48.448 27.512 7.53 47.49 0.718 0.373 0.044
100 58.612 51.324 27.504 12.43 53.07 0.802 0.394 0.027
Figure 1. Comparison of transmission line losses for 
TCSC and UPFC
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Figure 2. Comparison of Voltage Stability Index (SVSI) for TCSC 
and UPFC 
Table 3 and Figure 3 show the voltage profile before and after installing the TCSC and UPFC. Voltage profile is 
increased after installing the TCSC in the system. After injecting the TCSC and UPFC, the minimum voltage is 
increased . Before injecting TCSC and UPFC, the value of minimum voltage is 0.7383V, at load demand, 
80MVAR. The minimum voltage increase after injecting TCSC and UPFC is 0.7435V and 0.788 respectively. 
For the other loading condition, the voltage profile also increases after the installation of TCSC and UPFC. This 
shows that the installation of UPFC improves the voltage profile of the system. 
 
 Table 3 
 
Voltage Profile at Bus 14 
Load Demand (MVAR) Voltage Profile (V) 
Pre (TCSC and UPFC) Post TCSC Post UPFC 
80 0.7383 0.7435 0.788 
85 0.7146 0.7206 0.771 
90 0.6879 0.6951 0.752 
95 0.6551 0.6642 0.732 
100 0.6149 0.6260 0.710 
 
Figure 2. Comparison of Voltage Stability Index 
(SVSI) for TCSC and UPFC
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Table 3 
Voltage Profile at Bus 14  
Load Demand (MVAR) Voltage Profile (V)
Pre (TCSC and UPFC) Post TCSC Post UPFC
80 0.7383 0.7435 0.788
85 0.7146 0.7206 0.771
90 0.6879 0.6951 0.752
95 0.6551 0.6642 0.732
100 0.6149 0.6260 0.710
Figure 3. Comparison of Minimum Voltage for TCSC and UPFC
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CONCLUSION 
 
The FACTS is a powerful device that controls transmission line losses and improves  minimum voltage.  In 
this paper, the application of TCSC and UPFC by adopting the Evolutionary Programing to reduce transmission 
line losses and improve minimum voltage in the IEEE 14-bus system has been successfully performed. Results 
show that FACTS devices can improve  minimum voltage and reduce  power losses in the system.  The  UPFC 
shows much better performance compared with  TCSC as it provides more stability and a faster response.  
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ABSTRACT
Power systems are usually exposed to numerous disturbances that can have an adverse effect on  system 
operation. Insufficient generation could lead to frequency declination and subsequently system collapse 
in the absence of immediate control action. Frequency Load Shedding (UFLS) is a technique commonly 
applied to overcome overloading and restore the system frequency. This paper presents an adaptive load 
shedding approach to determine the best location with minimum amount of load to be shed. Load Ranking 
Fuzzy Logic (LRFL) is used to rank the load based on their sensitivity and stability index. In order to 
achieve this, the proposed strategy is verified using 11 kV Malaysian distributed network consisting of 
different type of loads connected with single and multiple Distribution Generator (DG). The simulation 
results show that the proposed strategy successfully stabilizes the system’s frequency.
Keywords: Distribution Generator, Under Frequency Load Shedding, Load Ranking based Fuzzy Logic, 
Load Priority  
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INTRODUCTION
Power system stabili ty is of crit ical 
importance and proper contingency plans are 
required to ensure its reliability and security 
is  maintained. With increasing demand for 
electricity, power systems are being operated 
at levels that are closer to their limits, thereby, 
increasing  risks. .
Moreover, power systems are constantly 
exposed to various disturbances which could 
affect its operation. If the power system is 
not designed properly  poor connection or 
disconnection of system elements can arise 
(Seyedi & Sanaye-Pasand, 2009 & Haotian, 
Chun Sing & Loi Lei, 2014; ). 
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In the presence of load generation imbalance, the system frequency is affected. The 
frequency deviation could be detrimental to the system operation if mitigating action is not 
taken. It could cause cascading failure, loss of synchronization and finally total collapse of 
the system (Ahsan et al., 2012; Kanimozhi, Selvi, & Balaji, 2014; Rad & Abedi, 2008). So, 
it is very important to implement a protection scheme that preserves the stability and security 
of power system.
 Frequency Load Shedding (UFLS) is an emergency protection scheme to  protect the 
system  from frequency instability when the generation is unable to meet  load demand. The 
most commonly used UFLS in industry is to  set the frequency level, time delay and amount 
of load to be shed at specified set values in the distribution relay (Seyedi & Sanaye-Pasand, 
2009).  Drawbacks of this  method, adaptive UFLS method is introduced. The adaptive 
method is improved by estimating the amount of power imbalance based on Rate of Change 
of Frequency (ROCOF). The control signal based on adaptive UFLS is send to the control 
centre and the decision to shed the appropriate amount of load is made.
In the  load shedding method, many researches have considered voltage stability analysis as 
an indicator to determine the critical bus in the transmission line (J, 2013; Van Cutsem, Moors, 
& Lefebvre, 2002). Due to the quick nature of system collapse, it is important to determine the 
critical busses in the system order to avoid voltage instability. In (Sapari, Mokhlis, Bakar, & 
Dahalan, 2014), authors have introduced Load Stability Index (LSI) as an indicator to determine 
the critical load busses in the distribution network. By using the sensitivity information, an 
optimization problem is determined and the optimal load shedding amount established.  The 
variation in the sensitivities with respect to the load shedding amount is initially investigated. 
The resulting non-linear optimization problem needs to be solved in order to obtain the best 
location and minimum amount of load to be shed.
With this in mind an adaptive load shedding technique using Load Ranking based Fuzzy 
Logic (LRFL) was introduced. The proposed technique considers load stability index (LSI) and 
Rate of Change of Power (ROCOP) in case of high demand and ensures the overall system is 
balanced in order to prevent from total system collapse. The objective of this technique is to 
choose the load optimally so it could prevent frequency decay and maintain load generation 
balance.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
Overall Concept of Adaptive UFLS
The proposed Adaptive UFLS scheme uses Load Ranking based Fuzzy Logic (LRFL) to 
stabilize the system by shedding the minimum amount of load at optimal location. LRFL 
comprises of two steps. In the first step, it will receive the input of Load Stability Index (LSI) 
and Rate of Change of Power (ROCOP) from the PSCAD and continuously monitor these 
values. The second steps, from the values obtained in first steps it will rank load according 
to the fuzzy rules into three categories i.e. non-vital, semi-vital, and vital load. The Load 
Shedding Controller will determine the amount of load that needs to be shed based on the 
amount of power imbalance. The overall concept of the proposed Adaptive UFLS technique 
is illustrated in Figure 1.
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Modelling the Load Ranking based Fuzzy Logic (LRFL)
Load ranking strategy was used based on MATLAB’s fuzzy logic controller. The first step is 
to determine the fuzzy set parameters by normalising and fuzzification of the input values. 
LRFL consist of two inputs and one output which are LSI, ROCOP and Load Ranking (LR) 
respectively. The input of LSI is fuzzified into Non-Critical (NC), Critical (C), Semi-Critical 
(SC) and Most-Critical (MC) while the input of ROCOP is fuzzified into Low (L), Very-Low 
(VL), Extra-Low (EL), and Very-Extra-Low (VEL). The fuzzified output of load ranking values 
are Non-Vital (NV), Semi-Vital (SV), and Vital (V). Depending on the input values, LRFL will 
rank the load. The membership function for the state variable and output control are defined 
and constructed.  LRFL input and output membership function are shown in Figures 2, 3 and 
4. The Second step of LRFL is fuzzy rule base and interference mechanism. The rule base 
helps LRFL in making decisions based on input and output control action. The IF-THEN rule 
is applied as shown in Table 1.
Figure 1. Overall concept of adaptive UFLS
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B. Modelling the Load Ranking based Fuzzy Logic (LRFL) 
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Table 1 
LRFL module  
Parameter Load Stability Index (LSI)
Rate of Change of Power 
(ROCOP)
Rules NC C SC MC
L NV NV NV NV
VL NV NV NV SV
EL NV NV SV V
VEL SV SV V V
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Load Stability Index (LSI)
The stability index is used as an indicator for voltage instability in the power system network. 
The stability of the system relies between two busses and the values is between 0-1 as presented 
in Figure 5. The stability index is given in equation (Sapari et al., 2014):
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Rate of Change of Power (ROCOP) is normally used to assess the influence of active 
power variations (frequency and voltage) in the power system. In case when inertia is high in 
the system, for example when generator is operating parallel with the grid the impact is 
negligible. However, for isolated operation, the ROCOP parameter is used to take into 
account the state of the system frequency and voltage. The ROCOP parameter is effective on 
the distribution system which has an imbalance load compared to the system with balance 
load (Redfern, Barrett, & Usta, 1997).  
 
E. Load Shedding Controller (LSC) 
 
The principle operation of Load Shedding Controller (LSC) is shown in Figure 6. The LSC 
algorithm will always checks for system disturbance and continuously monitors the breaker 
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In the LSI, both real power, P and reactive power, Q is considered as shown in equation (1). 
The bus with a LSI near to “0” is considered as a critical bus in the system.
Figure 2. LSI membership function
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Figure 5. Stability index of distribution generator
Rate of Change of Power (ROCOP)
Rate of Change of Power (ROCOP) is normally used to assess the influence of active power 
variations (frequency and voltage) in the power system. In case when inertia is high in the 
system, for example when generator is operating parallel with the grid the impact is negligible. 
However, for isolated peration, the ROCOP parameter is used to take into account the state 
of the system frequency and voltage. The ROCOP parameter is effective on the distribution 
system which has an imbalance load compared to the system with balance load (Redfern, 
Barrett, & Usta, 1997). 
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Load Shedding Controller (LSC)
The principle operation of Load Shedding Controller (LSC) is shown in Figure 6. The LSC 
algorithm will always checks for system disturbance and continuously monitors the breaker 
status and system frequency. The main function of LSC is to calculate power imbalance based 
on the swing equation as shown in Equation 2.
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Both LSI and ROCOP indicate the sensitivity status of each load in the system. In LSI 
“0” represents a critical load and “1” represent a stable load. For ROCOP, the lowest value 
represents critical load in the system. In this research, the sensitivities of loads are monitored 
throughout the simulation process.
CASE 1: Islanding Operation at 0.14 MW Power Mismatch
In the first case, an islanding scenario with a power mismatch of t 0.14 MW is carried out. 
The total load demand for this case is 1.81 MW and the power supply from mini hydro is 1.67 
MW, and the grid supply the remaining power. The system is islanded by opening the grid’s 
breaker at t=10.0 s. 
When the grid is disconnected from the system, the proposed Adaptive UFLS technique 
monitors the system frequency to determine if threshold limit of 49.5Hz is violated. If the 
frequency drops below the threshold limit, the LRFL is activated to rank the load based on their 
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Table 2 
Load Profile Table  
Load LSI ROCOP Load Values Load Ranking
P (MW) Q (MVAR) Adaptive UFLS Proposed UFLS
1 0.8827 -0.3809 0.0748   0.0464 NV1 NV2
2 0.9279 -0.5852 0.0976 0.0606 NV2 NV1
3 0.8853 -1.2651 0.1582 0.092 NV3 NV3
4 0.9205 -2.453 0.2786 0.1606 SV1 SV2
5 0.8953 -1.2471 0.1658 0.0906 SV2 SV1
6 0.9001 -3.774 0.5345 0.3074 V1 V2
7 0.8853 -3.679 0.5061 0.2827 V2 V1
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sensitivities and LSC will estimate the power imbalance and total load to be shed. Depending 
on the amount calculated and the load rank, the technique will trip certain number of load 
breaker in order to stabilize the frequency. 
Table 3 
Adaptive UFLS Parameter for Islanding Operation at 0.14 MW Power Mismatch  
Parameter Without load shedding Adaptive UFLS Proposed Adaptive
UFLS
Power Imbalance 0.14 0.14 0.14
Total Load Shed 0 0.0748 0.0976
Load Disconnected No load Load 1 Load 2
Frequency Undershoot 47.5 Hz 48.5 Hz 49.0 Hz
Based on the test system, there are 7 loads (Load 1-Load 7). The load is categorized into 
non-vital, semi-vital and vital load as shown in Table 2. The ranking of loads is based on LRFL, 
where it will rank the loads based on their sensitivities of LSI and ROCOP. The loads will be 
shed according to its priority where the Non-vital load will be shed first.
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using the proposed adaptive UFLS technique, the frequency drop to 49.0 Hz as shown in 
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The power imbalance which is calculated based on the swing equation is 0.14 MW as 
shown in Table 3. Only a single load needs to be shed which is load 2 (0.0976 MW). By using 
the proposed adaptive UFLS technique, the frequency drop to 49.0 Hz as shown in Figure 
8. It can e clearly seen that the proposed adaptive UFLS technique h s a better frequency 
response compared to conventional and previous adaptive UFLS technique and system without 
load shedding.
CASE 2: Load Increment in Islanded System
In the load increment case, an additional load (P = 0.6 MW and Q = 0.3106 MVAR) is connected 
to the system at t=25s. Obviously, the excess load leads to frequency instability, unless load 
shedding technique is initiated. Table 4 shows the parameters of the proposed adaptive UFLS 
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technique for load increment. In this case, load 2 is initially shed the moment the system 
islanded. Load 1, Load 3 and Load 4 is selected to be shed after the additional load is added 
to the network. As a result, frequency is restored to its nominal value. 
Table 4 
Adaptive UFLS Parameter for Load Increment in Islanded System  
Parameter Without load shedding Adaptive UFLS Proposed Adaptive
UFLS
Power Imbalance 0.6 0.6 0.6
Total Load Shed 0 0.4216 0.5116
Load Disconnected No load Load 2, Load3 and Load 5 Load 1, Load 3 and Load 4
Frequency Undershoot 47 Hz 47.3 Hz 47.9 Hz
Figure 9 shows the frequency response for load increment scenario. In this situation, 
the frequency drops until 49 Hz due to the islanding event in case 1. By using the proposed 
technique, the frequency is able to return to its nominal value. To further verify the effectiveness 
of this technique, additional load is applied to the system. Despite this, the proposed technique 
is able to restore the nominal frequency of the system.
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CONCLUSION 
This paper presents an Adaptive Under-Frequency Load Shedding (UFLS) scheme based 
on Load Ranking based Fuzzy Logic (LRFL) for distribution network. The algorithm for 
LRFL was  developed using MATLAB’s (Fuzzy Controller). The power imbalance or 
disturbance magnitude is determined by  the swing equation and the algorithm of Adaptive 
UFLS is implemented in the PSCAD simulation software. The accuracy and effectiveness of 
the proposed Adaptive UFLS technique is investigated on a distribution test system. Two 
different cases involving power mismatch of 0.14 MW and load increment were investigated. 
Simulation results have shown that the proposed technique has successfully performed load 
shedding by  ranking  shedding  the load according to the power imbalance and thereby 
restores the frequency back to its nominal value. 
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Load Ranking based Fuzzy Logic (LRFL) for distribution network. The algorithm for LRFL 
was  developed using MATLAB’s (Fuzzy Controller). The power imbalance or disturbance 
magnitude is determined by  the swing equation and the algorithm of Adaptive UFLS is 
implemented in the PSCAD simulation software. The accuracy and effectiveness of the 
proposed Adaptive UFLS technique is investigated on a distribution test system. Two different 
cases involving power mismatch of 0.14 MW and load increment were investigated. Simulation 
results have shown that the proposed technique has successfully performed load shedding by 
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ranking shedding the load according to the power imbalance and thereby restores the frequency 
back to its nominal value.
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ABSTRACT
This research presents compensation of current harmonic disturbance  in power system network using 
shunt active power filter. In this paper, harmonic extraction using Synchronous Reference Frame 
Fundamental technique (SRFF) was investigated for three phase 3-wire system.  It proposes a method 
based on direct current measurement of load currents using a band pass filter at low cut off frequencies 
to improve the filtering ability  in highly contaminated loads. The proposed filter consists of  second 
order low pass and high pass filters cascaded together at suitable frequencies,  estimated  based on the 
output of these units to mitigate the current harmonics. The performance of the system was simulated 
in Matlab Platform and evaluated considering total harmonic distortion of the source current in a three-
phase balanced network. The simulation results show the ability of the proposed tracking scheme to 
accurately estimate harmonics. 
Keywords: Shunt active power filter (SAPF), power quality, harmonics, synchronous reference frame 
(SRF), Low pass filter, high pass filter, band pass filter  
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INTRODUCTION
Non-linear loads, such as power electronic 
converters, generate harmonic current and 
voltage into power system network leading.
to low power quality. This poor power 
quality may trigger  improper function of 
devices arising from  balanced or unbalanced 
non-sinusoidal currents. The harmonic 
spectrum of some common nonlinear loads 
like uninterrupted power supply, switching 
mode power supplies and fluorescent lamps 
consists of odd order harmonics, dominated 
by 3rd, 5th and 7th harmonic components 
and compensating them would go a long way 
eliminating large bulk of harmonic currents 
(Gautam, Yunqing, Kafle, Kashif, & Hasan, 
2014). Various harmonic mitigating devices 
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have been developed to adequately compensate not just harmonic current but also compensate 
reactive power, as well as unbalanced nonlinear and fluctuating loads. Thus, sinusoidal voltage 
and current with unity power factor will be supplied to the load. Shunt active power filter has 
been proven to be effective in compensating harmonic current and reactive power (Salam, 
Cheng, & Jusoh, 2006)(Jacob, Abraham, Prakash, & Philip, 2014)(Bojoi et al., 2005). It is 
designed to draw compensation current or voltage, from the utility, so that it cancels out the 
harmonic components on the ac side by injecting an equal but-opposite voltage or current 
distortion into the network. 
The SAPF is connected in parallel to the load at PCC as shown in Figure 1. In a design of 
shunt active power filter, the controller is divided  into : detection, dc bus control and current 
control (Newman, Zmood, & Holmes, 2002). The selection of methods to be adopted is a 
compromise between accuracy and computational intensity that influences real time application. 
Estimation of reference signal is initiated through detection of essential voltage/current signals 
to generate accurate system variables (information).The derivation of compensation signal 
from the disrupted wave that consists of both fundamental and harmonic contents, can be done 
by two different methods, either frequency domain or time domain approaches.  In frequency 
domain, control strategy to extract compensating commands is based on Fourier analysis of 
the distorted voltage or current signals. Among its drawbacks, this technique involves a lot of 
mathematical computation which requires time to be executed. Also for efficient performance, 
a good and fast processor must be considered. Control strategy in time domain does not require 
much calculation, and are easy to be implemented (Singh, Al-haddad, & Chandra, 1999). It is 
based on instantaneous derivation of compensation commands in the form of either voltage 
or current signals of distorted signals (voltage or current). 
Figure 1. Shunt active power filter
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Conventional current detection methods are usually based on harmonic detection of load currents 
using well-known control strategies in time domain, namely, instantaneous power theory (p-q 
theory) (Kale & Ozdemir, 2005), synchronous reference frame (SRF) (d-q theory) (Sundaram & 
Venugopal, 2016)(Salim, M-t, & Goléa, 2011)(Firouzjah, Sheikholeslami, Karami-Mollaei, & 
Heydari, 2009), synchronous detection method (George & Basu, 2008) etc. The control strategy 
based on synchronous reference frame (d-q theory) is the most widely popular  because of its 
good performance in abnormal conditions and easy implementation (Giri Prasad, Dheeraj, & 
Naveen Kumar, 2012). Figure 2 shows block diagram of the harmonic current detection of  this 
scheme. One  way to improve accuracy and dynamics is  the SRF technique which has faster 
response and small overshoot. In order to address  problems HPF and low pass filter (LPF) were 
combined to develop a band pass filter (BPF). In LPF, its dc signal output has no phase shift and 
hence  no delay. This design should improve the performance of the SRF technique in mitigating 
current harmonics. Second order LPF and HPF were used to produce a fourth order BPF due to 
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Conventional current detection methods are usually based on harmonic detection of load 
currents using well-known control strategies in time domain, namely, instantaneous power 
theory (p-q theory) (Kale & Ozdemir, 2005), synchrono s referen e frame (SRF) (d-q theory) 
(Sundaram & Venugopal, 2016; Salim, Benchoula, & Goléa, 2011; Firouzjah, Sheikholeslami, 
Karami-Mollaei, & Heydari, 2009), synchronous detection method (George & Basu, 2008) 
etc. The control strategy based on s nchronous reference fram  (d-q theory) is the most widely 
popular  because of its good performance in abnormal conditions and easy implementation 
(Giri Prasad, Dheeraj, & Naveen Kumar, 2012). Figure 2 shows block diagram of the harmonic 
cu rent detection of  this scheme. One  way to impr ve ac uracy and ynamics is  the SRF 
technique which has faster response and small overshoot. In order to address  problems 
HPF and low pass filter (LPF) were combined to develop a band pass filter (BPF). In LPF, 
its dc signal output has no phase shift and hence  no delay. This design should improve the 
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performance of the SRF technique in mitigating current harmonics. Second order LPF and HPF 
were used to produce a fourth order BPF due to the fact that higher order filters will provide 
better performance in term of accuracy, which improves filtering process in compensating low 
order harmonics, which are not completely eliminated by other control strategies This design 
is simple and easy to be implemented. The BPF is tuned in terms of bandwidth, attenuation 
and centre frequency to obtain the desired total harmonic distortion (THD).  In Section 2, 
the proposed control strategy of the harmonic detection technique is explained. In Section 3, 
details of harmonic extraction with BPF, and in Section 4, simulation results are presented and 
discussed. Finally, section 5 presents the summary of the study.
HARMONIC CURRENT DETECTION TECHNIQUE.
The detection method used is the  SRF technique, where the load current is transformed to 
rotating reference frame dq with θ being the transformation angle. In this method, θ as time 
varying angle represents the angular position of reference frame which is rotating at constant 
speed in synchronizing with the fundamental frequency of the AC system.  
Figure 2. Block diagram of SRF method 
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Presented in Figure 2, is a block diagram of harmonic current detection technique as described in 
the following steps. In calculating the reference current for shunt active power filter using the 
SRF method, five steps are involved. 
Step one starts with the three-phase supply current ia, ib and ic are transformed to 2-ϕ (α − β ) 
current in stationary reference frame iα and iβ as shown below.  
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Step two involves changing from the α − β plane to current reference in d-q frame, using a unit 
vector for generation of sine and cosine signals required for synchronization with the various 
phase to neutral voltages. The d-q currents obtained consist of AC and DC parts. The 
fundamental component of current becomes fixed DC part and the AC part represents the 
harmonic components. These harmonic components can easily be extracted using the BPF, as 
cascaded second order LPF and HPF, as shown in Figure 3. 
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where θ represent, the phase angle of voltage.
In step three, the detection of harmonics becomes a matter of removing the AC signal 
with the BPF.
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Finally, in step five, the abc reference frame is obtained using inverse transformation so that, 
current is as given below: 
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The extracted harmonic current reference is compared with output current from inverter or filter 
current, thus, generating the required switching pulses for the inverter.                                                         
 
3 Design of Band-Pass Filter  
In order to mitigate low order harmonics and reactive power with BPF, two second-order LPF 
and HPF were designed and cascaded. In the fundamental dq-frame, overall harmonic 
compensation is achieved due to the fact that fundamental frequency is transposed to dc-signal. 
Its  together with all harmonics using both LPF and HPF from the load current, gives a band of 
selected harmonic current spectrum.  The literature suggests  that fundamental d-q-frame does 
not allow specific selective harmonic current compensation; however, it has an interesting 
property in having characteristic of harmonic orders, in each is designed for one pair i.e. k= 6n ± 
1 of positive and negative sequence harmonics (Gautam et al., 2014)(Lascu, Asiminoaei, Boldea, 
& Blaabjerg, 2007). There is therefore an  advantage to  compensate  two harmonic orders at 
once.  In (Lascu et al., 2007)specific loads, such as diode or thyristor rectifiers for example, the 
5th harmonic consists of only negative-sequence component and that of 7th harmonic has only 
positive component. Both harmonics are derived from the sixth harmonic in fundamental 
reference frame, so that only a single regulator in the fundamental positive-sequence reference 
frame could be used for both harmonics. At lower cut-off frequencies with pass band to be set at 
10 Hz, the BPF is tuned in terms of bandwidth, attenuation and centre frequency at the desired 
harmonic frequency. With appropriate cut-off frequencies of BPF (as determined by equations 9 
and 10), separation of fundamental and harmonic currents from measured system load current 
was achieved. This approach, effectively mitigates almost completely the more harmful 
harmonics from the load current, which are not sufficiently attenuated with other control 
schemes. Numerical filtering is a key issue in determining accuracy and dynamics of the 
harmonic detection mechanism. In selecting the characteristics of filter, a compromise between 
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desired harmonic frequency. With appropriate cut-off frequencies of BPF (as determined by 
equations 9 and 10), separation of fundamental and harmonic currents from measured system 
load current was achieved. This approach, effectively mitigates almost completely the more 
harmful harmonics from the load current, which are not sufficiently attenuated with other 
control schemes. Numerical filtering is a key issue in determining accuracy and dynamics of the 
harmonic detection mechanism. In selecting the characteristics of filter, a compromise between 
these two has to be made. These are determined by the cut-off frequency and order of the filter; 
filters  with higher order and lower cut-off frequency improve attenuation of harmonics but, at 
a cost of slowed down response in event of load variation. Therefore, the trade-off is between 
accuracy and speed (response time) should be discovered.
Equations 7-10 are given below, used for determining filter parameters: 
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these two has to be made. These are determined by the cut-off frequency and order of the filter; 
filters  with higher order and lower cut-off frequency improve attenuation of harmonics but, at a 
cost of slowed down response in event of load variation. Therefore, the trade-off is between 
accuracy and speed (response time) should be discovered. 
Equations 7-10 are given below, used for determining filter parameters:  
Bandwidth  .                                                               7              
Quality factor                                                                        8 
High pass filter cut-off frequency              9 
 Low pass filter cut-off frequency            10  
Where BW = Bandwidth, Q = Quality factor, f1 = low cut-off frequency, f2 = high cut-off frequency, f0 = centre frequency.   
 4.  Results and Analysis 
The shunt APF performance was investigated using Matlab/Simulink software in the simulation 
study. A 3-� voltage supply with uncontrolled rectifier with resistor-inductor (RL) load (non-
linear load) is used as the test system. To mitigate harmonics, shunt APF is connected with the 
test system via filter inductor L. Figures 4 to 6 below displayed the related results from the 
simulation work. The THD due to non-linear load of distorted line current is 25.60% as depicted 
in Figure 4 from fast Fourier transform (FFT) analysis of load current before compensation. This 
result, clearly shows that, supply current is distorted due to presence of non-linear load. The 
harmonic spectrum of the distorted waveform is displayed in Figure 4a. In order to  eliminate the 
current harmonics, the shunt active power filter successfully reduced THD of source current to 
1.16% (as obtained from FFT analysis shown in Figure 4b). Figure 5a shows waveform of load 
current before compensation, while Figure 5b displays the source current after compensation, 
Figure 6a displays the compensation current, and Figure 6b displays DC bus capacitor voltage. 
The analyses were carried out for the proposed BPF, and with LPF too, for comparison.  
 
Table 1 shows findings obtained from the analyses. The BPF shows a better performance in 
terms of THD. The smaller bandwidth results in better finding.  At lower cut-off frequency with 
pass band of 10 Hz, the BPF produces good performance. With appropriate cut-off frequencies 
of BPF, separation of fundamental and harmonic currents from the measured load current was 
achieved, and this shows effectiveness of the configuration in mitigating low order harmonics. 
Different loads were test to verify the performance of the SAPF with both LPF and BPF. The 
result is presented in Table 2. Again, the BPF has displayed better performance in mitigating 
current harmonics.   
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current after compensation, Figure 6a displays the compensation current, and Figure 6b displays 
DC bus capacitor voltage. The analyses were carried out for the proposed BPF, and with LPF 
too, for comparison. 
Table 1 sho s findings obtained from the analyses. The BPF shows a better performance in 
terms of THD. The smaller bandwidth results in better finding.  At lower cut-off frequency with 
pass band of 10 Hz, the BPF produces good performance. With appropriate cut-off frequencies 
of BPF, separation of fundamental and harmonic currents from the measured load current was 
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achieved, and this shows effectiveness of the configuration in mitigating low order harmonics. 
Different loads were test to verify the performance of the SAPF with both LPF and BPF. The 
result is presented in Table 2. Again, the BPF has displayed better performance in mitigating 
current harmonics.  
Table 1 
THD with and without shunt active power filter  
Harmonic 
order
THD %
Without 
SAPF
With SAPF 
LPF 
tr = 0.159
With SAPF 
BPF 
tr = 0.17
1st 100.00 100.00 100.00
3rd 0.00 1.23 0.20
5th 20.96 0.58 0.24
7th 9.92 0.33 0.24
9th 0.00 0.15 0.03
11th 7.63 0.18 0.17
13th 4.94 0.14 0.14
THD% 25.60 3.00 1.16
Table 2 
THD with and without shunt active power filter  
THD %
Loads  LPF B P F :  ( L P F  & 
HPF) 
50Ω 100mH 3.64 1.11
20Ω 20mH 3.32 1.49
40Ω 100mH 2.90 1.18
30Ω 10mH 2.90 1.25
30Ω 5mH 2.90 1.25
40Ω 10mH 2.98 1.16
40Ω 90mH 2.91 1.16
30Ω 50mH 3.00 1.25
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CONCLUSION   
In this work, an improvement in filtering performance of the dq reference frame technique was 
presented. This was achieved by combining the properties of HPF and LPF in developing BPF. 
Interestingly, the dc output signal of LPF has zero phase shift; therefore, it has no delay. Second 
order LPF and HPF were used to produce fourth order BPF, as higher order filters provide better 
performance, being more accurate  thus  improving the filtering process.  in compensating low 
order harmonics, which are not completely eliminated by other control strategies. The design is 
simple and easy to be implemented. The simulation results show effectiveness of this method 
in mitigating low order harmonics in the system with THD reducing from 25.60% to 1.16%.
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ABSTRACT
Negative bias temperature instability (NBTI) is a common phenomenon  in a p-channel MOSFET device 
under a negative gate-to-source voltage at a high stress temperature. This paper  presents the NBTI 
characterisation based on different analysis methods and stress conditions on p-MOSFET devices. The 
atomic hydrogen concentration is probed at interface, Poly-Si and channel of p-MOSFET under study 
using SILVACO TCAD tool. In addition, the behaviour of the permanent and recoverable component 
was investigated based on AC stress at different stress conditions using Modelling Interface Generation 
(MIG) tool. The results show that increases in temperature, negative voltage stress gate and decreases 
in frequency increase the threshold voltage shift, thus  enhancing NBTI degradation.
Keywords: NBTI, temperature, voltage stress gate, frequency, threshold voltage (Vth), AC, DC, recovery 
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Negative bias temperature instability (NBTI) 
occurs in p-channel MOSFET that operates 
with negative gate-to-source voltage at 
elevated temperature. NBTI contributes to 
degradation of transistor parameters which are 
increasing of the threshold voltage, decreasing 
of transconductance, drain current, channel 
mobility and subthreshold slope. NBTI not 
only degrade circuit performance, it can also 
results in circuit failures (R. Entner, 2014). 
A gradual shift of threshold voltage (VTH) 
over time is commonly observed due to the 
application of voltage stress on the gate, 
temperature, and the duty cycle for AC only of 
the stressing voltage under static stress (DC) 
and dynamic stress (AC) (Mishra, Pandey, & 
Alam, 2012). 
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NBTI mechanism based on R-D model
The model used to define the NBTI mechanism is the rate-diffusion (R-D) model,  according 
to which  the electric field was able to break Si–H bonds located at the Silicon-oxide interface. 
H was released in the substrate where it migrates. The remaining dangling bond Si- (Pb centre) 
contribute to the threshold voltage degradation. On top of the interface states generation some 
pre-existing traps located in the bulk of the dielectric (and supposedly nitrogen related), were 
filled with holes coming from the channel of pMOS. Those traps can be emptied when the 
stress voltage was removed. This Vth degradation can be recovered over time (Mishra et al., 
2012; R. Entner, 2014, Ang, Member, Teo, Ho, & Ng, 2011). Figure 1 shows that released 
hydrogen diffuses into the gate oxide during stress and returns back to the interface when stress 
was removed. The active region of the NBTI mechanism was uniformly distributed over the 
channel according to a one-dimensional problem. Figure 2 depicts that a hole can tunnel to 
a Si-H bond during inversion of the p-MOSFET and it can take one electron of the covalent 
bonding away. After that, the hydrogen atom diffuses away with its electron and leaves a 
positively charged interface trap behind (Entner, 2014).
Figure 1. Schematic description of the R-D model 
(Entner, 2014)
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Generation and Recovery of Interface Trap
Based on the pre-existing interface traps and creation of the new interface states, there were 
two components of NBTI which were permanent and temporary as shown in Figure 3 (Mishra 
et al., 2012). Permanent NBTI was known as non-recoverable because of the new interface 
trap generation. Meanwhile, temporary NBTI was known as recoverable because of some pre-
existing traps present in the gate oxide was filled with holes from the PMOS channel and the 
hole can be emptied when the stress voltage was removed (Mishra et al., 2012). The component 
that effect most of the increasing of threshold voltage was mainly due to the permanent NBTI 
rather than temporary which partly effect threshold voltage (Mishra et al., 2012).
Figure 3. Temporary and permanent phase of NBTI (Mishra et al., 2012)
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Where EA is an apparent activation energy, kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the stress 
temperature.
In this paper, we probe atomic hydrogen concentration at different location of p-MOSFET 
device interface, Poly-Si and channel using SILVACO TCAD. The threshold voltage shift of 
p-MOSFET based on different stress condition in DC and AC analysis were analysed and the 
behaviour of the permanent and recoverable component of p-MOSFET subject to AC stress 
we studied.
METHODOLOGY
In this project, SILVACO TCAD and Modelling Generation (MIG) were the simulation  tools 
used to study the NBTI phenomenon.  Figure 4 shows a process flow of creating device structure 
and characterization process using ATHENA and ATLAS respectively. The atomic hydrogen 
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concentration was probed at interface, Poly-Si and channel of p-MOSFET as to observe the 
generation of interface trap at three different location in the MOSFET device (Coulombs, 
2010). In this work, a conventional SiO2 p-MOSFET device with gate length of 1μm was 
created as shown in Figure 5. 
Figure 4. The process design flow in SILVACO TCAD
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The MIG was a simulation tool used to estimate the change in the interface trap (ΔNIT), 
hence threshold voltage shift (ΔVT), resulting from NBTI phenomena, based on the voltage, 
temperature and stress conditions given. It can be used to mimic the experimental condition 
by indicating the points where ΔVT measurement has to be taken, including the effect of d lay 
(due to ΔVT measurement time required by the setup). Finally, based on the measured ΔVT 
under DC (continuous stress) condition, projection of lifetime, tlife (the time at which the device 
will degrade up to a certain value of ΔVT) can be made at both DC and AC (periodic stress, 
having duty cycle of 50%) (Islam, n.d.).
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Effect of Different Probing Location based on Different Stress Temperature and 
Stress Voltage
A stress was applied to this submicron device by varying the voltage stress and temperature. 
Based on the result of the simulation, the hydrogen concentration was studied at three different 
location: centre of the interface, Poly-Si gate contact and Si channel (Coulombs, 2010). The 
atomic hydrogen concentration was observed as to understand the breaking of Si-H bond during 
the stress phase and hydrogen passivation during the recovery phase (Mishra et al., 2012).
Temperature ranging from 300K to 420K was applied with same voltage stress on the 
gate oxide of -2V. The applied temperatures were within the range of 100°C to 150°C, within 
which significant NBTI degradation was observed (Hussin, Soin, Bukhori, Abdul Wahab, 
& Shahabuddin, 2014). A total dangling bond density of 1 x 10 cm-2 was assumed (initially 
passivated 100%) (Coulombs, 2010). However, the result shown that the total dangling bond 
was not passivated at 100%. This was due to the submicron device structure does not completely 
created properly in SILVACO ATHENA.
Based on Figure 6 – Figure 8, the atomic hydrogen concentration at 420K shows higher 
concentration than temperature at 398K and 300K. This was because under a high temperature 
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the hydrogen diffuses much more faster which was why at temperature 420K has higher 
concentration that 398K and 420K. The hydrogen diffuse more in centre of interface than in 
Poly-Si contact and Si contact due to the electric field break Si-H bond at the centre of the 
interface located at the Silicon-oxide interface (Entner, 2014).
Figure 6. Atomic hydrogen 
concentration at the centre of the 
Interface
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Si contact and Si contact due to the electric field break Si-H bond at the centre of the interface 
located at the Silicon-oxide interface (Entner, 2014). 
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Effect of Different Stress Condition based on AC Measurement
In AC analysis, similar range of temperature stress and voltage stress used in DC analysis will 
be applied. In addition, a frequency from a range of 0.001Hz to 0.01Hz as to account for AC 
measurement was applied. The permanent and recovery component plays an important role 
to study the NBTI characterization. The recovery mechanism can be observed when a device 
was subject to a train of stressing pulses which was known as AC stress (Mishra et al., 2012). 
During the first phase of the clock cycle, Vth increases due to the stress applied, and then 
it decreases again in the second half of the cycle when the stress was removed as shown in the 
Figure 12 below (Mishra et al., 2012). As shown in the figure, a CMOS inverter was drawn and 
when the Vg i.e. input gate voltage is zero (i.e. Vgs= -VDD), the PMOS will be in the stress phase 
and when Vg is VDD (i.e. Vgs= 0) then PMOS will be in relaxation phase as shown (Mishra et 
al., 2012). It is important to understand the stress and recovery phenomenon in p-MOSFET 
devices as the operation of CMOS inverter can significantly affect by the reliability issues 
specifically the NBTI occurrence in a p-MOSFET devices. 
Figure 12. Pulse showing stress and relaxation phase of a PMOS (Mishra et al., 2012)
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Figure 13 shows the permanent and recoverable component of the p-MOSFET device 
under stress of temperature at 125°C, voltage stress gate at -2.0V and frequency at 0.001Hz. 
The permanent component, ΔVts was created as the new interface trap generation when the 
device was put under stress meanwhile the recovery component, ΔVtr was obtained when some 
pre-existing traps present in the gate oxide was filled with holes from the PMOS channel and 
the hole can be emptied when the stress voltage was removed (Hussin et al., 2014). The device 
was stressed and relaxed until 5000s in 5 cycle. The threshold voltage (VTH) increase slightly 
for each cycle at the end of applied stress and recovery.
Effect of Different Stress Condition based on Permanent and Recoverable 
Component
Figure 14 and 15 show the permanent and recoverable threshold voltage (VTH) under three 
different stress condition: temperature (range from 75°C to 150°C), voltage stress gate (range 
from -1.6V to -2.3V) and frequency (range 0.001Hz to 0.01Hz). The permanent component 
in Figure 14 can be obtained by subtracting the threshold voltage (VTH) at the end of recovery 
with the threshold voltage (VTH) at the beginning of stress (Hussin et al., 2014). Same with the 
permanent component, the recovery component in Figure 15 also can be obtained by subtracting 
the VTH at the end of recovery and VTH at the beginning of the recovery (Hussin et al., 2014). 
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The permanent and recoverable shift VTH decreases as the cycle increases. This result was 
consistent with the self-limiting recovery perspective, where in the recovery is dependent on 
the number of stress cycles (Hussin et al., 2014). This degradation mechanism, in which a 
reduction in the recovery is observed, can be explained by the influence of increasing stress 
recovery cycles that can contribute to greater structural relaxation; consequently, the oxide 
network was distorted and the hole traps cannot be recovered, thus being transformed into a 
more permanent form (Hussin et al., 2014). The graph was obtained using the same method 
in paper (Ang et al., 2011; Grasser et al., 2010; Hussin et al., 2014; Jia et al., 2013).
The threshold voltage shift increases as the frequency decreases. This is due to at high 
frequency, there was an asymmetry of the delays between dissociation and annealing (Entner, 
2014). It can be speculated that a short delay exists between the availability of holes and their 
capture by Si-H bonds. It can be assumed that the slower starting of the dissociation process 
was responsible for the reduced threshold shift in the higher frequency (Entner, 2014).
Figure 13. Permanent and Recoverable component at different temperature under AC stress
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DISCUSSION
Concentration of atomic hydrogen on three different locations on p-MOSFET were influenced 
by temperature and negative voltage stress (VG). Higher temperature results in a higher 
probability of hydrogen diffusion in the centre of the interface to gate oxide from the breaking 
of Si-H bond due to the electric field during the stress phase. The process of breaking the 
Si-H bond becomes much faster at elevated temperature until at its peak of stress time before 
it diffuses back into SiO2 to recombine back into Si-H bond during the recovery phase. The 
negative voltage stress (VG) with a magnitude of the gate oxide field (EOX) creates the electric 
field which is capable of breaking the Si-H bonds. As the VG increases, the electric field becomes 
much stronger, which causes more Si-H bonds to break to produce a hydrogen atom. As the 
atomic hydrogen concentration increases, the VTH shift also increases, which lead to NBTI 
degradation effects. In DC stress, the threshold voltage shift ( VTH) increases with the applied 
stress time. For AC stress, there are stress phase and the recovery phase in each cycle in a 
specific period of time. The stress time and recovery time, reduce for the next cycle. This result 
to less permanent and recovery component in the next cycle. The permanent and recoverable 
component decreases over time in each cycle due to less stress and recovery time for each cycle.
Temperature and negative voltage stress (with a magnitude of oxide field) are well-known 
NBTI dependence. Therefore, it is very crucial to determine the range of applied stress voltage 
and temperature during the NBTI characterization process to reduce the possibility of other 
defect mechanisms such as Time Dependent Dielectric Breakdown (TDDB) and hot carrier 
injection (HCI) occur. Higher frequency also reduces NBTI degradation in AC analysis. In view 
of  the recovery process being significant in reducing the NBTI effects, to ensure no recovery 
contribution during the stress-measure-stress characterization process, other techniques such 
as fast and ultra-fast on-the-fly (OTF) techniques can be used as this method do not suffer 
from recovery artefacts and are suitable for measuring degradation from short to long t-stress 
(Mahapatra et al., 2013).
CONCLUSION
This paper presents the NBTI degradation phenomenon for DC and AC analysis, which the 
underlying mechanisms based on R-D model. The Silvaco TCAD tool was used as to understand 
the behaviour of interface trap concentration. Using the MIG tool, higher temperature and 
negative voltage stress gate well as lower frequency results in higher threshold voltage shift 
The permanent and recoverable threshold voltage shift  decreases as the cycle increases during 
AC measurement. A Two Stage the underlying mechanism includes the pre-existing effect 
together with the interface trap can be used in future work as to enhance the understanding of 
NBTI degradation in p-MOSFET devices with different technologies such as high-k devices 
and advanced FinFET technology with regard to the recoverable component issues.
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ABSTRACT
Planar electromagnetic sensors are widely used in many applications due to its low cost, simple 
architecture, and fast response. Currently, there are many types of membranes which have been introduced 
to remove contaminants from an aqueous solution. Hence, the water quality could be maintained and 
safe to consume. The objective of this paper is to apply and investigate the effectiveness of a selective 
membrane in detecting nitrate, phosphate, zinc, and nickel ions by means of  planar electromagnetic 
sensors array (PESA). The samples have four different concentration levels,  5 ppm, 25 ppm, 75 ppm, 
and 100 ppm. The selective membrane’s performance is evaluated based on absolute average sensitivity 
(|Z%|). This performance is compared with  conventional coating such as incralac. The developed 
membrane consists of two elements which are polymer and solvent. Modified silica is selected as a 
polymer material while N-(2-Aminoethyl)-3 Aminipropyltrimethoxysilane is selected as a solvent. The 
selection of these materials is based on their ability to attract the contaminants in the aqueous solution 
and hence increased the selectivity. The proposed sensor with a membrane shows its higher sensitivity 
compared to incralac. The highest sensitivity is 338 % which observed in the presence of membrane 
for the nickel detection. Meanwhile, the lowest sensitivity using membrane is 12 % for zinc detection.
Keywords: Planar electromagnetic sensor array, water contaminants, star configuration, water supply 
quality  
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INTRODUCTION
Tremendous developments in the agricultural 
and industrial sectors have directly affected 
the water supply quality. Agricultural 
activities, farm animals, and industry  are 
the primary causes for  increases in  non-
metallic impurities in water resources. These 
impurities or foreign substances may contain 
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various diseases and  therefore dangerous to humans. A high concentration of nitrate in drinking 
water can lead to gastric cancer, blue baby syndrome, and Parkinson’s disease (World Health 
Organization, 2011). For instance, zinc can have a  corrosive effect on human skin and  damage 
the nervous membrane. Therefore, it is very important to have a standard guideline to monitor 
the level of contaminants in water.  A rapid and efficient system for contaminants detection at 
lower concentration levels can be useful.  Table 1 lists  the standard of contaminants in drinking 
water set by the World Health Organization (WHO).
Table 1 
Contaminants standard in drinking water  
Pollutants WHO EPA
Nitrate 0.05 -
Phosphate 5 ppm -
Zinc 5 ppm 5 ppm
Copper 1.0 ppm 1 ppm
Arsenic 0.05 ppm 0.01 ppm
Lead 0.05 ppm 0.015 ppm
Many researches have proposed various methods to detect these contaminants above in 
water, such as spectrophotometric, chromatography (Kodamatani et al., 2009), potentiometry 
(Hassan, 1976), amperometric, and biosensor (Albanese et al., 2010). However, these methods 
have their own drawbacks such as exposure towards emission of hazardous gases, measurement 
error due to interference from other contaminant, kinetic charge transfer at electrode surface 
are low thus direct reduction of nitrate is characterized by poor sensitivity and reproducibility, 
low sample throughput and large scale equipment, lengthy analysis time, costly instrumentation 
requirements, as well as utilization of toxic regents and carrier solution, and limitation of 
large sample size required. Due to these issues, PESA is introduced to determine the near-to-
the-surface properties, such as dielectrics, permeability and conductivity (Ong et al., 2001) 
(Hofmann et al., 2005). The applications of PESA can be found  in  food safety, sheep skin 
estimation, and bacterial content detection (Ong et al., 2001) (Yunus et al., 2009) (Hofmann 
et al., 2005), where the sensors are sensitive to the different magnetic susceptibilities and 
dielectric properties of each material (Nor et al., 2013) (Ong et al., 2001). Research  (Yunus et 
al., 2015) proved that  the coating layer could vary the sensitivity of the sensor. On the other 
hand, protective layer could protect the sensor surface from extreme chemical reaction  from 
contaminants. This research focuses on developing PESA with different types of coating to 
detect nitrate, phosphate, zinc, and nickel.
PESA FOR NITRATE, PHOSPHATE, ZINC, AND NICKEL DETECTION
PESA Architecture and Detection Principle 
In this section, the architecture and detection principle of PESA for contaminants measurement 
are elaborated. PESA consists of a series-connected meander sensor and an interdigital sensor. 
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The sensor array is fabricated in a thin substrate such as a printed circuit board (PCB) using 
the conventional PCB fabrication technique. The meander sensor consists of several loops 
or coils of electrodes and is designed to be spiral or square shape. The interdigital sensor 
consists of positive and negative electrodes and is designed to be parallel between positive and 
negative electrode. The ground electrode is placed at the bottom of the interdigital sensor. The 
combination of the meander and interdigital type provides the best sensitivity. The architecture 
of the sensor array is illustrated in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Planar electromagnetic sensor architecture (a) Top view (b) Bottom view
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Figure 1. Planar electromagnetic sensor architecture (a) Top view (b) Bottom view 
According to Figure 1, the sensors consist of a meander sensor and an interdigital sensor 
which are connected in series. The proposed dimension of meander sensor is 20 mm  20 
mm. A meander sensor is built based on five loops of coils. The interdigital sensor is 
designed based on consecutive positive electrode and negative electrode. The proposed 
interdigital width for positive electrode and negative electrode are 0.5 mm and 1 mm 
respectively. In this research, planar electromagnetic sensor with star array configuration is 
used. Based on research in (Nor et al. 2013)(Nor et al. 2015), star array configuration has the 
highest sensitivity. Figure 2 illustrates the star configuration and equivalent electrical circuit 
diagram. 
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A meander sensor is built based on five loops of coils. The interdigital sensor is designed based 
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Figure 2. (a) star configuration; (b) equivalent electrical circuit diagram
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Figure 2.  (a) star configuration; (b) equivalent electrical circuit diagram 
Three sensors namely S1, S2 and S3 are placed in a star array configuration. These three 
sensors are placed 10 mm apart. S2, and S3 which are placed 45  and - 45  respectively from 
S1. The schematic diagram of the meander sensor and interdigital sensor is shown in blue.  
The ground plane connection on the other side of the PCB is presented in red. . In this 
research, the equivalent electrical circuit of the sensor is illustrated in Figure 2 (b). According 
to Figure 2 (b), the sensor is connected to a function generator where Rg is the output 
resistance with a nominal value of 50 Ω.R1 denotes the series surface mount resistor 
connected to sensor 1 (S1), as shown in Figure 2 (a). Therefore, current I3-1can be calculated 
from 
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where I3-1 and V3-1are the rms value of current through the sensor and voltage across R1 
respectively. The absolute total impedance for sensor S1, Z1 is given by 
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The same method of calculation can be used to calculate the impedance for both sensors S2 
and S3 by using Equations (1) to (3). 
3.0 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND ANALYSIS 
The experimental setup is categorized into three parts; they are  sensor, system, and 
sample. Firstly, the PESA with a star array configuration is  fabricated. This sensor is then 
coated with membrane. A function generator supply AC source to PESA. Meanwhile, the 
oscilloscope is used for the data acquisition. LabVIEW software is used for data display and 
analysis. Figure 3 illustrates the experimental setup of the research. 10 Volts peak-to- peak 
voltages is supplied by means of function generator at each terminal sensor. Four channels 
oscilloscope that being link online with PC and a holder to hold the sensor which was  
immersed into a beaker and  prepared samples.  The oscilloscope is interfaced to a PC where 
the output signals and the sensor’s impedance was recorded and calculated consecutively 
using LabVIEW software for a period of times. In this research, the frequency is set from 1 
kHz to 20 MHz. In order to characterize the effect of coating on sensor performance, the 
whole procedure is repeated using PESA coated with Incralac. Four types of different 
samples were prepared. There are nitrate, phosphate, zinc, and nickel solution at different 
concentration level (5ppm, 25ppm, 75ppm, and 100ppm). The samples are subjected to 
PESA.  
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MEMBRANE POLYMER DOPE DEVELOPMENT PROCEDURE
All the reagents are analytical grade unless otherwise stated. Firstly, silica powder (10.1348 g) 
and N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) are mixed for 30 minutes using stirrer machine (IKA RW 
20 digital) at the speed of 500 rotation per minute (rpm). This mixing process is demonstrated 
in Figure 4(a). Secondly, the mixture of silica and NMP were inserted into ultrasonic cleaner 
machine (3MX) for degassing process. This process takes 60 minutes to disperse the particles 
in the mixture. The illustration of degassing process is shown in Figure 4(b). Then, 25 g of 
poly-sulfone (PSF) is added into the mixture of silica and NMP. To ensure the mixture mixed 
thoroughly, the PSF is inserted gradually and stirred using IKA machine for 4 hours in 750 
rpm as illustrated in Figure 4(c). Next, NMP (10 g) is added into the mixture and leave it 
for 24 hours. Lastly, the mixture is left in ultrasonic cleaner machine (3MX) for 3 hours for 
degassing process. Figure 4(d) demonstrates the membrane polymer dope which consists of 
silica, NMP and PSF.
Figure 3. Experimental setup for nitrate, phosphate, zinc, and nickel samples
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The prepared membrane is then transferred into the beaker for the coating process. Robot 
arm is employed to hold the planar electromagnetic sensor and helps to immerse the sensor 
into the beaker for almost 10 seconds. Then, the sensor is pulled out slowly in order to get 
smooth coating surface. Finally, the coated sensor is inserted into the oven for 24 hours at 50°C.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Figure 5 and Figure 6 depict the impedance, Z using PESA with a star configuration for different 
concentrations of nitrate and phosphate solution respectively. The graphs in Figure 5 and Figure 
6 show the impedance for both sensor which are coated with membrane and Incralac. Based 
on the measured data, it can be seen that the total impedance responses vary with the different 
samples of nitrate and phosphate. Basically, for the star array sensor, the total impedance value 
decreases as the concentration of these contaminants solution increased from 5 ppm to 100 
Figure 5. Impedance for different concentration level of nitrate (a) coated with Incralac; (b) coated with 
membrane 
sensitivity is 0.02 %. The absolute impedance sensitivity value has increased approximate 
two times higher than the sensor coated with I cralac. The absorption of the nitrate ion on the 
membrane has changed the nature of the output (impedance). Hence, makes the PESA to be 
more sensitive to all measured samples. 
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ppm. Hence, it shows that the presence of contamination in water could increase the water 
conductivity. At the same time, the permittivity of the medium under test also increase with 
the increased in contamination level. The obtained data in this research agreed with the paper 
in (Nor et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2015).  
Table 2 
Absolute sensitivity, |Z%| for different concentration level of nitrate, phosphate, nickel, and zinc  
Part per 
million 
(ppm)
Nitrate Phosphate Nickel Zinc
Membrane Incralac Membrane Incralac Membrane Incralac Membrane Incralac
5 14-99 47-55 20-28 8-56 2-331 1-52 77-224 0.27-71
25 26-99 42-64 13-98 12-61 0-338 0.5-45 93-192 2-60
75 35-100 38-60 35-99 6-65 1-92 2.7-55 12-94 0.02-69
100 42-100 34-60 36-99 6-62 1.8-93 0.55-62 93-204 1-71
Table 2 summarized the absolute average impedance sensitivities, |Z%| for nitrate, 
phosphate, zinc, and nickel. Sensitivity is calculated based on the equation in (Yunus et al., 
2015). Based on the result, PESA with star configuration could distinctly differentiate or give 
a vary response for different concentration of nitrate, phosphate, zinc, and nickel. PESA coated 
with membrane shows higher sensitivity compared to Incralac for all measured samples. 
The highest sensitivity is 338 % which observed in the presence of membrane for the nickel 
detection. In the meanwhile, the lowest sensitivity using membrane is 12 % for zinc detection. 
However, for Incralac coating, the highest sensitivity is 71 % and the lowest sensitivity is 0.02 
%. The absolute impedance sensitivity value has increased approximate two times higher 
than the sensor coated with Incralac. The absorption of the nitrate ion on the membrane has 
changed the nature of the output (impedance). Hence, makes the PESA to be more sensitive 
to all measured samples.
CONCLUSION
The membrane and Incralac coaters have been successfully coated on the PESA surfaces. The 
results demonstrate that the PESA could give different responses for different contaminant 
concentrations values in different ranges of frequencies. The result indicates  that PESA coated 
with membrane has the highest sensitivity. In the future, an artificial neural network (ANN) 
classification method will be employed to increase the validity and to estimate the level of 
contamination of water samples taken from natural sources, such as rivers or lakes.
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ABSTRACT
Radio telescope is an application that requires a precise position control as it should point to the exact 
coordinate so that it could receive the desired signal. The main idea of this paper is to optimise the PID 
controller by introducing slope variation method in order to control the position of a radio telescope. 
This proposed method is also validated with the presence of disturbance, such as wind gust disturbance 
with different speed amplitude. The results indicate that the proposed optimisation method has a better 
result with no overshoot and able to attenuate wind gust disturbance when compared with conventional 
PID controller.
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INTRODUCTION
For a large radio telescope, it is essential  it 
receives the intended signal while keeping 
its position accuracy. The challenges of 
maintaining its accuracy is increased  when 
the radio telescope exposed to disturbances 
and nonlinearities such as wind disturbance, 
saturation, backlash and many more. In order 
to sustain the accuracy, different control 
method and strategies are used. 
Cho et al., had utilised H∞ using step 
tracking algorithm to control the antenna 
system (Cho et al., 2003) where this method 
satisfied the requirement of the system. 
Referring to (Sahoo and Roy 2014; Garcia-
Sanz et al., 2012), QFT method had been 
used, where Suresh Kumar Sahoo et al. 
mentioned that the performance of the 
controller is satisfactory and meet the stability 
specifications with overshoot of 2.24% and 
very low steady state error. It takes into 
account the plant uncertainty in designing the 
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QFT controller. On the other hand, Garcia-Sanz et al., had considered saturation constraints in 
the simplified rigid body model of an existing extra-large radio telescope. The robustness of the 
designed QFT had been able to overcome the disturbance even in the influence of saturation 
nonlinearity. However, H∞ and QFT methods require a lot of mathematical formulation and 
understanding and hence become complicated.
Fuzzy logic controller then emerged as this method express mathematical equation based 
on phrases and thus make it understandable. Fuzzy logic has been used widely in controlling 
the radio telescope such as by (Okumus et al., 2012; 2013). Okumus et al., had employed 
several fuzzy membership functions such as triangle, trapezoid, Gaussian, bell and Cauchy 
and compared the performance between them. The best membership function was then used in 
self-tuning fuzzy logic controller where it showed an improvement in terms of overshoot and 
rise time. Nevertheless, expert knowledge of the system is required prior to implementing fuzzy 
logic controller so that fuzzy rules and its range can be properly set. Not only that, the process 
of designing fuzzy logic controller is still depending on trial-and-observation practice (Chen et 
al., 1993). Somehow, this condition caused difficulties in determine fuzzy rules and its range.
On contrary, PID controller has been used since decades ago due to its simplicity, easy to 
understand and implement and also able to control wide range of system applications (Qiu et 
al., 2014; Rahmani et al., 2012; Namazov, 2010; Yousef, 2012; Qiu et al., 2014).  It is one of 
the earlier control methods that still commonly used now. PID controller work by adjusting and 
tuning its parameters’ value until the desired output is met. However, this process consumes 
time and requires a lot of adjusting and tuning process. Thus, the purpose of this paper is to 
optimize the PID controller by introducing slope variation method and improve the performance 
of the controller including reduce the time consumed during tuning process.
MODELLING OF RADIO TELESCOPE
Radio telescope consists of two parts:
• DC servo motor
• Parabolic antenna dish (load)
In this section, the procedure in obtaining radio telescope model is presented. 
DC Servo Motor
Servo motor is a type of motor for operation involving position control as well as speed control. 
Input of this radio telescope is obtained from potentiometer which then converted to voltage 
and fed into a dc servo motor. Torque,Tm, developed by servo motor will rotate the antenna dish 
with desired speed, ωm.. The motor is driven only when there is difference between input and 
output. The larger the value, the greater the motor input voltage, and the faster motor turned 
(Nise, 2011). DC servo motor is modelled by converting the motor equation into Laplace 
transfer function. 
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Parabolic Antenna Dish (Load)
In this paper, the load is a parabolic antenna dish with diameter of 18 m. This dish is mounted 
on the servo motor. Generally, a radio telescope is made of two axes; azimuth (rotate side-to-
side direction) and elevation (moving up-down direction). In this paper the azimuth axis is 
studied. The angle of rotation for azimuth axis is between 0 - 360°. Figure 1 below illustrates 
the azimuth and elevation axis of a radio telescope as well as the schematic diagram of dc 
servo motor.
Figure 1. (a) Radio telescope; (b) Schematic diagram of DC servo motor within radio telescope system 
motor equation into Laplace transfer function.  
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3. METHODOLOGY 
PID controller was used in this project where it attempts to minimize the error generated by 
the system. The structure of PID controller is as Figure 2 below. Kp, Ki and Kd values are 
tuned to achieve the radio telescope performance criteria, in terms of overshoot, rise time, 
settling time and steady state error. In this paper, Ziegler-Nichols (ZN) heuristic method and 
the proposed PID optimization using slope variation method are implemented. Designed 
controller is validated by introducing wind gust disturbance into the system. 
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3.1 ZN Parameter Tuning 
     PID controller is tuned using ZN method where only Kp value is varied while others are 
set to zero. Kp value is tuned until it reaches natural frequency i.e. constant oscillation.  Then 
Ki and Kd values obtained by applying equation (1) where Tint, Tder are integral and derivative 
time constant. 
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3.2 Optimising PID Controller 
     The proposed optimisation of PID controller is done by considering the slope of the 
output response whenever PID parameters are varied as shown in Figure 3. The slope value is 
observed once output reach set point. This observation is important as it will affect overshoot 
and steady state error values. Eq. (2) below express the slope equation of the output response 
where y(th) is the highest output response. 
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This optimisation is done following steps below: 
• Kp value is tuned until the set point reach. The highest output response is determined 
and slope values are calculated.  
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ZN Parameter Tuning
PID controller is tuned using ZN method where only Kp value is varied while others are set 
to zero. Kp value is tuned until it reaches natural frequency i.e. constant oscillation.  Then Ki 
and Kd values obtained by applying equation (1) where Tint, Tder are integral and derivative 
time constant.
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     The proposed optimisation of PID controller is done by considering the slope of the 
output response whenever PID parameters are varied as shown in Figure 3. The slope value is 
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The wind torque, Tg, is actually acquired from and related to the velocity gust value, vg, 
where it is a component of wind velocity, vw, and steady state wind velocity, vs, as per equation 
(3). The wind gust component, vg, is a random process with zero mean together with a Davenport 
spectrum. From here, the Tw is obtained by linearizing equation (4) i.e. wind quadratic law for 
torque T and steady state wind, vs, which produce equation (5). 
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Speed Loop
This speed loop shows the speed response for both PID and optimised PID using slope variation 
method without load. PID-slope variation method showed a more accurate output and faster 
response where it recorded a rise time of 0.09s when compared to PID with 0.3s. 
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Position Loop
Figure 7 shows that the optimisation of PID using slope variation method is able to reach set 
point without overshoot. The analysis of the output is as Table 1.
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      Referring to Figure 8, when wind gust disturbance with different speed amplitude (2 
(wind 1),4 (wind 2) and 6 (wind 3)) introduced to the system, PID-slope variation took a bit 
longer time i.e. difference of about 11.32s to reach 90% of the output (for all speed) 
compared when there is no disturbance. This situation is common as it has to face the 
resistance of the wind. On the other hand, conventional PID controller cannot attenuate wind 
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Referring to Figure 8, when wind gust disturbance with different speed amplitude (2 (wind 
1),4 (wind 2) and 6 (wind 3)) introduc d to the system, PID-slope variation took a bit longer 
time i.e. difference of about 11.32s to reach 90% of the output (for all speed) compared when 
there is no disturbance. This situation is common as it has to face the resistance of the wind. 
On the other hand, conventional PID controller cannot attenuate wind gust disturbance and 
produce overshoot to the system, similar as without disturbance. 
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CONCLUSION
This paper presents the analysis of positioning radio telescope positioning by optimizing PID 
controller using slope variation method and conventional PID controller. Results showed that 
the proposed optimization method produces better results and being able to attenuate wind 
gust disturbances.. It also has a tolerable rise time for a 18m radio telescope.
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ABSTRACT
Malaysia has introduced a new Time of Use (ToU) tariff scheme known as Enhanced ToU (EToU) for 
commercial and industrial customers. EToU is a more detailed pricing scheme where one day time frame 
is divided into six period blocks as compared to only two period blocks in the existing ToU. Mid-peak 
tariff is introduced to the existing peak and off-peak tariff. Off-peak rate for EToU is significantly lower 
than the existing off-peak rate but the peak rate is much higher. EToU is designed to motivate users to 
reduce their consumption during peak hours or shift the load  to mid-peak or off-peak hours, which if 
done  correctly can reduce the electricity bill while maintaining  electricity consumption. This new EToU 
scheme will benefit consumers  if they are able  to shift consumption from peak-hours into mid-peak 
or off-peak hours. This paper assesses the amount of load shifting that is required  based on customers’ 
load profile and EToU rates. The  load profile data of an office building in Putrajaya, Malaysia is used 
as a case study. 
Keywords: Time-of-Use, load profile, electricity consumption  
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INTRODUCTION
Tenaga Nasional Berhad (TNB), the electricity 
utility supplier in  Malaysia has introduced a 
new EToU tariff scheme as an alternative to 
the existing ToU tariff. Under EToU scheme, 
there are three different rates for electricity 
consumption (kWh) charge: Peak, Mid-Peak 
and Off-Peak. For maximum demand (kW) 
charge, there are two different rates: Peak and 
Mid-Peak. These rates are only applicable on 
weekdays (Monday to Friday). For weekends 
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(Saturday, Sunday) and Pubic Holidays, only Off-Peak rate are used  throughout the day 
and maximum demand charge is waived. The new EToU scheme is offered as an option to 
any Low Voltage, Medium Voltage and High Voltage consumers under the following tariff 
category; i) Commercial: Tariff C1, C2 ii) Industrial: Tariff D, Ds, E1, E1s, E2, E2s, E3, and 
E3s (TNB, 2016). EToU provides price signals for customers to control their electricity usage 
and encourage Demand Side Management. It allows consumers  to lower their electricity bill 
by using less electricity during peak hours or by shifting their consumption to Mid-Peak and 
Off-Peak hours, when the rates are lower. However, EToU may also result in higher electricity 
bill if customers are not able  to shift their consumption. This paper presents a simple method 
to help customers decide whether they should opt for the new EToU scheme or stick to the 
old ToU scheme. 
This paper is divided into six sections. The basic concept of ToU is discussed in Section 2. 
The relationship between ToU and DSM is presented in section 3. The mathematical formulation 
of the assessment method is described in section 4. Results obtained from the case study are 
presented in Section 5. Finally, section 6 concludes the paper.
Nomenclature
ToU Time of Use
EToU Enhanced Time of Use
DSM Demand Side Management
HVAC High Voltage Alternate Current
ToU Electricity Pricing
ToU is an electricity tariff system based on consumers’ usage hour. It varies over different time 
period in a day and fixed within the same time period. Unlike Real Time Pricing (RTP) that 
varies all the time depending on wholesale market price and Fixed-Tariff Pricing that doesn’t 
varies at all. Comparisons between  different pricing methods can be found in Nazar, N.S.M., 
et al, 2012.  ToU pricing method divides time into different period blocks with different tariff 
rates for each block. Generally,  peak hour periods are charged higher tariff unlike, RTP that 
reflects the real wholesale market price. , ToU reflects the long-term cost of producing electricity. 
Commonly, there are three ToU period blocks categories i.e. Peak, Mid-peak and Off-peak 
hours. At peak hours, utility need to deliver the highest generation. During this period, the 
utilities provide maximum amount of energy and use the highest number of system capacity. 
Use of less fuel-efficient generation plant is often required during these hours. Transmission 
and distribution system losses also increased, adding to increase need of supply. Although the 
peak hour is just a small number of hours each day, the cost implication is significantly high. 
At off peak hours, the utilities use a relatively small amount of total system capacity, thus it 
does not contribute to the need for the development of facilities. Mid-peak is when the cost of 
electricity production is between peak and off-peak. Significant ToU rates difference between 
the peak, mid-peak and off-peak hours are required to ensure the effectiveness of ToU pricing 
(Hussin et al, 2014).
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ToU pricing is intended  to encourage consumers to shift their electricity usage from peak 
hours into off-peak or mid-peak hours. Customers have the option to shift their electricity 
consumption based on the price; consuming electricity during off-peak or mid-peak period will 
increase  savings as the electricity rates are  significantly lower. Where  shifting consumption 
levels are not possible ToU tariffs can encourage some customers to  use alternative sources, 
such as diesel generators on site. In short, ToU pricing encouraged response from electricity 
consumer and hence become the most important component in DSM Program.  
ToU in DSM Program
Typical daily consumer  demand has peaks, which result in high generation costs. Demand Side 
Management (DSM) program encourages the end user to be more energy efficient to  reduce 
these peaks. Examples of DSM measures include lighting retrofits, HVAC improvements, 
and automation. Some investment cost is required to implement these measures. Another 
important DSM measure which is cost free yet effective is load shifting i.e. shifting the load or 
consumption from peak to off-peak hours. For this measure to succeed, electricity consumers 
must be encouraged to change their electricity consumption based on the supplier’s need. In 
other words, they must shift their load consumption to the targeted hours. It can be done by 
using price signal such as TOU tariffs, which specify different prices for different times of the 
day. The difficult part is to determine the most efficient price rate that signals the consumer to 
change the electricity usage behaviour (de Sa Ferreira et al, 2013). ToU must  give the right 
signal to the consumer so that the objective of ToU can be achieved. The success of DSM 
program through ToU tariff depends on the following criteria: i) The right signal; utilities 
must ensure the accurate signal is being channelled to the electricity customer whether by 
electricity price or other incentive to customer to encourage load shifting ii) DSM should 
benefits both customer and utilities, iii) a good program would produce the expected outcome 
to both parties fairly. 
ToU in selected Countries and Malaysia
Many countries have already implemented ToU electricity tariff for  commercial customers. 
Different countries have different ToU design and tariff rates due to their unique load profile 
pattern as well as their needs and objectives. Table 1 shows the ToU period blocks that is 
currently being implemented to commercial customers in Sri Lanka, South Africa, New York, 
California, and Malaysia. Different ToU period blocks with different tariff were defined for 
24 hours’ consumption i.e. peak, mid-peak and off-peak block. From Table 1, it can be seen 
that the peak-hour block for Sri Lanka is from 6.30pm until 10.30pm, which is aside from the 
office buildings’ common working hours (8am-5pm). Mid-peak block is from 5.30am until 
6.30pm. For South Africa, there are two peak hour blocks i.e. from 7am to 10am and from 
6pm until 8pm. About 80% of the office buildings’ common working hours fall in mid-peak 
hour blocks i.e. from 10am to 6pm. For USA (New Jersey, Pennsylvania, New York), peak-
hour tariff is allocated for 7 hours (from 12pm until 7pm) whereas for California, peak-hour 
tariff is allocated for 6 hours (from 12pm until 6pm). Meanwhile in Malaysia, the old ToU 
scheme consists of only two ToU blocks i.e. peak hours (from 8am until 10pm) and off-peak 
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hours (from 10pm until 8am). Starting from January 2016, a new ToU scheme known as 
Enhanced Time of Use (EToU) was introduced to commercial consumers. EToU consists of 
six ToU blocks with peak, mid-peak and off-peak tariffs as shown in Table 1. Peak hour tariff 
is allocated two times during office buildings’ common office hours i.e. 1 hour (from 11am to 
12pm) and another 3 hours (from 2pm to 5pm). 
METHOD FOR ETOU ASSESSMENT
If a consumer  manages to reduce electricity bill through EToU tariffs without having to change 
their electricity consumption pattern, the new EToU scheme is undoubtedly better than the old 
ToU. Hence, the consumer may  switch to the new scheme such as peak-hour load into mid-
peak or off-peak hour periods. This section presents the mathematical formulation to evaluate 
the minimum amount of peak load shifting required for a given load profile and ToU tariffs. 
Total electricity bill for the new EToU scheme must be less or at least equal to the old 
ToU scheme:
         (1)
Where:
              (2)
Table 2 
ToU Prices in Selected Countries 
No Country Time of Use Electricity Details
Period Price
1 Sri Lanka (CEB) Peak Rs 23.00/kWh
(CEB, 2016) mid-peak Rs 7.30/kWh
off-peak Rs 5.30/kWh
2 South Africa peak c 25758/kWh
(eThekwini Municipality, 2016) mid-peak c 12887/kWh
off-peak c 6278/kWh
3 USA: New Jersey, Pennsylvania, New York peak $ 8.218/kWh
(Orange & Rockland, 2016) mid-peak $ 1.976/kWh
off-peak $ 0.263/kWh
4 USA: California (PG&E)- summer peak $ 0.16585/kWh  
(PG&E, 2016) mid-peak $ 0.11897/kWh 
off-peak $ 0.09367/kWh 
5 Malaysia (ToU)* peak RM 0.365/kWh
(TNB, 2016; Suruhan Tenaga, 2016) off-peak RM 0.365/kWh
Malaysia (EToU)* peak RM 0.584/kWh
(TNB, 2016; Suruhan Tenaga, 2016) mid-peak RM 0.357/kWh
off-peak RM 0.281/kWh
Note. *Commercial customers at medium voltage (tariff C1)
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             (3)
Rewriting equation (1) yields the following;
           
 (4)
Where: 
             (5)
For the total electricity consumption remains the same after load shifting, then
          (6)
Assuming the electricity consumption during peak-hours can only shifted to off-peak hours;
             (7)
Thus, the total electricity consumption that must be shifted from peak to mid-peak hours;
       
 
 
 
     
(8)
Applying the EToU data into equation (8), the minimum peak load shift requirement for 
different load percentage share between peak, mid-peak and off-peak is tabulated in a bubble 
chart given in Figure 1. 
Bubble chart in Figure 1 shows the minimum load shift requirement according to the peak, 
mid-peak and off-peak. Consumers  need to calculate the percentage of mid-peak and off-peak 
Figure 1. Bubble chart of minimum load shift requirement for different peak, mid and off-peak percentage 
share
 
 
Applying the EToU data into equation (8), the minimum peak load shift requirement for 
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chart given in Figure 1.  
 
 
Figure 1. Bubble chart of minimum load shift requirement for different peak, mid and off-
peak percentage share 
 
Bubble chart in Figure 1 shows the minimum load shift requirement according to the 
peak, mid-peak and off-peak.  Consumers  need to calculate the percentage of mid-peak and 
off-peak consumption in order to know the minimum load shifting  needed for EToU 
program to work. From Figure 1, it is known that when a customer percentage share of mid-
peak and off-peak is 40%, a minimum shifting of peak period to mid-peak period 
consumption is 1.13%. 
5. Case Study 
 
The objective of this case study is to assess the impact of the new EToU scheme for  
a government office building in Putrajaya, Malaysia. Figure 2 shows the hourly electricity 
consumption of the building during weekdays and weekends. It can be seen that the 
consumption for weekdays is high during working hours (8am-5pm) and low outside of 
working hours. During weekends, the consumption is low throughout the day. To ease 
calculation, it is assumed that the profile for weekdays and weekends are fixed throughout a 
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consumption in order to know the minimum load shifting  needed for EToU program to work. 
From Figure 1, it is known that when a customer percentage share of mid-peak and off-peak 
is 40%, a minimum shifting of peak period to mid-peak period consumption is 1.13%.
CASE STUDY
The objective of this case study is to assess the impact of the new EToU scheme for  a 
government office building in Putrajaya, Malaysia. Figure 2 shows the hourly electricity 
consumption of the building during weekdays and weekends. It can be seen that the consumption 
for weekdays is high during working hours (8am-5pm) and low outside of working hours. 
During weekends, the consumption is low throughout the day. To ease calculation, it is assumed 
that the profile for weekdays and weekends are fixed throughout a month. Also, only electricity 
consumption (kWh) charge is considered. 
The second column of Table 3 shows the electricity consumption for one month for each 
period block while the third column shows the percentage share between off-peak, mid-peak 
and peak hours, which is 41%, 41% and 18% respectively. The bubble chart in Figure 1 shows 
that load shifting around 1% is required (from peak to mid-peak hours) for the new EToU 
scheme to give cheaper kWh bill than the existing ToU scheme. To test these findings  a base 
case is it is assumed that the building switched to EToU scheme without making any shifting 
in its daily consumption. The one month electricity bill through EToU and ToU scheme is 
given o the second row of Table 4. It can be seen that the EToU scheme gives higher bill than 
ToU scheme. For the second case, the electricity consumption during peak hours is shifted 
to mid-peak hours by 3% (of the total consumption).  The results in Table 4 show that EToU 
scheme provides lower electricity bill than ToU, which validates the results given by the bubble 
chart in Figure 1. 
Since the goal of EToU is to promote load shifting, switching tariff scheme alone without 
shifting consumption may result in higher electricity bill. Electricity customers can utilize the 
presented method to compare the two schemes. If they able to shift their load as suggested, 
they should opt for the new EToU scheme. If not, they should stick to the existing ToU scheme.
Figure 2. Average electricity consumption of an office building for weekdays and weekends
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CONCLUSION
This paper compared Malaysia’s new Enhanced Time of Use (EToU) tariff schemes with the 
old ToU scheme. A mathematical method to estimate EToU’s load shifting based  on customers’ 
electricity consumption profile was  presented. Results from the case study support the method 
used allowing consumers to use it as a tool in  cost-benefit analysis when deciding  on the new 
EToU.  Further studies on this method can be done by modelling the consumption and load 
shifting in visual basic/MATLAB software in order to provide easier usage in future works. 
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ABSTRACT
Negative bias temperature instability (NBTI) is the most concern issue  CMOS devices with the scaling 
down of the CMOS technologies. NBTI effect contributes to P-MOSFET device degradation which later 
reduce the performance and reliability of CMOS circuits. This paper presents a reliability simulation study 
based on R-D model on CMOS inverter circuit. HSPICE MOSRA model together with the Predictive 
Technology Model (PTM) was used as to incorporate the NBTI model in the circuit reliability simulation 
study for different technology nodes. PTM of High Performance (HP) models of 16nm, 22nm, 32nm 
and 45nm were used in this simulation study. The atomic hydrogen based model was integrated in the 
simulation. The results show that in a CMOS inverter circuit, the threshold voltage shift of p-MOSFET 
under NBTI stressing increased as the year progressed.. The threshold voltage shift was observed to 
increase up to 45.1% after  10 years of operation. The time exponent, n ~ 0.232 of the threshold voltage 
shift observed indicates that the defect mechanism contributed to the degradation is atomic hydrogen. 
The propagation delay increased to 19.5% over a 10-year period. s up to 19.5% from the zero year 
of operation until 10 years of the operation. In addition, the time propagation delay increased as year 
increased when the technology nodes smaller. The finding is important for understanding reliability 
issues related to advanced technology nodes in CMOS circuits study.
Keywords: NBTI, CMOS Inverter, Predictive Technology Model, HSPICE MOSRA, circuit reliability 
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INTRODUCTION
Negative bias temperature instability (NBTI) 
is a well-known issue in CMOS devices 
compared to other issues such as hot carrier 
injection (HCI). Since it is first reported in the 
1960s (Deal et al., 1967) many researchers 
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are studying the NBTI properties to see its impact on CMOS devices and a several ways to 
reduce the degradation effect. 
NBTI increases with an increase of negative stress gate bias (VG), temperature (Ho et al., 
2013) and NBTI shows power-law time dependence for moderate to very long stress time 
(t-stress) (Haggag et al., 2007) which can be described with an empirical description below :
               (1)
where EA is an apparent activation energy (typically in range of 60-80 meV), kB is the Boltzmann 
constant, T is a temperature, VG is a negative stress gate bias, tOX is an oxide thickness, and n 
is a power-law time exponent with range between 0.1 and 0.25 (Franco et al., 2014). An oxide 
electric field (Eox ≈ |VG – VTH0 |/ tox) clearly shown to be another parameter which lead to NBTI 
degradation by varying tox. Hence, an idea of implementing that features to study on the circuit 
reliability and performance were used in this work.
According to Mahapatra (Mahapatra et al., 2013), the author declared that NBTI results in 
positive charge build-up in the gate insulator and causes temporal shift in device parameters such 
as linear and saturation drain currents (ΔIDLIN and ΔIDSAT), subthreshold slope (ΔS), threshold 
voltage (ΔVTH), and transconductance (Δgm). Threshold voltage shift (ΔVTH) due to NBTI effect 
gives a fractional change of drain current for MOSFETs in both linear (2) and saturation region 
(3). MOSFETs in the saturation region shown twice degradation than in the linear region.
             
(2)
               
(3)
The delay time is:
             (4)
where C is the capacitance and VDD the supply voltage. Since NBTI effect results in reducing 
of µeff and increasing of VT, the delay time is also increase (Schroder, 2007).
Inverters, the nucleus of all digital designs which simplified the designing process for 
complex structures such as NAND gates, flip-flop and microcontroller once its operation and 
properties are clearly understood (Berkeley, 1999). NBTI effect on the inverter can be studied 
to see its impact on the inverter reliability performance.
Finding on aging analysis and design (Parthasarathy et al., 2014) which focused NBTI study 
on propagation delay shown that threshold voltage change causes an increase in the propagation 
delay. NBTI studies on power gating designs (Lee et al., 2011; Rossi et al., 2016) shown that 
NBTI does not affect the average power. However, the result of power gating design is used 
to study the device performance based on the device lifetime. Technology scaling causes the 
nominal voltage decreases which results in slower switching speeds (Bild et al., 2011).
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In this paper, the effect of inverter performance and reliability on NBTI degradation are 
investigated based on increasing the threshold voltage. Propagation delay, switching speed, 
noise margin and average power consumption of different parameter stress are analyzed and 
discussed in section III.
METHODOLOGY
The inverter circuit was used to perform a reliability and performance study using the built-
in aging models integrated into Synopsys HSPICE. MOSFET Model Reliability Analysis 
(MOSRA) was used to predict the long-term reliability and performance of the device. The 
reliability and performance of a CMOS technology become more challenging as the technology 
is scaled down. NBTI degradation shown to increase with an increase of negative stress gate 
bias (VG) in the previous study(Ho et al., 2013). However, oxide field (EOX) also plays an 
important role on the NBTI degradation effect (Chenouf, Djezzar, Benadelmoumene, Tahi, 
& Goudjil, 2015).
A high performance (HP) of PTM technology models were used with different technology 
nodes (16nm to 45nm). A nominal supply voltage(Vdd) based on each technology parameter 
was used for the different technology sizes. The simulation was simulated under a 10 years of 
stress time and constant temperature of 27oC. The inverter sizing ratio for NMOS used in this 
simulation was 2:1. The width and length (W/L) for PMOS is twice than NMOS which was 
4:1. For example, W/L for PMOS and NMOS used for HP 16nm technology were 64nm/16nm 
and 32nm/16nm respectively.
Then, the NBTI model will be implemented in MOSRA flow for HSPICE circuit simulation 
as shown in Figure 1. EOL (end of lifetime) of a MOSFET device can be described as the device 
operation time where a key measure of device performance, such as Idsat, degrades by a given 
percentage (typically, 10%) of its fresh (un-aged) value (Synopsys, 2009). The inverter was 
simulated under a two-phase simulation (pre-stress simulation phase and post-stress simulation 
phase) in the MOSRA flow. 
Figure 1. HSPICE MOSRA process flow
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Figure 1. HSPICE MOSRA process flow 
 
The result is then extrapolated to calculate the total device performance degradation after a user-specified 
time of circuit operation (age) (Synopsys, 2009). Threshold voltage shift (∆VTH) was calculated  The rise 
time, fall time and average power consumption can be obtained by referring to HSPICE design hierarchy 
(Nekovei, 2006). The rise time and fall time were used to calculate the propagation delay. Transient 
analysis was used to obtain the rise/fall time and average power consumption while DC analysis was used 
to obtain switching speed (Akshay Sridharan, 1988a, 1988b). The Voltage Transfer Curve (VTC) can be 
plotted by using Synopsys CosmosScope after the DC analysis simulation. Later, noise margin can be 
obtained from the VTC. 
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The result is then extrapolated to calculate the total device performance degradation 
after a user-specified time of circuit operation (age) (Synopsys, 2009). Threshold voltage 
shift (∆VTH) was calculated The rise time, fall time and average power consumption can be 
obtained by referring to HSPICE design hierarchy (Nekovei, 2006). The rise time and fall 
time were used to calculate the propagation delay. Transient analysis was used to obtain the 
rise/fall time and average power consumption while DC analysis was used to obtain switching 
speed (Akshay Sridharan, 1988a, 1988b). The Voltage Transfer Curve (VTC) can be plotted 
by using Synopsys CosmosScope after the DC analysis simulation. Later, noise margin can 
be obtained from the VTC.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
In this section, the effect of NBTI on threshold voltage shift (∆Vth) of p-MOSFETs and the 
circuit performance in terms of propagation delay (tpd), switching speed, and average power 
dissipation of an inverter were analysed based on year of operation and different technology 
nodes.
Aging Effect
Years of operation are from1 year to  10 years and measured at  year 1,  year 5 and year 10.  The 
behavior of the inverter in terms of the threshold voltage shift, propagation delay, switching 
speed and average power dissipation was observed and analyzed. The factors that cause the 
change in the inverter behavior were identified according to device year of operation and 
different technology nodes.
Figure 2 shows that as the years of operation increases, the threshold voltage shift, ∆Vth 
also increases. The inverter with 1 year of operation produced less ∆Vth than 5 years and 10 
years. As a result, ∆Vth increases up to 45.1% from the first year to 10 years of operation. 
∆Vth follows a power-law of the stress time using formula in (1). Based on the graph, A is 
equal to 0.0559 with n equal to 0.232. Thus, from the result the graph follows the power-law 
of the stress time where n ~ 0.25 reflects that the atomic hydrogen is the defect mechanism 
(Franco et al., 2014).
Figure 2. The relationship between threshold voltage shift and aging year
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Figure 2. The relationship between threshold voltage shift and aging year 
 
Next, Figure 3 shows that as the inverter aged year increases, the propagation delay, tpd also increases. The 
lowest propagation delay between the measured years of operation is during the zero year of operation. The 
propagation delay increase over 10 years and increases up to 19.5% from the zero year of operation until 10 
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Next, Figure 3 shows that as the inverter aged year increases, the propagation delay, tpd also 
increases. The lowest propagation delay between the measured years of operation is during 
the zero year of operation. The propagation delay increase over 10 years and increases up to 
19.5% from the zero year of operation until 10 years of the operation. As a conclusion, the 
propagation delay increases as the stress time increases. This is similar to previous work where 
the propagation delay increased due to NBTI effects (Parthasarathy et al., 2014).
Figure 3. The relationship between propagation delay and aging year
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years of the operation. As a conclusion, the propagation delay increases as the stress time increases. This is 
similar to previous work where the propagation delay increased due to NBTI effects (Parthasarathy et al., 
2014). 
 
Figure 3. The relationship between propagation delay and aging year 
 
However, the switching speed for the inverter remains constant in Figure 4 for each 1 year, 5 years and 10 
years. This is due to constant ratio of W/L is used during the simulation. VM can be increase by larger ratio 
which mean making the PMOS wider (Parthasarathy et al., 2014). Since the W/L ratio used remains the 
same, so there is no change in switching speed. It can be concluded that the switching speed does not 
affected by NBTI.   
 
 
Figure 4. The relationship between switching speed and aging year 
 
Another limiting factor in designing nano-scale circuits is the power dissipation. Hence, in this work, we 
include the analysis NBTI effect on power dissipation. As shown in Figure 5, the average power dissipation 
of the inverter is shown to be not affected by the NBTI as it is decreases as the year increases (Rossi et al., 
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Figure 4. The relationship between switching speed and aging year
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2014). 
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of operation and at the same value during the 5 years of operation. It decreases by 4% from 
the start of operation until 10 years of operation. A capacitive coupling between input and 
output will trigger an injection of current into the supply, when the output briefly overshoots 
VDD (Berkeley, 1999). As a result, it decreases exponentially inconsistent over 10 years and 
generate lesser power dissipation from zero year to 10 years of operation.
Figure 5. The relationship between average power and aging year
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Figure 7 depicts the propagation delay trend for different technology nodes over device 
lifetime. The propagation delay increases as the technology node decreases. HP 45nm model 
shows the best propagation delay compared to other HP models. The propagation delay of 
HP 16nm model increases by 31.5%, 22% and 10% for HP 45nm, HP 32nm, and HP 22nm 
respectively. As the technology nodes become smaller, the nominal voltage supply, VDD become 
smaller. Since the W/L ratio is constant, smaller VDD is commonly used by designer to improve 
average power consumption as a trade-off to the propagation delay (Berkeley, 1999). Thus, the 
worst-case scenario for the propagation delay for the PTM model is HP 16nm model with the 
lowest voltage supply of 0.7V which evidence that the smaller technology will lead to poor 
reliability performance of CMOS inverter circuit.
Figure 7. The relationship between propagation delay and device lifetime for different technology scaling 
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Although switching speed and average power does not effected by NBTI, the inverter 
performance was evaluated. The switching speed (Vsp) of the inverter decreases as the 
technology node decreases by referring to Figure 8. HP 16nm model show the lowest Vsp 
compared with other model. Vsp was reduced by 26.1% from HP 45nm model to HP 16nm 
model. Switching speed reduces as the nominal supply voltage decreases from the technology 
scaling. Reducing nominal supply voltage will results in lower oxide field, Eox which was in 
agreement with (Chenouf, Djezzar, Benadelmoumene, Tahi, & Goudjil, 2015).
Figure 8. Switching speed and technology scaling
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Based on the VTC graph above, noise margin for high logic level (NMH) and low logic 
level(NML) were obtained. Noise margins were evaluated to see how well the gate perform 
under noisy condition. Basically, an ideal noise margin is when NMH = NML = VDD/2. Table 
1 shows the noise margins that were obtained from VTC graph. The noise margin decreases as 
the technology model becomes smaller. Smaller technology nodes results in decreasing of the 
threshold voltages. Decreasing the threshold voltage leads to reducing the threshold voltage 
shift. It was observed that noise margin decreases as the threshold voltage decreases in the 
previous study (Mukherjee, Mondal, & Reddy, 2010). Thus, it can be concluded that somehow 
threshold voltage has a relationship with noise margin.
Table 1 
Noise margin for different technology models  
Technology Models VOH (V) VIH (V) NMH (V) VOL (V) VIL (V) NML (V)
HP 16nm 0.7 0.475 0.225 0 0.25 0.25
HP 22nm 0.8 0.525 0.275 0 0.30 0.30
HP 32nm 0.9 0.55 0.35 0 0.35 0.35
HP 45nm 1.0 0.575 0.425 0 0.40 0.40
Average power consumption reduction is mainly because of using a low supply voltage. 
Figure 9 shows that HP 16nm model has lower  average power consumption compared to other 
models. In HP 16nm models average power reduction is  59.4% than  of HP 45nm models at 10 
years of device lifetime. Since NBTI mainly focused on threshold voltage shift and not voltage 
supply. It can be concluded that NBTI effect does not influence  the average power consumption 
compared with  the NBTI aging effect  (Rossi et al., 2016). Hence, average power consumption 
reduce as the supply voltage decreases due to technology and the device stress time increases.
Figure 9. The relationship between average power and device lifetime for different technology scaling over 
10 years
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IV. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, the study of inverter performance and reliability  following  increases in   threshold voltage 
which leads to NBTI degradation was undertaken. Aging effect and technology scaling are the parameters 
used to study the NBTI effect on device performance and reliability. Results show  the threshold voltage 
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CONCLUSION
In this paper, the study of inverter performance and reliability following increases voltage 
which leads to NBTI degradation was undertaken. Aging effect and t chnology scaling are 
the parameters used to study the NBTI effect on device performance and reliability. Results 
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threshold voltage shift increases as the stress time increases and the technology model increases. 
In addition, the propagation delay increases as the stress time increases and technology model 
decreases. Stress time gives no effect on the switching speed, but smaller technology model 
gives smaller switching speed. Noise shown to decrease as the technology model decrease. 
The average power consumption is not affected by NBTI which it is reduced as the stress time 
increases and the technology model becomes smaller.
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ABSTRACT
Having cooperation between multiple autonomous devices against one task is difficult due to each 
device having their own decision management based on self-deterministic protocol. Within the self-
deterministic protocol, a formation management task should be considered along another task in order 
to provide cooperation and consideration between the operating autonomous devices. In this research, 
a compound learning control system for formation management of multiple control agents is proposed 
by managing coordination between multiple autonomous agents along with other tasks simultaneously 
in an operation. A series of simulation based on an autonomous robot was conducted to evaluate the 
effectiveness of learning through compound knowledge for providing consideration among achieving 
goals or coordination configuration against partner robot. The proposed system was able to provide 
consideration in coordination among operating partners in a task of achieving goal.
Keywords: Learning control, multi-agent, formation management, reinforcement learning, intelligent 
control  
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INTRODUCTION
Manual control is when a human  performs 
tasks such as monitoring the state of the 
system, generating performance options, 
selecting the options in decision making and 
physical implementation on a device (Sutton 
et al.,1998). A device that is able to  handle 
tasks done manually can be categorized as an 
autonomous device, capable of monitoring, 
deciding a control action and operating its 
own actuators for an assigned task. Having 
cooperation between multiple autonomous 
devices against one task is difficult due to each 
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device having their own decision management based on self-deterministic protocol (Busoniu 
et al., 2008). 
Various research has been conducted on formation management where the operation of 
multiple control agents is monitored by one intelligent system (Egerstedt et al., 2001) (Rui, 
2010). A multi- agent control that is constrained by formation provides control of multiple 
devices that constrained the movement of the agents based on certain formation (Egerstedt 
et al, 2001). More application can be seen in (Rui, 2010) where multiple control agents in a 
form of unmanned aerial vehicle, UAV was operated according to formation assigned by an 
intelligent system. Within these research, each control agent was operated based on a primary 
decision that was provided by the main protocol. Thus, lack of the self-deterministic property 
of an autonomous device. 
In this research, a compound learning control system for the  management of multiple 
control agents is proposed for  managing coordination between multiple autonomous agents. 
Earlier research was focused on  multi-tasking by compound learning function for goal 
attainment as obstacle avoidance (Syafiq et al., 2013, 2014). From the previous research, it is 
understood that the compound learning function could consider multiple control knowledge 
(state-action rule) with each monitoring different state for producing the optimum action that 
can satisfy the rules within each control knowledge. Here, the research objective is for the 
compound learning function to consider a new task, which is the distance from operation 
partners, where the rules for partner’s coordination has to be satisfied along with rules from 
other control knowledge concerning other tasks; In this case, a control knowledge for goal 
attainment. Therefore, the compound learning control system that is proposed in this research 
would consider goal attainment, and partner’s coordination as dynamic constraints for having 
an effective autonomous control.
METHOD & DESIGN
The tasks performed by the Compound Learning Control System is operated by Learning 
Agents. These Learning Agents provide information on  the control knowledge for each task to 
a compound function, with which the collection of this information is analysed and rearranged 
into a compound state-action rule defined by Compound Knowledge. Construction of control 
knowledge through Reinforcement Learning applies Q-learning, where value function Q is 
developed through states S and actions A conditions. Actions are selected among the options 
through preference value stored in the value function Q (S, A) as q and later updated after a 
control attempt through rewards r. In this research, Learning Control is used to apply control 
action to the main controller during a control operation, where here, the control object is a two-
wheeled differential robot. Therefore, control action A is in the form of target rotation angle θ 
and target transition Δr, where A= {θ, Δr}. Here, two learning control functions were applied 
on the control device where the control decision is unified by compound function. These two 
Learning Control functions require the functions to develop at almost similar phase by which 
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minimum and maximum preference value q in the value function Q (S, A) had to be constrained 
between 0 and 1.  Therefore, the applied algorithm in the whole system is as,
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2.1. Learning Agent for Goal Attainment 
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Learning Agent for Goal Attainment
The Learning Agent for goal attainment updates its value function according rewards r, obtained 
according to the distance between the control device and the goal location as shown in Figure1. 
Rewards are determined by comparing the distance of the control device to the goal from its 
last position with the distance to the goal from its current position. Based on Q-learning, the 
value function of the Learning Agent is updated by the distance towards goal ΔG according 
to the conducted action AG that propels the control device closer to the goals, as
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2.2. Learning Agent for Partner Consideration 
The Learning Agent for partner consideration updates its value function according 
rewards r, obtained according to the distance between the control device and the operation 
partner as shown in Figure 2. Rewards are determined by comparing the distance of the 
control device to partner from its last position with the distance to partner from its current 
position. Based on Q-learning, the value function of the Learning Agent is updated by the 
distance towards partner ΔP according to the conducted action  that propels the control 
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Learning Agent for Partner Consideration
The Learning Agent for partner consideration updates its value function according rewards 
r, obtained according to the distance between the control device and the operation partner as 
shown in Figure 2. Rewards are determined by comparing the distance of the control device 
to partner from its last position with the distance to partner from its current position. Based 
on Q-learning, the value function of the Learning Agent is updated by the distance towards 
partner ΔP according to the conducted action Ap that propels the control device to maintain 
the distant to the partner, as
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2.3. Compound Learning Control System with Formation Management 
The proposed system utilizes a Compound Function in a Learning Control System. 
Learning agents for Goal Attainment , and Partner Consideration  which are the control 
knowledge for specific tasks, contains value function that is converted into a new value 
function denoted as Compound Control Knowledge, CQ .  The learning agents are converged 
and a new value functions, listing actions A  according to the minimum preference value q 
when comparing the list of actions in those learning agents based on state , creating the 
Compound Knowledge as,  
                                                                 (4) 
where the Learning Agent accountable for the list of actions is denoted as N, 
                                                                         (5) 
                        Figure 3. Diagram of Compound Function System for Partner Consideration    
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Compound Learning Control System with Formation Management
The proposed system utilizes a Compound Function in a Learning Control System. Learning 
agents for Goal Attainment QG, and Partner Consideration QP which are the control knowledge 
for specific tasks, contains value function that is converted into a new value function denoted 
as Compound Control Knowledge, CQ. The learning agents are converged and a new value 
functions, listing actions A according to the minimum preference value q when comparing the 
list of actions in those learning agents based on state St, creating the Compound Knowledge as, 
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defining the Compound Control Knowledge CQ as, 
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 Tables (2-3) compares the classification accuracy results between four extracted 
features (correlation, contrast, homogeneity, energy)  and 19 extracted features 
(autocorrelation, contrast, energy, entropy, homogeneity, cluster prominence, cluster shade, 
correlation, difference entropy, difference variance, dissimilarity, inverse difference moment, 
Table 1 
GLCM statistical calculation applied on both sample healthy and sick images with 0° orientation of GABOR filter 
   IMAGE # Autocorrelation Contrast Energy Entropy 
Image Healthy 1 6.4733 9.9763 0.0723 3.0739 
Image Healthy 2 6.8131 6.1299 0.0558 3.1496 
Image Healthy 3 5.7578 4.7044 0.0682 2.952 
Image Sick 4 4.9985 4.8265 0.0833 2.7861 
Image Sick 5 11.194 53.899 0.0756 3.3975 
 
 
 
     (6)
Therefore, the overall system of Compound Learning Control for Formation Management of 
multiple autonomous agents is designed as shown in Figure 3. 
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SIMULATION SETTINGS
The Compound Learning Control System was applied in  simulation of multiple two-wheeled 
differential robots. The properties of the robots are determined by the specification of the 
device in Figure 4 and Figure 5. Details of the device specification are described in Table 1. 
Both Learning Control functions applied in the Compound Learning Control System are based 
on the parameters given in Table 2. The controllers involved in managing the target transition 
and turning was created based on Proportional-Derivative (PD) controller. Intervals defined in 
Table 2 described that the states and targets were analysed in discrete form, where, for example, 
there are five options of turning angle and three options of transition.
Table 2 
Robot Physical Specifications  
Parameters Range Intervals
State, S (Q1) Goal - 2
Distance 
ΔG(xi,y)[m)
10 
< ΔG < 10
(Q2) Partner 1 0.5
Distance 
ΔG(xi,y)[m)
< ΔG < 10
Action, A Target Angle, θ [rad] -1< 0<1 0.5
Target Position 0.1 < r <0.5 0.2
Distance, r [m]
Discount Rate, γ = 0.3 Learning Rate. α = 0.5
Table 1 
Robot Physical Specifications  
Parameter Values
Weight 0.515 [kg]
Size Diameter: 0.19 [m]
Height: 0.85 [m]
Figure 4. The robot which the simulation is 
based on (Arduino Mobile Robot Kit) 
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The simulation was conducted in two phases; the first phase was the development phase, 
where value functions of both Learning Control Functions were developed through a series of 
basic simulation of goal training and partner coordination training. Two devices were simulated 
at once, where one of the devices is controlled through PD control entirely, and another one is 
embedded with the proposed system. Simulation concerning the development of both control 
function was conducted in 50 episodes for three assigned target without obstacles. However, 
during this phase, only the value functions for position control is updated during simulations 
with the goal, and only the value function for partner consideration is updated during the second 
simulation. The second phase was the operation phase, where value functions that have been 
developed in development phase were applied, united in the Compound Learning Control 
System, and was conducted in 50 episodes of iteration for two targets.
SIMULATION RESULTS
The simulation provides results based on the movement of the simulated device after completing 
the assigned 50 episodes of operation iteration. Learning agent developed in the first phase is 
compared with the movement results in the second phase. 
During the first phase of  simulation, from  the development of goal attainment control 
knowledge through learning control. The  control operation successfully achieved the goals 
assigned as shown in the Figure 6. Through this result, the value function of the Learning 
Control function for goal attainment has been successfully developed towards creating an 
expert control knowledge for controlling the simulated device. Thus, shows that the Compound 
Learning Control System should be able to successfully operate goal attainment control in 
case of an absence of an operation partner. Figure 7 provides information  on  the control 
knowledge of goal attainment  during  simulation. The proposed system was required to reach 
all three targets consecutively after each 50 iterations. Win =1 describes success on reaching 
the goal, while win=0 describes failure in reaching the target. Total Value TA describes the 
improvement occurred in the control knowledge where rewards r increases the overall value 
of the goal attainment knowledge as iteration increases, which means, with more stable Total 
Value TA, more consistent control it will make to achieve the goal. Here, the crossing point 
Figure 6. Control Result for target attainment  Figure 7. Improvement for Target Attainment 
Knowledge Learning
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did not highlight the collision, since the time reach at that point is different according to each 
robot. The system was set to halt the robots, in the event of  collision. .
During the first phase of the simulation, continues with the development of partner 
coordination control knowledge through learning control, the control operation successfully 
achieved the goals assigned as shown in the Figure 8. Through this result, the value function 
of the Learning Control function for partner coordination has been successfully developed 
towards creating an expert control knowledge for controlling the simulated device to follow 
the partner that was operated by PD control. Thus, shows that the Compound Learning Control 
System should be able to successfully operate partner coordination control in case of no goal 
information exists. The movement path is curved due to the requirement provided in the 
Learning Control where the control device has to maintain at least distance of 1[m] around 
the partner (save distance to avoid collision) to maintain the maximum reward, using path 
that helps avoid collisions, and gives movement room to the partner with PD control. Figure 
9 provides understanding on how the control knowledge of partner coordination is developed 
during the simulation. The proposed system was required to reach all three targets consecutively 
after each 50 iterations of episodes. Total Value FM describes the improvement occurred in 
the control knowledge where rewards r increases the overall value of the partner coordination 
knowledge as iteration increases. 
Figure 8. Improvement for Target Attainment 
Knowledge Learning 
Figure 9. Control Knowledge Improvement for 
Partner Consideration Learning
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During the second phase of the simulation, the control operation successfully achieved the 
goals assigned as shown in Figure 10. Through this result, the value function of the Learning 
Control function for partner coordination and goal attainment has been successfully applied and 
developed.  towards creating priority for controlling the simulated device to coordinate with the 
partner that was operated by PD control while reaching the target area at an optimum movement. 
Thus, shows that the Compound Learning Control System were able to successfully operate 
partner coordination control along with goal attainment. The movement path is curved due to 
the requirement provided in the Learning Control where the control device has to maintain at 
least distance of 1[m] around the partner to maintain the maximum reward and conserve safety 
but still provide efforts to reach the target at the optimum movement. 
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Figure 11 shows  how the control knowledge of partner coordination and goal attainment 
is developed during the second phase of  simulation. The proposed system was required to 
reach all two targets consecutively for 50 iterations. Total Value TA and Total Value FM 
describes the improvement achieved  in the control knowledge where rewards r increases the 
overall value of the partner coordination knowledge as iteration increases. Figure 12 provides 
understanding on how the control knowledge of partner coordination influence the goal 
attainment in the simulation. The movement path when applying compound function is slightly 
curved and delayed to preserve the distance between the robot partner but still completes the 
goal attainment task by optimum movement. Therefore, based on this figure, it is understood 
that the compound learning control method is applicable for formation management of multiple 
robots when completing a required task. Further study must include environmental constraints 
and also increase the number of partner robots in the operation.
Figure 10. Result for Target Attainment and Partner 
Consideration using Compound Knowledge with 
partner using PD control)
Figure 11. Control Knowledge Improvement using 
Compound Learning
Figure 12. Comparing results using Compound Knowledge and normal Target Attainment Learning Control ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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CONCLUSION
In this research, a compound learning control system for the  management of multiple control 
agents  by managing coordination between multiple autonomous agents along with other tasks 
simultaneously was proposed.  The Compound Learning Control System makes use of multiple 
Learning Control functions to provide expert control knowledge of position transition and 
partner coordination for autonomous two-wheeled differential robots, united by compound 
function for selecting the best control target options for operating the device. Simulation 
based on an autonomous robot was conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of learning through 
compound knowledge for  achieving goals or coordination configuration against partner robot. 
The results of applying compound knowledge was undertaken by  analysing the differences 
in coordination among  partner robots.  Results show that the Compound Learning Control 
System was able to provide successful controls towards the goal position with consideration 
of operation partners location. Therefore, the Compound Learning Control System for position 
and formation control was achieved. Further study will be conducted in the future to evaluate 
the reliability in more than two devices within constrained environment.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper is to classify between healthy and sick chicken based on their dropping. Most 
chicken farm management system in Malaysia is highly dependent on human surveillance method. This 
method, however, does not focus on early disease detection hence, unable to and alert chicken farmers 
to take  necessary action.. Therefore, the need to improve the biosecurity of chicken poultry production 
is essential to prevent infectious disease such as avian influenza. The classification of sick and healthy 
chicken based solely on chicken’s excrement  using the support vector machine is proposed. First, the 
texture is examined using grey-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) approach. A GLCM based texture 
feature set is derived and used  as input for  the SVM classifier. Comparison are made using more and 
then less extracted features, less extracted features and also applying Gabor filter to these features to 
see the effect it has on classification accuracy. Results show that having more features extracted using 
GLCM techniques allows for greater  classification accuracy.
Keywords: Support vector machine, feature extraction, GLCM, Gabor filter  
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INTRODUCTION
Poultry, especially chicken, is the primary 
source of protein in Malaysia. According 
to the recent USDA statistic chicken meat 
consumption in Malaysia is the highest in 
the world. It has increased from 1.4 million 
metric tons in 2013 to 1.43 million metric 
tons in 2014. To meet this huge   demand 
imports  from   China are needed. In order 
for  Malaysia to become a trusted producer 
in the halal chicken meat industry, it should 
have a good  poultry management system. The 
significant issues  are diseases such as avian 
influenza. In this field, observation is highly 
consequential to discover diseases at an early 
stage because when the disease is in one of 
the last stages, the chicken is possibly not 
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treatable anymore (den Boer, van den Hout, & Vervloed, 2014). Some of the signs are sudden 
diarrhoea, decreased egg production, sneezing, nasal discharge, coughing, gasping for air, lack 
of energy and appetite, swelling of tissues around the eyes and neck, purple discoloration of the 
wattles, combs and legs and depression, muscular tremors, drooping wings, twisting of head 
and neck, incoordination and complete paralysis. Chicken disease can also be recognized by 
its dropping's, colour and density. Early detection of disease and chicken health can facilitate 
the control of  diseases through  vector control of vaccination applications, disease-specific 
approach; and improved productivity. Previous work carried out by (Zhu, Peng, & Ji, 2009) 
mainly focused on detecting chicken that died. One  way to improve the system is to examine 
chicken excrement images using Gabor- GLCM approach with SVM classification. This paper 
is divided into three sections. Section One discusses the importance of having early disease 
detection system in chicken poultry. Section Two emphasizes on the applied methodology, 
framework used and the experiment’s result. We conclude our hypothesis and future work that 
need to be done in Section Three.
METHODOLOGY
In the methodology section, this paper will describe briefly the designated framework, how 
the data is collected and pre-processed and also the feature extraction and the classifications 
methods.
Framework
Figure 1. The chicken’s disease detection framework
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Image Acquisition
Image acquisition of chicken’s dropping was obtained by using a static digital camera. The 
distance of the camera has been set to be at least 90 degrees off the camera. All the photos 
were decoded in JPEG standard format in 4000x3000 pixels (dot). The manual identification 
of sick and normal chicken’s excrement images was carried out based on their characteristic 
by an authorized veterinary. The data set contains 20 images of the same background. Figure 
2 depicts some of the eight images that are classified as ‘sick’ or ‘stressed’ and Figure 3 is a 
sample of eight images classified as ‘healthy’ or ‘normal’.
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Image Pre-processing
Image pre-processing is used to improve and enhance the quality of the images. Some of the 
images suffered from noise, blurry and low contrast of quality. Thus, the basic steps of image 
pre-processing were used and listed as follows:
1. Set the resolution of the images to 300x300 dpi. 
2. Resize the image to 200x200 pixels 
3. Convert the image from binary to the grayscale.
Feature Extraction Using GLCM and Gabor Filter
One of the major tasks in image processing is feature extraction. It is believed that the nature 
of the surface can be characterized by the property of the texture (Hammouda & Jernigan, 
2000). The texture itself contains much information about the structural arrangement and its 
relationship to its surrounding (Raju & Durai, 2013). Therefore, it is crucial to have feature 
extraction method so that the image can be easily classified. It is also a process that represents 
the raw image that can ease the decision-making process. As described by (Min et al, 2006), 
texture features are extracted by simulating the perceptual properties such as orientation, 
coarseness, fineness, and regularity. There are numerous ways to extract and classify the 
features, but this paper only focuses on Grey-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM). GLCM is 
proven to be a very powerful tool for quantifying the intensity variation (Ahmed, Bayraktar, 
Bhunia, Hirleman, Robinson, & Rajwa, 2013). The use of the GLCM concept for texture can 
be seen in works done in (Siraj, Salahuddin, & Yusof, 2010; Arebey, Hannan, Begum, & Basri, 
2012). As it is defined as the frequencies of grey-level values that occur in an image (thus 
some of the brief computation of texture feature extraction summarized (Level, Pramunendar, 
Supriyanto, Novianto, & Yuwono, 2013) is shown below.
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Figure 2. Sick chicken’s excrement’s images
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2.2 Image Acquisition 
  Image acquisition of chicken’s dropping was obtained by using a static digital 
camera. The distance of the camera has been set to be at least 90 degrees off the camera. All 
the photos were decoded in JPEG standard format in 4000x3000 pixels (dot). The manual 
identification of sick and normal chicken’s excrement images was carried out based on their 
characteristic by an authorized veterinary. The data set contains 20 images of the same 
background. Figure 2 depicts some of the eight images that are classified as ‘sick’ or 
‘stressed’ and Figure 3 is a sample of eight images classified as ‘healthy’ or ‘normal’. 
                     
 
2.3 Image Pre-processing 
  Image pre-processing is used to improve and enhance the quality of the images. 
Some of the images suffered from noise, blurry and low contrast of quality. Thus, the basic 
steps of image pre-proc ssing were used and listed as follows: 
1. Set the resolution f the images to 300 x 300 dpi.  
2. Resize the image to 200 x 200 pixels  
3. Convert the image from binary to the grayscale. 
 
2.4 Feature Extraction Using GLCM and Gabor Filter 
  One of the major tasks in image processing is feature extraction. It is believed that 
the nature of the surface can be characterized by the property of the texture (Hammouda, K., 
& Jernigan, E,2000). The texture itself contains much information about the structural 
arrangement and its relationship to its surrounding (J. Raju and C. Anand Deva Durai,2013). 
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Therefore, it is crucial to have feature extraction method so that the image can be easily 
classified. It is also a process that represents the raw image that can ease the decision-making 
process. As described by (Chih-Min et. al,2006), texture features are extracted by simulating 
the perceptual properties such as orientation, coarseness, fineness, and regularity. There are 
numerous ways to extract and classify the features, but this paper only focuses on Grey-level 
co-occurrence matrix (GLCM). GLCM is proven to be a very powerful tool for quantifying 
the intensity variation (W. M. Ahmed, B. Bayraktar, a Bhunia, E. D. Hirleman, J. P. 
Robinson, and B. Rajwa,2013). The use of the GLCM concept for texture can be seen in 
works done in (F. Siraj, M. A. Salahuddin, and S. A. M. Yusof,2010; M. Arebey, M. A. 
Hannan, R. A. Begum, and H. Basri, 2012). As it is defined as the frequencies of grey-level 
values that occur in an image (G. Level, R. A. Pramunendar, C. Supriyanto, D. H. Novianto, 
and I. N. Yuwono,2013) thus some of the brief computation of texture feature extraction 
summarized (G. Level, R. A. Pramunendar, C. Supriyanto, D. H. Novianto, and I. N. 
Yuwono,2013) is shown below. 
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Classification Using SVM
Support vector machine (SVM) is a novel type of learning machine, which is based on 
statistical learning theory (SLT). That is, an SVM is an approximate implementation of the 
method of structural risk minimization. SVM has shown to provide a better generalization 
performance than traditional techniques, including neural networks (Chih-Min et al, 2006). 
SVM demonstrates good classification performance in (Khedher, Ramírez, Górriz, Brahim, 
& Segovia, 2015; Dubey, 2014; Ahmed, Kang, Kang, Ko, Cho, Rhee, S. & Yu,  2015). SVM 
also has been applied in most of the fields such as face recognition, fingerprint, bioinformatics, 
and it has also been tested and applied to agriculture fields such as research works done by 
(Khedher et al., 2015; Sharaf-Eldeen, Moawad, El Bahnasy, & Khalifa, 2012). The basic idea 
of SVM is that it seeks  to maximize the distance between two classes, and the distance between 
classes is traditionally defined by the closest points (Hammouda, K. & Jernigan, E., 2000). 
It is a very effective method for general purpose pattern recognition. (Chih-Min et al, 2006). 
SVM is  popular for  its capability in  generalising in and predicting s with a good degree of 
accuracy. (Siraj et al., 2010). Optimal hyper- plane is derived in a high dimensional feature 
space that defines a maximum boundary margin between data samples in two classes which 
provides a better generalization property. With its latest extensions enabled the SVM to learn 
and classify multiple categories of data, overlapping classes and noisy data by the introduction 
of slack variables that enable the soft margin classifier (Elhariri et al, 2014). Basically, the 
SVM is modelled as in (Kazemian & Ahmed, 2015). This paper only classifies and compares 
sick and healthy chicken’s excrement image only.
Experiments and Classification Result
The experiments have been tested on a 4GB RAM, Intel Core i7 CPU 1.6 GHz using Matlab 
2012b release. We had 20 samples of chicken’s excrement images in which 20% of them is 
used as our test data, and the balance remains as our training data. GLCM statistical calculation 
is applied to extract the features which include autocorrelation, contrast, energy, entropy, 
homogeneity, cluster prominence, cluster shade, correlation, difference entropy, difference 
variance, dissimilarity, inverse difference moment, information measure of correlation 1, 
information measure of correlation 2, inverse difference, maximum probability, sum average, 
sum entropy, sum of squares and sum of variance. Thus, each image will have 19 features 
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subsequently. Based on these extracted features, we design four types of experiments. The 
first and second sets of experiment are to determine the accuracy rate of the classification by 
applying Gabor filters with five different orientations with only four features extracted out 
of 19. Experiments three and four focus on finding accuracy rate SVM classification without 
applying any Gabor filter with four extracted features and 19 extracted features consequently. 
Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show some samples of healthy and sick chicken dropping images that 
applied Gabor filter with different orientation approach while Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show some 
sample images with no Gabor filter applied.
Figure 5. (a) A healthy chicken’s excrement image with different orientations (0°, 45°, 90°,135° and 180°) 
of Gabor filter; (b) Sick chicken’s excrement image
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 Based on both Gabor and non-Gabor filter images, we applied the statistical 
calculation of GLCM to extract the features. Table 1 shows some of the GLCM calculation 
applied on both healthy and sick chicken’s excrement images. The reason we choose 
autocorrelation, contrast, energy and entropy is based on the GLCM calculation in which the 
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Based on both Gabor and non-G bor filter images, w  applied the statistical calculation of 
GLCM to extract the features. Table 1 shows some of the GLCM calculation applied on both 
healthy and sick chicken’s excrement images. The reason we choose autocorrelation, contrast, 
energy and entropy is based on the GLCM calculation in which the result outperform others 
features. Nevertheless, we still need to do the comparison with other 19 features to determine 
either this supporting features may affect the result of the classification or not.
Table 1 
GLCM statistical calculation applied on both sample healthy and sick images with 0° orientation of 
GABOR filter 
Image# Autocorrelation Contrast Energy Entropy
Image Healthy 1 6.4733 9.9763 0.0723 3.0739
Image Healthy 2 6.8131 6.1299 0.0558 3.1496
Image Healthy 3 5.7578 4.7044 0.0682 2.952
Image Sick 4 4.9985 4.8265 0.0833 2.7861
Image Sick 5 11.194 53.899 0.0756 3.3975
After the GLCM implementation, all the dataset is scaled and normalised based on the minimum 
and maximum value of each row before running the classification method. Classification in 
SVM requires the dataset to be divided into two sets of data where one set of data is used 
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as a training set and another one as a test set. Each row of data contains its feature label. To 
implement the SVM approach, LibSVM 3.20 was used to fit this experiment purposes being 
a  SVM library tool used widely in classifications (Zhang, 2014; Moraes, Valiati, Gavião, 
& Neto,  2013; Ahmed et al., 2012; Wang & Chung, 2013; Tang & Sazonov, 2014; Tong, et 
al., 2014). The toolbox was developed by Chang and Lin (2011) which solves the quadratic 
programming problem by using a sequential minimal optimization-type algorithm (Kang, S. 
et al ,2015). We used 80% of the total number of feature vectors as our training sample while 
the remaining 20% of a test sample. All the data must be converted into LibSVM format before 
classification can take place. We had labelled sick images equal to -1 and healthy images as 
one respectively. We used the radial basis kernel function as it is more significant to our case 
as compared to other kernel function as a polynomial and applied 10-cross validation in our 
dataset. We also set the parameter C equal to 1 for all the cases. 
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Tables (2-3) compares the classification accuracy results between four extracted features 
(correlation, contrast, homogeneity, energy)  and 19 extracted features (autocorrelation, contrast, 
energy, entropy, homogeneity, cluster prominence, cluster shade, correlation, difference 
entropy, difference variance, dissimilarity, inverse difference moment, information measure of 
correlation 1, information measure of correlation 2, inverse difference, maximum probability, 
sum average, sum entropy, sum of squares and sum of variance) by using GLCM techniques 
with Gabor filter applied. The value is set to be 3.05175 as it is the best value we had tested 
in our case.
Table 2 
Classification result- with GABOR and 4 extracted features within same dataset.Ơ ( = 3.05175) 
Kernel Type Orientation Classification Accuracy #Iteration #SV
Radial 0 81.25% 19 16
45 81.25% 15 16
90 75% 21 16
135 68.75% 14 16
180 81.25 13 16
Table 3 
SVM Classification result- with GABOR and 19 extracted features within the same dataset. Ơ ( = 3.05175) 
Kernel Type Orientation Classification Accuracy #Iteration #SV
Radial 0 81.25% 18 16
45 81.25% 31 16
90 81.25% 21 16
135 75% 16 16
180 81.25% 21 16
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Both experiments use the same dataset for training and testing. It can be seen that by 
having more features extracted with Gabor filter applied to the images increase the accuracy 
rate compares with less feature extracted. Table (4-5) presents the accuracy rate for both four 
features and 19 features with 80% of the sample data is used for training and the remaining 
20% for testing. Using the same training model, the accuracy rate for an image that has 19 
extracted features yields much more than the image that only has four features extracted.
Table 4 
SVM Classification result- with GABOR and 19 extracted features by using the test sample Ơ = 3.05175; # 
TEST SAMPLE=4; # TRAINING SAMPLE=16  
Kernel Type Orientation Classification Accuracy Iteration #SV
Radial 0 75% 18 16
45 50% 31 16
90 75% 21 16
135 75% 16 16
180 75% 21 16
Table 5 
SVM Classification result- with GABOR and 4 extracted features by using the test sample Ơ = 3.05175; # 
TEST SAMPLE=4; # TRAINING SAMPLE=16 
Kernel Type Orientation Classification Accuracy #Iteration #SV
Radial 0 50% 19 16
45 50% 15 16
90 50% 21 16
135 50% 14 16
180 50% 13 16
Table (6-7) yields the accuracy rate comparison between fewer and more features but 
without any Gabor filter applied. It proves that even with no Gabor filter applied, the image 
which has 19 features extracted gives higher accuracy rate than four features extracted.
Table 6 
SVM Classification result- with no GABOR and 4 extracted features ( Ơ = 3.05175 
Kernel Type Dataset Accuracy Rate #Iteration #SV
Radial Training 81.25% 13 13
180 50% 13 16
Table 7 
SVM Classification result- with no Gabor and 19 extracted features ( Ơ = 3.05175)  
Kernel Type Dataset Accuracy Rate #Iteration #SV
Radial Training 93.75% 19 16
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The performance measures are described regarding true and false positive and true and 
false negative.
• True Positive (TP): Sick chicken correctly identified as sick chicken.
• True Negative (TN): Healthy chicken correctly identified as healthy chicken.
• False Negative (FN): Sick chicken incorrectly identified as healthy chicken.
• False Positive (FP): Healthy chicken incorrectly identified as sick chicken.
As a conclusion, from Table (2- 7), it indicates that the accuracy rate improves if more features 
extracted as compared by extracting only four characteristics of the images with Gabor filter 
applied. It also shows that the implementation of Gabor filter bank does not give the major 
impact on the accuracy rate. The present finding support (Kazemian & Ahmed, 2015) research 
work which concluded that as the number of the dataset (in this case is the number of extracted 
features) increased, the accuracy also increases. Choosing the best optimum kernel for each of 
the cases also plays an important task in increasing the classification accuracy.
CONCLUSION
This paper presents classification of  texture images specifically of  chicken’s excrement using 
SVM classification approach and  the  GLCM method to extract the texture feature of  images. 
It also applies the Gabor filter technique as part of feature extraction method. The paper draws 
a comparison between quantities of  features that are extracted and  conducted on g 20 sample 
images of chicken’s dropping. We did four experimental studies. The first is between four 
features and 19 features by applying the Gabor filter. We found out that having more features 
extracted thru GLCM techniques yields results with better accuracy as compared with fewer 
features. The second study is between 4 features and 19 features but without Gabor filter applied 
which also proves that having more extracted features have more advantage than fewer features 
even though their result is much better than having Gabor filter applied on. Analysis of the 
results reveals that choosing the best optimization value for gamma in SVM modeler gives 
better accuracy.  We also prove that having more features extraction for SVM classification give 
more accurate result specifically for chicken’s excrement images in which there is a similarity 
in color between the features and background color. Our future work will be on texture feature 
extraction method as we believe that having a good extraction framework would provide 
better results.There is also the need to focus on identifying nearly sick chicken by analyzing 
the ‘stressed’ chicken images using the same framework with expansion on SVM algorithm.
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ABSTRACT
Cascaded multilevel inverters are popular  in  fields such as  oil and gas, power supply installations, and 
power quality devices. While there are many advantages of the cascaded multilevel inverter, its main 
disadvantage is the need for large numbers of multiple dc sources.  In order to reduce total harmonics 
distortion (THD) of the output voltage waveform, the amount of output voltage level must be increased, 
hence the higher number of dc sources. This essentially complicated the inverter design, as most converter 
transform only one voltage source to another. In this paper a cascaded multilevel inverter topology with a 
single dc source is discussed. The topology is based on capacitors instead of cells as the multiple voltage 
sources. The cascaded multilevel inverter topology validity and functionality is verified by the Matlab 
Simulink simulation of a 100W and 1kW aircraft single phase 41-level inverter.
Keywords: Aircraft inverter, multilevel inverter, total harmonics distortion 
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INTRODUCTION
Inverters as a power conversion device can be 
found in three main categories of application; 
power supply, motor drives and active filters 
(Tehrani et al., 2011). The multilevel inverter 
is fast emerging as a popular choice of  power 
inverter in many industries. Compared to two-
level systems, multilevel inverter has a better 
power quality output and low total harmonics 
distortion (THD) thus providing better power 
efficiency (Al-Emadi et al., 2016). 
Even though the cascaded multilevel 
inverter has many advantages, the need  for 
multiple dc sources is its setback. In order 
to reduce the output THD level, the number 
of output levels need to be increased, and so 
too the number of dc sources. Apart from 
this the high number of power switches and 
related controlling devices makes this model 
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unattractive. As the number of output voltage levels are increased, the amount of switching 
devices are also increased greatly, making the inverter becoming more complex and expensive 
(Mailah et al, 2009). Although this issue is also important, this paper will only limit the scope 
of the discussion to only on the issue of multiple dc sources requirement.
AIRCRAFT INVERTER
Onboard inverter became an important part of aircrafts when as aircraft systems became larger 
and more complex. This is because all these instruments use ac current while the main aircraft 
power supply at that time comes from 28V dc generator (Hayes & Ray, 1945).
As power electronics device availability increased static inverters became to be the 
preferred inverter choice for aircraft. The static inverter has no moving parts, the inverter is h 
more efficient and also  smaller and lighter. The common technology is where a 400Hz oscillator 
is connected to the dc busbar and producing low voltage ac current. The low voltage output 
then stepped-up using a power transformer to the rated aircraft ac system voltage (Tooley & 
Wyatt, 2009).
The standard aircraft inverter input and output characteristics are as follows (EASA, 2003):
Input voltage: 28Vdc; tolerance + 2Vdc
Output voltage: 115V ac rms; tolerance +5%,  –7%
Frequency: 400Hz; tolerance +1% 
Output waveform: sinusoidal
THD: less than 7% under all load conditions
THE PROPOSED INVERTER
The nature of a cascaded multilevel inverter operation is  the dc sources are stacked on top of 
one another in series of successions. Care in  switching time will create a stepped wave that is 
almost similar to a clean sinusoidal waveform. The stacked dc sources are connected in series, 
so the combined voltage output will be  similar to a normal ac source. 
At any time  the inverter is operational   dc sources are connected to the load or output 
terminals, while others may not be used.  If the dc sources are replaced with capacitors, when 
they are not connected to the load, the capacitors can be charged in order to maintain the 
voltage level of the capacitors.
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The proposed single dc source cascaded multilevel inverter topology is shown in Figure 1. 
The topology is based on the topology proposed by Babei and Hosseini (2009). This topology 
was  chosen because it offers good switches reduction compared to the cascaded H-bridge 
topology. The topology is then modified by replacing the multiple dc sources with capacitors. 
The switches arrangement also modified to provide the means to charge the capacitors using 
a single dc source. The switching states of the switches is shown in Table 1.
Figure 1. The proposed single dc source cascaded multilevel inverter topology
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The switching states of the switches and the resultant output voltage
Charged 
capacitors
Discharged 
capacitors
ON switches OFF switches Load voltage, VL
C1, C2,….C19, C20 - SC1, SC2,..SC19, SC20
S1, S3,..….S37, S39
SH1, SH3
S2, S4,..….S38, S40
SH2, SH4
0V
C2, C3,…C19, C20 C1 SC2, SC3,..SC19, SC20
S2, S3,..….S37, S39
SH1, SH3
SC1
S1, S4,..….S38, S40
SH2, SH4
VC1
C3, C4,…C19, C20 C1, C2 SC3, SC4,..SC19, SC20
S2, S4,..….S37, S39
SH1, SH3
SC1, SC2
S1, S3,..….S38, S40
SH2, SH4
VC1 + VC2
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The performance of the inverter and the validity of the topology are tested using Matlab 
Simulink simulation. The switching timing are based on the algorithm discussed by Syukri 
Mohamad and Mariun (2012). Two load conditions are being tested – 100W and 1kW. This 
is because most of the large commercial aircrafts are equipped with a 1kW rated onboard 
inverter to provide the emergency power to the essential equipment in the event of emergency 
and normal power loss.
Table 1 
The switching states of the switches and the resultant output voltage (continue)
Charged 
capacitors
Discharged 
capacitors
ON switches OFF switches Load voltage, VL
C19, C20 C1, C2,…C17, C18 SC19, SC20
S2, S4,..….S37, S39
SH1, SH3
SC1, SC2,..SC17, SC18
S1, S3,..….S38, S40
SH2, SH4
VC1 + VC2 +.... + 
VC17 + VC18
C20 C1, C2,…C18, C19 SC20
S2, S4,..….S38, S39
SH1, SH3
SC1, SC2,..SC18, SC19
S=, S3,..….S37, S40
SH2, SH4
VC1 + VC2 +.... + V+ 
+ VC19
- C1, C2,….C19, C20 -
S2, S4,..….S38, S40
SH1, SH3
SC1, SC2,..SC19, SC20
S1, S3,..….S37, S39
SH2, SH4
VC1 + VC2 +.... + 
VC19 + VC20
C1, C2,….C19, C20 - SC1, SC2,..SC19, SC20
S1, S3,..….S37, S39
SH2, SH4
-
S2, S4,..….S38, S40
SH1, SH3
– 0V
C2, C3,…C19, C20 C1 SC2, SC3,..SC19, SC20
S2, S3,..….S37, S39
SH2, SH4
SC1
S1, S4,..….S38, S40
SH1, SH3
– VC1
C3, C4,…C19, C20 C1, C2 SC3, SC4,..SC19, SC20
S2, S4,..….S37, S39
SH2, SH4
SC1, SC2
S1, S3,..….S38, S40
SH1, SH3
– (VC1 + VC2)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
C19, C20 C1, C2,…C17, C18 SC19, SC20
S2, S4,..….S37, S39
SH2, SH4
SC1, SC2,..SC17, SC18
S1, S3,..….S38, S40
SH1, SH3
– (VC1 + VC2 +.... + 
VC17 + VC18)
C20 C1, C2,…C18, C19 SC20
S2, S4,..….S38, S39
SH2, SH4
SC1, SC2,..SC18, SC19
S1, S3,..….S37, S40
SH1, SH3
– (VC1 + VC2 +.... + 
VC18 + VC19)
- C1, C2,….C19, C20 S2, S4,..….S38, S40
SH2, SH4
SC1, SC2,..SC19, SC20
S1, S3,..….S37, S39
SH1, SH3
– (VC1 + VC2 +.... + 
VC19 + VC20)
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A 41-level inverter realization based on the proposed cascaded multilevel inverter topology 
is constructed based on the circuit shown in Figure 1 using Matlab Simulink modelling platform. 
The choice of power switches is Mosfet because as it has very fast switching time, simple gate 
circuit, virtually no gate current and negligible gate circuit loss (Rajashekara, 2002).
The inverter is supplied with a controlled single dc source, and the rated output voltage is 
115Vrms, 400Hz. Peak voltage is about 163V. The measured parameters are shown in Figure 
2 for 100W load condition and Figure 3 for 1kW load condition. Both loads are pure resistive 
loads.
Figure 2. Measured parameters of the inverter when operating with 100W load
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For the 100W load condition, the inverter input voltage is around 8.6V and the capacitors 
used are 12V, 0.12F capacitors. The initial current is very high, as can be expected of the 
charging process of the uncharged 20 capacitors. 
As the capacitors built up the voltages, its  current was also reduced to a constant level, 
with maximum value of 35A and rms value of 16.81A. The rms output voltage is 115V and 
the output voltage with the input current stabilizes after only about 0.3s.
The output power is measured at 99.95W while the input power is 144.566W, giving the 
efficiency of the inverter at 69.14%
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For the 1kW load condition, the inverter input voltage changes  around 9V to 14V during 
initial starting with the input voltage stabilized at 12.85V. The capacitors used are 16V, 1.2F 
capacitors. The source current fluctuates with the changing input voltage as the capacitors are 
very sensitive to any sudden voltage changes. The input current stabilizes at around 343A to 
344A peak value, with the rms value settles at 165.5A.
As the capacitors built up the voltages, the capacitors voltage settles at a constant level, 
with values between 8.81V to 10.86V. The rms output voltage is 115V and the output voltage 
stabilizes after only about 2.3s. The output power is measured at 999.6W while the input power 
is 2126.675W, giving the efficiency of the inverter at 47.00%. The output waveform of the 
inverter is almost identical to a clean sinusoidal waveform (see Figure 4). The output THD 
reading at 100W load is 1.999% while at 1kW load is 3.307%.
Figure 3. Measured parameters of the inverter when operating with 1kW load
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Figure 4. The inverter output voltage waveform
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CONCLUSION 
A single dc source 41-level aircraft inverter has been successfully developed and constructed 
using Matlab Simulink modelling platform. The inverter is then simulated with the actual load 
rating, similar to the load condition of a large commercial aircraft inverter.  The parameters 
are  measured and compared to the standard set by aviation authority. The inverter output 
voltage is 115V rms, 400Hz, conforming with the conditions set out in the aviation standard. 
The output THD is also well below the 7% limit given in the standard. However, the efficiency 
of the inverter is relatively poor, with its high  input current, . which may be  rectified using a 
dedicated current control method.
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ABSTRACT
The use of electroosmotic is fast becoming a proven technique for manipulating particles in microfluidic 
systems. Several approaches were experimented to improve the force and thus the moving particles in 
the fluid. This paper will study the effect of microelectrode on the moving particles in  latex using a 
particle image velocimetry and to test the velocity of particles movement at various frequencies from 
10kHz to 500kHz. The result shows the behaviour of latex particles at different frequencies varying 
from low frequencies up to high frequencies under AC electrokinetic forces such as dielectrophoresis 
(DEP) and AC electroosmosis (ACEO).
Keywords: Electrical field, microfluidic, dielectrophoresis, electroosmotic flow, particle image 
velocimetry, charge density, Clausius-Mossotti factor 
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INTRODUCTION
The considerable progress and development 
in the technology gave birth and growth to 
the miniaturisation, which is, integrated to all 
types of systems the thermal, chemical, and 
electronic. This leads to a new field called 
MEMS (Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems), 
which allows the fabrication of the systems. 
MEMS creates other applications and lead 
to other fields to improve and develop. One 
of the fields that had attracted attention was 
the fluid motion under the unexplored and 
unusual conditions which later known as the 
Microfluidic (Tabeling, 2005). Microfluidic is 
defined as the study of flows that are simple 
or complex, mono- or multiphasic, which 
are circulating in synthetic microsystems, 
i.e. systems that are fabricated using new 
technologies (Tabeling, 2005; Pohl, 1978). 
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Generally, the electrical field causes the particles in the fluid to move depend on the voltage 
applied. A non-uniform electrical field induces a net force on a polarizable particle (Pohl, 1978). 
The field applied is either produced by direct current DC or alternative current AC. This will 
cause an electrokinetic phenomena. An AC electrokinetic phenomena uses electric fields to 
generate forces that act on fluids or suspended particles (Jones, 1995). 
The dielectrophoretic (DEP) force is one of AC electrokinetic forces. It depends on the 
particle radius, complex permittivity and the Clausius-Mossotti factor (Jones, 1995; Tabeling, 
2005; Cheri et al., 2014). The other main AC electrokinetic influence is the electroosmosis 
flow (EOF) under AC electroosmosis force (ACEO), which is the projecting mechanism for 
controlling fluid flow in micro and nano channels with embedded microelectrode in it that 
requiring surface charges. The surface charge on the microelectrode surface causes a diffuse 
layer of counter ions to form. When an electric field is induced, the outer layer of ions is 
attracted toward the oppositely charged electrode dragging with it the majority solution and 
making a net flow referred to as electroosmotic flow (EOF) (Feshbach, 1953). This mechanism 
of fluid motion causes a uniform velocity spreading across the microchannel, which is often 
advantageous. The electroosmotic velocity is 
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In this study, latex beads will be tested and compared with different frequencies to check 
the characteristic of electroosmotic flow. Latex was chosen due to its density, which has slightly 
greater than water (1050 kg m-3 compared to 1000 kg.m-3) (Arnold, 1987). Its dielectrophoretic 
properties, which show polarization of particles is dominated by the surface conductance (Baker, 
1995; M.P. Hughes, 1999; N.G. Green, 1999). Dielectrophoresis and AC electroosmosis are 
the alternating fields, which used to manipulate particles. Dielectrophoresis arises via contact 
of the induced dipoles with non-uniform field. The output force is reliant on the gradient of 
the field squared ΔE2 and the particle volume r3 , frequency and applied voltage (M.P. Hughes, 
1999; Morgan, 2003). The dielectrophoresis force for spherical particle is written as
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medium permeability. It can be seen that for a spherical particle the dielectrophoretic 
mobility depends on the radius of the particle squared and the real part of the Clausius-
Mossotti factor, together with the permittivity and viscosity of the fluid (Morgan, 2003). 
 
In methodology section, shows the experimental setup, which includes the chemical solution, 
channels, and measurement of the velocity of the particles. In results and discussion, the 
particles velocity with the effect of different frequencies and at different distance are 
presented and compared. Finally, the important of the paper is concluded.  
METHODOLOGY 
 
The paper presents a comprehensive study of electroosmotic properties of latex particles (test 
particle) as a function of fixed particle size, which is 2 μm and Potassium Chloride, KCl 
electrolyte, with conductivity of 14.5 μS/m acted as the medium (usually used in biology for 
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where r is the radius of the particle and εm is the dielectric constant in the medium, fCM is the 
Clausius-Mossoti factor the effective polarizability of the particle. fCM depends on the applied 
frequency w. The term Re[fCM (w)] is bounded by -0.5 and 1. The sign of Re[fCM (w)] depends 
on the applied frequency. Dielectrophoresis is a local effect and the DEP force decreases 
rapidly away from the electrode  (Yunus, 2010). Another long-range electric force called 
electroosmosis is effective in manipulating biosamples (Pohl, 1978). As the particles moves 
under the influence of DEP, it can be assumed that the instantaneous velocity is proportional 
to the instantaneous DEP force so that for spherical particles such as latex
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where  is dielectrophoretic velocity,  particle radius,  Clausius-Mossotti factor,  
medium permeability. It can be seen that for a spherical particle the dielectrophoretic 
mobility depends on the radius of the particle squared and the real part of the Clausius-
Mossotti factor, together with the permittivity and viscosity of the fluid (Morgan, 2003). 
 
In methodology section, shows the experimental setup, which includes the chemical solution, 
channels, and measurement of the velocity of the particles. In results and discussion, the 
particles velocity with the effect of different frequencies and at different distance are 
presented and compared. Finally, the important of the paper is concluded.  
METHODOLOGY 
 
The paper presents a comprehensive study of electroosmotic properties of latex particles (test 
particle) as a function of fixed particle size, which is 2 μm and Potassium Chloride, KCl 
electrolyte, with conductivity of 14.5 μS/m acted as the medium (usually used in biology for 
      (4)
where VDEP  is dielectrophoretic velocity,   particle radius, ḟCM Clausius-Mossotti factor,   medium 
permittivity. It can be seen that for a spherical particle the dielectrophoretic mobility depends 
on the radius of the particle squared and the real part of the Clausius-Mossotti factor, together 
with the permittivity and viscosity of t e fluid (Morgan, 2003).
In methodology section, shows the experimental setup, which includes the chemical 
solution, channels, and measurement of the velocity of the particles. In results and discussion, 
the particles velocity with the effect of different frequencies and at different distance are 
presented and compared. Finally, the important of the paper is concluded. 
METHODOLOGY
The paper presents a comprehensive study of electroosmotic properties of latex particles 
(test particle) as a function of fixed particle size, which is 2 μm and Potassium Chloride, KCl 
electrolyte, with conductivity of 14.5 μS/m acted as the medium (usually used in biology 
for normal cell respiration) and present viscosity (Pohl, 1978). The microfluidic chip was 
fabricated on glass substrate using direct-write electron beam lithography with Ti/Pt layer 
(10/200 nm thick) patterned and designed with a microchannel width of 500 μm and 40 μm 
height with array of interdigitated microelectrode of 20 μm in width size and the gap between 
the electrodes is 20 μm. 
The electroosmotic flow (EOF) measured was based on placing the microchip under 
microscope with objective of 20x magnification until the particles are visible and easy to be 
captured. A series of video recording were accomplished under microscope and stored for 
later analysis as shown in Figure 1 below. Basically, the electrodes were supplied by an AC, 
2Vpp power supply throughout the test, with varying the frequencies between 10kHz, 20kHz, 
30kHz, 40kHz, 50kHz, 100kHz, 200kHz, 300kHz, 400kHz and 500kHz. 
Particle Image Velocimetry Setup
After acquiring the video, the video is analysed using MATLAB software, which converts the 
video into a series of images. This includes a series of image processing, region of interest 
(ROI), eliminate and mask the distortion and invert the background to smooth the image to 
maximize the result. After that, a moving window or interrogation area will be chosen to fit 
the particles size for the whole ROI. Furthermore, vector validation will take place whereby 
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it will select the most accumulated particles. Line graph will be drawn from the nearest point 
to electrode and to far point of the electrode, to study the velocity based on the movement of 
the particles (El-Gholabzouri, 2006). The velocity graph will be generated after calibrating 
the image to match the reality and this is done by selecting a reference point, which its length 
known prior to the study.
Figure 1. (a) Moving particles in KCl solution
 
 
 
 
Figure 1a. Moving particles in KCl solution 
 
Figure 1b. Particles movement near mid and 
far from electrode 
Figure 1a shows the basic layout of one frame. It was picked randomly from 350 frames. 
There are selected lines on Figure 1b to show the behaviour of particles near the electrode 
and far from the electrode. The movement (behaviour) of particles are represented by the 
arrows; as the bigger the arrow means the more electrical field its possessed and cause the 
particles to move further. The selected line near electrode was chosen to be 5 µm and the far 
selected line from electrode is chosen to be 35 µm. Identifying the line near and far from the 
electrode will provide consistency along the simulation. In the above experiment, the 
particles are the latex beads with all the same size of 2 μm. The electrode is located on the 
left hand side and the right hand side of the ROI. The particles are very active within 
electrode vicinity as compared to the particles in the middle region, which tend to approach 
zero. The middle region has less electrical field strength. Thus, the concentration of particles 
is observed lesser at the centre and increase when they get closer to the electrode as shown in 
Figure 2.    
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Figure 1. (b) Particles movement near mid and far 
from electrode
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Figure 1a shows the basic layout of one frame. It was picked randomly from 350 frames. 
There are selected lines on Figure 1b to show the behaviour of particles near the electrode 
and far from the electrode. The movement (behaviour) of particles are represented by the 
arrows; as the bigger the arrow means the more electrical field its possessed and cause the 
particles to move further. The selected line near electrode was chosen to be 5 µm and the far 
selected line from electrode is chosen to be 35 µm. Identifying the line near and far from the 
electrode will provide consistency along the simulation. In the above experiment, the 
particles are the latex beads with all the same size of 2 μm. The electrode is located on the 
left hand side and the right hand side of the ROI. The particles are very active within 
electrode vicinity as compared to the particles in the middle region, which tend to approach 
zero. The middle region has less electrical field strength. Thus, the concentration of particles 
is observed lesser at the centre and increase when they get closer to the electrode as shown in 
Figure 2.    
 
far 
near 
Figure 1a shows the basic layout of one frame. It was picked randomly from 350 frames. 
There are selected lines on Figure 1b to show the behaviour of particles near the electrode and 
far from the electrode. The movement (behaviour) of particles are represented by the arrows; 
as the bigger the arrow means the more electrical field its p ssessed and cause the particles to 
move further. The selected line near electrode was chosen to be 5 µm and the far selected line 
from electrode is chosen to be 35 µm. Identifying the line near and far from the electrode will 
provide consistency along the si ulation. In the above exper ment, the articles re the l tex 
beads with all the same size of 2 μm in diameter. The electrode is located on the left hand side 
and the right hand side of the ROI. The particles are very active within electrode vicinity as 
compared to the particles in the middl  region, which ten  to approac  zero. The mid le regi n 
has less electrical field strength. Thus, the concentration of particles is observed lesser at the 
centre and increase when they get closer to the electrode as shown in Figure 2. 
Figure 2 implies that, as the particles get closer to the electrode, they have been exposed to 
higher electrical field strength near the electrode hence obtain greater velocity. This behaviour 
is increasing in frequency as shown and discussed in the following section.
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RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The electric field strength generated by the parallel array of interdigitated microelectrodes 
produces sufficient dielectrophoretic forces to manipulate colloidal particles and macromolecules 
in microflows (Thielicke, 2014). As the electroosmotic velocity is proportional to the applied 
electric field strength and DEP force is proportional to the gradient in the electric field strength, 
it is instructive to look at the components of the electric field strength to gain a better intuition 
into the forces acting on target particles/species. 
In this section, the observation was made on how the electroosmotic behaviour is reacting. 
It is based on different frequencies applied under voltage 2Vpp. Several results have been 
generated to serve the objective and this result was generated from the developed MATLAB 
Figure 2. The behaviour of particles movement along the line
 
 
 
Figure 2. The behaviour of particles movement along the line 
Figure 2 implies that, as the particles get closer to the electrode, they have been exposed to 
higher electrical field strength near the electrode hence obtain greater velocity. This 
behaviour is increasing in frequency as shown and discussed in the following section. 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
  
The electric field strength generated by the parallel array of interdigitated microelectrodes 
produces sufficient dielectrophoretic forces to manipulate colloidal particles and 
macromolecules in microflows (Thielicke, 2014). As the electroosmotic velocity is 
proportional to the applied electric ﬁeld strength and DEP force is proportional to the gradient 
in the electric field strength, it is instructive to look at the components of the electric field 
strength to gain a better intuition into the forces acting on target particles/species.  
 
In this section, the observation was made on how the electroosmotic behaviour is reacting. It 
is based on different frequencies applied under voltage 2Vpp. Several results have been 
generated to serve the objective and this result was generated from the developed MATLAB 
program. The data were collected for all videos with the same parameters as before. Figure 3 
below shows the velocity profile of particles taken vertically near the microelectrode. The dot 
lines represent the profile as the frequency increased.     
 
Figure 3. Velocity vs frequency near microelectrode
 
 
 
Figure 3. Velocity vs Frequency Near Microelectrode 
 
Figure 3 shows that as the frequency increases, the velocity increases as well. The activity 
near the microelectrode is higher as compared with the one further away from the 
microelectrode. This is due to the fact that, as the particles are near the microelectrode, the 
electrical field is higher and the DEP force is present. It causes the particles move under 
certain velocity where ACEO is also present. Near the electrode, the velocity of particles 
increase and become hyper active as compared to the particles far away from the electrode as 
shown in Figure 4. 
 
 
Figure 4. Velocity vs Frequency Far from Microelectrode 
 
Figure 4 shows the velocity of particles under the effect of DEP and ACEO far from 
microelectrode is lower as compared to  their velocity shown in Figure 3. The result shows 
that as the DEP and ACEO present with the frequency increases, the particles will move 
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program. The data were collected for all videos with the same parameters as before. Figure 3 
shows the velocity profile of particles taken vertically near the microelectrode. The dot lines 
represent the profile as the frequency increased.    
Figure 3 shows that as the frequency increases, the velocity increases as well. The 
activity near the microelectrode is higher as compared with the one further away from the 
microelectrode. This is due to the fact that, as the particles are near the microelectrode, the 
electrical field is higher and the DEP force is present. It causes the particles move under certain 
velocity where ACEO is also present. Near the electrode, the velocity of particles increase 
and become hyper active as compared to the particles far away from the electrode as shown 
in Figure 4.
Figure 4. Velocity vs frequency far from microelectrode
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Figure 3 shows that as the frequency increases, the velocity increases as well. The activity 
near the microelectrode is higher as compared with the one further away from the 
microelectrode. This is due to the fact that, as the particles are near the microelectrode, the 
electrical field is higher and the DEP force is present. It causes the particles move under 
certain velocity where ACEO is also present. Near the electrode, the velocity of particles 
increase and become hyper active as compared to the particles far away fr m the lectrode as 
shown in Figure 4. 
 
 
Figure 4. Velocity vs Frequency Far from Microelectrode 
 
Figure 4 shows the velocity of particles under the effect of DEP and ACEO far from 
microelectrode is lower as compared to  their velocity shown in Figure 3. The result shows 
that as the DEP and ACEO present with the frequency increases, the particles will move 
Figure 4 shows the velocity of particles under the effect of DEP and ACEO far from 
microelectrode is lower as compared to  their velocity shown in Figure 3. The result shows 
that as the DEP and ACEO present with the frequency increases, the particles will move under 
clear velocity. Whenever the particles travel away from the electrode, although the frequency 
is increased, the particles velocity will still decrease respectively due to weak DEP and ACEO 
further away from the electrode and this is proven by Clausius-Mossotti factor (Jones, 1995; 
Tabeling, 2005; Thomas B. J., 1995). Besides that, to further study the electroosmotic of latex 
particle, another analysis was carried out to fulfil the finding and the following graphs was 
generated. The graph in Figure 5a shows the velocity of latex particles at 40kHz. The velocity 
has been observed and measured along the selected line shown in Figure 5b. 
Figure 5(a) indicates that the velocity of latex particles was high near the microelectrode 
and kept decreases until it reaches a very small value approximately 8 μm/s, where there is 
minimal electrical field presented. It starts to increase again up to 70 μm/s as it approaches 
the other microelectrode. The analysis was taken for frequencies varying from 10kHz up to 
500kHz. It is noticed that, as the frequency is low, the particles behave unstably and in almost 
in circular motion e.g. moving forward and backward (oscillation) as the sufficient electrical 
field did not reach to start the electroosmotic of the latex particle.
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However, the starting frequency whereby the latex started to stop oscillating and generated 
proper velocity (of ACEO) was at 40kHz. The 40kHz was chosen after trying lower frequencies 
such as 10, 20, 30, and 40kHz. The 40kHz seems to give a better steady state and less circular 
motion and as the frequencies increased further the particles tend to response better until it reach 
steady state movement. Once the steady motion is reached, the particles motion is observed 
at even higher frequency i.e. 500kHz. The graph on Figure 6 shows the electroosmotic flow 
velocity of latex particle at 500kHz.
Figure 5. (a) Velocity vs distance at 40kHz
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the other microelectrode. The analysis was taken for frequencies varying from 10kHz up to 
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better until it r ach steady state mov men . Onc  the steady motion is reached, th  particles 
motion is observed at even higher frequency i.e. 50 z. The graph on Figure 6 shows the 
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Figure 6. Velocity vs distance at 500kHz 
 
The graph of Figure 6 shows the average particles electroosmotic velocity is increased up to 
250 μm/s at 500kHz as compared to 70 μm/s at 40kHz. This is due to higher frequency and 
higher electrical field under DEP and ACEO effects (Chen et al., 2014; Feshbach, 1953). The 
comparison is made between Figure 5 and Figure 6. It is shown that, after increasing the 
frequency, the particles tend to gain more velocity under the effect of DEP and ACEO. The 
parameters such as the latex particles size, electrolyte, PIV software environment, the 
location of the velocity measured are not changed at all processing frequencies.  
CONCLUSION 
 
The study of AC electrokinetic forces, dielectrophoresis (DEP) and AC electroosmotic 
(ACEO), becoming the proven techniques for manipulating particles in microfluidic systems. 
The effect of electrical field on the moving particles of latex are studied using PIV, to test the 
velocity of particles movement at varying frequencies from 10k to 500kHz. The work has 
shown that, at lower frequency, latex particles are unstable and generating circular motion 
(oscillation). As the frequency increase, the particles start to stabilize and get higher velocity 
The graph of Figure 6 shows the average particles electroosmotic velocity is increased up to 
250 μm/s at 500kHz as compared to 70 μm/s at 40kHz. This is due to higher frequency and 
higher electrical field under DEP and ACEO effects (Chen et al., 2014; Feshbach, 1953). 
The comparison is made between Figure 5 and Figure 6. It is shown that, after increasing the 
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frequency, the particles tend to gain more velocity under the effect of DEP and ACEO. The 
parameters such as the latex particles size, electrolyte, PIV software environment, the location 
of the velocity measured are not changed at all processing frequencies. 
CONCLUSION
The study of AC electrokinetic forces, dielectrophoresis (DEP) and AC electroosmotic (ACEO), 
becoming the proven techniques for manipulating particles in microfluidic systems. The effect 
of electrical field on the moving particles of latex is studied using PIV, to test the velocity of 
particles movement at varying frequencies from 10k to 500kHz. The work has shown that, at 
lower frequency, latex particles are unstable and generating circular motion (oscillation). As the 
frequency increase, the particles start to stabilize and get higher velocity (higher electric field 
strength and force applied). This study could benefit the researchers for useful particles and fluid 
manipulation in term of particles behaviour at certain electrical properties environment. Further 
studies can be done by expanding the range of potential systems such as varying the voltage 
supplied and electric fields strength. Those parameters can be used to manipulate further the 
particle behaviour near and far from the microelectrodes in the microfluidic system. Besides 
that, by varying the electrolyte to Sodium hydroxide, NaOH (e.g. used for microfluidic mixer) 
and Potassium hydroxide, KOH (e.g. used for fungal cultures in microfluidic) (Persar, 2009; 
Saini, 2016) can also be promising study in the future.
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ABSTRACT
This work proposes an output feedback controller for stabilization of the quadrotor underactuated 
system in the presence of time varying disturbances and model uncertainties. The proposed control is 
an improvement to the sliding mode control (SMC). An extended high-gain observer (EHGO) when 
combined with sliding mode control (SMC) able to give feasible performance beyond the performance 
of the standard sliding mode. It is able to bring the state trajectories of the closed-loop system close to 
the target system with a smaller ultimate bound of error and smaller control magnitude. The proposed 
method is illustrated by simulation.
Keywords: Extended high-gain observer, sliding mode control, underactuated system, output feedback 
control 
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INTRODUCTION
The vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) 
vehicle such as quadrotor is perceived to 
have good potential in various applications 
such as monitoring, surveillance, and search 
and rescue (SAR) mission. The quadrotor 
hovering capability makes it the best choice 
for near monitoring applications within 
confined areas. The quadrotor unmanned 
aerial vehicle (UAV) is in the group of 
underactuated system because of  its four-
input actuator that allows to control six degree 
of freedom outputs. It is classified as a second 
order nonholonomic, thus the controller 
design and stability analysis are complicated. 
The control problem of quadrotors has been 
confronted using several different approaches 
from leading research teams worldwide. 
Earlier works focuses on stabilization of the 
vehicle using linear approach (Bouabdallah 
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et al., 2004) and nonlinear approach (Hoffmann et al., 2007; Bouabdallah & Siegwart, 2007; 
Benallegue et al., 2006).However, the stability is not guaranteed when the vehicle is flying in 
the presence of model uncertainties and external disturbances. 
The controller design that includes uncertainties and disturbances and capable of 
disturbance rejection generally focuses on two direction, either adaptive method such as the 
work by Chen et al. (2014) or disturbance-observer (DOB) method. DOB has advantage as 
opposed to the adaptive technique in terms of flexibility and design simplicity (Dong et al., 
2014). In DOB-based controller, the nominal model is retained while an observer is designed 
and added into the control to estimate and cancel the disturbance. 
The study on robust control for trajectory tracking in real time is still new. A robust sliding-
mode or high-gain observer can be used as the DOB-based controller to perform this mission. 
The use of sliding-mode observer had been reported by several authors (Benallegue et.al., 
2008; Besnard et al., 2012). However, the use of high-gain observer as DOB-based for robust 
trajectory control of a quadrotor is still lacking so far. According to (Freidovich & Khalil, 2008) 
the high-gain observer is  simpler  compared to the sliding-mode approach.
The backstepping technique combined with DOB for robust trajectory tracking of the 
quadrotor proposed by (Dong et al., 2014) is  promising. However, the backstepping method 
is not suitable for a complex system because the controlling  algorithm is based on a recursive 
method involving complex mathematics. In complex mission, the backstepping controller 
will involve heavy mathematical coding and computation which is time consuming and error 
prone  during start up. 
Sliding mode control is one of the well-known approaches for  handling nonlinear systems 
that are under presence of uncertainties and external disturbances (Mokhtari & Cherki, 2015). 
The advantage of sliding mode control lies in  its robustness and simplicity of  implementation. 
However, the drawback of the sliding mode control is the chattering effect arising from  high 
frequency switching. The chattering effect is usually solved by replacing the discontinuous 
switching to continuous switching. However, the drawback of using continuous switching is 
the error convergence of the states is uniformly ultimately bounded, instead of converging to 
zero in finite time. 
A controller based on sliding mode control proposed by Xu and Özgüner (2008) for 
stabilizing  a class of underactuated systems has an attractive  sliding surface. The sliding surface 
presented is able to globally stabilize all degrees of freedom including those which are indirectly 
actuated through the nonlinear coupling. However, the ultimate bound of the steady state error 
it produces is large. In this paper, we propose an improvement to the controller proposed by (Xu 
& Özgüner, 2008) . We use an extended high-gain observer (EHGO) as estimator to estimate the 
unknown states and the uncertainties and disturbances. The estimated states will be used in the 
controller and at the same time the estimated uncertainties and disturbances are continuously 
cancelled in the control. In simulation, we are able to show that our proposed method able to 
improve the performance of the standard sliding mode controller.  The proposed control able 
to give smaller ultimate bound of error at a smaller magnitude of control signal.
This paper begins with a presentation of the dynamic model of the quadrotor vehicle and 
the transformation of the model to a cascade form for control design. This is followed with 
a presentation  of proposed controller in a state feedback form. We assume that all states, 
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uncertainties and disturbances are known and available for the controller. An analysis between 
the proposed controller and standard SMC approach is undertaken and the proposed design of 
EHGO and  output feedback control is presented. The efficiency of the proposed controller is 
illustrated through simulation using Matlab and Simulink. 
PRELIMINARIES
Dynamic Model and Transformation
A simplified nominal model of a quadrotor UAV as shown in Figure 1 can be represented as 
follows. More detail of its configuration can be found in (Bouabdallah, 2007;Altug, Ostrowski, 
& Mahony, 2002)
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The quadrotor height (z) and yaw motion are assumed to be fully actuated. Meanwhile, the 
positions in the longitudinal (x) and lateral (y) and the pitching and rolling angle are a multi-
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The controller design for the fully actuated subsystem is constructed using sliding mode and 
PID-based control following (Xu & Özgüner, 2008). In this paper, we will focus on the 
design of disturbance rejection mechanism to optimize the control performance for the 
underactuated subsystem Eq. (2) in the presence of time-varying disturbances and 
uncertainties. The control of underactuated system is important for stabilizing the vehicle in 
the longitudinal and lateral motion during trajectory. 
We define new state variable as  to obtain the 
transformation of system Eq. (2) into 
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are made as follows: 
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bounded.  
Assumption 2:  is invertible,  and are continuously differentiable with locally 
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The controller design for the fully actuated subsystem is constructed using sliding mode and 
PID-based control following (Xu & Özgüner, 2008). In this paper, we will focus on the design 
of disturbance rejection mechanism to optimize the control performance for the underactuated 
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of underactuated system is important for stabilizing the vehicle in the longitudinal and lateral 
motion during trajectory.
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Design of EHGO and Output Feedback Control
The EHGOs for the position and rotational dynamics are designed as two different observer 
(Khalil, 2014):
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under state feedback. 
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The proposed output feedback controller which is described by Eq. (13) was 
implemented using the same parameter values as the state feedback mentioned above. The 
saturation limits  are chosen to be slightly greater than the maximum absolute values of 
the states, respectively, observed in state feedback control simulations. Meanwhile, the 
following parameter value were used for EHGO Eq. (10) -(11):  = 3, 
and  = . The initial states of state feedback and output feedback are 
,  and   =0. The initial conditions set for EHGO are 
 he state feedback controller escribed by Eq. (6) was 
implemented sing the following par meter values: c1=20, c2=22,c3=8, M1=6, µ=0.1, η=0.1.
The proposed output feedback controller which is described by Eq. (13) was implemented 
using t e a e parameter val es as the state feedback mentioned above. The saturation limits 
are chosen to be slightly greater than the maximum absolute values of the states, respectively, 
observed in state feedback control simulations. Meanwhile, the following parameter value 
were used for EHGO Eq. (10) -(11): α11 = α12 = α21= α22 = 3, and α13 = α23= 1. The initial states 
of state feedback and output feedback are x1(0) = 2, 2,x2(0) = 0,x3(0) = 0.5, and x4(0) = 0. The 
initial conditions set for EHGO are     and  
To investigate the performance of the proposed control with regard to the standard SMC, 
we simulate the closed-loop system using proposed control Eq.(13) at three cases : EHGO at 
   and  .The results are shown in Figure 2 and 3. The transient 
response of the trajectories as shown in Figs.(2a)(2c) and Figs.(3a)(3c) has significant 
deviation in the overshoot and settling time as compared to the standard SMC. However, as 
reduces, the overshoot and settling time improves slightly. However, it is expected that the 
proposed method will produce slight deviation transient response from the standard SMC. 
This is because the proposed control is an output feedback form while it is compared to the 
standard SMC that is in a state feedback form. In the standard SMC Eq. (6), we assumed all 
states are known and available to be used in the control. However, this assumption is not 
valid in practical settings due to limitation of sensors. Contrary to that, the proposed method 
is more practical because it assumes limited sensors are available and uses robust observer to 
estimate other unknown states.  
The efficiency of our proposal is obvious at the steady state as shown in Figure(2b) (2d) 
and Figure(3b) (3d). The proposed technique and standard SMC able to bring the trajectory 
of x and y to converge to ultimate bound around zero. However, inside the boundary layer the 
proposed technique able to bring the trajectory to smaller ultimate bound which means closer 
to the desired position as shown in Figure (2b) and Figure(3b). The performance of the 
proposed method also depends on the gain , ,  from the EHGO. As the gains increases 
as shown in Figure 4, the overshoot and the settling time are getting smaller and the transient 
response is closely following the standard SMC.  The proposed technique can be 
implemented at smaller control magnitude as presented in Figure 5. The result justifies t 
using disturbance estimator for the purpose of  estimating the disturbance and then cancel it 
in the control gives smaller ultimate bound in the position trajectory with smaller control 
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This is because the proposed control is an output feedback form while it is compared to the 
standard SMC that is in a state feedback form. In the standard SMC Eq. (6), we assumed all 
states are known and available to be used in the control. However, this assumption is not 
valid in practical settings due to limitation of sensors. Contrary to that, the proposed method 
is more practical because it assumes limited sensors are available and uses robust observer to 
estimate other unknown states.  
The efficiency of our proposal is obvious at the steady state as shown in Figure(2b) (2d) 
and Figure(3b) (3d). The proposed technique and standard SMC able to bring the trajectory 
of x and y to converge to ultimate bound around zero. However, inside the boundary layer the 
proposed technique able to bring the trajectory to smaller ultimate bound which means closer 
to the desired position as shown in Figure (2b) and Figure(3b). The performance of the 
proposed method also depends on the gain , ,  from the EHGO. As the gains increases 
as shown in Figure 4, the overshoot and the settling time are getting smaller and the transient 
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To investigate the performance of the proposed control with regard to the standard SMC, 
we simulate the closed-loop system using proposed control Eq.(13) at three cases : EHGO 
at ε = 0.01, ε = 0.002 and ε = 0.001.The results are shown in Figure 2 and 3. Although the 
transient response trajectories as shown in Figures (2a)(2c) and Figures (3a)(3c) are showing 
large deviation in the overshoot and settling time as compared to t e standard SMC, however 
a  ε reduces, the overshoot and settling time improves slightly. It is expected that the proposed 
controller to produce slight deviation in the transient response from the standard SMC. This is 
because the proposed control is an output feedback form while it is compared to the standard 
SMC that is in a state feedback form. In the standard SMC Eq. (6), we assumed all states 
are known and available to be used in the control. However, this assumption is not valid in 
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practical settings due to limitation of sensors. Contrary to that, the proposed method is more 
practical because it assumes limited sensors are available and uses robust observer to estimate 
other unknown states. 
The efficiency of our proposal is obvious at the steady state as shown in Figure 2(b) and 
2(d) and Figure 3(b) and 3(d). The proposed technique and standard SMC able to bring the 
trajectory of x and y to converge to ultimate bound around zero. However, inside the boundary 
layer the proposed technique able to bring the trajectory to smaller ultimate bound which means 
closer to the desired position as shown in Figure 2(b) and Figure 3(b). The performance of the 
proposed method also depends on the gain  α1, α2, α3 from the EHGO. As the gains increases 
as shown in Figure 4, the overshoot and the settling time are getting smaller and the transient 
response is closely following the standard SMC.  The proposed technique can be implemented 
at smaller control magnitude as presented in Figure 5. The result justifies t using disturbance 
estimator for the purpose of  estimating the disturbance and then cancel it in the control gives 
smaller ultimate bound in the position trajectory with smaller control effort needed to produce 
that performance, as compared to dominating the disturbance. 
Figure 2. Trajectories of x and θ 
proposed technique able to bring the trajectory to smaller ultimate bound which means closer 
to the desired position as shown in Figure (2b) and Figure(3b). The performance of the 
proposed method also depends on the gain , ,  from the EHGO. As the gains increases 
as shown in Figure 4, the overshoot and the settling time are getting smaller and the transient 
response is closely following the standard SMC.  The proposed technique can be 
implemented at smaller control magnitude as presented in Figure 5. The result justifies t 
using disturbance estimator for the purpose of  estimating the disturbance and then cancel it 
in the control gives smaller ultimate bound in the position trajectory with smaller control 
effort needed to produce that performance, as compared to dominating the disturbance.  
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CONCLUSION 
 We presented a more robust utput feedback controller for tabilization of the under-
actuated part of the quadrotor system  which is continuous and time-varying. An EHGO is 
used to estimate t e nmeasured sta es and to c mpensate for the disturbances d
uncertainties that appear in the positional and rotational link of the quadrotor.  The efficiency 
of the proposed technique was compared over the standard sliding mode control. Numerical 
simulation carried out shows that the proposed output feedback control produces the same 
output response as the state feedback sliding mode control, with the exception  of some short 
overshoot and higher settling time. However, the proposed output feedback is able to improve 
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CONCLUSION
We presented a more robust output feedback controller for stabilization of the under-actuated 
part of the quadrotor system  which is continuous and time-varying. An EHGO is used to 
estimate the unmeasured states and to compensate for the disturbances and uncertainties that 
appear in the positional and rotational link of the quadrotor.  The efficiency of the proposed 
technique was compared over the standard sliding mode control. Numerical simulation carried 
out shows that the proposed output feedback control produces the same output response as the 
state feedback sliding mode control, with the exception  of some short overshoot and higher 
settling time. However, the proposed output feedback is able to improve the steady state error 
utilizing smaller magnitude of control signal.  
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